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From Chapter 1, "By Way of Introduction":

"The orientation of this book is strongly biased in two directions; it is

scientific, and it is psychological. A scientific study of language, as
opposed to a speculative discussion, begins with direct observations

of communicating individuals and searches for the relation of these
observations to the existing body of scientific knowledge. There exist

many speculations of a literary or philosophical nature that are inter-

esting and stimulate the imagination; unless these speculations lead

to scientific observations and generalizations, they are not discussed
here. Rejecting opinions in favor of facts helps to reduce this vast

topic to manageable proportions. The psychological bias restricts the

discussion to the effects of language on the behavior of the individual.

Psychology is the science of behavior. Our present interest is not in

language as one of the social graces, but as a kind of cooperative
human behavior."

GEORGE A. MILLER is Professor of Psychology at Harvard University.
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PREFACE

This manuscript was begun in the summer of 1946, when the author first tried

to select a text for an undergraduate course entitled The Psychology of Speech

and Communication. No text could be found. The choice was between

assigning six or seven different books or no book at all. This annoyance pro-

vided a stimulus. Now, five years and two mimeographed versions later, the

response to this stimulus has been completed. The outcome is a book aimed at

upper-class undergraduate or graduate courses in the psychology of communi-

cation.

Cormnimication, if it is anything at all, is a social event. The spread of in-

formation through a group of people is one of the most important social events

that can occur. When one tries to assemble the facts about this important

social event, however, the data come from all fields of science. The diversity

of sources has made the job an exacting one. One is never certain that some-

thing of vital importance is not hiding in an obscure transaction of a mathe-

matical, philological, phonetic, sociological, anthropological, philosophical, or

engineering society. The author does not want to suggest that he has either

read all this literature or evaluated it correctly. This text is not an encyclo-

pedia of linguistics. There are a lot of facts here, but certainly not all of them.

The purpose was to pull together in one book the more important approaches

to the study of communicative behavior. In an introductory and necessarily

superficial way the book tries to suggesLOie breadth of the spectrum of Unguistic

studies. These various approaches are discussed in terms that make sense to

a modern psychologist.

The bias is behavioristic—not fanatically behavioristic, but certainly tainted

by a preference. There does not seem to be a more scientific kind of bias, or,

if there is, it turns out to be behaviorism after all. The careful reader wiU

discover occasional subjective lapses. Undoubtedly in these instances, a

scientific approach is possible, but the author was unable to find one or think

of one. The argument nonetheless goes as far down the behavioristic path as

one can clearly see the way. It is necessary to be expUcit about this behavior-

istic bias, for there is much talk in the pages that follow about patterns and

organizations. Psychological interest in patterning is traditionally subjective,

but not necessarily so. Discussion of the patterning of symbols and the

influences of context run through the manuscript like clotheslines on which the

variegated laundry of language and communication is hung out to dry. It
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is not pleasant to think that these clotheshnes must be made from the sand of

subjectivity.

It is a pleasant chore to recaU help received from others. Professor C. T.

Morgan deserves the reader's gratitude for his corrections of many obscurities

and some downright mistakes. Professor S. S. Stevens' dogged persistence as

an editor and critic made it possible to avoid some of the stylistic hazards an

author can put in the reader's way. Doctor J. G. Beebe-Center has taken

some of the argiunents seriously enough to answer them with criticism and

encouragement. Doctor D. A. RamsdeU has never tired of contending that

language is even more comphcated than this book pretends to find it. Doctor

M. R. Rosenzweig gave valuable criticisms of the first draft, Doctor R. L.

Solomon made numerous improvements in Chap. 9, and Professor B. F. Skinner

was kind enough to read Chap. 8. Doctors F. C. Frick, E. B. Newman, and

J. C. R. Lickhder scuttled many of the author's thoughtless thoughts before

they could become embarrassing in less congenial gatherings. Professor

Roman Jakobson helped to reduce the number of linguistic blunders, and

Doctor Yehoshua Bar-HiUel provided similar advice on several points of logic.

The most valued critics, however, have been the undergraduates whose exam-

ination papers were faithful mirrors of their teacher's inadequacies. Against

all these friendly critics is balanced the one person who was never critical,

who t)q)ed four versions of the manuscript and mimeographed two, and who

had persistent faith that the job was worth doing. Students and colleagues

were helpful, but without the unwavering interest and industry of Katherine

James Miller, the job would not have been done.

Some of the writing was done while the author held a position in the Psycho-

Acoustic Laboratory. Good use was made of the laboratory's secretarial,

drafting, and photographic faciUties. Consequently, this book appears as

PNR-100 from the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory, Harvard University, under

contract with the United States Navy, Office of Naval Research (Contract

N5ori-76, Project NR142-201), and reproduction for any purpose of the

United States government is permitted.
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FOREWORD TO THE TEACHER

Since few courses in language and communication are currently offered in

departments of psychology, a few words of advice may prove helpful to psy-

chologists who contemplate introducing such a course.

The first point concerns the order in which the subject matter is introduced.

Some experimentation has led to the conclusion that there are two satisfactory

orders. One is to begin with the molar, social phenomena of communication

and then to proceed by more and more detailed analysis to the molecular facts

of perception and phonetics. This order has the advantage of catching the

student's interest initially and of keeping fairly good morale. The second pos-

sible order is exactly the reverse of the first and is the order adopted in this book.

Proceeding from the detailed to the general, from the dull to the interesting,

costs something in student enthusiasm. There are two reasons for paying the

price. The first is that for most students language is a magical and subjective

affair. It is not easy for the beginner to think scientifically, objectively, about

language and commimication. If a course of this sort is to havca'ny permanent

effect upon the student, it will probably be in the replacement of this magical

attitude by a more scientific and reasonable one. The best way to introduce

this kind of thinking is in terms of phonetics, perception, and statistics. Then

when the more highly personalized functions of language are introduced, there

is far less resistance to a continuation of this attitude.

The second reason for beginning at the molecular level is that we know better

what we are talking about. The percentage of speculation is much lower for

the discussion of phonetics than it is for the discussion of propaganda. As a

consequence of this better factual support, it is possible to outline certain basic

concepts about communication in a relatively compelUng way. Once these

concepts are estabUshed as vaUd in the regions where the evidence is well known,

it is then much easier to generalize them for regions where the evidence is yet

to be gathered. Thus the detailed study of the mechanical parts of communi-

cation can provide a firm foundation for the interpretation of more ambigu-

ous subjects. The opposite approach, unfortunately, provides only the most

ephemeral basis for the perceptual and phonetic studies and encourages students

to waste too much time resisting ideas they cannot fully understand.

There is also a certain historical justification for beginning with phonetics

and perception. Our knowledge of language and communication has grown

in that order. Studies of the social aspects of communication are recent iimo-
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vations, whereas the perceptual processes have been of interest since the earliest

psychological inquiries.

With a little effort the student can be helped over this initial barrier. Dem-

onstrations are most valuable. Some demonstrations that have proved simple

and instructive are: (1) recording breathing during speech and during quiet,

(2) displaying speech waves on a cathode-ray oscilloscope, (3) administering

some standard audiometric test, (4) constructing passages at different orders

of approximation to Enghsh by having members of the class add successive

words. Many other demonstrations are possible, depending upon the facilities

available to the instructor. The effects of filtering, masking, or otherwise

distorting phonographically recorded speech always provide an interesting

period if the electronic gadgetry is at hand. In addition to demonstrations, the

standard devices of motion pictures and sUdes are also useful.

In later sections of the course there are numerous verbal learning experiments

that make interesting demonstrations. Few instructors will want to miss the

chance of demonstrating the distortions of testimony or the natural growth of

rumor, for these have considerable appeal to most students. If the projection

lantern can be equipped with a reasonably good camera shutter, tachistoscopic

demonstrations can be introduced.

With all the devices of visual education, however, there are still sections of

the course that students will not understand until they have actually worked

with the materials themselves. The simple distinction between types and

tokens is usually difficult until the student has actually counted words in a

passage and computed some simple type-token ratios. This is conveniently

done in the form of a homework problem. Other assignments that have

proved valuable are: (1) translating from phonetic notation into ordinary

Enghsh, (2) computing the readabihty of three or four short passages, (3) out-

lining procedures for teaching certain specific words to a young child, (4) col-

lecting rumors and the relevant data about them.

The book can be divided into two parts, the first including Chaps. 1 through

5, and the second including Chaps. 6 through 12. Courses for students with

backgrounds in linguistics and in the engineering sciences should emphasize

the first part. Courses for students in psychology and sociology should empha-

size the second part. It is not advisable, however, to delete the first five

chapters, for they develop several ideas about amount of information and re-

dundancy that are used in the last seven chapters. In general, terms are de-

fined exphcitly the first time they are introduced, and not thereafter.

Most teachers will find that they are able to lecture far beyond the content

of the text in several of the chapters, but few will be able to do so for every

chapter. The discussion of the mathematical theory of information is apt to

require work by teacher and student alike. This theory should be studied in

the original form in the book by Shannon and Weaver, The Mathematical Theory

oj Communication. Chapters by LickJider and Miller in S. S. Stevens' Hand-
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hook of Experimental Psychology may also prove useful. Although this theory

has many implications for psychology, it is relatively new and unfamiUar. In

graduate seminars these references are suitable for student reports. A good

background for lectures on acoustic phonetics can be obtained from the well-

illustrated book by Potter, Kopp, and Green, Visible Speech, and Bloch and

Trager, in their Outline of Linguistic Analysis, provide an excellent orientation

toward physiological phonetics. On the perception of speech the final section

of Fletcher, Speech and Hearing, though now somewhat out of date, is still the

best thing available. Armed with these references, the lecturer need have httle

fear of misinforming his students on these relatively technical subjects.

The subject of language and communication is at least as broad as the

subject of psychology itself. In many respects, therefore, a course in the

psychology of communication resembles an introductory course in general

psychology. The principal difference is that the examples are drawn from

human verbal behavior. With this specialization and with somewhat more

sophisticated students it is possible to go into more detail, but anyone who has

offered a broad introductory course in psychology will have little diflSculty

preparing lectures on language and communication.





Chapter 1

BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION

"When / use a word," Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, "it

means just what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less."

"The question is," said AHce, "whether you can make words mean so many

different things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that's all."

—Lewis Carroll

The object of this book is to summarize for students of psychology the results

of scientific studies of language and communication. These studies have been

made by men of widely differing backgrounds and interests and for diverse

and often unrelated purposes. Communication is so pervasively important

in all walks of life that every branch of the social sciences is concerned with

it, studies it, and adds to the general fund of knowledge about it. The begin-

ning student is often overwhelmed by the variety of forms that the study of

communication can assume and finds it quite difficult to reconcile one with an-

other or to develop any well-rounded evaluation of the subject as a whole. He

needs an introductory orientation to this heterogeneous field of knowledge. It

is this need which the following pages are designed to satisfy.

The orientation of this book is strongly biased in two directions; it is scien-

tific, and it is psychological. A scientific study of language, as opposed to a

speculative discussion, begins with direct observations of communicating indi-

viduals and searches for the relation of these observations to the existing body

of scientific knowledge. There exist many speculations of a literary or phil-

osophical nature that are interesting and stimulate the imagination; unless

these speculations lead to scientific observations and generalizations, they

are not discussed here. Rejecting opinions in favor of facts helps to reduce

this vast topic to manageable proportions. The psychological bias restricts

the discussion to the effects of language on the behavior of the individual.

Psychology is the science of behavior. Our present interest is not in language

as one of the social graces, but as a kind of cooperative human behavior.

In some respects the scientific study of communication resembles the task

of soaring off the ground with a tug at your own bootstraps. Science is, in

one sense of the term, the set of symbols that scientists use to communicate

their knowledge to other scientists. These symbols are published in journals

and books and tables, and the symbols of one generation are studied by the

1
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scientists of the next. A science of communication, like all other science,

must consist of such a set of scientific symbols. The peculiar aspect of a

science of communication is that its scientific symbols refer to other symbols.

It uses language to talk about language, and it is somewhat puzzling that

new symbols about old symbols could clarify the problem in any way.

The ordinary language of every day's sociabihties becomes the object dis-

cussed in another language of science. It is as if we used microscopes to study

microscopes or yardsticks to study yardsticks. A similar dilemma confronted

the pioneer psychologists who set out to understand the human mind. Their

only weapon was the human mind itself, and they were forced to ask themselves,

Can the mind comprehend itself? The student of language must ask himself

a similar question. Can we advance our knowledge of the use of symbols by

the use of symbols? Or, more bluntly, is a science of communication possible?

Such a bootstrap undertaking requires a new attitude toward language.

To the student who begins the study of verbal behavior for the first time lan-

guage is a personal, almost magical thing bound up inextricably with his

private thoughts and feelings and ideas. Before he can begin a scientific

study of speech and communication, he must learn to take a detached, formal

attitude toward it. In the formal attitude the personal, meaningful aspects

of verbal behavior are often ignored, and the symbols are seen as simple pat-

terns of muscular twitches, or agitations of the air molecules, or patterns of

squiggles on the page. The scientific study of language begins with this formal

impersonal attitude toward these twitches, agitations, and squiggles.

The formal attitude toward communication is an important first step. A
scientist can consider that his own verbal behavior is not under scientific

scrutiny; he uses it to talk about the verbal behavior of other people. It is

often easier to be objective about what other people are doing than about

what we ourselves are doing. A scientist can forget that his friend across the

room is saying something. He looks at the movements of the mouth and face

as a kind of artistic dance. He Ustens to the melody rather than the words.

He asks himself, Does the pitch glide up or down at the pauses, does every

grouping of sounds follow the same pattern? Does the talker use more verbs

than adjectives? Why does he select that particular pattern of symbols

instead of some other? What does his speech reveal about him as a speaker?

WhaX is his effect upon the other listeners? After a little practice the scientist

is able to look at verbal behavior as impersonally as he regards a falling stone

or a whirring motor. Then he is ready to begin the formal, scientific study of

verbal behavior.

Why Behavior?

An interesting theory of the origin of language in the human race holds

that speech movements imitate gestures normally made with the arms and

head. Suppose, for instance, a primitive man wanted to make a beckoning
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gesture, but it was dark, or his hands were full, or his companion was not

looking. In this crisis he got the idea of making a gesture with his tongue at

the same time his throat made a noise. The friend interpreted the sound as

phonation modified by a beckoning tongue movement and came running.

Presumably.

Whether or not this theory is correct we shall probably never know. It

does serve to illustrate a behavioral approach to the problem of communica-

tion. To think of speech as audible movement and comparable to movements

of the arms and legs is to think of speech as vocal behavior. Viewed in this

way, speech is not essentially different from acts of other types. Its apparent

uniqueness rests upon its importance to man, the talking animal. Speech

accomplishes the same sort of result that other behaviors could, only more

expeditiously.

Many people who have not considered carefully the psychologist's problems

have been puzzled that he is reluctant to use mentalistic terms like 'experience,'

'consciousness,' 'ideas,' etc., unless he can relate them to observable behavior.

The reason is simple enough. Science is a pubUc affair, but personal expe-

riences are personal. To enter the domain of science, personal experiences

must be made accessible, observable, pubhc. Unless the personal experience

is reflected by the person's behavior in some public way, it cannot be studied.

If a psychologist wished to study your dreams, for example, you would have

to convert them into vocal behavior. Then he could study your vocalizations.

But he cannot study the dream itself.

One of the psychologist's great methodological difl&culties is how he can

make the events he wishes to study publicly observable, countable, measurable.

It is significant to note that the device most often used for conversion from

private to pubUc is verbal behavior. Thus speech is a crucial problem for

psychology. None of his other activities gives the same sort of insight into

another person as does his verbal behavior. Since men spend so many of

their waking hours generating and responding to words, and since speech is

such a typically human mode of adjustment, no general theory of psychology

will be adequate if it does not take account of verbal behavior.

This is no simple task. The psychologist has usually found it easier to

think clearly about nonverbal behavior, and he has accumulated information

about knee jerks, stomach contractions, salivating dogs, etc., and has attempted

to bring some order into this mass of behavioral observations. By assuming

a formal attitude toward verbal behavior we hope to be able to treat it within

the broad framework of the psychologist's generalizations.

How One Thing Signifies Another

Begin with some basic, perhaps self-evident, concepts. It is natural to

distinguish an organism from its environment. We say the organism is
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designed by evolution to convert food and water into tissues and work and

to reproduce. To accomplish these functions in an ever-changing world, the

state of the organism and the state of the environment must be able to mold

and direct the organism's behavior. The necessary information is supplied

by means of specialized cells called receptors and neurons. Because of these

cells the central nervous system is affected indirectly by the changes going on

in and around the organism.

Such statements are widely accepted and would not concern us here but for

an implication they hold for the study of speech and language. Intermediate

between the stimulating situation and the response to it is always the activity

of receptor cells and sensory nerves. As far as the brain is concerned the

activity of the sensory nerves stands for, or represents, the stimuli. The

representation is adequate for most behavioral adaptations; it is nonetheless

a highly schematic and inaccurate picture of the world. Thus physics tells

us the thing we perceive to be a table is mostly open space and is held together

by fields of force in a way entirely foreign to our general knowledge of tables.

It is common to begin a discussion of communication by pointing out that

words are signs that conveniently replace the objects or ideas they represent.

It would be misleading to imply, however, that this representative character

of words distinguishes them sharply from all other stimuli to which we respond.

The word 'chair' is clearly not the chair itself, but a symbol for the chair.

Similarly, the Ught reflected from the object is not the chair itself. In either

case the response is made to something that represents the chair. The some-

thing may be Ught rays reflected from the chair, or it may be sound waves

arbitrarily associated with the chair. But it is not the chair.

In short, Hsteners respond to spoken words in the same way they respond

. to other energies that impinge upon their receptor organs.

As they affect the organism's behavior, stimuli do not present themselves

in random, unorganized ways. We do not respond to the chair as if its right

arm belonged to the table nearby and the seat were an especially thick portion

of the carpet. The chair hangs together as a unit, separated from the table

unit beside it and the carpet unit beneath it. It is an important psychological

problem to discover the conditions under which stimuli are responded to as

stable configurations. The problem is basic to verbal behavior; without such

organization we could achieve no agreement as to the objects our words

vrepresent.

These remarks, which hold for stimuli in general, also apply to the verbal

stimuli that affect us. Words do not present themselves in random, unorgan-

ized ways. Sentences hold together as units, and the component parts com-

plement and modify one another according to then: patterning. Words are

not distinguished from other stimuli on the basis of configuration, for we

impose organization on all the stimuli to which we respond.

Words cannot be distinguished from other stimuli on the basis of their repre-
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sentative role or their organization into patterns. What, then, is the distin-

guishing mark of a verbal stimulus? One possible distinction is that words

*lhave an arbitrary significance. Words signify only what we have learned that

they signify. The fact that we say 'chair' and not 'Stuhl' is a matter of social

coincidence. In contrast, the association between the light rays reflected

from a chair and the chair itself is not arbitrary. Verbal signs that are

organized into linguistic systems are usually called verbal symbols.

The arbitrary nature of a verbal stimulus is clear when we consider the

role of learning. In general we learn to repeat those acts which are rewarded.

If bumping into a chair is never rewarded, we soon stop behaving that way
and start walking around it. In such cases the nature of the physical situa-

tion ensures that our responses develop in a certain way. Our response to

the word 'chair,' however, develops differently. In order that we learn to

respond correctly to the word 'chair,' ii is necessary for another organism to

^intervene and reward us each time we respond correctly. Since the intervening

organism can reward a range of possible responses, the choice of the sound

pattern 'chair' is quite arbitrary.

The first encounter with a foreign language usually leaves the visitor

surprised at the perversity of the foreigners. Why would anybody use an

improbable name Uke 'Pferd' for something that is clearly a horse? The

arbitrariness of names is usually easier to accept, however, than the arbitrari-

ness of grammatical structure. Why would anybody wait till the end of a

sentence to give the verbs? It is hard to abandon the feeling that the unfa-

miliar is absurd and illogical. It is part of the formal attitude toward language

to see that one name or one grammatical rule can be just as good as another.

The important thing is that everyone agrees to the name or rule, whatever

it is.

Once a society has adopted a set of symbols and rules for combining them,

the conventions are no longer arbitrary. If everyone agrees to call a horse a

horse, then we are no longer free to call horses by any symbol that occurs to

us. Selecting new words arbitrarily isolates us from the rest of the language

community. The arbitrary decision was made centuries ago, and many people

abide by it. The point is that other decisions might have been made.

We have said that we must study behavior, that verbalization is a special

and important kind of behavior, that behavior must be guided by stimulation,

and that the association between stimulation and action may be quite arbitrary.

A general introduction would not be complete, however, if it did not stress

the importance of order, of pattern, in verbal behavior.

Speech sounds do not occur as isolated bits. They are interwoven in elab-

orate designs. It is instructive to imagine a language that makes no use of

the pattern of its individual sounds. 'Ah' might stand for 'How do you do'

and 'ee ' for ' Please help me,' and so on. There would be very few things such

a language could talk about, for men can make and distinguish less than 100
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diflferent speech sounds. If we produce only some 50 different sounds and

we want to use them to talk about miUions of different things, we must use

combinations of sounds. If, for example, we use all the possible pairs of

50 sounds, we can make 2500 different statements. If 2500 statements are

not enough, we can go on to use patterns of three or four or even a thousand

sounds. There are many more patterns than there are individual sounds.

The ability to use such patterns, however, is uniquely human.

A language is of little value if its elements cannot be arranged and rearranged

in a variety of sequences. We must know, for example, how a child learns

the word 'bear' and the word 'eats,' but we must also study how the child

learns to distinguish 'the bear eats' from 'eats the bear' from 'bear the eats.'

To step on a man's toe and then to apologize is not the same as to apologize

first and then step on his toe. The order of events is often more significant

than the events themselves.

As soon as we begin to consider all the possible patterns of speech elements,

we discover that the vast majority of these possible patterns is never used.

Some patterns sound too much alike, some patterns are too hard to pronounce,

some are prohibited by grammar or by common sense. Our choice of symbol

sequences for the purposes of communication is restricted by rules. The job

is to discover what the rules are and what advantages or disadvantages they

create.

The Idealized Communication System

Communication means that information is passed from one place to another.

Whenever communication occurs, we say that the component parts involved

in the transfer of information comprise a communication system. Although

the specific character of these parts changes from one system to another, there

are general functions that the components must perform if the communication

is to succeed. By abstracting these necessary functions that every communica-

tion system must perform it is possible to describe a sort of idealized com-

munication system in very general terms.

Every communication must have a source and a destination for the informa-

tion that is transferred, and these must be distinct in space or time. Between

the source and the destination there must be some link that spans the inter-

vening space or time, and this link is called a communication channel. In

order that the information can pass over the channel, it is necessary to operate

on it in such a way that it is suitable for transmission, and the component that

performs this operation is a transmitter. At the destination there must be a

receiver that converts the transmitted information into its original form. These

five components—source, transmitter, channel, receiver, and destination

—

comprise the idealized communication system. In one form or another these

five components are present in every kind of communication.
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In most communication systems the source of the information is a human
being. From his past experience and present needs and perceptions this source

has information to pass along to others. The transmitter discussed most

thoroughly in the following pages is the human speech machinery. This

machinery operates upon the information and changes it into a pattern of

sound waves that is carried through the air. The channel of principal interest

to us will be the air medium that connects the talker's speech machinery with

the Hstener's ears. The ear is a receiver that operates upon the acoustic waves

to convert them into nervous activity at their destination, the nervous system

of the listener. This particular system is called the vocal communication

system.

Many other examples of communication systems can be described. When
a person writes himself a note on his memorandum pad, the writer at one

time is the source, the process of writing is the transmitter, the permanence

of the pad is the channel that spans intervening time, the reader's eyes are

the receiver, and the same person at a later time is the destination. A tele-

graph system is a simple example: the source supplies a sequence of letters

that is converted by the transmitter into dots, dashes, and spaces, the receiver

reconverts the signal into letters, and the message is passed along to its

destination.

The operation of the transmitter is often referred to as encoding. The code

is the pattern of energies that can travel over the connecting link. The
receiver reverses the operation of the transmitter and reconverts the coded

message into a more usable form. Thus the operation of the receiver is

referred to as decoding. We usually think of codes in terms of secrets and

international intrigue, but here we shall speak of codes in a much more general

sense. Any system of symbols that, by prior agreement between the source

and destination, is used to represent and convey information will be called

a code. Thus, in the sense we use the word here, the French language is one

code and the German language another. Spoken EngUsh is the code that will

interest us primarily, but similar considerations apply for all codes.

One additional factor must be considered before the idealized communication

system is complete. This factor concerns the possibility of error. Mistakes

may occur in encoding or decoding the messages or may be introduced while

the signal is in transit over the channel. If the people communicating are

unfamiliar with the code, or if they are unable to distinguish the differences

among the S3Tiibols, errors become likely. If there is a disturbance in the

channel that changes the individual symbols or permutes their order, errors

in communication result. It is sometimes convenient to lump all these sources

of error together under a single name, noise. When we say that a communica-

tion system is noisy, we mean that there is a good chance for error to occur.

If the chance of error is very great, we say that the noise level is high. If

errors are very unlikely, we say the noise level is low.
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The higher the noise level in a communication system, the more difficult it

is to get reliable information over that system. In most communication

systems, therefore, some provisions are made to combat the deleterious effects

of noise. Just what the countermeasures are depends upon what kinds of

errors are most likely.

The Importance of Statistics

Statistics is the branch of mathematics that describes how things are on the

average. The idea of statistics is that a single observation may not be rehable,

and that if the observation is repeated many times the result may not always

be the same. In such cases it is necessary to talk about the likelihood rather

than the certainty that some particular event will occur.

The importance of statistics for the study of language is often overlooked.

It is sometimes assumed that a science must make accurate predictions of

exactly what is going to happen. This ideal is sometimes approached, for

example, by the astronomer who can predict years in advance the exact minute

an ecUpse will begin. Such accuracy cannot be hoped for in a science of com-

munication. The very nature of communication makes it clear that it is a

variable, statistical kind of process. If we could predict in advance exactly

what a talker was going to say, then he would not need to say it. The very

fact that communication occurs impUes that the accuracy of predictions of

communicative behavior is limited. If verbal behavior were not liighly var-

iable, it would be useless.

Once the idea is accepted that communicative behavior is necessarily variable,

the importance of statistics for the study of language becomes obvious. Com-
municative behavior is neither completely predictable nor completely unpre-

dictable; it is in an intermediate position where it is possible only to say that,

on the average, certain things will happen. Statistics is the language of aver-

ages, and so is the proper language for a science of communication.

It is a consequence of this intrinsic variability that scientific statements

about verbal behavior are only probably true, true on the average. This

variabihty complicates an already complex study and makes it difficult to

evaluate the relative effects of the many variables that influence verbal behav-

ior. It is possible to understand the general nature of statistical relations

without any extensive knowledge of statistical methods; although the statis-

tical machinery is suppressed in the following pages, the statistical concepts

are indispensable.

These introductory remarks can be summarized as follows: The orientation

toward communication assumed in this book is scientific and psychological.

Certain basic assumptions about communication can be listed: (1) Scientific

psychology is concerned with the analysis of behavior, and the use of men-

talistic concepts should whenever possible be related to and justified in terms
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of behavioral evidence. (2) Verbal symbols differ from other stimuli in that

they are organized into a linguistic system and are learned through the inter-

vention of other people. (3) The component elements of the stream of

verbalization change significance according to the context in which they

occur, and it is essential to consider the patterns they form as well as the ele-

ments themselves. (4) All communication systems include, in one form or

other, five components: the source of information, the transmitter to encode

the information into communicable form, the channel that conveys the coded

information through space or time, the receiver to decode the message, and

the destination of the information. The various possibilities for errors intro-

duce noise into the system. (5) In order to serve its purpose, communicative

behavior is necessarily variable and so must be discussed in statistical terms.

These assumptions are elaborated, related, and supported with factual evidence

in the following chapters.



Chapter 2

THE PHONETIC APPROACH

Language is a poor thing. You fill your lungs with wind and shake a little slit

in your throat, and make mouths, and that shakes the air; and the air shakes

a pair of Httle drums in my head—a very complicated arrangement, with lots of

bones behind—and my brain seizes your meaning in the rough. What a round-

about way, and what a waste of time!

—Du Maueier

Communication takes place when there is information at one place or person

and we want to get it to another place or another person. The first step in

getting it there is to encode the information in a set of symbols. The defini-

tion of a 'code' is quite broad. It may consist of spoken sounds, of written

squiggles, the motions of a flagman's arms, the clatter of a telegraph key,

the gestures of a deaf-mute, or whatever other set of symbols is convenient.

The coded message travels the intervening space and is decoded by the person

who receives it.

Our analysis of communication begins with the most important encoding

procedure of all—human vocalization. Other ways of encoding information

could be studied instead, but certainly speech is the first learned and most

widely used. In many respects speech is the basic coding procedure. Some
linguists reserve the term 'language' exclusively for the code of vocal symbols;

writing, gestures, Braille, etc., are also codes that can be used for communica-

tion but are not dignified by the title of languages. In this narrow sense of

the term, we begin our analysis of communicative behavior with the study of

language.

Encoding information into the sounds of the human voice is a kind of behavior

and, like aU behavior, is limited by the nature of the bodily machinery that

must do the work. The first task, therefore, is to examine this machinery.

Then the acoustic product, the speech sounds themselves, are discussed, and

the communicative aspects of these sounds are considered. The scientific

study of this process is called phonetics. Physiological or motor phonetics

deals with the manner in which the sounds are produced, and acoustic phonetics

is concerned with the physical analysis of the sound waves of speech.

To produce sound a physical system must include a source of energy and a

vibrating body. Usually resonators are added to provide characteristic quality

to the sound. In the speech mechanism the source of energy is the breath
10
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stream, which causes the vocal folds to vibrate. The discussion of physio-

logical phonetics begins with this source of energy.

Respiratory Functions during Speech

Speech is sometimes called an 'overlaid' function. The activity of breath-

ing serves to supply oxygen for the body. Vocalization is a sort of biological

afterthought, a secondary function laid over the more basic process of breathing,

Breathing is accompUshed by changing the size of the chest cavity. When
the cavity is increased in volvime, the air pressure in the lungs is slightly

decreased, and the outside air flows into this region of lower pressure. Expira-

tion merely reverses the process by increasing the internal pressure.

Passive expiration is accomplished by the relaxation of the muscles of inspira-

tion. When the muscles relax, the weight of the ribs and the elasticity of the

lung tissues force air out of the lungs and return the cavity to its former posi-

tion. Active expiration uses the muscles that make up the walls of the abdom-

inal cavity. When these muscles contract, the viscera are forced inward and

the floor of the chest cavity is forced upward. Muscles of expiration in the

chest cooperate with the abdominal muscles and act to lower the rib cage.

The maximum capacity of the lungs varies widely among individuals, but

5000 cubic centimeters (about 0.2 cubic feet) is a fair average for men. Only

some 4000 cc of the maximimi capacity can be inhaled and exhaled in a single

respiratory cycle, and this volume is referred to as the vital capacity. During

average breathing the lungs hold about 2500 cc of air, and approximately

500 cc passes in and out of the lungs in each cycle. This value of 500 cc, caUed

tidal air, is an average. Some men may normally inhale as much as 1500 cc

with each breath. The vital capacity can be estimated from the sitting height,

the weight, and the surface area of the body, but measurements of chest expan-

sion bear Uttle relation to vital capacity (Dreyer, 1919; West, 1920).*

There are many ways to obtain continuous records of respiratory activity.

Figure 1 shows some samples obtained by recording changes in the circimi-

ference of the chest during singing, talking, and quiet. Other methods use

a stomach balloon to indicate the pressure on the viscera, or collect and measure

the breath in a gas mask, or enclose the entire body in a tank to record changes

in body volume. It is even possible to employ x-rays (Bloomer and Shohara,

1941). X-rays are particularly valuable because they make it possible to see

the sjmchronous movements of all the various parts of the respiratory system.

A useful index obtained from these records is the I-fraction. The time

during which air is taken in is called /, and the total duration of the respiratory

cycle (in and out together) is D. The /-fraction is defined as the ratio of 7

to D. The /-fraction averages between 0.40 and 0.45 during quiet breathing

* References to the literature are given alphabetically by author in the bibliography at the

back of the book-
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but drops to about 0.16 during speech (Fossler, 1930). Only one-sixth of our

time is spent taking air in when we talk; the rest of the time we are slowly-

letting it out. During singing the /-fraction is even smaller.

Figure 1 illustrates how song, speech, and silence differ from each other.

Varying lengths of phrases make breathing during speech less regular than

quiet breathing. When we talk or sing, the inspiratory movement occurs

quickly between phrases, and the expiratory movement is slow and irregular.

The rate of expiration of air in medium loud singing varies from 40 to 200 cc

per second, the lower values holding for trained singers.

QUIET

10 20 30

TIME IN SECONDS
Fig. 1. Kymograph record of changes in chest girth during singing, speaking, and quiet

breathing. The downward deflection represents inspiration, the upward deflection expiration.

D is the duration of a complete respiratory cycle; I is the inspiratory portion of the cycle.

As we get ready to talk, air is drawn into the chest, which is momentarily

poised in a shghtly inflated position. As speech begins, the abdominal

muscles contract slightly in advance of the first syllable. The contraction

forces the viscera against the floor of the chest cavity and provides a firm support

for the action of the chest muscles. Muscles between the ribs then contract

in quick strokes that force air upward through the vocal organs during each

syllable. The abdominal muscles continue to contract in a slow controlled

movement, and as a breath phrase ends, the large muscles of inspiration quickly

inflate the lungs for the next phrase. A careful examination of the records in

Fig. 1 discloses short individual pulses imposed upon the slow expiratory move-
ments. These breath pulses have been shown to correspond to the successive

syllables of the spoken words (Stetson, 1928).

Many voice teachers feel that a large vital capacity is important for a good

voice. The facts do not support this idea. The quaUty and strength of the

voice, even the ability to control the strength, show no correlation with the

amount of air the person can take into his lungs. There is even a little evidence

that people with a small vital capacity have better vocal quality than do
people with a large capacity (Idol, 1936).
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Phonation and Resonance

Animals with lungs have a handy source of sound in the valve that protects

the air tract. This valve is called the larynx. In the lungfish—the first

animal able to break away from the purely aquatic mode of Ufe—the larynx

is very primitive, a simple sphincter muscle with no cartilaginous framework.

AU reptiles, birds, and mammals, however, have a fairly rigid scaffolding of

cartilage to which the muscles of the larynx are attached. Most mammals
have rather simple vocal folds that consist of a bundle of muscle fibers covered

by a layer of mucous membrane. When man's ancestors began climbing about

in trees, however, they found they had to use their forehmbs independently.

To provide a firm support for the actions of the arms, it is necessary to lock

air into the chest cavity. These animals developed a more elaborate double

valve, and when they vocahze, it is the lower half of this valve that provides

the voice. This highly evolved larynx gives man greater flexibility in speech

and song than can be achieved with the simpler larynx of most four-footed

animals (Negus, 1929).

Phonation. In man the larynx sits at the top end of a windpipe about

12 centimeters long and 2 centimeters in diameter. In mammals the larynx

is always located close behind the

tongue. Since most animals need

and have long, powerful jaws, the

larynx is usually rather far forward.

In the course of man's evolution,

however, the jaw became smaller

and moved backward, and the

larynx was also forced backward.

The same course of development

can be observed during the Hfetime

of any individual, until in the adult

the larynx is opposite the fourth

vertebra. The anterior prominence

of the larynx—the Adam's apple

—

is easily located just under the chin.

The structure of the larynx is

sketched in Fig. 2.

Small muscles attached to laryn-

geal cartilages cause them to move

together and to rotate so as to bring the two vocal folds together. During

quiet breathing these muscles are relaxed, and from above the two folds form

a V-shaped opening—the glottis—for the passage of air. This opening averages

about 1.8 cm in length for men, 1.2 cm for women.

To make a noise the vocal folds move together and close the glottis. Pres-

Epiglottis—-

^

-Vocal folds

-Cartilages move
to close glottisAdam's

apple

Windpipe

Fig. 2. Outline sketch of the cartilages of the

larynx, as seen from the left side.
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sure builds up below the valve as the muscles of expiration contract. With

sufficient pressure, the vocal folds are forced apart briefly, and a puff of air

escapes. The folds then close together again until the pressure once more

builds up to force them apart. This opening and closing goes on 100 or

200 times each second, and the successive puffs of air provide the sound that

is our voice. This process is called phonation.

The exact mode of vibration of the vocal folds is complex and a matter of

some controversy. Stroboscopic observations and high-speed motion pictures

indicate that the movement is elliptical, but the phase of this motion varies

at different points along the folds (P. Moore, 1938; Farnsworth, 1940). The

lateral movement is greater than the vertical movement.

Many phoneticians have experimented with models of the larynx. One of

the most successful models is made by placing two rubber cushions, filled with

air, over the end of an air hose (Carhart, 1942). Although the models can

be easily observed and measured, it is a dubious procedure to generalize too

freely from the models to the human speech organs. It is quite clear, however,

that the folds, both in models and in man, vibrate at several frequencies

simultaneously and so produce a very rich and complex note.

A steady note, however, is of Uttle value for communication. In order to

carry messages the note must be turned on and off, or changed in pitch, etc.

It is the changes in this sound that make it possible for speech to convey

information. The three principal aspects of the laryngeal tone that can

change are (1) the rate at which puffs of air are produced, (2) the size of the

puffs, and (3) the richness or complexity of the vibrations.

The rate at which the folds vibrate can be changed either by increasing the

tension on the vocal folds or by increasing the subglottal air pressure. In

either case the rate of vibration tends to increase, and thus the pitch of the

voice is raised. Communication in the English language does not rely to any

great extent upon pitch changes in speech. It is principally the intensity (size

of the puffs) and the quality (complexity of the vibrations) that vary as we
talk. The intensity is increased by increasing the subglottal air pressure.

The complexity is changed by modifying the size and shape of the throat and

mouth cavities above the larynx.

Resonance. Adjustments of the sizes and openings of the throat, nose, and

mouth produce the different sounds of EngUsh speech. The effect of these

cavities upon the quahty of the sound that passes through them is called

resonance. The simplest way to think of resonance is in terms of a pendulum.

If you give a pendulum a single push and allow it to swing freely, it moves
back and forth—^vibrates—at a rate determined by its length. In other words,

a pendulum has a natural period. As the swinging continues, it decreases in

amplitude because of friction, and the rate at which the swinging decreases is

called the damping. If the pendulum reaches a position of rest in a short

time, it is highly damped, and if it takes a long time to stop swinging, it has a

low damping factor.
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Suppose we strike the pendulum a series of blows. The number of blows

per second is called the frequency of the activating force. If the time between

blows corresponds to the natural period of the pendulum, the swing may become

quite large. The child who pumps on the garden swing is applying this same

principle—he pumps in synchrony with the movement of the swing and builds

up a large amplitude of vibration. What happens if we apply the blows at

some other rate? Under these conditions the pendulum swings as we strike it,

thus exhibiting forced vibrations, but the successive blows do not reinforce

the motion and may even stop it. Resonance is that special cctse offorced vibra-

tion where the natural frequency of the system corresponds to the frequency of

activation.

Now think what happens to the pendulum when it is struck a sharp, sudden

blow. It shivers and shakes and vibrates in a mmiber of different ways. If

we want it to swing smoothly, we must apply a gentler push, starting lightly

and building up in force. The ideal sort of push is called sinusoidal.

If we apply several different frequencies, the system wiU resonate only to

those frequencies that correspond rather closely with the natural period of

the vibrating system. A frequency of activation that does not correspond

to the natural period may have some effect. How much, depends upon the

sharpness of the resonance. Some systems resonate to a wide range of fre-

quencies, while others more sharply tuned give little response unless the fre-

quency of the driving force coincides closely with the natural frequency of

the system.

In general, systems that are sharply resonant have little damping, and

systems that are not sharply resonant have high damping. A pendulum

swinging in air is an example of a highly resonant system; it takes a long time

for the motion to stop after the force is withdrawn. A pendulum hung in

water, however, would be much less resonant, would respond more uniformly

to forces applied at different frequencies, and would approach a state of rest

quickly once we stopped beating on it.

The Vocal Resonators. The relevance of these facts to the production of

speech sounds is quite direct. The vocal folds open and close during phonation

to provide short puffs of air. These air puffs are the periodic force. They

contain a fundamental frequency and a multitude of harmonics. The vibrat-

ing system that they act upon consists of the air in the throat, the nose, and

the mouth. These volumes of air have natural frequencies determined by

the sizes of the cavities and the sizes of the openings between them. Some

of the harmonics strike at the resonant frequencies of the cavities, and in this

case they are reinforced. The harmonics that do not coincide with the system's

resonant points are considerably diminished in ampUtude.

The importance of air cavities in phonation can be readily demonstrated by

cupping the hands around the mouth. This provides an additional resonant

cavity that reinforces some components of the voice and attenuates others.

The quality that results may seem quite foreign to the normal voice. The
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throat, nose, and mouth modify in a similar way the quaUty of the sound

coming from the larynx. These cavities act as open-tube resonators; their

natural frequency is lowest when their volumes are largest and their apertures

are smallest.

When the shapes of the vocal resonators change, their natural periods change.

Consequently, different harmonics are reinforced in the different sounds. It

is this change in which harmonics are reinforced by resonance that makes the

major difference between 'boot' and 'beet.'

The voice cavities are highly damped, and when the larynx stops producing

air puffs, the cavities stop vibrating rather promptly. The fundamental fre-

quency of a man's voice is usually about 125 cycles per second. If there are

125 puffs of air every second, the successive puffs are spaced at intervals of

0.008 sec. During this time the ampUtude of vibration in the cavities decays

to about one-fifth its initial value.

The nasal cavity is the least important of the three major resonators. Its

shape is relatively fixed. The only change we can make in it is to open or

close the passage between the nose and the throat. This is done by moving

the velum (the soft back part of the roof of the mouth). English talkers with

a lazy velum leave this door to the nasal cavity hanging open most of the time,

so have an unpleasant nasal resonance in all their sounds.

The mouth and throat are capable of large variations in size and shape.

Together they comprise a double resonator. The mathematical theory of

such systems has been worked out (Crandall, 1927; Dunn, 1950) and physical

constants for all the different speech sounds can be stated, but this is a complex

physical problem.

To simimarize briefly: The larynx provides a sound compounded of many
frequencies of vibration. The head cavities resonate to some of these fre-

quencies and not to others. By changing the shape and size of these cavities

we change the resonant frequencies, and the sounds that leave our mouths

have different proportions of the various harmonics. The quahty of the vowels

depends upon which harmonics are reinforced.

Phonetics and Phonemics

The different speech sounds that comprise a language are formed by adjust-

ing the shape of the path from the larynx out through the mouth. This process

of adjustment is called articulation. To articulate means hteraUy to join

together. In speech the lips, tongue, teeth, and palate (roof of the mouth)

move together to interrupt or constrict the breath stream. These organs are

called the articulators. The rapid and intricate movement of these articulators

is one of the most complex skills we possess.

The student should supplement the following description of these move-

ments with a small mirror and a flashhght to illuminate the back of the mouth.
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Careful inspection of the speech organs is necessary to appreciate the com-

plexity of the process of articulating.

A palatograph provides a somewhat more elaborate method of observing

articulatory movements (Moses, 1940). The roof of the mouth is coated with

a powder that rubs off whenever it is touched by the tongue. The sound is

then produced and the articulatory movements are inferred from an examina-

tion of the disturbances of the coating. The palatograph has, generally, sup-

ported the contention that no single articulatory position is uniquely associated

with any particular speech sound. The shape of the palate, the associated

sounds, the position of the head, and the rate of articulation are known to

change the positions and areas of contact on the palatograph. Some experi-

menters have combined the palatograph with x-ray pictures and with records

of breathing activity (G. O. Russell, 1928).

Articulation. There are five chief types of articulation. (1) Plosives, or

stops. The breath stream is completely stopped by closing the passage.

The 'p' in 'pop' and the 'g' in 'gag' are examples. (2) Fricatives, or spirants.

A narrow slit or groove is formed for the air to pass through. Examples are

the 'th' in 'thin' and 'sh' in 'shin.' (3) Laterals. The middle line of the

mouth is stopped, but an air passage is left around one or both sides. The
'1' in 'let' is a lateral. (4) Trills. The air current is used to make one of

the articulators vibrate rapidly. There are no good examples in Enghsh,

but a trUled 'r' is common in European languages. (5) Vowels. The passage

is left relatively unobstructed. Vowels are usually contrasted with conso-

nants; plosives, fricatives, laterals, and trills are all consonants.

Some of the articulators can move about; others must remain relatively

fixed. This difference provides a useful distinction between mobile articu-

lators and fixed articulators. The mobile articulators are (1) the lower hp

and jaw, (2) the tip of the tongue, (3) the front of the tongue, (4) the back of

the tongue, and (5) the vocal folds. The fixed articulators are (1) the upper

lip, (2) the upper teeth, (3) the gimi ridge, (4) the hard palate, (5) the soft

palate (velvun), and (6) the glottis. If every mobile articulator could move to

every fixed articulator, there would be 30 different combinations that could

occur. This is obviously impossible. The lower Hp cannot move back to

articulate with the velum. In actuahty, only eight of the 30 possibilities occur.

These eight combinations are given names in Table 1 ; they are referred to as

the positions of articulation. A more complete classification might add the

uvula and the pharynx to the list of fixed articulators; uvular and pharyngeal

sounds occur in many languages.

The highest speed at which various articulatory movements can be made

has been carefully measured. Subjects were asked to repeat simple syllables

in rhythmic groups. 'Tat, tat, tat, tat,' for instance, was used to measure

the speed of articulatory movements made with the tip of the tongue. In

one study (Hudgins and Stetson, 1937) the results showed that 8.2 syllables
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per second could be produced with the tip of the tongue, 7.3 per second with

the jaw, 7.1 with the back of the tongue, 6.7 with the velum, and 6.7 with

the lower lip. Muscles of the face and hps, which are innervated by the facial

nerve, move very slowly (Kaiser, 1934). In order to say 'bab, bab, bab, bob'

as rapidly as possible we use the jaw muscles in addition to the hp muscles.

The jaw, innervated by the trigeminal nerve, is capable of more rapid move-

ments than the lips and, of course, carries the hps along with it. The tongue,

innervated by the hypoglossal nerve, is clearly the most mobile articulator.

The Phonetic Classification. Now the job is to provide a classification of

all the speech sounds that can occur. This classification is based upon observa-

tions of the speech organs and their articulations. For each speech coordi-

nation we want to have a separate name and a separate symbol; these phonetic

symbols can then be used as an alphabet to transcribe speech. The first

step in this classification is the distinction between consonants and vowels.

The basic criteria for vowel classes are (1) the part of the tongue that acts

as an articulator, (2) the height to which the tongue is raised, and (3) the posi-

tion of the hps. The part of the tongue that is used is classified as front,

middle, or back. Usually seven different heights of the tongue are distinguished.

The hps may be either rounded or unrounded. This gives 3 parts X 7 heights

X 2 hp positions = 42 classes of vowels. Each of the 42 has a different

printed symbol to represent it. The skilled phonetician knows and distin-

guishes all of these vowels. In addition he may use further criteria to draw

still finer distinctions. For example, any vowel can be produced with the

velum raised to close the entrance to the back of the nasal cavity or with

the velvun lowered and the entrance open. Vowels produced with the velum
raised are oral vowels; those produced with the velum lowered are nasal vowels.

Adding this criterion gives 84 different vowel sounds. Further distinctions

can be made by specifying the position of the tip of the tongue, the degree

of tension in the muscles, and occurrence or nonoccurrence of phonation during

the vowel {e.g., the 'h' in 'he' and 'hoe' are sometimes called voiceless vowels).

Consonant sounds are conveniently classified according to (1) the four

types and (2) the eight positions of articulation. To the four fundamental

types hsted above it is useful to add a fifth, the nasalized stops, or nasals {e.g.,

the final sounds in 'rum,' 'run,' and 'rung'). In these sounds the air pressure

built up by blocking the air passage is partly released through the nose.

Nasalization is not, properly speaking, a type of articulation; it is a modifica-

tion that can be added to any of the more basic types by simply opening the

passage to the nasal resonator. Speaking loosely, however, we have five types

of articulation, which with eight positions makes 40 alternative consonants.

Of these only 36 are important; no trill can be articulated by the front of the

tongue, and no nasal, lateral, or trill can be produced by the vocal folds.

In addition to these basic criteria, the phonetician also has several other

criteria for specifying more subtle distinctions among consonants. The most
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important of these is the presence or absence of phonation during the produc-

tion of the sound. For example, the English words 'pip' and 'bib' differ in

that 'b' is accompanied by phonation while 'p' is not. Since any phone can

be either voiced or voiceless, this increases the ntmiber of consonants distin-

guished to 72.

It is also possible to consider what the other mobile articulators are doing

at the same time. The initial phones in 'cost' and 'crew' are both voiceless

velar plosives; the back of the tongue presses against the velmn to stop the air

stream. But while the back of the tongue is occupied in this way, the front

of the mouth is behaving quite differently for these two words. The con-

current activity of these other articulators is often called coarticulation. Coartic-

ulation provides numerous possible distinctions among consonants.

The degree of constriction can also be specified to provide further distinctions

among the fricative consonants. The way the pressure is released can be used

to distinguish numerous plosive consonants.

These physiological classifications of the speech coordinations can be as

complete as we like. It is, of course, not desirable to provide a different sjrmbol

for every different speech coordination. There are an indefinite number of

more or less noticeably different phones. The same talker speaking the same

words twice cannot make every sound in the second utterance absolutely

identical with every sound in the first. The classification and the phonetic

symbols represent categories of sound, which are usually called phones. With

a crude, or broad, classification very different sounds may be put in the same

category and represented by the same phonetic symbol. With a fine, or

narrow, classification the sounds that are brought together in any one cate-

gory are all quite similar, though not necessarily indistinguishable.

So much for phones in isolation. The phonetic description is not yet

complete, however. It is also necessary to record variations in the length,

the loudness, and the pitch of the phones, both for vowels and consonants.

In many languages these features of the speech (often called prosodic features)

form essential distinctions, and they must be classified with just as much care

as the individual phonetic segments.

The Phonemic Classification. The phonetician who masters these distinc-

tions and learns one of the several alphabets of phonetic symbols is able to

transcribe any language he hears. His knowledge of the structure and function

of the speaking machinery enables him to analyze and describe the formation

of foreign speech so precisely and simply that he or any other phonetician can

produce the speech correctly.

The hnguist who undertakes to analyze and learn some hitherto unrecorded

language must begin with a phonetic transcription of what he hears. If he

has no familiarity with the language, he must record every subtle distinction

he is able to detect; he does not know which of these distinctions have func-

tional significance for the people who speak the language. As he becomes
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familiar with the language, however, he will find that some of these distinctions

are irrelevant and can be neglected. This process of preserving only the

essential distinctions results eventually in an alphabet of phonemic symbols.

Phonetic sjonbols are indicated by placing them inside brackets; phonero-vc

symbols are inside slanted lines.

To make the distinction between phonetic and phonemic S)Tnbols more

concrete, imagine that we face the following job: We are studying a native

tribe that speaks a language never heard before. We want to develop a system

of symbols for writing that language. We would like a system designed to

have one symbol for every phoneme and one phoneme for every symbol.

That is to say, we want to avoid the discrepancies between spelling and pro-

nunciation that are so notorious in English . How would we go about this task ?

Since we know nothing about the language, we could begin with a phonetic

transcription. We observe the positions and movements of the articulators

with great care and write them down with phonetic symbols. This phonetic

transcription, based upon the positions and movements of the articulators,

ignores the particular conventions of this particular language. It carries along

too much excess baggage. The phonetic analysis makes fine distinctions that

may not have symboUc value. What we want are the phonemic constants of

the language. The phonemes must be analyzed out of a mass of irrelevant

phonetic distinctions. The problem, therefore, is to find rules to reduce the

phonetic transcription to the basic phonemes that make a difference to the

natives who speak the language.

How can we decide that a certain phonetic distinction is irrelevant in this

particular language? To find a familiar example, consider the English lan-

guage for a moment. In English the 'p' in the word 'pin' does not have

the same phonetic characteristics as the 'p' in the word 'spin.' The first is

aspirated; the second is unaspirated. Since these are two different phonetic

events, why do we not use two different symbols to represent them? We
do have two different symbols in phonetic transcription. In phonemic tran-

scription, however, this distinction is considered irrelevant, and both sounds

are represented by the single written symbol /p/. The question is, How do

we know that this particular phonetic distinction is irrelevant in English?

We cannot generalize from one language to another. Just because the

distinction between aspirated and unaspirated sounds is irrelevant in English,

we caimot assume that it will also be irrelevant in the native language that

we are studying. Suppose, for example, that both the aspirated [p'] and the

unaspirated [p°°] occur in the native language. We record a great many occur-

rences of both of these phones. Then we look at all our records to see whether

or not the two ever appeared in the same phonetic environments. Suppose

that we find in our records a case where [p'i] occurred and another where [p=i]

occurred at the begiiming of words or phrases; we also find cases where both

[p'u] and [p"=u] occurred, etc. In short, we find several instances where these
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two sounds appeared in the same phonetic environments and where the words

so formed symbolized different things. We must conclude that the distinction

is not irrelevant for this language. If [p'i] signifies 'tree' and [p=i] signifies

'canoe,' the difference must be carried by the presence or absence of aspiration;

since the accomnanying vowels are identical, the consonant must indicate the

difference. This is the distributional approach to phonemics.

In English the aspirated and the unaspirated varieties of /p/ never occur

in identical environments. There are always other differences around them

somewhere. Since these other differences can serve to convey the informa-

tion, the distinction between [p'] and [p=] is irrelevant in English.

The crucial point, therefore, is to discover whether or not the phones appear

in the same environment. If they are sometimes preceded and followed by

identical phonemes, the distinction is essential. If they are never preceded

and followed by identical phonemes, the distinction is irrelevant.

A technique for analyzing the phonetic transcription of a language to

discover its basic phonemes can be outlined in five steps (Bloch and Trager,

1942)

:

1. The first step is to alphabetize all the speech units that have been pho-

netically transcribed. These units may be words, or phrases, etc. This

operation brings together all the units that begin with the same phone or with

phonetically similar phones. // two initial phones that are phonetically similar

{but not identical) never occur in front of the same phonemes, there is no need

to distinguish between them. They can be grouped together in the same

phoneme.

This rule for forming phonemes is basic to distributional analysis. Con-

sider an example. Imagine that the language we are studying (not English)

uses the phonetically similar sounds [p] and [b] at the beginning of words.

Suppose that [p] occurs only before [i] and that [b] occurs only before [u] and

that neither occurs before any other phonemes. There are four possible com-

binations that could occur: [pi], [pu], [bi], and [bu]. Of these four the lan-

guage uses only two: [pi] and [bu]. If we used the same phonemic symbol, say

/b/, for both of them, it would cause no confusion in this language. Phonetic

combinations with which confusion could occur are not used. So these two

phones, [p] and [b], could form a single phoneme in this imaginary language.

This first step produces a list of initial phonemes. Each phoneme is

defined by the phones that are brought together to form it.

2. We repeat this operation for all other positions in the speech units. The

speech units are alphabetized according to the second phone, then the third,

etc. For each position we get a list of phonemes defined by the phones that

occur in that position.

3. Next we compare and combine the Usts for all the different positions

and so construct a master list of phonemes. Further reduction in the number

of phonemic symbols is possible at this point. // two phonetically similar (but
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not identical) phones never occur in exactly the same position, they are classed

together as the same phoneme. The reasoning is, as before, that they can be

combined because the language does not contain any sequences that are

identical except for these phones.

Another way of stating this rule is to say that we do not need to distinguish

phonemes if the distinction is always carried also by the surrounding phonemes.

In EngUsh we do not make a separate phoneme for the laterally released [t^].

It occurs only medially between a vowel and [I] ('atlas') or medially between

[r], [1], or [n] and [1] ('artless,' 'faultless,' 'gently'). Laterally released [t^]

always occurs in these positions and never occurs anywhere else. Other sounds

similar to [t^] occvur elsewhere but never in these positions. Therefore [t^] is

included in the English phoneme /t/. By discovering such complementary

distributions among the lists of phonemes for different positions, the nvunber

of phonemes in the master list is reduced.

4. Once the inventory of phonemes is complete, we must consider the

prosodic features of the language. Variations of duration, loudness, and

pitch play a secondary role in English, but in some languages these prosodic

featxu-es are quite important. Thus the same phonemes may mean one thing

with one pitch and duration but something altogether different with another

pitch or duration. Consequently, the recorded durations, loudnesses, and

pitches must be classified in much the same way as the phonetic sjmibols were

classified into phonemes.

For example, a rising pitch at the end of a sentence in English indicates

that the speaker is asking a question. In written EngUsh we designate this

inflection by a question mark. By analyzing the phonetic records in this

way we obtain the characteristic durations, accents, and intonations of the

language.

5. Finally, we attempt to specify the characteristic groupings of phonemes

in the language. In English, for example, only six consonants occur before

/!/ at the beginning of a word: 'play,' 'clay,' 'blame,' 'glade,' 'flame,' and

'slay.* The consonants that occur after an initial /s/ are those in 'spill,'

'still,' 'skill,' 'sphere,' 'sthenic,' 'smile,' 'slay,' 'swim,' and 'snow.' Many
possible sequences fail to appear, e.g., initial /tl/ or /sr/. An exhaustive

catalogue of such sequences of phonemes amounts to a description of the

phonemic structure of the language. In what follows we shall have much to

say about the importance of these sequential aspects of language.

English Phonemes. When we say that English talkers use not more than

14 or 15 different vowels, we are simply observing that there are not more

than 14 or 15 different vowel phonemes that English Hsteners must differ-

entiate. (Some linguists say Enghsh has as few as 7 vowel phonemes.) The

English phonemes that are usually distinguished are arranged in Fig. 3

according to the part of the tongue used and the height of that part in the

mouth. Each symbol in Fig. 3 represents a phoneme. Key words explain
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the values of the symbols. Combinations of these phonemes are used as

diphthongs. The most important diphthongs in EngUsh are:

/ei/ in late /ov/ in soap

/ai/ in dine /a.v/ in how

/ju/ in you /oi/ in boil

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

BEET

BIT I

LOCATE

BET

\ \\ BIRD \tf

p. \

BIRD 13

SOFA \a

AT * \- CilT \a

ASK a .

U COOL

U COOK

ORATION

3 JAW

CLOTH

CALM

Fig. 3. Chart of the English vowel phonemes, arranged according to the part of the tongue

and the height of the tongue during articulation of the vowels, /a/ is not ordinarily heard as

a separate phoneme but is often encountered in stage and Eastern speech, /a/ is used in

Southern speech; the general American pronunciation is /sr/.

One imtrained in the wsiys of phonetics usually regards these diphthongs as

simple vowels Uke all the others.

In Table 2 the consonant phonemes of English are listed according to type

and place of articulation. Where EngUsh contrasts the voiced and voiceless

forms of the same consonant, the table hsts the voiceless form first. Key
words explain the values of the symbols. The consonants represented by
/b/, /p/, /m/, and /w/, for example, are all bilabial sounds because they are

produced with the hps. They are all formed in the same articulatory position.

But they differ in the manner of articulation: /p/ and /b/ differ because /b/

is accompanied by phonation, while /p/ is not; /b/ and /m/ are formed in

the same place and both are voiced, but they differ because the /b/ is formed

with the passage to the nasal cavity closed, and /m/ is formed with the passage

open. These differences can be read from the labels of the rows and columns

in Table 2. (These differences can also be represented in terms of binary

distinctive features, such as nasal vs. oral, voiced vs. voiceless, stop vs. con-

tinuant, etc. Cf. Jakobson, 1949.)

The use of this phonetic s)Tnbolism can be illustrated by examples. Words
like /fonetiks/ ('phonetics') come out fairly well, but /dsAds/ ('judge') and
/t^aild/ ('child') require some study. Here is an old Chinese proverb :/it

iz tu leit tu ripear a likir) bout hwen wAn iz m Sa midl 9v tSa riva/
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The vocal machinery does not produce phonemes the way a typewriter

prints letters. The shapes of the resonating cavities change in a continuous

sort of movement, with articulatory thrusts modified by the positions assumed

for preceding and following sounds. All this activity is closely coordinated

with the activity in the larynx and the control of the breath stream. When
we say that the information we communicate is coded into a sequence of

phonemes, we are deliberately neglecting these complex dependencies among

the successive sounds. In fact, however, these dependencies control to a

large extent our choice of successive symbols. Not all the possible sequences

of phonemes are used. Some phonemes are very difficult to produce imme-

diately after certain other phonemes. For example, we seldom put more than

three or four consonants in a row. Consonants and vowels tend to alternate

because the vowel gives the articulators time to get ready for the next consonant.

We must know which sound seqi^nces occur before we can give a description

of the language. And it is important to note that speech sounds are grouped

together to form phonemes only after we have inspected the sequence of soimds

preceding and following.

Communication about millions of things by means of a handful of different

phonemes is possible only if we can arrange the phonemes into many different

sequences. Not all of the theoretically possible patterns are possible in prac-

tice. The speech mechanism moves easily and naturally in some directions,

and these are the patterns we tend to use most often. Difficult sequences like

/kgnpb/ do not occur. Coordinations of the speech mechanism govern not

only the particular sounds we produce but also the patterns of soimds we use.

Acoustic Analysis of Speech

What is propagated when a speech sound travels through the air? Not

the air particles themselves, for the molecules that leave the talker's mouth

are not the same ones that move the listener's eardrum. It is the disturbance

that is propagated. The air molecules simply move back and forth around

their resting position. The local movements of the air molecules as a sound

wave passes through them create an alternating sequence of condensations

—

molecules crowded together—and rarefactions—molecules widely separated.

As the vibrating body pushes in one direction, the molecules on that side are

crowded together and the air pressure is momentarily increased. When the

vibrating body swings back in the other direction, the molecules are pulled

apart and there is a partial vacuum. It is the condensations and rarefactions

that travel through the air as a sound wave and move a listener's eardrum.

These waves of sound are the subject matter studied by that branch of physics

known as acoustics.

The Measurement of Sound. Acoustical and electrical devices—micro-

phones, amplifiers, and oscilloscopes—can respond to changes in the air pres-
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sure, convert this mechanical energy into electrical energy, and display the

changes in a graph that shows the pressure as a function of time. Such a

graph reveals the sound wave in complete detail and enables us to see exactly

what the pressure is at any instant in time. The pictures are complex and

reveal the presence of many harmonics. In order to understand these com-

plicated sound vibrations, it is necessary to know something about the simplest

kind of periodic motion, the kind that physicists refer to as simple harmonic

motion.

Imagine a man who has hold of one of the strings on a Maypole and who
is running around and around the pole at a constant speed and a* a constant

distance from the pole. There are three things to know in order co pecify

this behavior: (1) how long the string is, or how large the circular path that

he is traveling; (2) how fast he is running, or how many times he circles the

pole every minute; (3) his angular direction from the pole at a given instant

in time. The first of these is called the amplitude, the second is called the

frequency, and the third is called the phase.

Imagine now a source of light to one side of the runner and a waU on the

other side. The runner's shadow falls on the wall, and as he circles the pole,

his shadow moves back and forth. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
shadow moves back and forth periodically on the wall in simple harmonic

motion. The shadow's motion is the same as the simplest motion of a vibrat-

ing body.

Shadow
moves
back
and
forth

Fig. 4. How simple harmonic motion is produced by the projection of uniform circular

motion. As the runner circles the pole at a constant speed, the motion of his shadow corre-

sponds to the simplest motion of a vibrating body.

The next step is to think of the waU behind the runner as moving at a steady

rate up into the air. If the wall is covered with photographic materials that

retain a record of the shadow's position, the shadow will trace out a sinuous,

undulating path on the moving wall. The path will look like Fig. 5, and it

is called a sine wave. Like the circular motion that generates it, the sine wave

has three characteristics: (1) its amplitude, or how far it is displaced from zero;

(2) its frequency, or the number of repetitions of the wave in a unit of time

;

(3) its phase, or the point in the cycle at any instant of time. Each one of
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these three characteristics can be measured and represented by a number,

and so three niunbers will completely describe any sine wave.

Increased air

pressure

Reiting

Decreased air

pressure

|e—Wave period—*] Maximum amplitude

Fig. S. The sine wave, with amplitude plotted as a function of time. The wave period is

the length of time necessary for a complete cycle; frequency is the reciprocal of the period.

The sine wave describes the simplest sort of sound that we can produce. A
tuning fork, for example, vibrates sinusoidaUy when it is struck and pushes

the air molecules together and pulls them apart in this simple fashion. A
pendulum swings in this manner but does it slowly enough so that we can

foUow each swing back and forth with our eyes.

A complete alternation from zero through increased pressure and back to

zero, on through the decreased pressure and back to zero, corresponds to one

complete revolution of the runner about the Maypole. For this reason a

complete revolution is called one cycle, and the frequency of vibration is meas-

ured in terms of the number of cycles per second. It is convenient to abbreviate

this by cps. Under optimal conditions the human ear can detect the presence

of acoustic vibrations up to about 20,000 cps.

The maximimi ampUtude represents the maximum increase or decrease in

air pressure that the sound wave produces, and corresponds to the radius of

the circle that the runner follows. Air pressure is measured in dynes of force

acting upon a surface of a given area, and so we measure ampHtude in terms

of dynes per square centimeter. It is convenient to abbreviate this expression

to dynes/cm^. Under optimal conditions the human ear is able to detect the

presence of a sinusoidal sound wave that has an average ampHtude as smaU

as 0.0001 dyne/cm2.

Complex Sounds and Their Spectra. Next we consider the situation when

several frequencies of vibration occur together. To describe this more intri-

cate kind of motion, it is useful to know what the spectrum of the sound is.

The word spectrum is borrowed from optics. Newton discovered, in his famous

experiment with prisms, that white light is really composed of many colored

lights. When we analyze such a compound Ught into the various colors that

make it up, we measure the spectrum of the hght. The situation is so similar

in acoustics that the term was taken over to describe the analysis of a complex

sound into its various component tones.

Imagine once more the runner and the Maypole. Suppose there was a
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second runner, faster than the first, who regarded the first runner as his May-

pole and ran in circles around him. If we project, as before, the shadow of

the second runner, the wave form that the shadow traces on the moving wall

will be more complex, because it will depend upon the combined movements

of both runners. This complex wave form will not be sinusoidal, but note

that it can be analyzed into two components that are sinusoidal.

We can proceed in this fashion to add as many runners as we like, each

circling one and being circled by another. If we add enough of these sinu-

soidal components together, we can make the wave form as complicated as

we please. The important thing is that it is always possible, theoretically,

to analyze the compounded wave into a set of individual sine waves. In

other words, the simple sine wave is the building block we use to construct

more compUcated kinds of waves.

|-VV1<>A*.-'VA/\||/V\

TIME-

Fig. 6. A complex wave, with amplitude plotted as a function of time, of the sort produced

by the human voice.

Most of the sounds we hear every day are generated by bodies that vibrate

in this comphcated way. In Fig. 6 a plot is drawn showing the sound pres-

sure as a function of time for a complex vibration like the human voice. Such

a plot shows the waveform of a sound. The problem is to analyze this complex

wave form. There are several frequencies of vibration going on together in

such a complex wave form, and each component has its own ampUtude and

its own phase. The statement of the frequency, amplitude, and phase of all

the component sine waves that add to give the complex wave form is called

the spectrum of the complex sound.

There is a simple relation among the frequencies of the sine waves that

make up the compound wave. In a musical tone, for example, the high fre-

quencies are simple multiples of the lowest, or fundamental, frequency. If the

fundamental or, as it is often called, the first harmonic, is 200 cps, the sec-

ond harmonic is 400 cps, and the third harmonic 600 cps, etc. If / is the funda-

mental frequency, the harmonics fall at 2/, 3/, 4/, etc. To describe a complex

wave completely, we need to give only one number for the frequency of the

fundamental and two numbers (the amplitude and phase) for every one of

the harmonics. Since the frequencies of the harmonics are simple multiples
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of the fundamental frequency, we do not need to give a number for the fre-

quency of each one of them.

It is a simple matter to calculate how many numbers are needed to specify

completely the wave form of a complex vibration. Suppose the first harmonic

is 200 cps and that the highest component in the soimd is at 10,000 cps. The
harmonics must be spaced 200 cycles apart, and so there can be only 10,000/200

of them, or 50 harmonics. Now for each of these harmonics it is necessary

to specify the amphtude and the phase. Therefore, 50 ampHtude numbers

plus 50 phase numbers specify this particular wave completely. In more

general terms, let the width of the range of frequencies that can occur be W,
and let the spacing between the successive harmonics be F, the frequency of

the fundamental. Then there can be W/F harmonics in this range of fre-

quencies. Since the fundamental frequency is the reciprocal of the time it

takes for one complete vibration, F = \/T. When this equivalence is sub-

stituted into the preceding expression, it is possible to say that there are TW
harmonics produced in a band of frequencies W cycles wide by a complex

tone with a fundamental period T. Now for each one of these TW harmonics

it is necessary to specify its amplitude and its phase. Thus the complex

wave is specified completely by 2TW numbers.

It is easy to see how a lot of sine waves can add together to form a com-

plicated wave. It is not so easy to see that any periodic wave can be analyzed

into a lot of sine waves. But this is exactly what we do. Whatever the pat-

tern of vibration may be, it is possible to analyze it into component sine waves.

It may take an infinite number of sine waves to do it, but the analysis is

theoretically possible. The mathematical procedure for doing this is Fourier

analysis.

To perform the Fourier analysis—actually to draw the curve, determine

the fundamental frequency and the ampUtudes and phases of aU the com-

ponents—is a tedious job. Fortunately, however, we can get very much the

same information by using the principle of resonance. We have seen that

some systems are tuned to respond maximally to some frequencies of the

appHed force and scarcely at all to other frequencies. Suppose we take a

complex sound, like the human voice, and pass it through such a resonant

system. If the voice contains components that have the same frequency as

the resonant system, these components will be passed and wiU appear at the

output of the resonant system. Since the system is insensitive to other fre-

quencies, these will be reduced in amplitude.

Resonant systems that serve this purpose are called filters. A microphone

converts the sound into electricity. Then resonant electrical networks filter

out the several components in the complex wave. By measuring the amount
of energy that passes through each one of a large set of filters we can measure

the relative amplitudes of the components at any frequency of vibration.

Decibels. Next it is necessary to know how to state the magnitude of the

sound pressure for each component. Sound pressures are usually expressed
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as ratios. This procedure requires us to say that a given sound pressure is

so-and-so many times more or less than some other sound pressure. Physicists

have agreed to use 0.0002 dyne/cm^ as the standard reference pressiue and

to express all other sound pressures by their ratio to this reference level.

Instead of saying that we have a sound pressure of 2 dynes/cm^, we express it

as a multiple of 0.0002, thus: 2/0.0002 = 10,000 = 10".

The wide range of intensities involved in speech makes it inconvenient to

write the pressure ratios in full. Instead, a shorthand procedure is used; we
take the number 10 and write the proper exponent after it. Thus a ratio of

100,000,000 can be written conveniently as 10^. This trick of writing 10 to

the appropriate power saves time in writing and is easier to read at a glance.

In this form, however, the 10 does not say anything—it is always the same.

So we just write the exponent and take the 10 for granted. This procedure

of dealing with the exponents is called the logarithm. 'Log to the base 10 of 3;'

means the exponent to which 10 would have to be raised to equal y.

The logarithm of the ratio of the energy in the wav^e to some reference level

is called a bel. This unit is inconveniently large and is usually divided into

10 parts, called decibels. Decibels are the units used to describe the ampli-

tude of a sound wave. The mathematical expression for decibels, when we
know the energy ratio, is

db = 10 log - >

where ex is the soimd energy we want to state and eo is the reference energy.

In practice, however, we seldom measure the sound energy directly. Instead

we measure the sotmd pressure. Energy is proportional to pressure squared,

and so we can write instead

db = 10 log f^Y = 20 log ^•
\paj pa

In words, the sound pressure in decibels equals 20 times the logarithm of the

ratio between the sound pressure in dynes per square centimeter and the

reference level of 0.0002 dyne/cm^.

When first encountered, these logarithmic units of measurement may seem

imnecessarily complicated. Some approximate measurements of familiar

sounds can serve to provide a general orientation toward the decibel unit.

The faintest detectable sound is about —5 db, 5 db below the reference level

of 0.0002 dyne/cm^. A very low whisper at 5 feet from the talker's lips aver-

ages about 20 db. The general level of background noise in a weU-designed

radiobroadcasting studio is between 25 and 30 db. The audience noise in a

motion-picture theater is about 45 db. Noise in a large store runs around

60 db, and the average factory noise is about 75 db. The noise in a subway

station when an express train passes through is about 100 db. The point at

which sounds cause pain to the listener is about 140 db. The report of a

12-inch cannon, at 12 ft in front of and below the muzzle, is about 230 db.
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Speech Power. Speech power is the rate at which speech energy is expended.

Power is measured in watts. The average acoustic power radiated by a talker

during conversational speech, when the average is taken over a long period

of time and includes the pauses between the phrases, is about ten-millionths

of a watt (10 microwatts). If we ignore the pauses and consider only the

time the talker talks, the value becomes about 15 microwatts. The acoustic

power radiated by the average talker in a large auditorium is about 25 to

50 microwatts; 15 million such talkers would be required to produce a single

horsepower of acoustic energy. Even when we talk as loudly as possible, the

average power radiated acoustically is only about 0.001 watt, or 1000 micro-

watts. At the other end of the scale, the faintest voice we can manage with-

out whispering is 0.1 microwatt, and a whisper may radiate as Uttle as

0.001 microwatt (Fletcher, 1929). If we convert into decibels, the difference

between the loudest shout and the faintest whisper is 10 log (1000/0.001)

= 10 log 1,000,000 = 10 log 10« = 60 db.

When the acoustic power is averaged over very short periods of time

—

0.01 sec, for example—the rise and fall of the average power during the course

of a syllable can be plotted. As you might suspect, vowels radiate the most

power and consonants are relatively weak. If we measure the maximum
power produced during the course of the different sounds, we obtain the values

shown in Table 3 (Sacia and Beck, 1926). These measurements were made

for conversational speech, and so the average includes both accented and

imaccented occurrences of the sounds. Several consonants have been omitted

from this analysis; their power was insufficient for measurement.

Table 3. Conversational Values of Average

Power of Speech Sounds in Microwatts

(Sacia and Beck, 1926)

ds Diphthongs Semi-vowels Consonants

13 ou 22 1 0.33 d 0.08

47 ai 20 r) 0.35 t 0.14

34 n 2.11 k 0.34

9 m 1.85 V 0.03

17 f 0.08

9 ds 0.47

12 tS 1.44

10 S 1.83

15 z

s

0.72

0.94

In an open field, where no sound can bounce back off a wall, it is possible

to make an accurate measurement of the sound pressure generated by a con-

versational level of speech. If the measuring microphone is placed 18 in.

directly in front of the talker's Ups, conversational speech registers about

76 db above the standard reference pressure of 0.0002 dyne/cm-.
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The spectrum of Speech. Over-all measures of speech intensity do not

reveal how the energy is distributed among the component frequencies. A
more detailed picture is given in Fig. 7. The tone produced by the vibrations

of the vocal folds is schematized by the spectrum at the top. Each component

frequency in the laryngeal tone is rep-

resented by a vertical line; the height

of the Hne indicates the intensity of

the component. The tone then passes

through the resonating cavities of the

throat and mouth. These cavities re-

spond at some frequencies more than

at others; this fact is indicated by the

middle curve. The two peaks in this

curve indicate two resonant frequen-

cies. These peaks are sometimes

called the vowel formants. The re-

sult of passing the laryngeal tone

through the vocal tract is indicated

in the spectrum at the bottom of

Fig. 7. Some of the components have

been weakened relative to the others,

and the tone now has its character-

istic vowel quaUty. Note that the

formants are independent of the fim-

damental frequency of the voice. An-

other laryngeal tone of higher funda-

mental frequency could pass through

the same vocal resonances and have

the same vowel quahty; it would

simply soimd higher in pitch.

Since the formants change as the

talker advances from one speech soimd

to the next, the distribution of energy

also changes from moment to moment.

There are two ways of presenting

speech spectra: (1) the spectrum as

measured over periods of time short

enough that the differences in spectrum for the different speech sounds can

be detected, or (2) the spectrum as measured over a long period of time,

with aU sounds represented together in a single average spectrum.

The Short-term Spectrum. The simplest technique for analyzing speech is

to use filters. We collect a battery of filters that resonate to different ranges

of frequencies. The first filter might respond to all vibrations from 20 to

< -

LOG FREQUENCY
Fig. 7. Effects upon the spectrum of the

laryngeal tone produced by the resonances of

the vocal tract.
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500 cps, the next from 500 to 1000 cps, the third from 1000 to 1500 cps, etc.

At the output of each of the filters is some kind of metering device that registers

the amoimt of energy in the frequency range of each filter. The cleverest

method of doing this is to let the output of each filter control the intensity of

a Ught. When a lot of energy passes through one of the filters, the Ught con-

nected to that filter glows brightly.

The lights are then arranged side by side in order according to the center

frequencies of the filters, and hght-sensitive paper is drawn past them at a

steady rate. Thus the passage of time is indicated by the horizontal distance

along the paper. Frequency is displayed in the vertical direction, with high

frequencies at the top and low frequencies at the bottom. The amplitude is

shown by the degree of darkening of the Ught-sensitive paper. Such a device

combines time, frequency, and amplitude in a single record. This record is

called a spectrogram.

The device just described is essentially that developed by the Bell Telephone

Laboratories to make life easier for the deaf (Potter, Kopp, and Green, 1947).

The machine converts the acoustic pattern into a pattern of lights, and the

deafened individual who learns to read the visual record can Hsten, as it were,

to others and to himself.

A sample of this visible speech is shown in Fig. 8. The filters used for this

record were very narrow (only 45 cycles wide), and each harmonic of the voice

shows up as a horizontal bar. Notice the difference between the shishing /s/

sound in the first and last words and the vowels with their discrete, evenly

spaced components.

The records for vowels in Fig. 9 were made with broader filters (300 cycles

wide), and some of the fine detail of Fig. 8 has disappeared in Fig. 9. The

wider filter emphasizes the vocal resonances. The major shifts in the speech

energy are quite clear. The dark bars indicate the position of the formants.

The acoustic analysis shows plainly that diJfferent frequency regions are

emphasized in the different vowels.

Speech is a continuous process; speech movements are modified by the

movements that precede and follow them. This fact is shown clearly by

the acoustic analysis. In Fig. 10 the sentence 'I can see it' is shown in two

ways. First the spectrograms of sounds as they appear when spoken separately

are simply pasted together. Then the same sounds are produced together

in the connected sentence. The differences occur during the period between

phonemes when the speech equipment must travel from one position to the

next. The vowel in the word 'can,' for example, appears as a steady glide

from the /k/ to the /n/.

Some sounds are influenced more than others by the coarticulation of the

associated soimds. The most susceptible in Enghsh are the consonants /k/,

/g/» /V> /q/> A/t and /r/. Figure 11 illustrates the different patterns that

can be obtained for the consonant /k/ when it precedes different vowels.
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These particular consonants are produced in the back of the mouth and thus

are more affected by the positions of the vocal cavities than are the consonants

produced in the front of the mouth.

The resonance bars in the same sounds as pronounced by different people

are quite similar. The pitch of the voice, whether soprano or bass, has Uttle

effect upon the relative positions of the formants or upon the characteristic

durations of the different sounds.

The preceding section presented a classification of the vowels based upon

the position of the tongue, front or back, high or low, when the vowel is pro-

duced (Fig. 3). A very similar clas-

sification can be obtained from the

acoustic evidence. In Fig. 8 the two

lowest resonance bars show the most

marked differences among the vow-

els. Suppose we now read off the

frequencies of these two important

resonances and plot them on a

graph. The center frequency of

the lowest resonance is plotted on

the horizontal coordinate of the

graph, and the second resonance

is plotted on the vertical coordi-

nate. The plot is drawn in Fig. 12,

and the circles indicate average

positions of the different vowels

(Potter and Peterson, 1948; Joos,

1948). The dotted line encloses

the area in which most vowels fall.

Every point within this area designates a slightly different sound. Occasion-

ally a vowel will be produced outside the area, but the large majority of

vowels fall inside.

When this acoustic vowel area is compared with the classification in Fig. 3,

we note that the front vowels are at the top and the back vowels at the bottom.

The two classifications are almost identical.

Figure 13 summarizes the physiological and acoustical description for three

vowel sounds, [i], [o], and [u]. From x-ray pictures (after G. O. Russell, 1928)

the approximate position of the vocal organs can be sketched. As the tongue

moves into its various positions, the relative sizes of the throat and mouth

cavities are changed. For simpUfication the vocal tract can be regarded as

a series of cyUndrical sections placed end to end; sound passing through such

a series of cylinders is filtered in the same way the larjmgeal tone is filtered by

the resonating cavities of the vocal tract (Dunn, 1950). The acoustic output

of these systems, when they are activated by the laryngeal tone, is described

100 2 4 6 8 1000 2 3000

FREQUENCY OF LOWEST FORMANT(cps)

Fig. 12. The center frequencies of the first two

formants for the sustained English vowels are

plotted to show the characteristic differences.

Compare this acoustic analysis with the physio-

logical classification shown in Fig. 3. {After

Potter and Peterson, 1948.)
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by the spectra on the right in Fig. 13; sound intensity is plotted against the

frequency. The relative positions of the first three formants are indicated

approximately.

PHONETIC X-RflY PICTURE

SYMBOL OF MOUTH
MODEL OF

VOCAL TRACT
ACOUSTIC

SPECTRUM

^
Gt;^

'4

Fig. 13. Summary figure showing the phonetic symbols, the positions of the speech organs,

the sizes of the resonating cavities, and the resulting acoustic spectra. {Afier Dnnn, 1950.)

80 "1
1 I I I I

I

I r
TOTAL PRESSURE -
(18" front of lips)

1—r—r

PRESSURE IN BANDS

ONE CYCLE WIDE

100 1000 '10000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 14. Long-term acoustic spectrum of male voices. {After Rudtnose et al., 1948.)

The Long-term Spectrum. So much for the short-term spectrum of speech.

What does the long-term, or average, spectrum look like if we throw all the

speech sounds into a single measurement? The answer is shown in Fig. 14

(Rudmose et al., 1948). Male voices, speaking at a loud conversational level,
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were picked up by a microphone 18 in. in front of the lips and analyzed by a

set of band-pass filters. In this graph no account is taken of the differences

among the speech sounds, and the short-term variations are completely lost.

Figure 14 tells us that most of the speech energy is, on the average, in the

frequency range below 1000 cps but that the presence of speech pressure can

be detected up to frequencies of 8000 cps or more.

The Vocalization of Intokmatton

The purpose of these intricate adjustments of the vocal tract is to produce

a variety of alternative soimds so that difiFerent soimds can assume different

symbolic values. Unless a variety of alternative soimds or alternative pat-

terns of sounds is available, no information can be communicated. This

simple observation has profound implications, for it enables us to state more

exactly what we mean by the word 'information.'

In these and the following pages 'information' is used to refer to the occur-

rence of one out of a set of alternative discriminative stimuli. A discriminative

stimulus is a stimulus that is arbitrarily, symboUcally, associated with some

thing (or state, or event, or property) and that enables the stimulated organism

to discriminate this thing from other things. The content of the information

concerns the particular discriminative stimulus that does occur. The amount

of the information concerns the range of possible alternatives that could occur.

Amount of Information. The amount of information increases as a function

of the number of alternatives. If only two alternative stimuli can possibly

occur {e.g., the 'dit' and 'dah' of radiotelegraphic code), the occurrence of

one or the other carries relatively Uttle information. But if there are 10,000

alternatives possible {e.g., the ideograms of Chinese), the occurrence of one

out of this large set carries considerable information. The stimulus itself,

the actual physical event that occurs, could be identical in two different situa-

tions; yet when it is one of two possibilities it is less informative than when

it is one of 10,000 possibilities. The amount of information a stimulus conveys

cannot be determined from an examination of that stimulus alone; the amount

of information depends upon the niunber of things that could have happened

instead but didn't.

This concept of information must not be confused with the popxilar usage

of the term ' meaning.' The EngHsh language may be meaningless to a French-

man, but it still encodes a certain amount of information. Our definition does

not say that the listener must be able to decode the message. The amoimt of

information is the measure of a talker's freedom of choice when he selects a

message. It is a measure, not of a particular message, but of a total situation.

It turns out to be mathematically convenient to define the amount of informa-

tion as the logarithm of the number of alternatives (Shannon, 1948). According

to this definition the occurrence of 1 out of 10 possible alternatives carries only
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half the amount of information that is carried by the occurrence of 1 out of

100 alternatives and only a third as much as by the occurrence of 1 out of

1000 alternatives. Figure 15 is a graph of the relation between the number

of alternatives and the logarithmic measure of the amount of information.

NUMBER OF ALTERNATIVES

Fig. 15. The amount of information per symbol is plotted as a logarithmic function of

the number of alternative symbols.

This definition of the amoimt of information is used throughout the remainder

of this book. The alternatives we must consider may be alternative sine

waves, or alternative spectra, or alternative phonemes, or alternative sylla-

bles, or alternative words, etc. In every case the amount of information is

defined as the logarithm of the number of possible alternatives. We shall,

therefore, return to the problem of estimating the number of alternative speech

units again and again in the pages that follow.

Information in a Sound Wave. Now this definition will be used to obtain

a quantitative measure of the amoimt of information that can be encoded in

a speech wave. For the moment we shall not be concerned with whether a

listener could actually understand the information or would act in accordance

with it; we shall deal first with the full range of conceivable possibilities.

To estimate the amount of information, it is necessary to estimate some-

how the number of different, alternative sound waves that can occur. The

totaHty of different sound waves must include, along with all the speech sounds,

all the sounds of music, all the bells, noises, whistles, etc., that can ever be

produced. The task is not as formidable as it sounds, for all we need to use

are the concepts of frequency and intensity and spectra introduced already.

First it is necessary to decide how long a time the sound wave lasts. Obvi-

ously, if there is an unlimited amount of time, there can be an unlimited number

of different sound waves. To make matters perfectly definite, take the interval

of time as 1 sec.

How many different sound waves that last 1 sec could there be? In order

to answer this question, we consider what happens when we apply Fourier

analysis to a wave form 1 sec long. The most complicated case possible is

the one that has all the harmonics of the lowest possible fundamental fre-

quency. In this example the fundamental cannot be any lower than 1 cps

because this is the assumed duration of the message.
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If we had chosen the duration of the message as 0.1 sec, the fundamental

frequency would be 10 cps. If we had chosen the duration as 10 sec, the

fundamental frequency would be 0.1 cps. In general, the lowest possible

fundamental frequency in the Fourier analysis is given by 1/r, where T is

the duration of the signal that is analyzed. Since all the harmonics must be

multiples of this fundamental period, T also determines the frequency of every

sine-wave component analyzed out of the complex wave.

Since we are considering the most compUcated case imaginable, all harmonics

of 1 cps must be present. There are components at 2 cps, at 3 cps, at 4 cps,

etc. In the preceding section we saw that the upper limit of the speech spec-

tnmi—the frequency of the highest component—is about 10,CC0 cps. If we

take 10,000 cps as a convenient value, therefore, we can have 10,000 harmonics

in the most complicated speech wave of 1 sec duration.

For every one of these 10,0C0 component frequencies we must state, in order

to describe it completely, both the amplitude and the phase. In other words,

we must write down two numbers, one for amplitude and one for phase, for

every harmonic. Two numbers for each of 10,000 components is 20,000 num-

bers. This 1-sec interval of speech can, therefore, be described completely by

these 20,000 numbers. The general rule is that if T is the duration of the

signal in seconds and W is the width in cycles per second of the band of frequen-

cies contained in the signal, 2TW numbers are required to describe the

most comphcated case. For the case considered here this formula yields

2 X 1 X 10,000 = 20,000 numbers.

To describe the set of 10,000 harmonics, we must state the amplitude and

phase of the component at 1 cps, then the amplitude and phase of the com-

ponent at 2 cps, then the ampUtude and phase of the component at 3 cps,

etc., for all the harmonics in the wave. The ampUtude of the 1-cps component

might be 0.1 dyne/cm^ and its phase angle 30°, the 2-cps component might

be 0.0071 dyne/cm^ and 186°22', and so we should proceed through the Ust

of 10,000 harmonics until we had the set of 20,000 niunbers.

Consider now the question of how many alternative sets of 20,000 values

there can be. We have a set of 2TW = 20,000 numbers, and every one of

these numbers can assume a range of different values. Every time one of these

20,000 numbers changes by even a slight amount, we have a new set of numbers

and thus a different speech wave and a new and different spectnun. How
many alternative waves are possible depends upon how many different sets of

values these 20,000 numbers can assimie.

Infinite Number ofA Iternative Values. Take first the case when no restrictions

are imposed. Any one of these 20,000 nvmibers can assume any one of an

infinite set of values. In this case there is an infinite nmnber of possible

alternatives, and we must conclude that a 1-sec message can contain an infinite

amount of information.

In any practical situation, however, the 20,000 amplitudes and phases
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cannot assume any one of an infinite number of values. This would require

the receiver to distinguish infinitesimal differences in amplitude and phase as

representing different messages. Even the sUghtest disturbance or distortion

completely changes the message. There are, therefore, practical considera-

tions that force the 20,000 numbers to assume discriminably different values,

and there is not an infinite number of discriminable values within the finite

ampUtude of the speech.

Two Alternative Values. Now take the case where the niunbers are restricted

to certain specific values. To impose a severe restriction, suppose that the

20,000 numbers are limited to one or the other of two possible values. The
first nimiber can have either one of these alternative values, and so can the

second nimiber. The first two niunbers together, however, can form any

one of four alternative pairs. CaU the two alternative numbers A and B.

If the first nimiber is A, the second can be A or B; if the first is B, the second

can be A or B. The four alternative pairs are AA, AB; BA, and BB. When
we add the third number there become eight possible triplets: AAA, AAB;
ABA, ABB; BAA, BAB; BBA, and BBB. If the message were described

by four numbers there would be 16 alternatives, and if by five niunbers there

would be 32 alternatives, etc.

The general rule is that, if there are n numbers in the list and if any of the

numbers can assume any one of a alternative values, there can be o" different

alternative sets of numbers. In our particular example we chose a to be 2

and n to be 20,000. The 20,000 numbers can take either one of the two possible

values, and so there are 2^°'"™ alternative messages possible. According to

the definition of amount of information, information is proportional to the

logarithm of the number of alternatives. Thus we have log 2^°'°°'', or 20,000

log 2, as the measure of the amount of information.

The General Case. The question has been answered for two specific instances,

and all that remains is to state the answer in general terms. Let T be the

duration of the message, let W be the width of the band of frequencies, let S
be the maximum amplitude of the signal, and letN be the size of a discriminable

difference in ampUtude.

The number of alternative values that the amplitude can assume will be

(5 + N)/N, the total range divided by the size of the discriminable difference.

For example, if the value of S is 100 and the smallest difference that can be

reliably used is 2, then there are only (100 + 2)/2, or 51, discriminably dif-

ferent values that the amplitude can assume. Since there are 2TW of these

amplitudes* to be assigned and each one can assume any of {S + N)/N
values, there are [{S -f N)/N^'^^ different alternative signals. Every possible

speech spectrum is included in this set of [{S -f N)/NY'''^ spectra, along with

* There is a mathematical relation that enables us to express the amplitude and phase of a

single component in terms of two amplitudes, one for a sine and one for a cosine wave. In

either case, however, two mmibers are required for every comjjonent.
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billions of other spectra that would never be associated with the sounds of

speech.

Since we have defined information as the logarithm of the number of alter-

native possibilities, the final form of the solution is

Amount of information = log I
———

J
= 2TW log———

Or, in words: The amount of information in a speech wave is proportional to the

duration of the speech, to the range of frequency components involved, and to the

logarithm of the number of discriminable steps in amplitude. In order to increase

the amount of information we must talk, longer, or increase the range of fre-

quencies in the speech spectnmi, or make use of finer distinctions in intensity.

It is clear that a large niunber of different speech waves could be generated

in the course of a few minutes. If all of the small differences among these

waves could be discriminated rehably by the listener, a staggering amoimt of

information could be transferred in this short period of time. It is equally

clear, however, that aU of the potential distinctions are not used in ordinary

vocal communication. Most of the spectra considered above cannot be gen-

erated by the speech mechanism. Speech waves that are very different in

detail are judged to be the same by the Hstener, and we cannot use these detailed

differences to signify different things. The number of alternatives that is

actually used is far less than the number of alternatives that some ideal machine

might be able to distinguish.

Out of aU the billions of different spectra that could conceivably be used

for communication, the English language selects and uses no more than

50 phonemes. (If prosodic features of stress are ignored, 30 phonemes might

be a reaUstic estimate for Enghsh.) With only 50 alternatives the amoimt

of information encoded in the occiurence of a single phoneme is log 50, or

something less than 6 log 2. Compared with the amoimt of information that

sound waves might convey, the amoimt actually conveyed by phonemes is

quite small. These particular 50 sounds are easy to produce and are enough

different from one another so that we can learn to distinguish them accurately.

In addition to the limit imposed by the talker's inability to produce all the

conceivable sounds, a further limit on the number of different phonemes is

imposed by the hstener's inabihty to hear minute differences in the sounds.

In order to understand the Hstener's capacity to discriminate among different

sounds, we proceed in the next chapter to examine the process of hearing.

Discussion Questions

1. How would we need to change our present system of spelling in order to use a

typewriter that wrote at the sound of the voice?

2. In military communication microphones are sometimes strapped to a talker's

throat in order to free his hands for other work. What kind of speech could be heard

over such a throat microphone?
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3. How could we use visible speech equipment to aid in the correction of speech

disorders?

4. Speech sounds affect the person who makes them in much the same way they

affect the person who listens to them. Are there other stimuli we could generate that

would have this advantage?

5. Is there any evidence in the visible speech records to support the notion that the

syllable is an important unit for the analysis of speech movements?

6. The Bell Telephone Laboratories have built a device that synthesizes a fairly

good imitation of human speech. How does it work?
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Chapter 3

THE PERCEPTION OF SPEECH

Nature has given to men one tongue, but two ears, that we may hear from others

twice as much as we speak.

—^Epictetus

Vocal communication requires a listener to discriminate among vocal soxmds,

and the amount of information he can extract from the sounds depends upon

the acuity of his discrimination. His ability to distinguish different soimds

is good but not perfect. There are many subtle differences a listener cannot

detect. Some sounds are too faint, some vibrations are too rapid, some differ-

ences are too small to be heard. These limits beyond which men carmot

hear are called thresholds.

The Limits of Hearing

What is the slightest sound a himian ear can detect? The answer to this

question depends on a long list of 'if's,' 'and's,' and 'but's.' Before we can

answer it, we must enumerate some of the conditions under which the meas-

urement is made. First it is necessary to assume that the hstener's location

is perfectly quiet except for the sound we want him to hear. The sound should

be a simple sine wave with a single frequency of vibration, for if the soimd is

complex and contains several component frequencies, we shall not know which

component the listener hears. A soxmd with but a single frequency com-

ponent is called a pure tone. The tone should go on and off intermittently

and should stay on at least half a second, for if a tone is very brief, it is hard

to hear. The listener should face the source of sound so that it falls equally

on both ears, for both ears together are more sensitive than one alone. The

sound pressure is measured in the absence of the listener; the calibrating

microphone is placed where the listener's head is going to be. The frequency

of the tone should be fixed somewhere between 2000 and 4000 cps; the thresh-

old of detectability varies markedly with frequency, but the ear is most

sensitive in this range. The listener is young and has no impairment of hear-

ing. When all of these conditions are satisfied, a listener is able to detect a

tone of about 0.0001 dyne/cm^. In terms of the amplitude of movement, the

eardrum moves about 0.000000001 cm! If the ear were much more sensitive,

it would begin to report the random movements of the air molecules.

47
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The Audible Area. A curve representing the threshold of hearing for tones

of different frequencies (Sivian and White, 1933) is shown at the bottom of

Fig. 16. (It is sometimes called the threshold of detedability, or of audibility.)

The curve shows, for example, that a tone of 100 cps must have an intensity

of at least 30 db (above 0.0002 dyne/cm^) before its presence can be detected.

If it is less intense, it is inaudible. A tone of 1000 cps can be heard at db

intensity, and a tone of 10,(KX) cps can be detected at 10 db intensity.

This threshold curve sets the lower limit of the audible area. Only tones

that fall above the threshold of detectabiUty can be used for communication.

At the other end of the intensity scale the ear imposes another limit upon

the range of usable intensities. If a tone becomes too intense, it causes pain

and people refuse to listen. As the intensity of the tone is increased, most

normal subjects say that it becomes imcomfortably loud at about 110 db.

If the intensity is raised still further, they report that it begins to tickle their

ears at about 133 db. If the intensity is increased still further, subjects report

a sharp pain at about 140 db (Silverman, 1947).

' • "''loo

FREQUENCY

IQOOO 20,000

PER SECOND

Fig. 16. The lange of frequencies and intensities that can be heard by a normal human
subject.

Unlike the threshold of detectability, these tolerance thresholds do not change

significantly for different frequencies. The tolerable limit is about the same

for all frequencies. The limit may change, however, with repeated exposures.

The listener seems to toughen up as he becomes accustomed to loud sounds.
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After some exp)erience with loud sounds the average Ustener does not report

that he is uncomfortable until the level reaches about 123 db.

Ordinarily we do not attempt to use such intense sounds for communication.

But sometimes the noise is so great—in boiler factories, engine rooms, etc.

—

that we are forced to shout directly into the Ustener's ear. Even this may not

be effective in the most intense noises.

The threshold of pain is shown in Fig. 16 at 140 db. The area on the graph

below 140 db and above the threshold of detectabiUty comprises the set of

frequencies and intensities that is available for vocal communication. These

tones comprise the audible area.

Acuity for Differences. Any acoustic information a listener receives must

be carried by combinations of tones (spectra) that fall inside the audible area.

A great variety of tonal combinations can be produced in this area, but if

different combinations are to have different symboUc values, they must be

recognizably different sounds. Thus it is necessary to know not only the

boundaries of the auditory area but also the Umits of differentiation within

these boundaries. How different must two tones be in order that an average

listener can recognize them as different?

In what ways can two sounds differ? Two pure tones can differ in fre-

quency, in amplitude, and in phase. Complex sounds have several components

and each one of the components in one sound can differ in frequency, ampli-

tude, and phase from each one of the components in another sound. Since

there are so many billions of different complex sounds, it is virtually impossible

to study all of them. Consequently, most of our information about the dis-

criminative acuity of man's hearing has been obtained for pure tones.

For frequencies below 1000 cps the just noticeable difference in the frequency

of two pure tones is about 3 cycles. Above 1000 cps the number of cycles

that a tone must change in order to sound noticeably different is proportional

to the frequency of the tone; as the frequency of the tone increases, the size

of the just noticeable difference increases proportionately (Shower and Bid-

dulph, 1931). Somewhat larger differences in frequency are necessary if the

tone is less than 50 db above the threshold of hearing.

The threshold for differences in intensity is, for most pure tones, about

0.3 db (Riesz, 1928). For very low and very high frequency tones and for

faint tones it is necessary to make a somewhat larger change in intensity if

the change is to be detected.

Differences in the phases of two tones can be detected, and this information

is useful for locating the source of a sound in space. Phase differences do not

seem to play an important role in the perception of speech, however, and so

we need not consider them here.

The Number of Distinguishable Tones. These data obtained for pure tones

give us the following general topography for the interior of the auditory area.

From the lowest to the highest frequency there are about 1600 distinguishably
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different frequencies. From the lowest to the highest intensity there are

about 350 distinguishably different intensities. It has been estimated (Stevens

and Davis, 1938) that the auditory area can be divided into about 340,000

tones in such a way that every one of these 340,000 tones is detectably different

from all the others. Most of these tones are clustered in the middle of the

auditory area where acuity for differences is greatest. In order to be discrim-

inably different the tones must be spaced farther apart at low or high frequencies

and at low intensities.

Does the fact that we can discriminate among 340,000 pure tones mean

that we could have a language of 340,000 different tonal symbols? The answer

is obviously in the negative. These differences can be detected only if the

tones are sounded one after the other. In communication the two tones may

be separated by many other tones, and when one appears, it is very difficult

to recognize it as different from its closest neighbors. To draw an analogy,

we may be able to tell twins apart when they stand side by side, but if we

meet one of them alone on the street, we are not able to decide which one he

is. It is easier to detect a difference than to make a positive identification

in the absence of the other similar stimuli.

The fact is, therefore, that a listener cannot identify absolutely any one

of 340,000 pure tones. How many tones he might recognize for the purposes

of practical communication is a matter for speculation. No experimental

evidence is available. The important thing to note, however, is how these

340,000 distinguishable tones are distributed through the audible area. The

ear is most sensitive to differences among tones when the tones are 50 db

above the threshold of hearing and in the range of frequencies between 500

and 4000 cps. Since a Ustener can discriminate tones most easily in this

portion of the audible area, it follows logically that this portion has the largest

capacity for handling information—a larger number of alternative messages

can be distinguished in this portion than in any other portion of the audible

area. Thus we can say what range of frequencies and intensities offers the

greatest possibilities for vocal communication, although we cannot say exactly

how many alternative messages might be possible with a pure-tone coromuni-

cation system.

In looking at the audible area in Fig. 16, therefore, we see now that the

thresholds are the limits between no information and some information.

Within the bounds of the area, however, we can think of regions near the

threshold as capable of handling some information while the center of the

area handles most information.

The Number of Distinguishable Spectra. The discrimination of pure tones

does not give a complete answer, however. Vocal communication relies not

upon pure tones, but upon many tones heard simultaneously. We must ask,

therefore, how many different spectra a listener might distinguish. How
many alternative combinations of the distinguishable tones are there?
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This question can be approached crudely in the following way: There are

about 300 alternative amplitudes (a) that any one of about 1600 distinguish-

able frequencies {n) might assume. The munber of spectra composed of 1600

components, where each component can assume any one of 300 values, is

a", or 3001^°°, a truly astronomical number. It is much longer than this sen-

tence that says it is too long to waste paper by writing it out. Obviously there

are not 300^^"° distinguishable speech sounds. The question is, Why not?

Consider a single one of this tremendous number of different acoustic symbols.

Let this be the one that has all of the 1600 different frequencies present and

every one of them at an ampUtude of 50 db. Then we could generate a different

acoustic symbol by changing the amplitude of one of the 1600 components

by 0.3 db, a just noticeable increment in that one component. This difference

between the two spectra is too smaU to be reUably distinguished in any practical

situation, although the individual components are recognizably different

when heard alone.

What factors limit us so that we are not free to use all of the 300^^°° com-

binations? An obvious factor is that the intensity of the speech changes

according to the distance between the talker and the listener. If an acoustic

symbol began with 1600 components aU at 50 db, by the time it reached a

listener some yards away aU of the components might have dropped to 10 db.

A listener at one distance would hear one symbol, and a Ustener at another

distance would hear a different symbol. Consequently, all the soimds that

have the same pattern of amplitudes, and that differ only in the general level

at which the pattern occurs, must be classed together as a single symbol. A
pattern of amplitudes at 90 db is obviously louder than the same pattern at

40 db, but we cannot take advantage of this discrimination for the purposes

of communication.

The fact that listeners are often at a distance means that most of the sounds

reach them at relatively low intensities. Only in very noisy situations do we
generate speech at levels anywhere near the threshold of discomfort. Because

the speaker's output power is limited and because loud sounds are unpleasant

for the Ustener, the practical upper Umit is probably around 100 db.

Another practical consideration that limits the number of usable spectra

is the relatively high pitch of the human voice. We do not generate 1600

properly spaced harmonics. On a sustained vowel, for example, the funda-

mental frequency for a male voice is about 125 cps. Harmonics are multiples

of the fundamental, and so we have component tones at 125, 250, 375, 500,

625, etc. For a particular speech sound the voice gives about 80, rather than

1600, tones to use in different combinations of intensities.

Furthermore, slight differences of frequency have little communicative

value because the language is used by sopranos and basses alike. Thus the

particular frequencies that are involved are less important than the pattern

of amplitudes these frequencies assume. We cannot produce one speech
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symbol by a pattern of amplitudes imposed upon the harmonics of 125 cps

and a different symbol by the same pattern imposed upon the harmonics of

120 cps. The frequency difference would be perceptible, but the distinction

would be useless for designating different things.

The vocal resonators cannot control the intensity of each component inde-

pendently. They are too broadly tuned to respond to a single component

frequency. If the harmonic at 1000 cps is reinforced by the resonators, then

the harmonics at 875 and 1125 cps are also reinforced. It is also necessary to

remember that the listener must make an absolute identification, not just

perceive that a change has occurred. And it is well known that the perception

of one tone is influenced by the occurrence of another tone at the same time.

Even with fairly generous allowances for these practical limits, it is obvious

that there are far more acoustically distinguishable vocal patterns than we ever

attempt to use for informative purposes. Or, to express the same idea some-

what differently, there is a lot more information in the acoustic pressure waves

than the hstener needs. Vocal communication does not begin to approach

the theoretical limits that our knowledge of the hmits of hearing would lead

us to expect. We can only conclude, therefore, that the system contains a

large safety factor—that fine discriminations (and thus more rapid communi-

cation) are sacrificed to obtain greater dependability.

Take a simple numerical example. Compare a language that uses two

sounds with a language that uses eight sounds. In order to label each of

eight different objects with one of eight different names, the two-sound language

must use sequences of three sounds in a row. The eight-sound language can

label each of the same eight objects with a single sound. Clearly the two-

sound language is slower, because it must use three sounds for every one that

the eight-sound language uses. But the two-sound language is also more

dependable, because its two sounds can be easily distinguished. With the

eight-sound language the listener is forced to make finer distinctions and is

more apt to confuse the different sounds.

The number of alternative speech sounds is Hmited, therefore, in the interest

of dependability. The ear could draw finer distinctions, but the greater the

demands we make upon discrimination the more the process is subject to

errors. We cannot conclude that dependability is the sole reason our spoken

language sacrifices speed—most of us cannot absorb, remember, and use

information at the rate at which human speech normally provides it. These

higher mental processes take time, and a more rapid flow of information to

the listener would not be much more efl&cient than the present rate. More

on this topic later.

The Effects of Masking

One of the important limitations on the way we can combine tones into

symbolic patterns is the interference that one tone produces in the discrimina
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tion of a second tone. We began this discussion by placing a listener in a

perfectly quiet room and giving him pure tones. Now we want to take him

out into the noise of the world and have him listen to complex soimds.

The ability to hear two sounds at once is one of the most useful properties

of the human ear. This abiUty—taken for granted in the preceding discus-

sion—allows us to respond selectively to certain components in the total

acoustic pattern and to ignore others, to hear a friend's voice in spite of a back-

ground of noise, to follow the theme and still hear the obbligato. The eye has

no such abUity. Put a red and a yellow light together, and they lose their

separate identities in an orange compound. But put an 800-cycle tone together

with a 1200-cycle tone, and we hear two tones, not one halfway between.

Remarkable as this abihty is, it is not infalUble. Put the two tones close

together in frequency, and they will beat; a beating pair of tones sounds like

a single tone that is waxing and waning in intensity. Or make one tone fainter

than the other, and the fainter tone may become inaudible although it is still

above its normal threshold in the quiet.

The selective mechanism is studied in its simplest form when two pure tones

are introduced into the ear and the listener is asked to report the presence or

absence of one or the other of the tones. These experiments demonstrate

that the ear is not a perfect analyzer, for some tones obscure the perception of

others. This interference is called auditory masking.

Auditory masking is usually defined as the shift of the threshold of audibility

of the masked sound due to the presence of the masking sound. Following

this definition, the measurement of auditory masking is a straightforward

experimental procedure. First the just audible sound pressure is determined

in the quiet. Then the interfering sound is introduced, and the Hstener's

threshold is again determined. The difference, in decibels, between the quiet

and the masked thresholds is the measure of the amount of masking produced

by that particular type and intensity of interference for that particular masked

sound. The notion can also be applied to the complex sounds of speech

—

the introduction of an interfering sound makes it necessary to raise the intensity

of the speech for it to be understood.

Knowledge of the ear's susceptibility to masking is obviously a matter of

considerable practical value. Much of our present knowledge has grown out

of the job of developing the telephone, although research on communication

problems in the Second World War supplemented the earlier investigations.

In the course of this research many different masking sotmds have been studied

to determine the interference they can produce with the perception of many
different masked sounds. The general principles involved can be demon-

strated, however, by the masking effects of tonal and noisy sounds.

Masking Tones by Tones. The masking of tones by tones (monaural) is

illustrated in Fig. 17 (Wegel and Lane, 1924). In the graph on the left there

are four threshold curves. The lowest is the threshold measured in the quiet
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and is the same as the curve in Fig. 16. The next curve is the threshold as

measured in the presence of a tone of 800 cps that is 20 db above the quiet

threshold at 800 cps. In the presence of this faint masking tone there is a

small increase in the threshold of audibiUty for other tones in the neighborhood

of 800 cps. The masking effects do not extend far above or below the masking

tone. The dip in the masked threshold indicates the region in which the

masked and masking tones produced beats. The third curve from the bottom
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Fig. 17. Masking by pure tones. The change in the threshold of detectability produced

by tones of 800 and 3500 cps. The parameter is the level of the masking tone in decibels

above its own quiet threshold. {After Wegel and Lane, 1924.)

shows the threshold of audibihty when the 800-cycle masking tone is increased

to 60 db above threshold and the masking efifects are more widely distributed.

The top curve represents the threshold when the intensity is raised to 100 db.

The graph on the right shows results obtained in an identical set of measures

with the single difference that the masking tone was 3500 rather than 800 cps.

These thresholds show that the principal effects of a masking tone are pro-

duced in the range above the frequency of the masking tone. The shift in

the threshold for lower tones is relatively slight. This one-way spread of

masking means that tones of low frequency can mask out a larger part of the

audible area than can tones of high frequency. The greater the loss in area,

the less area there is left for communicative purposes. We predict, therefore,

that low-frequency sounds will disrupt auditory communication more readily

than will high-frequency sounds.

Masking Tones by Noise. Now we turn to the masking of tones by noise.

There are an infinite variety of noises to study, but the noise of most general

interest is random noise. Random noise is a hishing sound compounded of

all frequencies of vibration in equal amounts. Because all frequencies are

present, it is analogous to certain kinds of white light and so it is often called
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white noise. It sounds like /SSSSSSSS/- Most experiments have not used noises

that have extremely high or extremely low frequency components. Generally

we work with a band of noise that extends from 100 up to about 10,000 cps.

This covers all the component frequencies in speech and is adequate for our

purposes. The fact that all the components are present in equal amount

makes this a very convenient noise to work with. This means, for example,

that half the power in the total sound is in the components below 5000 cps

and half in the components above 5000 cps. The spectrum of such a noise is

simply a horizontal line up to 10,000 cps.

The results obtained when such a noise of uniform spectrum is used to

mask pure tones are shown in Fig. 18 (Hawkins and Stevens, 1950). When
the over-all level of the noise is db, we cannot hear it and so we turn it up

to 10 db. At this level the noise is first detected, but the thresholds for the

pure tones are not shifted. Tvurn the noise up to 30 db, and at this level some

masking is produced. The tones in the region of 2000 cps, where the ear is

most sensitive, are masked a few decibels, but the other tones are unaffected.

By the time the noise is up to 60 db all the tones between 100 and 10,000 cps

are masked in varying amount, and the general shape of the threshold curve

is much more imiform for all frequencies. If we continue to increase the

noise, the shape of the threshold curve remains imiform. For every 10 db

increase in the noise we must increase the tone 10 db in order to make it

audible. The effect of increasing the masking noise is to decrease the area

available for communicative signals.
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Fig. 18. Thresholds for pure tones when masked by white noise of uniform spectrum.

Level of the masking noise is the parameter. {Ajler Hawkins and Stevens, 1950.)

In Fig. 18 are shown the quiet and the masked thresholds. The difference

between the masked thresholds and the quiet threshold is, as we have said,

the measure of masking. Suppose we plot the masking for tones of 200 and

1000 cps as a function of the intensity of the noise. This will give us the
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sort of plot shown in Fig. 19, which, if we had more different tones plotted,

would be essentially equivalent to Fig. 18. These two graphs contain similar

information, but they are drawn with different coordinates.

For both masked tones in Fig. 19 the masking, once it is well under way,

goes up the same niunber of decibels that the noise intensity goes up. If we

put in 5 db more noise, we require 5 db more tone in order to hear it. This

fact is often expressed by saying that the signal-to-noise ratio at threshold is

constant for high noise levels. The signal-to-noise ratio is the difference in
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Fro. 19. Showing the shift of the threshold of hearing for two pure tones. The masking

sound was a white noise with a uniform spectrum up to 7000 cps.

decibels between the intensity of the sound we want to hear and the intensity

of the sound that is interfering. To take an example, a noise of uniform

spectrum up to 7000 cps at an over-all level of 75 db will just mask a pure

tone of 2000 cps at 52 db. The difference between the signal and the noise

is 23 db. Now increase the noise to 100 db, and the just detectable tone

must be 77 db. The difference is again 23 db. As long as the noise is less

than 23 db more intense than the 2000-cps tone, the tone is audible. Thus

the signal-to-noise ratio necessary to detect this tone remains constant at

— 23 db. At any lower signal-to-noise ratio the tone cannot be heard.

Effect of Noise on Discrimination. The reason why tones and noises pro-

duce masking can be phrased in the following way: Irrelevant noise from the

world about us reduces the sharpness of our discrimination. Suppose the

message spectrum contains energy at 1000 cps and that in order to know

exactly which symbol it is we must discriminate rather accurately the magni-

tude of this 1000-cycle component. Now if a noise is present, it will also

have energy in the range of frequencies around 1000 cps. Since the noise is

random, we shall not know whether the noise energy is added to the signal
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(in phase) or whether the noise and the signal energy are canceling each other

(out of phase). Therefore the noise adds a fuzziness to the ampUtude of the

1000-cycle component in the signal. We are not able to tell precisely what

the amplitude is, but only that it falls within a certain range.

If the noise is very faint and the signal is very strong, the fuzziness is negli-

gible. Of course, if the noise is so faint that it makes the signal uncertain

over a range smaller than the just noticeable difference, then the noise will

have no effect at all. But as the intensity of the noise increases, the range

of uncertainty grows larger and larger, until finally aU information is washed

away in the blur of randomness.

The number of discriminable ampUtudes varies according to the amount

of noise that is present. If there is much noise, a large change in the intensity

of the signal is necessary before we can recognize the change as a symbolic

rather than a chance occurrence. To take an example, suppose the maximum

signal energy is 100 units of energy and the noise has 2 units of energy. The

signal-to-noise ratio in decibels is then the logarithm of the ratio, or 10 logio

^'^%, or 17 db. The maximum signal is 17 db more intense than the noise.

Now ask how many different amplitudes of the signal can be distinguished.

If the signal ampUtude is 50 units, the listener may receive any value between

50 + 2 and 50 — 2 units. It will require a change of at least 2 units before

he can be fairly sure the signal is different. The total range of energies he

can receive extends from zero to 5 -f iV = 102 imits. The size of a distin-

guishable change is N units. The total mmiber of distinguishable steps is,

therefore, {S + N)/N, or '^^%, or 51.

Now notice what happens if the noise increases to 10 energy imits while

the maximmn signal level remains the same. The new signal-to-noise ratio

will be 10 log ^°%0) or 10 db. The signal energy can now be determined with

an accuracy of only ±10 units. The number of distinguishable steps is

{S -f- N)/N, or (100 + 10)/10, or 11. By decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio

we decrease the number of distinguishable steps and the mmiber of alternatives

that can be used for symbolic purposes.

As the noise increases, the listener's capacity to distinguish differences

decreases, and so his abihty to receive information also decreases. Thus

the signal-to-noise ratio expressed in decibels is a very important concept in

understanding communication.

If a language uses a great many different acoustic S)Tnbols, the listener

needs to make very sharp distinctions in the intensities of the components

in the various sjmibols. Such a language might work perfectly well in the

quiet, but in a noisy situation these distinctions would become blurred and

useless. Since noise is a regular hazard for our vocal acts, we must design

our acoustic symbols to be noise-resistant, to be so different that noise will

not confuse them. But if all the symbols must be very different, then there

cannot be very many of them.
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The occurrence of noise in our workaday world limits the number of speech

sounds our language can conveniently employ. Our solution has been to use

fewer different speech sounds and to rely more heavily upon the sequences

in which these sounds are arranged.

Methods for the Study of Speech Perception

The discussion of hearing has, up to this point, been concerned with man's

ability to hear pure tones in the quiet and in noise. Since complex sounds

like speech can always be analyzed into pure-tone components, this discussion

casts considerable light on the speech problem. Before proceeding to the

perception of speech, however, the development must be interrupted at this

point to say somethmg about the methods used to study perception in general

and speech perception in particular.

In principle, a perceptual experiment is quite simple. A subject is trained

to respond in certain ways to certain patterns of stimulation. The physical

dimensions of the stimulation are then varied. The question we ask is. Under

what variations in the stimulation does the response remain invariant?

Suppose we want to know the threshold of hearing in some given organism.

We first train this organism to lift a limb, press a key, wave a flag, or other-

wise signal when a tone is on. We then vary the frequency and the amplitude

of the tone systematically imtil the organism's response changes—fails to

appear. The limits of the range over which the response occurs are the thresh-

olds of hearing.

A more compUcated perceptual experiment might ask what aspects of a

melodic pattern of tones an organism discriminates. We could train the

organism to make response a to pattern A and response b to pattern B. If

the several aspects of the melodic patterns are varied systematically, some

of the altered patterns may evoke response a, others b, and still others may
evoke no response consistently. By determining what aspects of the stimu-

lation can be changed without changing the organism's response, it is possible

to discover those aspects which are crucial and those aspects which are irrele-

vant in the discrimination that the organism made between A and B.

The design of all perceptual experiments is similar; a discriminative response

is established, the characteristics of the discriminated stimuli are varied, and

the point at which stimulus variation begins to produce variation in the response

is noted. How a discriminative response is established in any given organism

is a problem that must be deferred to a later chapter.

The Articulation Test. It is not a difficult jump from perceiving melodic

patterns to perceiving speech. We train the organism to make one response

to the sound of the words 'Sit up' and another response to the sound of 'Lie

down.' Then we vary the sounds—change their intensity, the fundamental

pitch of the voice, the spectrum, the wave form, the duration, etc.—and see

what the limits of the variation are. Such an experiment could be conducted
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with a dog, but if we want to expand the range of stimulus words, we must

have the more intelligent human animal to make the discriminations. Fortu-

nately, human Usteners come to the experiment with a large vocabulary of

discriminative responses that they carf make upon hearing certain acoustic

stimuU. We do not need to train them so long as we confine ourselves to

those acoustic patterns called words which have already been learned. We
modify the stimuU, mix them with other sounds, or distort them in various

ways. How much modification is possible before the stimuli fail to eUcit the

same responses that are ehcited by the unmodified stimuli?

The experimental approach to the perception of speech is quite similar to

the approach to other perceptual problems. The principal difference is that

the discriminative responses have been learned in advance, and we can begin

the experiment with a minimum amount of preliminary training. It is pos-

sible, however, to use nonsensical combinations of the speech sounds to avoid

word combinations. In this case some preliminary training is necessary,

for the Usteners must learn to distinguish the speech sounds and to respond

with the appropriate phonemic symbols. There are several types of nonsense

syllables: Phonemes combined according to the rules of the language; pho-

nemes combined in ways that violate the rules; and combinations of phones

that do not occur in the language. In what follows we shall use the term to

mean combinations of familiar phonemes that follow the rules of the language

spoken by the listeners.

The experimental procedure, once the appropriate responses have been

learned, is as follows: First the test material must be prepared. This may
consist of nonsense syllables (syllables that are not words), monosyllabic or

polysyllabic words, discrete sentences containing a given number of key words,

or continuous discourse. A talker then reads these materials aloud. The
speech sounds may go directly to the Hstener, or we may intercept them and

pass them on to the hstener after we have had a chance to modify them. To
intercept them we put the talker and the listener in different rooms (or use

a phonograph record of the talker's voice) and pick up the sound waves with

a microphone which transforms the acoustic waves into electrical waves. The
electrical waves then go through gadgets that may modify the wave form, or

the spectrum, or the ampUtude, etc. Then these modified electrical waves

are turned back into acoustical waves by a loudspeaker or a set of earphones,

and the sounds are introduced to the Ustener's ears.

The listener's job is to respond by writing the words or phonemic symbols

that correspond to the sounds he hears. His responses are then scored, usually

in terms of the number of responses that correspond to the items pronounced

by the talker. The scoring may include the tabulation of responses that do

not correspond to the words pronounced, since the analysis of errors gives us

some notion of how the modified sounds are perceived. For some purposes,

errors are as significant as correct responses.
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This procedure is called an articulation test (Egan, 1948). This somewhat

unfortunate name was adopted by engineers at the Bell Telephone Laboratories

who first used such experimental methods on a large scale. Their interest

was a practical one; they wanted to know whether or not their telephone instal-

lations were adequate. They thought of the earphone as speaking—articulat-

ing—to the listener. The tests were run to see whether or not the telephone's

articulation was adequate for conversational purposes. These engineers were

testing their equipment, whereas the psychologist's interest is not in the equip-

ment but in the Usteners themselves. With this different emphasis it might

be better to call them speech-discrimination tests or speech-perception tests.

Intelligibility as a Function of Intensity. An obvious aspect of speech that

we can vary is its intensity. Over a wide range of intensities Usteners respond

quite uniformly by writing down the words pronounced by the talker. At

very low intensities, however, some of the speech sounds become inaudible.

O 60

AVERAGE SPEECH PRESSURE IN DECIBELS

Fig. 20. The curve relates the per cent of monosyllabic words that can be recorded correctly

to the intensity of the speech at the listener's ear. {Data from Kryter, 1946, a7id Silvertncn,

1947.)

and some of the words are missed. When the intensity of the speech is about

5 db above 0.0002 dyne/cm^, the presence of speech can just be detected

but none of the words can be discriminated. At the high intensities the limit-

ing factor is the listener's comfort. An intensity of 138 or 140 db is described

as painful, and most Usteners refuse to continue the experiment at higher

intensities.

Figure 20 shows the relation between per-cent-words-correct and the intensity

of the speech. The test words were English monosyllables. Over a range

of almost 100 db, changes in intensity do not change a listener's ability to

respond correctly. Over this range, therefore, intensity is not a crucial deter-

minant of intelligibility.

The intensity values plotted along the bottom of Fig. 20 represent the

intensity of the speech at the listener's ear, averaged over a large nimiber of
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words. Any particular word may fall above or below this average because

the speech sounds that make up the words have characteristically different

intensities. The vowels should, since they have more power than the con-

sonants, be correctly discriminated at intensities where the consonants are

too weak to be heard.

If nonsensical syllables are used as test material and the listeners respond

with phonemic symbols, we can determine the per cent of the times each

speech sound is correctly perceived. The results of such tests are shown for

several phonemes in Fig. 21 (Fletcher, 1929, 273-276). You will notice that.

20 40 60 80 100

AVERAGE SPEECH PRESSURE IN

120 140

DECIBELS

Fig. 21. The per cent of correct responses to some representative English phonemes is

plotted against the average intensity for speech. These data were obtained from tests with

nonsense syllables. (Selected from Fletcher , 1929.)

at an average speech intensity of 25 db, vowels are quite distinguishable

but consonants are not. From the loudest vowel to the weakest consonant is

a range of about 30 or 40 db.

The weakness of the consonant sounds is unfortunate. The consonants

are more critical for the correct interpretation of speech. Comparison of

the sentences '-a- -oe- -i- -ay?' and 'Wh-t d-s th-s s-?' shows that

consonants minus vowels are more intelligible. In ancient Hebrew, in fact,

no vowels were written—only consonants.

Some words are intrinsically more audible than others. 'Show' has far

more power than 'theme,' for example. To make articulation tests represent-

ative of normal speech, therefore, we must be careful that all the sounds are

represented about as often as they would normally occur in conversation.

(The relative frequencies of occurrence of the different sounds is discussed in

Chap. 4.) When the test material reflects correctly these relative frequencies,

it is phonetically balanced, and we have some confidence in generalizing from

phonetically balanced word lists to more practical situations.
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The Masking of Speech

To apply the notion of masking to the perception of speech, we first deter-

mine the threshold of audibility for speech in the quiet. This value is about

5 db. Then the interfering sound is introduced, and the listener's threshold is

again determined. With any appreciable intensity of noise the level of the speech

must be increased to above 5 db to be audible. The difference, in decibels,

between the quiet and the masked thresholds is taken as the measure of the

amount of masking of speech produced by that type and intensity of noise.

As noise is gradually introduced, the threshold of detectability for speech

is at first Uttle affected. When the noise reaches a level of 20 db, the threshold

begins to shift. With more than 40 db of noise the threshold of detectability

increases by the same number of decibels that the intensity of the masking

noise is increased. With 100 db of noise the threshold is shifted from 5 to

77.5 db, a shift of 72.5 db.

100

PRESSURE OF MASKING NOISE IN DECIBELS

Fig. 22. The shift in the threshold of detectability for speech is plotted as a function of

the intensity of white masking noise. {After Hawkins and Stevens, 1950.)

Notice that the curve in Fig. 22, which shows the masking of speech by a

random noise of uniform spectrum up to 10,000 cps, is very similar to the curves

in Fig. 19 for pure tones. As for tones, the signal-to-noise ratio necessary for

the detection of speech is constant at high noise levels, and with this noise

the speech is detectable so long as it is not more than 17 db less intense than

the noise. Because of the general similarity between the masking curves for

pvu-e tones and for speech, it is possible to compute the masking of speech by
any given noise if we know how this noise masks pure tones. This procedure

is discussed in a later section.

The masking of speech depends upon three characteristics of the masking

sound, (1) its intensity relative to the intensity of the speech, (2) its acoustic

spectrum, and (3) its temporal continuity.
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We have discussed the role of intensity for one type of interference, and its

role with other types is similar; the more intense the masking sound, the greater

the masking. About the spectrum of the interfering sound we can say that

low-frequency noises cause more trouble than high-frequency noises but that

the maximum masking is produced when the noise has a spectriun very similar

to the spectrum of speech itself (Fig. 14). Interruptions in the continuity of

the masking sound invariably lower its masking effectiveness.

Although we need not examine in detail all the varieties of masking sound

that have been studied, at least one of them deserves special comment. Per-

haps the most persistent noise we have to compete with is the sound of another

person's voice. In considering other voices as sounds masking the desired

voice, two things are obviously crucial. How many other voices is the speaker

struggling against? And what are the other people saying? Articulation

tests conducted under these conditions show that it is relatively easy for a

listener to distinguish between two voices, but as the number of rival voices

is increased, the desired speech is lost in the general jabber, even though the

over-all intensity of the masking speech is held the same. Although the long-

interval spectrum of a single voice is nearly optimal for masking, the spectrum

at any moment does not include all of the necessary frequencies. The varia-

tions in the level of a single voice are great, and there are relatively long inter-

vals during which no masking sound is present. With several voices a con-

tinuous masking signal is produced, and the babble of four or more voices

going on at once wiU drown out the fifth voice about as effectively as any kind

of noise we could find (Miller, 1947a).

The content of the masking speech—what the voices talk about—^is a more
difficult factor to evaluate. Masking voices speaking a foreign language have

been used, but the masking was neither greater nor less than was obtained

with an English babble. Laughter and improbable vocal effects also fail to

change the results so long as the spectrum and the over-all intensity of the

masking signals are the same. When the subjects are in a standard laboratory

situation with a fairly objective attitude toward the test they are taking, the

particular content of the masking speech does not influence significantly the

amount of masking produced.

Changes in the Speech Spectrum

Over a very wide range of intensities a listener's abihty to discriminate

speech sounds is uniformly good. The presence of noise decreases the range

of intensities available for communication, but noise does not distort speech

or make it unintelligible if only the speech is loud enough. The speech spec-

trum should prove to be a more critical variable. The spectra of speech

sounds are one of the principal aspects that serve to distinguish one sound

from another. It may prove surprising, therefore, to learn how much the

spectrum can be changed without destroying intelligibility.
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To modify the spectrum of speech by known amounts and in known ways,

we convert the acoustic waves into electrical waves, pass the electrical waves

through an electrical filter that responds to certain frequencies but not others,

then reconvert these filtered waves into acoustic waves for the listener to hear.

We shall consider three types of frequency-selective devices: (1) filters that

pass high frequencies more efl&ciently than low, (2) filters that pass low fre-

quencies more efficiently than high, and (3) filters that pass intermediate

frequencies more efficiently than high and low frequencies. We shall refer

to these as high-pass, low-pass, and band-pass filters, respectively.

Consider the high-pass filter. As we raise the cutoff point below which no

frequencies are passed, the per cent of the responses that are correct decreases.

If we pass only those speech components above 6000 cps, for example, no words

are correctly discriminated. With the low-pass filter we reduce the articula-

tion score as we lower the cutoff point above which no frequencies are passed.

When only the components below 200 cps are present, speech is an unintelU-

gible, rumbling noise.

80 — High-pass

20

100 1000 10,000

Cutoff freqency in cycles per second

Fig. 23. Functions relating nonsense-syllable articulation scores to the cutoff frequency of

high-pass and low-pass filters. For example, with a 1000-cps high-pass Liter 90 per cent are

correctly heard; with a 1000-cps low-pass filter only 27 per cent are correct. {After French

and Steinberg, 1947.)

The exact number of words correctly reported will depend upon the intensity

of the speech, whether men or women talkers are used, the experience of the

test crew, the type of speech material, etc. The experiment has been carried

out, however, with both men and women talkers speaking nonsense syllables

to highly trained listeners. The speech intensity was maintained well above

threshold. Under these conditions the results shown in Fig. 23 were obtained

(French and Steinberg, 1947). In this figure the cutoflF frequency of the filter

is plotted along the abscissa, and the average articulation score is plotted
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along the ordinate. Looking at the curve for the low-pass filter, for example,

we should read from the graph that when only the frequencies below 3000 cps

were passed, 88 per cent of the syllables were correctly recorded by the hsteners.

This dropped to 27 per cent when only the frequencies below 1000 cps were

passed.

The two curves cross at 1900 cps. If we pass aU the frequencies above

1900 cps, hsteners get 67 per cent of the nonsense syllables correct, or if we pass

all the frequencies below 1900 cps, they get 67 per cent correct. The mid-

value of 1900 cps is obtained when the results for men and women talkers are

averaged together. With men alone, the center frequency is about 1660 cps.

Now it is a fact that under conditions where two-thirds of the nonsense

syllables are heard correctly, connected discourse or ordinary conversation is

perfectly intelligible. So we come to an interesting situation. We can com-

municate perfectly well with only the frequencies above 1900 cps present in

our voices. But there is nothing peculiar about the frequencies above 1900 cps,

because if we throw all these away and use only the frequencies below 1900 cps,

we get along equally well. In other words, there is no particular portion of

the speech spectrum that is crucial to discrimination.

The band-pass system is somewhat more difficult to discuss because here

we have two cutoff frequencies instead of one. The simplest way to discuss

it is to take the case where the center of the pass band is 1500 cps and the

two cutoff points are varied symmetrically above and below this center. A
band of frequencies 400 cps wide (1300 to 1700 cps) gives, if the speech is

weU above the threshold of hearing, an articulation score of about 10 per cent

for nonsense syllables. A band 1000 cps wide will give about 45 per cent

correct responses. A band 3000 cps wide will give about 85 per cent (Egan

and Wiener, 1946).

It is clear that speech can limp along even when the most amazing changes

are made in its spectrum. It does not sound natural, but it is intelligible.

Estimation of Articulation Scores

Almost any communication system that transmits the -human voice intro-

duces distortions into the spectrum. Not all frequencies are reproduced at

their original intensities. It would be handy, therefore, to have some kind

of theory that could predict how much interference any given kind of distor-

tion would cause. We can get along without the theory, of course. We can

conduct articulation tests with every communication system in order to see

whether or not it is satisfactory. But this procedure is tedious and expensive.

It would be far easier to measure the amount of distortion introduced and

then simply to calculate the effect it has on intelligibility. Such a scheme for

calculating articulation scores has been devised. The basic ideas of the theory

are outlined in this section.
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Division of the Spectrum into Equivalent Bands. The effects of frequency-

selective systems upon the intelUgibiUty of speech can be formulated in the

following manner (Collard, 1930; French and Steinberg, 1947): Suppose that

we have 10 band-pass filters, and the upper cutoff frequency of the first coin-

cides with the lower cutoff frequency of the second, etc., so that with these

10 contiguous pass bands we cover the entire range of speech frequencies.

Further suppose that we can vary at wiU the cutoff frequencies that separate

adjacent bands.

Now we take each band separately and conduct articulation tests using

only the speech components that lie in the range of frequencies passed by that

band. At first we shall obtain higher scores with one band of frequencies than

with another. So we readjust the cutoff frequencies, narrowing the bands

that scored highest and widening the bands that scored lowest. By successive

adjustments we can eventually estabhsh a set of contiguous bands that all

give the same articulation score.

Exactly what the score will be depends upon the nature of our tests, but

suppose it turns out to be 20 per cent. The filter that passes the lowest band

of frequencies permits 20 per cent correct responses, the filter that passes the

highest band of frequencies permits 20 per cent correct responses, and each

one of the 8 bands in between enables the listener to hear 20 per cent of the

test items correctly. We have then determined experimentally the cutoff

frequencies that divide the speech spectrum into 10 contiguous bands that

all contribute equally to the intelligibility of speech.

The rest of the argument is simple. If we add all the bands together and

pass all the frequencies, we get the highest articulation score—about 98 per

cent. Let this maximum score equal 10 on a new scale that we shaU call,

arbitrarily, X. X is not the articulation score. X = 10 when all frequencies

are passed. Each of the bands contributes equally to this value of X, and

since there are 10 bands, each must contribute one-tenth of 10, or 1. If we

put 2 bands together, X = 2, we may get an articulation score of 35 per cent.

Combine any 3 bands, X = Z, and we get a score of, say, 50 per cent. By
combining various numbers of the bands and conducting articulation tests we

can go on to establish equations relating 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 bands to an articu-

lation score. The relation between X and the articulation score would look

something like Fig. 24. Within broad limits the contribution to X by any one

band is independent of the contributions from the other bands.

We are now ready to tackle a practical problem. An engineer asks, "The

communication system I propose to use will pass only the frequencies from

a to b. Will speech be intelhgible over this system?" To answer his question

we get out tables and charts of the experimental results. One table shows

the frequencies that divide speech into ten equivalent bands. A chart, similar

to Fig. 24, shows the relation between the number of bands and the articulation

score. In the table it says that between the frequencies a and b there are just
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10

3.6 of our bands. Then we look up X = 3.6 in the chart and find that this

corresponds to an articulation score of 60 per cent for the type of speech

material we have used.

The engineer must say whether 60 per cent is adequate. Suppose it is not

and that he asks, "How much will I have to broaden the system in order to

raise the score to 95 per cent?" In the chart it says that 95 per cent requires

at least 8.4 of the equivalent bands,

and from the table again we see

that this corresponds to a certain

frequency range. In this way we
find in a few minutes the answer to

a problem that might have taken

weeks to settle by means of ar-

ticulation tests. The practical ad-

vantages of our experiments are

obvious.

The scheme is, therefore, to di-

vide the speech spectrum into a

number of bands that provide equal

degrees of intelUgibility. Once this

is done it is assumed that these

bands can be added together and

that the score obtained with one

set of pass bands will be the same

as the score obtained with another

set of pass bands, so long as both sets contain the same total number of bands.

The combination of the lowest and the highest bands, for example, should

give the same articulation score as the combination of the two middle bands.

To a close approximation this assumption is justified, and the bands do seem

to add up. li X = S, the articulation score will be approximately the same

no matter which five bands are selected.

With this representation of the problem it is obvious that no single range

of frequencies is indispensable for the discrimination of speech. The experi-

ment has not been done exactly as described in the preceding paragraphs.

The reasoning has been applied in a sUghtly different experimental form.

The frequency of 1900 cps divides the speech spectrum into two bands that

contribute equally to intelligibility. When we divide further to obtain

10 bands, we find that 5 of these bands lie in the range from 200 to 1900 cps

and that the other 5 Ue in the range from 1900 to 7000 cps. For this particular

series of experiments, when X = S the articulation score (nonsense syllables)

is 67 per cent. If the divisions are carried out, we find that the first band

extends from 200 to 500 cps, the second from 500 to 800, then 800 to 1130,

1130 to 1500, 1500 to 1900 cps. The 5 bands above 1900 cps are divided

2 4 6 8
Number of bands = X

Fig. 24. Chart illustrating the kind of relation

obtained between the articulation score and the

number of equivalent bands passed by the com-

munication system.
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at 2350, 2900, 3700, 4900, and 7000 cps. These 11 frequencies divide the

spectrum into 10 bands that contribute equally to the factor A'.

These frequencies, selected because they divide the speech spectrum into

bands of equal importance for intelligibility, also divide the audible range into

segments that contain approximately the same number of distinguishable

tones. Where discrimination is most acute, there is (1) the greatest capacity

for handling information and (2) the greatest contribution to the articulation

score for human speech.

The Signal-to-Noise Ratio in the Bands. There is a snag in the argument

as it has been presented thus far, and this snag has to do with the intensity of

the speech in each band. So far it has been assumed that the frequencies

passed are well above the threshold of audibility and that the frequencies

rejected are completely inaudible. In most practical situations some of the

bands are half in and half out of the picture; they may be present but not

intense enough to make their full contribution to intelligibility. This can

result if the system through which the speech passes does not have sharp cut-

off points but trails away gradually on either side of the resonant frequency.

The sloping sides reduce the level of the speech at some frequencies to the

point where they contribute only a fraction of what they could contribute.

The same effect can result from the presence of noise. Noise may affect one

range of frequencies more than another, so that one band makes only a partial

contribution while another contributes maximally. Before the computational

system is suitable for most purposes, we must devise a weighting factor so that

some bands can make a fractional portion of their maximum possible contribu-

tion to intelligibility.

The procedure for determining what fraction of its maximum each band

contributes requires that we know the threshold of hearing in that band. Or

if a masking sound is present, we must know the masked threshold of hearing

in the band. It turns out that the speech energy in each one of the 10 bands

must be higher than the threshold of hearing for a pure tone at the center of

the band before the speech energy in that band can make any contribution to

intelligibility. We disregard all the other speech components and measure

only those within a given band. If the result of this measurement gives us

a value below the threshold of hearing in that band—either the quiet or masked

threshold—the band is no help to communication. If the result is more than

30 db above the threshold, the band makes its maximum contribution. As

a general approximation, values between and 30 db make a proportionate

contribution.; that is to say, if the speech in the band is 15 db above the thresh-

old in the band, it contributes half its maximum, or if it is 6 db above, it con-

tributes a fifth, and so forth.

To summarize: The factors of frequency selectivity, speech intensity, and

masking can be combined into a single description by (1) dividing the speech

spectrum into 10 frequency bands that contribute equally to intelligibility,
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(2) weighting the contribution of each band according to how far the speech

intensity in that band exceeds the threshold of hearing in the band, and

(3) converting the total contribution of all 10 bands into an articulation score.

The reasoning behind this procedure is that the discriminative clues pro-

vided by one band of frequency components are independent of the discrim-

inative clues provided by components outside the band. The listener responds

most accurately when all the discriminative clues from all the bands are present,

and as the number of discriminative clues is reduced, his accuracy is reduced.

He will be right a small percentage of the time even when the discriminative

clues are filtered or masked to a bare minimum. No particular frequency

range is of indispensable importance, and the Ustener can use the clues he gets

from one range of frequencies about as well as those he gets from another range.

An alternative way of expressing this notion is to say that undistorted speech

contains many more discriminative clues than are actually necessary. By
lavishing distinguishable differences all along the frequency scale we effectively

take out insurance against distortion and masking. Many of the character-

istic features may be distorted beyond recognition, but if we send enough

different clues, some of them will probably get through. This is the secret

of the resilience of the spoken word—it contains far more information than

the hstener actually needs. As a result the listener's response is invariant over

a wide range of distortions, and not until nearly all of the clues are ehminated

does the Hstener falter.

It is fortunate that speech intelligibility does resist the erosion of frequency

selectivity, for our normal environment plays havoc with the speech spectnun.

The world is full of objects, and the objects all cast shadows. Sound travels

around corners, of course, but not all sound waves travel around corners equally

well. Low frequencies get around far better than high frequencies. Con-

sequently, the acoustic shadow of an object contains the low-frequency com-

ponents of the sound while the high-frequency components are considerably

attenuated. The speech spectrum behind a talker's head, for example, con-

tains much less high-frequency energy than the spectrum in front of his head

If speech were highly dependent upon faithful transmission of the spectra of

the different speech sounds, it would necessarily reduce to a line-of-sight

method of communication and many of the great advantages of vocal signaling

would disappear.

Intelligibility and Information. It is instructive to compare this formulation

of the articulation-test scores with the formulation given in Chap. 2 for the

amount of information in a sound wave. There we found that

S -^ N
Amount of information = 2TW log—tz—

,

where log (5 -f N)/N can be taken as the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels,

W is the width of the frequency band, and T is the duration of the message.
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To calculate an articulation score also we need to know the signal-to-noise

ratio in decibels and the width of the band of frequencies. The band-width

factor X is multiplied by a weighting factor proportional to the signal-to-noise

ratio. The duration does not enter the formula because we assiune that all

the test items last equally long. The similarity of the two formulations shows

that the articulation score is a function of the amount of information the

listener receives, when information is defined as in Chap. 2. However, the

articulation score cannot be taken as a direct measure of the amount of infor-

mation in the speech wave.

Other Types of Distortion

Interruptions. A further illustration of the extravagant provision of dis-

criminative clues in our vocal communication is the effect of interruptions

of speech upon intelligibility. Suppose the talker is turned off completely

for a certain per cent of the time. Under some conditions he can be imder-

stood satisfactorily even when his voice is turned off more than half the time.

The niunber of discriminative clues provided during the short interval the

speech is on is adequate for conversational purposes.

In one experiment the listener was prevented from hearing the first frac-

tional portion of the nonsense syllable spoken by the talker (Steinberg, 1936,

931-932). A voice relay was used that did not complete the communication

circuit to the Ustener until some fixed interval after the talker's voice had

begun. The listener would then hear the nonsense syllable /fas/, for example,

with a very short section missing at the beginning of the /f/. The average

duration of the initial consonants was normally about 0.16 sec. When the

first 0.08 sec of this consonant was lopped off, the listeners still got the sound

right about half as often as they did when none of the consonant was missing.

With the first 0.12 sec gone the Usteners were right about 25 per cent of the

time. If meaningful words were used in complete sentences, the whole con-

sonant might be eliminated without disturbing the listener's response. Even
in the absence of these contextual clues the Usteners were able to discriminate

individual consonants half the time when half the consonant was present.

Another t)q)e of experiment interrupts the circuit repeatedly at regular

intervals but does not attempt to cut out any specific part of the words. Con-
sider the case first where the speech is on as long as it is off—that is to say,

the speech is turned on 50 per cent of the time. If the interruption is made
at very slow rates—on for half an hour, then off for half an hour—the listener

gets half as many words right as he would without interruptions, because only

half as many words are presented to him. If the rate of interruption is speeded

up, however, until the speech is turned on and off 10 times every second, then

all the words are again intelligible. Interruption rates of 10 or more per

second, where the speech is on 50 per cent of the time, do not lower materially
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the listener's ability to discriminate monosyllabic words (Miller and Licklider,

1950). Qualitatively, the interrupted speech seems hoarse or husky, as if

the talker had some disorder of phonation. Nonetheless, the speech is sur-

prisingly inteUigible. The ear is very facile in patching together interrupted

fragments of speech and in reconstructing the whole message from only half

the original wave form.

We can hold the rate of interruption constant at, say, 10 interruptions per

second and vary the portion of the total time the speech is on. It is not imtil

90 per cent of the speech wave is blanked out that none of the words can be

discriminated. With only 25 per cent of the speech wave present it is possible

to discriminate about 65 per cent of the monosyllabic words.

100
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Fig. 25. Effect of interruptions of speech upon intelligibility of monosyllabic words. The
articulation score is plotted as a function of the number of interruptions per second, with

the per cent of the time the speech was on as the parameter. {From Miller and Licklider,

1950.)

The effects of interruption upon the intelligibility of monosyllabic English

words are summarized in Fig. 25, where the per cent of the words heard cor-

rectly is plotted as a function of the mmiber of interruptions per second.

When the speech is on 75 per cent of the time and off 25 per cent, the frequency

of interruption does not have any great effect; inteUigibihty is not greatly

impaired. When the speech is on only one-eighth of the time, however, intel-

UgibiUty is poor until the frequency of interruption reaches several thousand

per second.

Time Delay. Another method of butchering the wave form of speech is to

use different time delays for the different component frequencies. If we
separate the speech spectrum into two parts, high frequencies in one and low

frequencies in the other, we can delay one part by a small fraction of a second

before we put the two halves back together again. This slight delay does not
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change the spectrum. But the low and high components now add together

to give an entirely different wave shape. In experiments of this sort it has

been found that a delay in half the spectrum of as much as 0.1 sec did not

affect materially the inteUigibility of speech (Steinberg, 1930).

Amplitude Selectivity. Even more radical alterations of the wave form can

be produced by amplitude selectivity. It is possible with electronic circuits to

devise a gadget that passes only certain portions of the wave, where the por-

tion passed depends upon its amplitude. If, for example, the peaks of the

speech wave vary from +10 to — 10, we can select only that part of the wave

between +5 and — 5, while the peaks that extend beyond this range are thrown

away. Or we can throw the center of the wave away and pass only the peaks.

Figure 26 illustrates these two types of amplitude selectivity. The usual

wave form at the top is chpped electronically along the dotted line. If the

center of the wave is passed and the peaks discarded, the wave is peak-clipped.

If the peaks are passed and the center discarded, it is center-clipped.

Undisforted Speech Wove

Peoks Passed Center Passed

Center Clipped Wave Peak Clipped Wave

Fig. 26. Two types of distortion of the wave form produced by amplitude-selective systems.

These two types of ampUtude selectivity have quite diflferent effects upon

the Ustener's ability to respond. If we clip out the center of the wave, we
do not need to go very far before everything is completely garbled. The peaks

alone sound like static bursts. But if we clip off the peaks and pass the center,

nothing happens to intelligibility. We can, in fact, strip the peaks down to

practically nothing and use what is left to turn a switch on and off. This pro-

duces a square wave that crosses the time axis wherever the original speech

wave crossed but that is otherwise unrelated to the speech wave. And, sur-

prisingly, conversation can proceed under such distortion with little or no

difficulty (Licklider, 1946).

Why does center clipping ruin intelUgibility while peak clipping leaves it

relatively unaffected? In the first place, vowels are much more intense than

consonants. When we peak-clip, we affect the vowels but leave the con-
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sonants alone. When we center-clip, we cut out the consonants and leave

the peaks of the vowels sticking up. Since the consonants are much more

important for discrimination of speech, the center clipping, which throws the

consonants away, quickly ruins our discriminative clues. With peak clipping

the consonants actually become as strong as the vowel sounds, and a limited

amount of peak cUpping makes the speech sound crisp and clearly pronounced.

In the second place, peak cUpping does not change the spectrum as much as

does center chpping. When the center is ehmiaated, the spectrogram we
obtain from visible speech equipment is completely altered. But if the peaks

are eUminated, the spectrogram is changed only in detail (Licklider, Bindra,

and Pollack, 1948).

The fact that intelUgibiUty is relatively impervious to peak clipping is

convenient for the communication engineer. Speech comes in an unhandy

sort of shape with peaks sticking out all over it. If he can shear these unhandy

peaks away and get all parts to the same amplitude, he can put speech into

a package that passes through his equipment more easily. For the psychol-

ogist, however, these studies imply that the shape of the wave does not uniquely

determine the listener's response to speech.

The effect of peak cUpping is greatly to simpUfy the speech wave. Extreme

peak chpping, which produces a rectangular wave form, achieves the maximum
simpUfication of the amplitude dimension of the wave. The wave form is

reduced to one or the other of two alternative amplitudes. No further simpli-

fication of the amplitude dimension can be achieved. If the speech wave

is to be further simplified, therefore, it is necessary to operate on the time

dimension.

The peak-cUpped wave crosses the time axis whenever the undipped wave

crossed. If we want to simplify it, we can force the wave to cross the time

axis only at predetermined instants. At each such instant it either does

switch, or it does not switch. For example, the output wave can switch at

the end of an interval if, during the interval, the peak-clipped input wave

has switched one or more times. If the instants at which we permit the

wave to switch are very close together, none of the crossings in the original

wave are lost. As the time between switching instants is increased, however,

more and more of the crossings of the input wave will be deleted from the out-

put wave. The question is. How far can we go in eliminating the crossings?

The experimental evidence indicates that if the switching instants are

0.0002 sec apart, it is possible to understand half of the monosyllabic English

words uttered by the talker (Licklider, 1950). In other words, intelhgible

speech can be produced with a simple two-pole switch that can open and

close 5000 times per second or more.

Frequency Changes. Still another kind of distortion is produced by varying

the fundamental frequency of the talker's voice. From the lowest male basso

to the highest female soprano is quite a range—^from about 80 to 1000 cps

—
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and yet the intelligibility of their speech is unquestionable. The fundamental

frequency of the voice is not critical for communication.

The relative unimportance of the fundamental frequency can be shown by
varying the speed of rotation of a phonographic recording. This procedure

is equivalent to multiplying aU the component frequencies of the speech by

a common factor. If the rotation is slowed down to half the normal speed,

aU the frequency components are multipUed by 0.5. The results of articula-

tion tests conducted with this type of distortion show that an average person

can interpret short sentences correctly over 90 per cent of the time even when

the component frequencies of the speech are multipUed by a factor as low as

0.6 or as high as 1.8. With more elaborate equipment it is possible to add a

constant niunber of cycles per second to all the component frequencies. Under

these conditions a listener can respond correctly to short sentences over 90 per

cent of the time even when the frequencies are shifted downward 250 cps or

upward 400 cps (Fletcher, 1929). Thus we see that the hstener's ability to

discriminate words is relatively unaffected by large changes in the fundamental

frequency of the talker's voice.

Speed of Talking. Variations in the speed of rotation of a phonographic

recording vary the rate of talking in addition to changing aU the component

frequencies. How much effect does speed of talking have when the frequencies

are not shifted? H. Goldstein (1940) reports a study in which paragraphs from

reading-comprehension tests were read aloud at several speeds: 100, 137, 174,

248, 285, and 322 words per minute. The listeners were tested for their abil-

ity to understand the materials. Listening-comprehension scores remained

remarkably high for the lower speeds and did not faU to zero even at the very

rapid rate of 322 words per minute. Apparently, under otherwise optimal

conditions, we could double our normal rates of talking without becoming

uninteUigible.

We have proceeded down the list of variables we can change in the study

of speech perception, and none of them, taken alone, seems to be crucially

important. Over very wide ranges of variation the intensity, the presence of

noise, the shape of the spectrum, the shape of the wave, the pitch of the voice

do not affect the listener's abiUty to discriminate words and to respond cor-

rectly on articulation tests. Consideration of the way speech can be muti-

lated and stiU survive as a means of communication increases considerably

one's respect for the resihence and dependability of vocal signaling systems.

We can throw away completely large portions of the speech without altering

the listener's ability to interpret the speech correctly. The excessive number

of discriminable aspects of the speech sounds makes the analysis of speech

perception a difficult problem, but the practical usefulness of this multiplicity

of discriminative clues is obvious.

In Chap. 2 we estimated that the amount of information in an acoustic wave

is proportional to (1) the duration of the message, (2) the width of the band
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of frequencies, and (3) the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels. The results of

the articulation tests confirm our beUef that these are the three critical variables

involved in the perception of speech, but the articulation score is not directly-

equivalent to the amount of information. Since we do not use all the poten-

tially available alternatives, it is possible to lose some information in the

noise and distortion and still get articulation scores near 100 per cent. It

is not until the amount of information in the speech is dramatically mutilated

that all of the discriminative clues are lost and the articulation score drops

to zero.

The Test Materials

At several places in the preceding pages it has been necessary to qualify a

general statement by the phrase 'depending upon the specific nature of the

test material.' An articulation score
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may be as low as 5 per cent or as

high as 95 per cent under identical

acoustic conditions. The difference

lies in the test materials.

Figure 27 illustrates how important

the test materials can be. These data

were all obtained with the same test

crew and the same communication

equipment, but with three different

kinds of test materials (Miller, Heise,

and Lichten, 1951). In one case the

test words were the digits from to

9, in another case sentences were

read and scored for the major words,

and in the third case nonsense syl-

lables were used and recorded in

phonemic notation. In order to get 50 per cent of the items correct, the non-

sense syllables had to be 17 db more intense than the digits.

These large and consistent differences pose a problem. In Chap. 2 a formula

is developed to express the amount of information carried by a sound wave.

This formula says that the amount of information depends upon the length

of the message, on the band width of the transmission system, and upon the

signal-to-noise ratio in decibels. It does not say anything about the kind of

verbal materials used to test the system. In these tests the diu-ation of all

the words was about the same, the band width of the communication system

was from 200 to 3000 cps for all the tests, and the signal-to-noise ratios were

those shown in Fig. 27. At any given signal-to-noise ratio, therefore, a con-

stant amount of information reached the listener. When this amount of

Fig. 27. Articulation scores obtained for

different types of test materials. The same

communication equipment and test crew were

used for all three functions. {From Miller,

Heise, and Lichten, 1951.)
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information was coded in nonsense syllables, however, the articulation score

was far lower than when the same amount of information was coded in digits.

Why does the articulation score vary even though the amount of information

remains constant?

The principal factor at work is the restriction of the number of possible

speech sounds a listener can insert to replace the inaudible portion of the

utterance. A little calculation makes the point clear. Suppose we work

with 25 consonants and 20 vowels and diphthongs as the building blocks from

which our test material is constructed. If we build up only consonant-vowel-

consonant (CVC) syUables, we can get 25 X 20 X 25 = 12,500 different

syllables. As a rough estimate only about 2000 of these will be found in a

good English dictionary and can be called words. When the listener knows

the test material is comprised of nonsense syllables of the CVC type, there is

practically no anticipatory clue available to tell him what the third member

is if he hears only the other two. If he misses the final consonant, for example,

he has only 1 chance in 25 of guessing what it was. But if the Ustener knows

that the test is comprised of monosyllabic words, about 85 per cent of the

possible sound combinations are ruled out automatically. Under these condi-

tions his chance of guessing the correct sound when he hears two and misses

the third is about 1 in 4. Solely on the basis of probability, therefore, we

expect a listener to get a higher articulation score for words than for nonsense

syllables.

The computations are illustrative and should not be taken to imply that

listeners are simply guessing machines. A multipHcity of factors influences

the response made to an ambiguous sound. We do not know from this illus-

tration how the listener changes his tendencies to respond in accordance with

the nature of the material he expects. The expectation, or set, may be estab-

lished by the experimenter's instructions, or it may come from the Ustener's

previous experience in the situation. But in either case the listener who is

set to discriminate among a small number of possibilities does better than the

listener set to discriminate among a large number. It is for this reason that

the Armed Forces standardize a small vocabulary and insist upon stereotj-ped

procedures for all military communications.

Size of the Test Vocabulary. In order to estimate the importance of the

size of the test vocabulary, articulation tests were run with test vocabularies

of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 256, or an unspecified number of monosyllabic words (Miller,

Heise, and Lichten, 1951). When the restricted vocabularies were used, the

listeners knew exactly what alternatives to expect. They were required

merely to decide which of the possibilities had really occurred. The results

are shown in Fig. 28. As the size of the test vocabulary increases, it is neces-

sary to increase the intensity of the speech relative to the noise in order to

maintain a given level of accuracy.

These differences in perceptual accuracy cannot be explained in terms of
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the stimuli used. The sound patterns falling on the listener's ears were in all

cases quite comparable. The difference Ues, not in what words were spoken,

but in what words might have been spoken. That is to say, the accurate per-

ception of a spoken word depends not only upon the acoustic characteristics

of the word as a stimulus but upon the frame of expectations in which that

word occurs.

100 r
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Fig. 28. Articulation scores are plotted as a function of the speech-to-noise ratio for test

vocabularies containing different numbers of alternative English monosyllables. The

function at the bottom was obtained with a vocabulary of approximately 1000 monosyllables.

{From Miller, Heise, and Lichten, 1951.)

V

These considerations make it possible to say why the articulation score

may vary even though the amount of information remains constant. When
the test item is one out of a small number of possible items, it requires less

information to perceive it correctly than when it is one out of a large number

of possible items. If the sound wave carries one unit of encoded information,

this unit may be sufficient for the accurate perception of one out of a smaU

number of alternatives but insufficient for the accurate selection of one out of

a large number of alternatives. Thus the logarithm of the number of items

in the test vocabulary is a measure of the amount of information that the

listener must receive in order to respond correctly.

Effects of Context. When larger units—phrases or sentences—are used, the

listener is set to supply certain blanks in certain ways according to the words

preceding and following the blanks. Here again an extravagant supply of

discriminative clues is provided for the recipient. Whole words can often be

replaced correctly when they are missing from a sentence. In connected

discourse we are bound by syntactic rules. Verbs, adjectives, nouns, etc.,

appear in certain standard patterns in English ...^If enough of the discourse

is perceived to reveal the basic pattern of the sentence, the range of possible

words that can be substituted into the pattern is greatly decreased. Thus

the probabiHty of a correct guess is increased. For example, in the sentence

'He threw the . . . out the window,' we can immediately reject all parts of

speech except nouns. Then we can reject all the nouns that are associated

with unthrowable objects. Then we can give preference to certain things that
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people are known to throw—balls, rocks, bombs, etc. So we get down to a

rather smaU number of possibilities. If we get the slightest clue from the

acoustic pattern, we can choose one of these few alternatives. If it turns out

that he threw some improbable object Uke a cow or a smile, we shall be wrong.

But the odds are in our favor.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
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1 Fi^. 29. The effect of the sentence context upon the articulation scores for words. {From

^diller, Heise, and Lichten, 1951.)

Figure 29 illustrates the value of the sentence as context for the correct

perception of words. When the key words in the sentences are taken out of

context and rearranged in a random order, these same words become much
harder to hear.

Because the elimination of unlikely possibilities occurs so quickly and so

automatically, it is diflScult to imagine how the process takes place. The
nature of the situation somehow influences what a Ustener expects, and from

this relatively narrow range of expected events he chooses the one that seems

to him most probable. Since connected discourse limits considerably the range

of possible substitutions the Ustener can make, it yields test scores far higher

than do nonsense syllables. We do not abandon a behavioral description

when we talk about a Ustener's expectations; the word indicates merely that

the likehhood of certain responses by the Ustener is very low and the UkeUhood

of others is quite high. Exactly what goes on when the Ustener is set and

how this set can be altered so readily are basic, unanswered questions in the

psychology of perception.

In one experiment listeners were asked to repeat words and sentences in

which certain consonants had been omitted by the speaker (Bagley, 1900).

When isolated words were presented, the missing consonant was more often

suppUed correctly at the end of a monosyllable (13 per cent correct) than at

the beginning (3.5 per cent). When the same mutilated monosyllables appeared

in a sentence, however, the intended consonant was correctly supplied about

three-fourths of the time. A somewhat vaguer set than the sentence could

be supplied by giving the listener two words often associated with the muti-
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lated word just before the test word was presented. The listener might hear

'water, hydrogen, ele-ents.' With the set so suppHed he was much more

likely to respond with 'elements' than he was when no set was provided.

When we are listening to a familiar language, therefore, it is possible for

us to supply missing sounds and words and to respond adequately on the

basis of extremely reduced clues. With an unfamiliar language—foreign or

highly technical—the opposite may be true. If a Ustener is completely unpre-

pared for the sequence of speech soxmds that he hears, his ability to mimic

the sounds is greatly reduced.

Perceiving speech is not a passive, automatic procedure. The perceiver

contributes a selective function by responding to some aspects of the total

situation and not to others. He responds to the stimuli according to some

organization that he imposes upon them. And he supplements the inconsis-

tent or absent stimulation in a manner that is consistent with his needs and his

past experience.

Discussion Questions

1. Does the reliance upon patterns (relative rather than absolute values of com-

ponents of the stimulus) for vocal communication have any analogy in visual per-

ception?

2. Would you expect to find the phenomenon of masking in visual perception?

What is visual contrast?

3. Is the human voice properly engineered? Does it provide information in the

ranges where the human ear is best equipped to handle information?

4. What effects would a deafness for high tones have on a person's ability to receive

vocal symbols?

5. To what extent is the mistaken perception of speech responsible for changes in

pronunciation during the history of our language?

6. To what extent can we evaluate a talker's personality merely from the sound

of his voice? How are we able to make such judgments?

7. How would you go about selecting a vocabulary of highly audible words for

communication in the presence of intense noise?
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Chapter 4

THE STATISTICAL APPROACH

Of all the acts of human behavior the stream of speech alone seems to constitute

a continuum which with the minimum of distortion can be isolated from the total

background of behavior and at the same time be labelled and studied statistically

with a high degree of accuracy.

—G. K. ZiPF

The work of the statistician has been likened to that of the map maker who

presents a traveler with a sketch of the important highways, the locations of

towns, and the major geographical features. The interesting details and

beautiful scenery are deliberately omitted. Towns are dots and rivers are

lines, and all features of human interest which constitute the traveler's real

goals are missing. But just as the map is an aid to reaching these goals, so the

statistical facts of a science provide an orientation for the workers in the

science. The statistician gives averages, trends, variabilities, correlations,

and the particular details are lost in the abstract summary. When we turn

to statistical methods, therefore, we do so to gain a general orientation, and

not to explain a particular event.

The statistical approach is most helpful when we have large masses of data

to analyze. For example, it is impossible to remember the income of every

individual in the United States. This great mass of figures is replaced by a

few statistics that can be remembered and that are sufiScient for most purposes.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that statistical methods are valuable

in the study of verbal behavior. The quantity of verbiage spoken daily by

the average citizen is so great that detailed analysis of his every utterance is

almost unthinkable. Nothing less powerful than the simplifying abstractions

of statistics can deal with the data.

What do people say? Even after we specify which people and under what

conditions, the question is a hard one. It is not that we cannot record what

they say, or that we cannot understand what they say, but that they say so

much. Statistical simplification is imperative. We might make up a list

that contained all the sentences we heard from the particular people under

the given circumstances and check the appropriate sentence each time it

occurred. If we did this for long, we should discover that some sentences

occur relatively often, while others are rare, and some combinations of words

do not occur at all. People do not often say, 'The green kangaroo writes text-

80
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books of biochemistry,' and it is a safe gamble that this sentence would not

occiu: in the list at all. What a man says is constrained in many ways: by

the audience, by the granmiar of his language, by his own needs and experience.

Before we begin to consider some of the particular restraints imposed upon

what people say, however, we need a general statistical orientation to tell us

what kinds of utterances are important to consider.

One kind of constraint on the talker is the structure of the language he speaks.

The successive words in an Enghsh sentence are not unrelated. Once a speaker

has begun, ' She looked around the . . . ,' he is not free to open the dictionary

at random to select the next word. The next word is determined, at least in

part, by the context of the words around it. It is this notion of context,

of interdependencies among successive items in a message, that we must

examine. Obviously we cannot study every verbal context that could con-

ceivably occur. What we can do is draw a statistical map of our communica-

tive behavior and ask why we permit ourselves so httle freedom in the choice

of what we say.

A Definition of Verbal Context

When psychologists refer to context, they usually mean the totality of condi-

tions that affect an individual at a given time. In the study of learning, for

exainple, it has been found that learned material is recalled more readily if

the learner is trying to recall it in the same situation in which he learned it.

Then we speak of contextual aids to manory.

By verbal context, however, we mean something more specific than the totahty

of conditions affecting the individual. Spoken language proceeds sound by

sound, word by word, sentence by sentence. Whatever unit of language we

choose, from the sine waves of Fourier analysis to the chapters of a book,

the unit takes on different significance in different constellations. The verbal

context of any particular verbal unit is made up of the communicative acts

that surround it.

What a man says cannot be predicted entirely from the verbal context. A
talker must have an audience to support his behavior, and his knowledge of

that audience governs his choice of verbal units. His needsmayTea^d'him to

choose certain verbal units to request or demand cooperation. His choice

of verbal units is correlated with his perceptions, for he may comment upon

the unusual or echo the words of another person. The talker's entire history

contributes to the stock pile of verbal units he knows and the way he uses

them. When we talk of verbal context we ignore, for the time, these important

influences. The question under consideration is the extent to which an^

particular verbal unit is determined by the other verbal units that surround it.

Speaking and writing are open to all the influences that affect all types, of

behavior, and a discussion of the complete context of a communicative act
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must include the talker's jieeds, perceptions, audience, and cultural back-

ground. These factors are taken for granted in the present chapter.

The Units of Analysis. The problem of verbal context impUes the problem

of verbal units, the elements that are arranged to provide the context. Taken

uncritically, behavior flows along more or less continuously. To analyze the

flow requires the definition of units of behavior. These units are usually

defined rather arbitrarily to suit the convenience of the particular analysis.

Sometimes the units are sharply restricted, detailed, specific, and molecular.

Sometimes they are general, goal-directed, molar units. This is not a

sharp distinction between molecular and molar units of behavioral analysis.

AU that is usually meant by it is that one behavioral unit is more or less mo-

lecular than some other. Compared with an analysis into word units, for

example, physiological phonetics offers a relatively molecular approach to

communicative behavior. In the molar study of verbal behavior the physio-

logical substratum is taken for granted; the emphasis is given to ordering the

j*.v'- relations among larger units—sounds, words, sentences, complete conversa-

^g^^(, tions, or the like. For a molar study it is sufficient to know the talker said

" such and such. We do not need to specify that the abdominal walls braced

^^^ ^ at time h followed by contraction of the mternal intercostals at time fc, etc.

L,-.'-' There are many possible units—muscle contractions, sine waves, phonemes,

morphemes, syllables, words, phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs, letters

of the alphabet, parts of speech, or any one of several psychogrammatical cate-

gorizations. The particular unit we choose depends on the purposes of the

study. If, for example, we want to study how children learn to speU, we use

the letters of the alphabet as the units for the analysis. If we try to determine

how the phrasing of a question influences the results of a poll of public opinion,

the phrase or sentence is the useful unit. At one time we look at the talker

as a generator of sound waves, and at another time he seems a fountain of

prepositional phrases. The choice depends upon the interest. The only real

restriction is that we must be able to recognize the unit whenever it occurs.

The most significant units into which the flow of English speech is commonly

divided are phonemes, words, and sentences. The rules defining the phonemes

of any particular language are discussed in Chap. 2. Can we find similar

criteria for the definition of a word or a sentence?

The grammar of any language has two main parts: (1) morphology deals

with the structure of words, and (2) syntax deals with the combinations of

words in phrases and sentences. To define what a word is in any given lan-

/ guage is to describe the morphology of that language. To define what a
'

sentence is describes the syntax.

As we examine the recorded utterances of any language, we find that similar

units occur again and again in similar situations. On the basis of this recur-

rence the utterances can be analyzed into parts of various length. Any part

that can be spoken alone in normal speech is a free form. A part that never
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appears alone in normal speech is a bound form. A free form that cannot be

divided into smaller free forms is called a minimum free form, or a simple word.

This definition is not completely satisfactory, however. In most languages

some words can be analyzed into smaller parts. A word that is built up of a

minimum free form plus a bound form is called a complex word. A word that

is built up wholly of smaller words is called a compound word. In what follows

we include minimum free forms, complex words, and compound words together

when we refer to words in general. These rules for recognizing words are

important when the language exists only in its spoken form. In order to

develop a written version of the language, we use these rules for deciding what

the words are. Most languages, however, have already taken the step from

spoken to written form. When this step has already been taken, the rule for

recognizing words is much simpler. We simply examine the written language

;

any sequence of symbols set off by a blank space at both ends is a word.

The analysis of the recorded utterances into sentences makes use of the

pattern of intonation of the spoken language. Or if the written language

exists, we look for the punctuation marks. The most common syntactic form

in English is the actor-action construction. The first position in the sentence

is given to the name of the actor; the second position is given to what the actor

does. The two constituents are sometimes called the subject and the predi-

cate. The majority of English sentences are modifications or elaborations of

the basic actor-action construction.

Once the imits of analysis are defined, the procedure is to count the number

of times each unit occurs. Each particular occurrence of a speech unit is

called a token, and all similar tokens classed together as one group are said to

constitute a type. In the sentence 'There is no fool like an old fool' there are

two word tokens that belong to the same type, so the sentence contains eight

word tokens and seven word types. The number of word tokens is determined

by the length of the passage counted. The number of word types is the number

of different words that occur in that passage. When the number of occur-

rences of each word type has been determined, it is usually expressed as a

percentage. In a passage of 1000 word tokens, for example, we might find

100 occurrences of the word type 'the.' In this case 'the' comprises 10 per

cent of the total passage. Such a percentage value is referred to as the relative

frequency of occurrence of the particular word type.

Patterns of the Verbal Units. In order to show how knowledge of the

relative frequencies of occurrence of various verbal units contributes to the

study of verbal context, we adopt a useful device from C. E. Shannon (1948).

Suppose that we hire a man who has no knowledge of the English language

to write essays for us in English. We provide him with a complete list of all

the EngHsh words and lock him up with the instruction that he must produce

a passage n words long that is as much like EngUsh as he can make it. In

his ignorance his best procedure is to draw words at random from the dictionary.
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Since each word occurs once on the list, this procedure uses each word with

the same relative frequency as every other word and the sequences are quite

random. Such a sequence, based upon no knowledge of the statistical or

grammatical structure of Enghsh, is called a zero-order approximation to Eng-

lish. It might read something like this: 'combat callous irritabiUty migrates

depraved temporal prolix alas pillory nautical,' etc.

To improve this performance we give the man statistical information about

the relative frequencies of communicative units. Suppose we provide him

with a list that tells how often each word is likely to occvu" in Enghsh. With

this knowledge he is able to make a considerable improvement in the quahty

of his work. His procedure is still to draw words at random, but now he can

assign reasonable likehhoods to the various words. He makes it much more

probable to draw 'the' than to draw 'cfehsthenics,' for example. He writes

each word on a slip of paper, puts all the sHps into a huge urn, scrambles them,

and draws. There are many more sUps that have the word 'the' written on

them than there are sUps with 'caUsthenics' written on them. In this way

the relative frequencies are made to be the same as the relative frequencies

in ordinary EngUsh. The result is a closer approximation to Enghsh, a first-

order approximation: 'day to is for they have proposed I the it materials of

are its go studies the our of the foUowing not over situation if the greater,' etc.

The first-order approximation is still poor Enghsh, and so we must provide

more statistical information. We give the man a tabulation of the relative

frequencies of all pairs of Enghsh words. With the half-milhon words in the

Oxford English Dictionary (more if different forms of the same word are con-

sidered) it would be possible to construct 500,000^ pairs. The size of this

statistical job is so great that it has never been undertaken. But imagine

that we have the Ust and give it to our employee. He continues to draw at

random from the pairs of words as follows: Suppose the first pair of words he

draws is 'goes down.' Next he draws one from aU the pairs of words that

begin with 'down.' 'Down here' turns up, and now the message reads 'goes

down here.' Then he draws one from all the pairs that have 'here' as the

first word and gets ' here is.' In this manner he proceeds to write his composi-

tion. This second-order approximation might turn out to be 'goes down here

is not large feet are the happy days and so what is dead weight that many were

constructed the channel was,' etc.

To obtain a third-order approximation, he must have a tabulation of the

relative frequencies in Enghsh for sequences of three words. He might start

with 'she was bent,' then draw from the triplets that start with 'was bent'

and so obtain 'was bent and,' then draw from the triplets that start with 'bent

and,' etc. A fourth-order approximation requires a knowledge of the relative

frequencies of sequences of four words, and in general the «th-order approxima-

tion is based upon the relative frequencies of sequences of n words.

Higher order approximations to Enghsh do not quahfy as great hterature,
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but they come close to something that somebody might say, given the proper

situation and motivation. A fourth-order approximation might run 'we are

going to see him is not correct to chuckle loudly and depart for home,' etc.,

which can be punctuated to give two or three plausible sentences. A tenth-

order approximation is still better, although the topic under discussion seems

to change in odd ways.

Since tabulations of sequences of words do not exist, we require some prac-

tical way to construct these higher order approximations. There is a con-

venient procedure that yields satisfactory results. Several people cooperate

to construct the sequence one word at a time. We ask each person to add

one word to what the others have written. For a fifth-order approximation,

for example, a subject sees four words and is asked to use them in a sentence.

We take whatever word he uses after these four and add it to the sequence.

Then the next person is given only the last four words and asked to compose

a sentence, etc.

So far we have considered only words as the units of analysis. The choice

of word units is not crucial. Other verbal units can be used equally well. For

example, we might select the 26 letters of the alphabet, plus the space between

words, as the imits. With letter rniits a zero-order approximation to English

is constructed by drawing letters at random from the alphabet. To construct

a first-order approximation, we should draw letters according to their relative

frequencies of occurrence in ordinary text. Thus the letters 'e,' 't,' 'o,' 'i,'

'a,' and 'n' would appear quite frequently, whereas 'z,' 'j,' 'q,' 'k,' and 'x'

would be relatively rare. For a second-order approximation we should draw

each letter according to its likelihood of following the one preceding letter.

If the preceding letter was 't,' the most likely letter to follow is 'h.' For a

third-order approximation we should draw each letter in the context of the

two preceding letters. A fourth-order approximation would reflect the con-

text of the three preceding letters, etc. Some samples of letter sequences

constructed at different orders of approximation to English are the following:

Zero-order: xfoml rxklrjffjuj zlpwcfwkcyj ffjeyvkcqsgxydahnbix

First-order: tocro hh rgwr nmielwis eu 11 nbnesebya tht eei ts

Second-order: on ei antsoutinys are t incore st be s deamy thaU

Third-order: in no ist lat why cratict froure birs grocid ponde nome of

demonstures of the reptagin is

This last is almost worthy of Lewis Carroll's jabberwocky.

These examples of statistical amphigory clarify the statistical notion of

context. When separate units are selected in-a contextual vacuum (zero- or

first-order approximation), it is impossible to produce anything that looks

like the language we daily use. As the amount of context that determines

each unit is increased, however, the resulting sequences of words take on a

more familiar aspect.
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In order to control the extent of the verbal context and to evaluate quan-

titatively its influence, statistical information is needed about the relative

frequencies of occurrence of the verbal units. We turn now to a brief review

of some of the major statistical tabulations.

Relative Frequencies of Verbal Elements

Relative Frequencies of Phonemes. We have seen that approximately 40

phonemes are necessary for the transcription of Enghsh. Of these 40, nine

make up more than half of our vocal behavior, and the most frequently used

sound occurs more than 100 times as often as the least used soimd. The rela-

tive frequencies observed by G. Dewey (1923) for standard English prose are

given in Table 4. Very similar results were obtained by Voelker (1935; vide

infra, Tables 11 and 12, Chap. 7). Attempts have been made to explain these

differences in terms of the articulatory complexity of the sounds. For example,

it can be argued that the production of a voiced consonant is more complex

than the production of a voiceless consonant. If this is true, voiceless soimds

should occur more frequently than voiced soimds. Zipf (1935) presents data

drawn from 12 different languages showing that the voiceless plosives /p/,

/t/, and /k/ occur more frequently than the voiced plosives /b/, /d/, /g/,

respectively. A similar comparison of voiced and voiceless fricatives, however,

gives more ambiguous results.

Table 4. Relative Frequency or Occurrence of English Phonemes

(G. Dewey, 1923, p. 125)

Vowels and diphthongs Consonants

I 8.53% ai 1.59% n 7.24% P 2.04%

8 4.63 ou 1.30 t 7.13 f 1.84

88 3.95 1.26 r 6.88 h 1.81

e 3.44 u 0.69 s 4.55 b 1.81

D 2.81 au 0.59 d 4.31 q 0.96

A 2.33 a 0.49 1 3.74 S 0.82

i 2.12 0.33 S 3.43 g 0.74

e, ei 1.84 ju 0.31 z 2.97 j 0.60

u 1.60 01 0.09 m 2.78 tS 0.52

k 2.71 ds 0.44

V 2.28 e 0.37

w 2.08

Total

-

3

-62%
0.05

Total—

,

38%

A significant thing to note in Table 4 is that the seven alveolar consonants,

produced with the tip of the tongue near the gum ridge, are hsted among the

eight most frequent consonant sounds. These alveolar consonants comprise

more than half the consonant tokens that we produce. It is characteristic of
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all these hard-working English consonants that they are produced with a slight

flick of the tip of the tongue while the other articulators remain relatively

fixed.

The preference for consonants all formed in a similar position is convenient

for the listener as well as for the talker. Analysis of the confusions occurring

in articulation tests conducted in the quiet with nonsense syllables shows that

consonants are confused principally with other consonants produced in the

same manner. Few confusions occur among consonants produced in a different

manner in the same articulatory position. The voiceless plosives (same

manner, different positions) are often confused with one another; the alveolars

(different manner, same position) are seldom confused with one another.

Since we tend to use principally the alveolar position, it follows that the manner

of articulation must differ and that the Ustener seldom confuses these frequently

used sovmds. The preference for alveolar consonants derives from the fact

that for English talkers they are both simple to produce and easy to hear.

What makes an articulation easy or difl&cult is a debatable matter. It is

desirable to have some other measure of articulatory difficulty in addition

to frequency of use. One possibiUty is to determine the relative number

of errors that deaf children make in learning to produce different sounds

(Hudgins and Numbers, 1942). The more errors they make, the harder the

sound is to produce. A comparison of this sort has been made, and it is

foimd that deaf children tend to have the most difficulty producing the sounds

that normal adults use least. Although it is not a crucial test, this evidence

supports Zipf's hypothesis in a general way. In spite of this evidence, how-

ever, we must reject Zipf's argument, for many languages are known to con-

tradict it flatly, no matter what definition of articulatory difficulty is used.

A complicating factor in the analysis of consonants is the distinction between

initial and final consonants. We use a wider variety of consonants at the

beginning than at the end of our words. Only five different sounds make up

more than 50 per cent of the final consonants, while eight are needed to comprise

50 per cent of our initial consonants. Also there is a division of labor among

these sounds. Some, /w/, /j/, /h/, /b/, /g/, /f/, /p/, /S/j /^/) are used

principally at the beginning, others, /q/, /z/, /v/, /r/, principally at the

end of words. The division is not perfect because some consonants, /t/,

/n/, /I/, /m/, /d/, /k/, are handy on either end of a word, and some, /y

,

llil 1 /tS/, /ds/, are seldom used in either position. These characteristic differ-

ences provide discriminative clues that facihtate the perception of faint or

distorted speech. They help us to determine, for example, why Usteners are

more successful in guessing final consonants than they are in guessing initial

consonants (Bagley, 1900).

It can be shown that the most frequently used sounds are not those which

babies babble earHest or most often (Irwin, 1947a, ft, 1948; cf. Chap. 7).

During the first two months of a baby's Ufe the consonants it produces (other
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than crying) are principally glottal, /h/ and /'/, with a few velar /k/ and

/g/ thrown in. As the baby matures, the frequency of consonants formed

farther forward in the mouth increases, until in adult speech the bilabial,

labiodental, dental, and alveolar consonants predominate. The ''ourse of

development of the consonants is, therefore, from the back of the mouth to

the middle and front of the mouth.

As a child matures, the number of different sounds he produces also increases.

At two months 87 per cent of an infant's consonants are either /h/ or /^/. At

the end of the first year the two most frequent consonants, /h/ and /d/, make

up only 52 per cent of the child's consonants, and by 2.5 years the two favorites,

/d/ and /t/, total only 26 per cent. The adult, who favors /n/ and /t/, uses

these two sounds for 23 per cent of his consonantal behavior. It is interesting

to note that the early appearance of /d/ makes it likely that a child will say

/dada/ before he says /mama/—a fact that often puzzles devoted mothers.

Relative Frequencies of Syllables. Syllable counts show that we have a

preference for certain syllables as well as for certain soimds (G. Dewey, 1923).

The 12 most frequently used syllables—/Sa/, /av/, /m/, /aend/, /i/, /a/,

/tu/, /ir)/, /a"/, /ri/, /it/, /(5aet/—make up more than a quarter of our verbal

behavior. Half of our speech uses only 70 different syllables, but 1370 syllable

types are required before 93.4 per cent of EngUsh syllable tokens are included.

The syllable /tSa/ alone makes up about 7 per cent of the syllables we utter

and so must turn up on the average once in every 14 successive syllables.

When this is compared with any one of the many syllables that turn up only

once in several thousand successive syllables, it is quite clear that a certain

few combinations of speech sounds tend to be repeated quite often.

Not all syllables are similarly constructed. One study, based upon the

telephone speech of businessmen, showed that consonant-vowel-consonant

(CVC) syllables comprised 33.5 per cent of all the syllable tokens spoken.

CV syllables made up 21.8 per cent, VC 20.3 per cent, V 9.7 per cent, CVCC
7.8 per cent, VCC and CCVC each 2.8 per cent, CCV 0.8 per cent, and the

compUcated CCVCC syllables made up only 0.5 per cent (French, Carter,

and Koenig, 1930). In all languages there is a tendency for vowels and

consonants to alternate.

Relative Frequencies of Words. The favorite victim of the counting tech-

nique is the word. As early as a.d. 900 the Talmudists were counting the words

and ideas in the Torah in order to find out how many times each word appeared

and how frequently each word appeared in an unusual way. The modern

respect for words as the obvious elements of language was certainly not

shared by the ancients who first tried to represent speech sounds by a code

of written symbols. Greek and Roman writing did not consistently separate

words, and it was not until about the tenth century that the printer's pride

in the legibility of his work led him to dignify word units by leaving space

between them.
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It is customary to distinguish between words and lexical units. A lexical

unit is a single entry in the dictionary under which are grouped several related

words. 'Give,' 'gave,' and 'given' are three different words, but a single

lexical unit. Only the form 'give' is Hsted in the dictionary. Word counts

are preferable to lexical counts. The lexical tabulation can be derived from

the word frequencies, but the word frequencies cannot be deduced from the

lexical frequencies.

In the Oxford English Dictionary there are nearly half a million lexical

units. With no interruptions it would take about three solid days of fiUbus-

tering to pronoimce so many words. If the supply of different words were

the only controlling factor, we could carry on our daily quota of verbalizations

for weeks before we had to use the same word a second time. The statistical

fact is, however, that we manage to get along for only 10 or 15 words, on the

average, before we repeat ourselves. In writing, our favorite word is 'the.'

On the telephone our favorite word is 'I.' The 50 most commonly used word

types make up about 60 per cent of the word tokens we say and 45 per cent

of those we write. Similar data for other languages show that the repetitious

use of a few words is not pecuUar to English.

u; 200 -
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Number
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1 1 1
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RANK ORDER BY FREQUENCY OF USE

Fig. 30. The most frequent words are monosyllables. There are few words with three or

more syllables among the 800 words used most frequently in telephone conversations. {Ajter

French, Carter, and Koenig, 1930.)

The majority of the commonly used words are monQSyUahles (Zipf, 1935).

For example, when the words used in telephone conversations are listed in

order according to frequency of occurrence, the first 30 are monosyllables.

One might expect that a language like German, famous for its polysyllabic

vocabulary, would be an exception, but the Kaeding count (Kaeding, 1897-

1898) of nearly 11 miUion running words of written German shows that 50 per

cent of these words are monosyllables and that words of four or more syllables

form only 8.4 per cent. Many other languages give similar results. When a

long word comes to be used very frequently in EngHsh, we tend to abbreviate

it. 'Movie,' 'talkie,' 'gas,' 'auto,' 'hypo' are examples of abbreviation by
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truncation. Abbreviation also occurs by substituting shorter words for the

longer ones. Abbreviatory substitutions may be either temporary, as in the

case of pronouns, or permanent, as in the case of slang.

In Fig. 30 the number of monosyllables, of dissyllables, of trisyllables, etc.,

among the 800 most frequent words in telephone conversations are plotted

against the rank order of the words from 1 (most frequent) to 800. The

200 most frequent words are nearly all monosyllables. Trisyllables are rela-

tively rare on this list of overworked words. The efl&ciency of making the

popular words short and the rare words long is obvious.

Frequency Distribution for English Words. The extensive use of some

words and the neglect of others can be shown graphically by plotting the fre-

quency of occurrence, /, against either (1) the number, n, of words that occur

/ times or (2) the rank order, r, of the words with respect to frequency of use.

The first of these two alternatives is usually called a frequency distribution.

To take a concrete example, one student of newspaper writing coimted 44,000

word tokens representing 6000 different word types (Eldridge, 1911). In

this sample 2976 words were found to occur only once, and so this point would

be located on a graph at 2976 on the abscissa (number of words occurring/

times) and at 1 on the ordinate (frequency of occurrence, /). There are

1079 words that occurred twice, and so this point is located at 1079 on the

abscissa and 2 on the ordinate. And so on for the 516 words that occurred

three times, the 294 words that occurred four times, etc. The final point would

represent the one word that occurred 4290 times. If we let the frequency

of occurrence of any word type be represented by the sjonbol/and the number

of words that occurred / times by the symbol n, then it is approximately true

that the product of n and _p is a constant (Zipf, 1935)

:

nP = K.

For the 2976 words that occurred once (2976) (1^) = 2976.

For the 1079 words that occurred twice (1079) (2^) = 4316.

For the 516 words that occurred three times (516) (3^) = 4644.

For the 294 words that occurred four times (294) (4^) = 4704.

For the 212 words that occurred five times (212) (5^) = 5300.

For the 151 words that occurred six times (151) (6^) = 5436.

For the 105 words that occurred seven times (105) (7^) = 5145.

For the 84 words that occurred eight times (84) (8^) = 5376.

For the 86 words that occurred nine times (86) (9^) = 6966.

For the 45 words that occurred ten times (45) (10^) = 4500.

For the 16 words that occurred twenty times (16) (20-) = 6400.

For the 4 words that occurred thirty times (4) (30^) = 3600.

And so on through the list until at the end we come to the one word that

occurred 4290 times, and so its product is (1)(42902) = 18,404,100.

The product is approximately constant for the least frequent 5500 of the
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6000 different words. But when we get to the last few words, which are used

over and over, our rule breaks down completely and the product is far out of

line. Even if we reduce the size of the exponent from 2 to about 1.5, say, we
still are not able to describe aU the frequencies of occurrence exactly. This

equation has been debated by the verbal statisticians. It is so nearly correct

that we hesitate to discard it, and yet it is so far wrong in a few instances that

it cannot be considered the final formulation. Yule (1944) has reported some
progress toward a more complicated, but probably more satisfactory, mathe-

matical description.

Standard Curve for English Words. A second method of presenting these

data is to plot the frequency of occurrence, /, of each word type against its

rank when the words are ordered from the most frequent to the least frequent.

In this same count of newspaper English the most frequent word occurred

4290 times, so it would be plotted at rank 1 on the abscissa and at frequency

4290 on the ordinate. The second most frequently used word occurred 2122

times and so would be plotted at rank 2 on the abscissa and at 2122 on the

ordinate. And so on until we have constructed a plot of the sort shown in

Fig. 31. You will notice that Fig. 31 is drawn with logarithmic coordinates;

otherwise the points would be very difficult to read. This kind of representa-

tion is called by Zipf the standard curve of EngHsh words.
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Fig. 31. The standard curve of English words. The frequency of occurrence of different

words in American newspapers is plotted against the rank of the words when ordered with

respect to frequency of occurrence. {After Ziff, 1935.)

The equation that has been used to represent the standard curve of Fig. 31 is

fr = C,

where / is still the frequency of occurrence of each word type, r is the rank of

the word type when all the types are ordered with respect to frequency of

occurrence, and C is a constant (Condon, 1928). We can test this equation
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in the same way we tested the preceding one: The first word occurred 4290

times, and so the product is (4290) (1) = 4290. The second word occurred

2122 times, so the product is (2122) (2) = 4244. The third word occurred

1375 times, so the product is (1375) (3) = 4125. And so on through the list.

This time the formula seems to work a Httle better, but appearances must be

deceiving because this is really the same formula we had before. The equation

for the standard curve of English words is merely the integral of the equation

for the frequency distribution.

A criticism of these equations is that they do not seem to apply well to all

sizes of samples (Carroll, 1938). The formula predicts fractional words, of

course, and so we must count a very large number of words before all the

words have a chance to appear at least once. But if we count too many words,

we exhaust the total vocabulary and even the rarest words begin to reappear

several times. In either case, whether the number of words coimted is too

small or too large, the equation will not describe correctly the occurrence of

the infrequent words. If we count a small sample, we find too many words

occur only once, but for a very large sample too few words occur only once.

There is an optimum size of the sample for which the equation gives the most

accurate predictions. This optimum depends upon the number of different

words in the sample. The larger the number of word types, the larger the

sample must be before every different word has an opportunity to appear at

least once. It has been calculated that these equations would give the best

description of the frequencies of occurrence of different words in newspaper

articles if the count were continued to about 120,000 words. With only

44,000 word tokens, the sample is really too small.

Whether or not this is the best mathematical representation. Fig. 31 makes

it clear that certain patterns of speech sounds tend to recur with great per-

sistence, while others must be neglected for long periods of time. One of the

best ways to understand Fig. 31 is to ask yourself how our language would be

different if the curve dropped with a steeper slope or with a gentler slope. A
steeper slope would mean that fewer different words were being used and that

the probabiHty of occurrence of the most frequent word would be greater.

A gentler slope would mean a larger vocabulary and a lower probability of

occurrence of the most frequent word. If all possible sequences of speech

sounds occurred equally often, the function would be a horizontal line.

Although it is obvious that certain words occur very frequently, we do

not have any way of predicting how often any particular word will occur.

The personal pronoun 'I,' for example, makes up 8.4 per cent of the speech of

schizophrenics (H. Fairbanks, 1944), 5.0 per cent of our telephone conversa-

tions, 3.1 per cent of the speech of college freshmen explaining proverbs

(H. Fairbanks, 1944), 1.2 per cent of written English, and per cent in certain

technical publications. The multiple factors influencing the probability of

any individual word remain to be explored.
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Effects of Context on the Standard Curve. Tabulations of verbal units longer

than a word do not exist, because the variety of combinations of two or more

words is so large that the project quickly gets out of hand. It is possible, how-

ever, to tabulate all the pairs of words beginning with a given word. Fig-

ures Z2A and 32B show the results of such tabulations for 775 words following

' of ' and 2000 words following ' the ' in the writing in the New York Times. The

dashed line indicates the slope predicted by Zipf's equation, /r = C. When the

words are selected in this way, their relative frequencies do not distribute

themselves according to this law. After 'of the most frequent word is 'the,'

which occurs almost ten times as often as any other word in that position.

RANK ORDER (r)

Fig. 32. The standard curves for selected words. A gives the curve for all words following

the word 'of.' B gives the curve for all words following the word 'the.' C gives the curve

for nouns {after Yule, 1944). D gives the curves for words standing at the beginning of

sentences.

After 'the,' however, almost anything can happen, and there is a long list of

nouns and adjectives that are about equally unlikely. Thus the standard

curve of words following 'of has a steep slope, while the standard curve of

words following 'the' has a gradual slope. At the beginning of a sentence,

however, we are relatively free of the contextual effects of surrounding words,

and, as Fig. 32Z> shows, the standard curve for words appearing at the begin-

ning of a sentence agrees more closely with Zipf's equation.

Figure 31 shows the likelihood that a certain word will occur on the average.

It does not take into account the likelihood of the word's occurring in a specific

context. Only tabulations of sequences of words or of sentences can reveal

the finer structure of the statistical map of verbal behavior, and the magnitude

of this task is a formidable obstacle.
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Relative Frequencies of Parts of Speech. In Table 5 the words occurring

in telephone conversations are classified according to parts of speech (French,

Carter, and Koenig, 1930). The five minor parts of speech given in the last

four Unes of the table make up only 5 per cent of the different words and yet

comprise 57 per cent of the word tokens we utter. Similar results have been

obtained for schizophrenics and for college freshmen (H. Fairbanks, 1944).

Table 5. Occiirrence of Pasts of Speech in Telephone Conversation

(French, Carter, and Koenig, 1930)

Parts of speech

Number of words
Type-token

Tokens Types
ratio

Nouns

Adjectives and adverbs

11,660

9,880

12,550

9,450

12,400

17,900

5,550

1029

634

456

37

36

45

3

0.086

0.064

Verbs

Auxiliary verbs

0.036

0.0039

0.0029

Pronouns

Articles

0.0025

0.00054

Totals 79,390 2240 0.028

The articles, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, and auxiliary verbs

determine the general form of our statements, while the nouns, adjectives,

adverbs, and verbs contribute the content. The different forms repeat them-

selves more often than do the different contents, and so the minor parts of

speech compose the major part of our utterances. Language is based on a

framework of a relatively smaU number of different words, arranged in many
patterns, which supports the more variegated words that convey most of the

information.

Differences in grammatical functions do not completely explain the data,

however. Within any one part of speech, some members of the class are used

much more than others. Nouns like 'thing,' 'man,' 'time,' 'day' receive

far more than their fair share of attention. The social pressure for a common
vocabulary and the convenience of monosyllabic words tend to restrict the

variety of our responses, whereas the attempt to differentiate between similar

statements expands the vocabulary and leads to the occasional use of poly-

syllabic words.

In Fig. 32C the standard curve for novms is plotted in such a way that it

can be compared with Zipf's general equation for all the parts of speech taken

together. This count was made by Yule (1944) for Part I of Bunyan's

Pilgrim's Progress. The curve is flatter than the equation predicts. When
the Uttle connective words that we use so often are taken out of the tabulation,
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we find a more equitable distribution of use. But even when we compare

the relative frequencies of words that play the same grammatical role, it is

apparent that some are used far more often than others.

It is a bit surprising to find that one's own verbal behavior foUows such

statistical rules with considerable orderliness. We select our words and arrange

them to communicate with others with no consideration for relative frequencies

of occurrence. Still, on the average, this apparently willful and conscious

behavior of choosing words follows statistical rules with great regularity.

Like the man who suddenly discovered he had been writing prose all his life,

most of us find it rather wonderful that we can behave so lawfully with no

trouble at aU. v.

What do people say? This question, which introduced the discussion of

verbal statistics, can now be answered in part. People say some sounds,

syllables, or words more often than others; the statistical outlines of their

preferences are traced in the preceding pages. Unfortunately, the tabulation

of all the sounds and sequences of sounds that are uttered runs into difficulties

as the speech units grow longer because the sheer variety of possible sequences

increases so rapidly. Just as we reach the point where we are ready to tabulate

meaningful blocks of words, we find that the task has grown to unmanageable

proportions. We know what words people say most often, but we do not have

statistics to show how these words are fitted together.

In order to handle larger blocks of verbal materials in a statistical way, it

seems necessary to reduce the variety of alternatives that must be tabulated.

This can be accomplished by putting a wide variety of different word patterns

into a single category. Then the relative frequency of occurrence of items in

these categories can be found. For example, we can classify sentences as

declarative, interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory and then count the

number of each type that occurs in a particular kind of writing. Such a

grammatical classification is not of particular psychological interest, however.

We want classifications according to the ideas discussed, for then we can

tabulate how often each idea appears. Unfortunately, however, nobody has

proposed a general definition of the word 'idea' and nobody has developed

an exhaustive classification of all the ideas that can occur.

No classification of the content of verbal behavior is scientifically acceptable

unless its categories are derived on the basis of explicitly formulated rules.

Any classification requires the considered judgment of a reader to decide

which category includes any particular word pattern. If his judgments are

to be at all consistent and repeatable by others, then the reader must make
his rules of judgment explicit. When such rules are plainly stated and the

frequency of occurrence of word patterns in each category of a classificatory
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scheme is counted, the result is called a content analysis. We have previously

discussed the measurement of the amount of information; in this section

we turn our attention to the techniques for discovering the content of the

information.

Communication content is so varied, and our interest in analyzing it may
spring from so many different sources, that no one system of categories can

be devised to describe it. For a particular kind of material and with a specific

aim in view, a classificatory scheme can be devised to do the job. But if new

materials or new interests develop, a different system of categories is required.

Flexibility of the classification is unavoidable if we are not willing to make an

exhaustive study of all the possible patterns of words. Since the complete

tabulation is too large a task, we ignore many of the distinctions and lump

different word patterns together in a single category in order to reduce the

number of categories that must be Hsted. The distinctions that we ignore

in one study, however, may become the distinctions of principal interest for

the next. As attention is shifted from one aspect to another, the classificatory

abstractions must change.

The way categories grow out of the questions asked can be demonstrated

with a simple example. The example is taken from an analysis of the treatment

given different ethnic groups in popular magazine fiction (Berelson and Salter,

1946). The study began with a general question. How do popular magazines

describe the different ethnic groups in fiction? The question defines the ma-

terial to be analyzed and the general interest in it.

The next step is to formulate specific hypotheses to be tested with the

material. A sample hypothesis is the following: The great majority of the

major characters in magazine fiction are from the majority group in the cul-

ture; these characters are approved and treated sympathetically; the minorities

are more likely to be represented by minor characters who do not behave

according to the approved standards of the culture. The problem is to test

this hypothesis. Ordinarily there is a list of 10 or 20 such hypotheses. They
are specific propositions that we hope to support or refute.

Next, the categories necessary for testing the hypothesis are listed. The
example yields three categories: (1) the ethnic group of the character, majority

or minority group; (2) the role in the story, major or minor; (3) the degree of

approval, sympathetic or unsympathetic. Now specific indicators for each

category are selected. The criteria that place a fictional character in one or

the other of these categories are stated. To decide his ethnic group, we draw

up a list: exphcit mention, surname, appearance, membership in voluntary

organizations, etc. To decide his role in the story, we can take some measure

of the amount of space devoted to him or the number of sentences involving

him in any explicit way. A list of words or phrases indicating social approval

or disapproval can be compiled.

In this way a general problem is transformed into specific questions; the
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questions suggest categories to be studied; the categories are defined by suit-

able indicators. The frequency of occurrence of indicators in each of the

categories is counted, and the results provide a test of the hypotheses. Obvi-

ously, a diflFerent interest or hypothesis would lead to a different scheme of

classification.

Content analysis is a technique of investigation. The present discussion of

content_analysis is consequently limited to illustrative examples. Current

interest in the method derives from a growing concern with propaganda and

public opinion and the emergence of radio as a mass medimn for communica-

tion. Content analysis illuminates the cultural or personal conditions under

which the material was produced, reveals stylistic features, exposes propa-

ganda techniques, helps to trace the development of interests, describes trends

in communication content, etc.

Here is an example. There was a general decline between 1900 and 1930

in the status of rehgion in the United States. This decline can be traced in

a quantitative way by counting the nimiber of approving or favorable refer-

ences to organized rehgion that appeared in general magazines during this

period. In 1905, 78 per cent of the references were favorable. In 1920,

53 per cent of the references were favorable. By 1930, only Z3 per cent of

the references were favorable. In the more intellectual magazines diu-ing

the same period the corresponding percentages are 57, 27, and 18 (Hart, 1933).

By such analyses of content it is possible to survey the changing attitudes

and interests of the times and to reveal the cultural patterns as they are

reflected in the popular pubhcations.

In the words of one proponent of content analysis (Lazarsfeld, 1948)

:

Our economic statistics are today quite well advanced. We know how much pig

iron is produced every month and how much meat is exported every year. But we

still have very little bookkeeping in cultural matters. The content of mass media of

communication is an important and readily available source of social data, and it will

not be surprising if its analysis becomes a regular part of our statistical services in the

not-too-distant future.

Of more direct psychological interest are studies that reveal consistencies

in the verbal productions of one individual. For example, a study of the

letters of a domineering mother adopted the techniques of content analysis

to check the results of a more mtuitive mterpretation (A. L. Baldwin, 1942).

It is assumed (1) that the frequency of a certain class of items m the letters

is a measure of its importance and (2) that if two kinds of items occur near to

one another quite often, these items are related for the person. The study

distinguished 15 different topics of discussion, and every comment related (in

the opmion of the judge) to any one of these topics was singled out and classi-

fied. In addition, each of the topical categories was further subdivided into

attitudinal categories according to whether the writer considered the topic to
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be favorable, unfavorable, neutral, dependent, independent, honest, dishonest,

etc. If the frequency of occurrence of certain kinds of items was very low,

they were dropped on the assumption that they were unimportant. The

frequently occurring items were examined to see which ones were consistently

referred to in the same paragraph. This examination revealed, for example,

that unfavorable remarks about her son were coupled with unfavorable com-

ments about women too often to attribute their contiguity to chance.

Since the case material that psychologists and psychiatrists must evaluate

often comes to them in the form of autobiographies, diaries, or other personal

documents, content analysis of these materials may prove to be of considerable

value. The techniques can be further adapted to objectify the interpretation

of the psychoanalytic interview. Lasswell (1938) suggests a scheme of classi-

fication for such interview materials that does not need to be redesigned for

every different interview. In outline, the scheme is: The statement to be

classified says that the (talker-listener-another) holds a (favorable-unfavorable)

attitude toward the (talker-hstener-another). Thus the statement 'He said

you were nice' is classified, 'Another person holds a favorable attitude toward

the listener' or, more briefly, 'pro-listener by another.' Although the

proposal includes refinements, it is basically the statistical tabulation of the

occurrence of proper nouns and pronouns together with complimentary and

derogatory adjectives and adverbs. The usefulness of such a tabulation

remains to be tested.

These examples show that, although a complete tabulation of all possible

sequences of words is seldom feasible, a tabulation of certain kinds of words

and their occurrences together may sufl&ce to answer specific questions. The

scheme of classification must be carefully considered, however, and is most

important to the success of the analysis. The general principles dictating the

proper kind of scheme for any job have yet to be derived. It is still a debatable

point whether we can eventually evolve a general set of psychological cate-

gories for verbal materials comparable with, say, the grammarian's classifica-

tion of the parts of speech.

Discussion Questions

1. To what extent has the tendency to use lingua-alveolar consonants been respon-

sible for changes in pronunciation during the history of our language?

2. If you were trying to transcribe an unfamiliar language in phonetic notation,

would you break it up into word units? What criteria would you use to decide what

were words?

3. Try to write a long passage that uses each word just as often as every other

word.

4. Can you think of an English word spelled with a ' q
' that is not followed by a

'u'? How much information is conveyed by the 'u' in this position?
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Chapter 5

RULES FOR USING SYMBOLS

Our problem may be stated as follows:

—

Given some statement in a language of which we know the grammar and the

syntax, but not the vocabulary, what are the possible meanings of such a state-

ment, and what are the meanings of the unknown words that would make it true?

The reason that this question is important is that it represents, much more

nearly than might be supposed, the state of our knowledge of nature.

—Berteand Russell

In order to understand a language, we must know its grammar as well as its

vocabulary. It often happens in English that a string of words can make a

sentence that is true when the words are in one order but false in another order.

A simple example is 'Brutus killed Caesar.' The same words in the opposite

order, 'Caesar killed Brutus,' say something quite different. A reader who
knows all about killing and knows who Brutus and Caesar were still does not

know the meaning of 'Brutus killed Caesar.' In order to know who did the

killing and who got kiUed, he must know something about the order of words

in English. He must know the rules of the language.

The rules that govern the use of symbols in a language have important

effects upon the statistical properties of the language. In order to understand

these effects, we must first extend our ideas about the amount of information.

So far we have talked about the amount of information as the logarithm of

the number of alternative symbols, and we have made the implicit assumption

that all the alternatives were equally likely to occur. Chapter 4 shows quite

clearly that the alternative symbols of English are certainly not all equally

likely. When we extend our definition of the amount of information to fit

these new facts, we discover that English uses far more symbols per message

than would be necessary if all symbols could be used equally often. This

fact leads us to say that English is highly redundant. The amount of redun-

dancy in any language depends upon the rules for using its sjonbols. Some
rules increase redundancy, some rules decrease it. The notion of redundancy

and the ways it is kept under control by the rules of the language are the

subject of the present chapter.

Information, Noise, Redundancy
O

Information is something we need when we face a choice. What specific

information we need depends upon the situation, but whatever its source or

100
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content, the amount of information required depends upon the complexity of

the choice to be made. If we face a wide range of equally HESTy "alterhatives,

if anything can happen, we need more information than if we face a simple

choice between two alternatives, either this or that.

The Mathematical Expression forAmount of Information. In Chaps. 2 and 3

the definition of the amount of information was introduced and developed

for the acoustic information encoded in a sound wave. Now the same defini-

tion can be used again, but instead of the sine waves that Fourier analysis

uses for its building blocks, the concern is with the range of alternatives pro-

vided by more molar verbal miits. If phonemes, for instance, are selected

as the imits for the analysis, we can ask how many phonemes there are, how
they are arranged in patterns, and how many alternative patterns there are.

In this way we can arrive at an estimate of the amount of information that

can be encoded in such a system of phonemes.

The amount of information, therefore, is proportional to the logarithm of

the niunber of alternatives in the set from which any particular message is

drawn, where the alternatives are all equally likely and independent.

By 'equally likely ' we mean that every symbol appears as often as every

other s)rmbol if we count the niunber over a long period of time. And by
'independent' we mean that the occurrence of one symbol does not alter the

probabOities of occurrence for the next symbol.

Consider a language of equally likely symbols in which successive symbols

are chosen independently. Suppose the language has a different S3Tnbols

—

different letters, sounds, words, or the like—and that the occurrence of a par-

ticular one of these a alternatives in no way influences the probabiHties for

the next sjmibol. For this language the probabihty p{x) of occurrence of

any particular symbol x at any position in a sequence of symbols is always

1/c. If there are 100 different symbols, then each symbol has one chance in

100 of occmring in any context. The fact that a particular symbol may Just

have occiured does not give it any more or less of a chance to be the next

symbol in the sequence. It also foUows that aU sequences are independent and

equally likely, and the chance of getting any particular sequence of n symbols

in a row is (1/a)".

A meaningful message could be composed in this language of independent

and equally likely symbols by the simple procedure of putting all the symbols

into a hat and drawing (and replacing) them at random. It is obvious that

this pecuhar language has little resemblance to the language we speak, for if

we hire aman to produce EngHsh essays in this manner, his results are gibberish.

This strange language has no contextual determination, no preferred symbols

or preferred sequences of symbols. The only thing that recommends this

language to us is that it is a simple matter to determine the amount of informa-

tion per symbol the language can encode.

By definition, the amount of information in a language of independent
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and equally likely symbols is given by the logarithm of the number of alter-

natives:

Amoimt of information = / = ^ log a" = -nk log p{x).

In this expression / is the quantity of information; ^ is a constant of propor-

tionality that determines the size of the imit of measurement; a is the nimiber

of different verbal units; n is the length of the sequence; p{x) is the probability

of occurrence of symbol x and is equal to 1/c.

This equation is simple for the imusual language we have imagined, but

difficult to apply to languages that are actually spoken. In the first place,

not all symbols are used equally often. Some are much more probable than

others. And, second, some sequences of symbols are much preferred to other

sequences, and so it is impossible to say that successive symbols are independent.

We know how to specify the amount of information in a language of equally

likely and independent symbols. We want to know how to specify the amount

of information in a language with unequal and dependent probabilities of occur-

rence of its symbols. Can we transform a language with imequal and depend-

ent probabilities into an equivalent language with equal and independent

probabilities? The answer is yes. We can transform a choice among unequally

probable alternatives into an equally uncertain choice among a smaller number

of equally probable alternatives. In the language of equally probable symbols

we take the logarithm of the probabihty of occurrence of a symbol; with unequal

probabilities we take the average valtie of all the logarithms of the probabilities

of the different symbols. When the likelihood of occurrence of different

symbols is different, it is still possible to say, 'If this language of unequally

probable symbols is translated into a language that carries the same amount

of information but uses all symbols equally often, the average amoimt of

information is such and such.'

The Definition of Redundancy. By favoring some sequences of verbal units

more than others, we effectively reduce the amount of information that is

encoded per imit. Take a simple example. Suppose the various possible

messages in a language consist of sequences of three digits: ' 1-9-3' or '8-7-0,'

etc. So long as each digit in the message is unrelated to the other two, we can

send any one of 10', or 1000, different messages. If the symbols are not

independent, however, but if some fixed relation exists among them, the

number of alternatives is reduced. If the sum of the digits is always 16, or

if the third digit is always 9 minus the second digit, etc., our freedom of

choice is restricted and the message cannot convey as much infoFmation.

The results of some actual calculations can illustrate this argxmient. The

study of the relative frequency of English speech sounds distinguished 41

phonemes. If these phonemes could be spoken equally often and in any order

at all, they could convey log 41 units of information per phoneme. However,

some of the phonemes are more frequently produced than others. When the
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average value of the logarithms of their probabilities is calculated, the result

is only log 28 units of information per phoneme. In other words, we could

convey just as much information per sound with a language that has only

28 soimds but uses them all equally often as we can with our present language

of 41 sounds that are not used equally often.

The calculations can be repeated for sequences of two or more phonemes.

Since our preferences for certain sequences of sounds are even more striking

than our preferences for individual sounds, the amount of information per

phoneme is further reduced when we consider sequences. As the statistical

analysis is extended to longer and longer sequences of symbols, the effect of

the increasing context is to restrict our freedom of choice more and more; the

reduction in the amoimt of information per symbol becomes more and more

apparent.

If the successive units in a message are related, if the probabiUty of a unit

depends upon the units that precede it, these relations reduce the amount of

information that a single unit can carry. When any restricting relations of

this sort exist, it means that the same amount of information could be coded

more rapidly in a language that had the same nimiber of independent alterna-

tives. In a sense, therefore, contextual dependencies mean that the message

source is repeating itself. More symbols are being used to encode the message

than are theoretically necessary. We express this fact by saying that most

languages are redundant. The major generalization to be drawn from the

statistical studies in Chap. 4 is the high redundancy they reveal.

nI Redundancy has its advantages, and a large Hpyrrep ^f^JntprHpppndprirp

' * among the successive imits of a language means:tnat parts of the message can

JjeJa5t„pr distorted without causing a disruption of communicatuai- Any
missing portions can be supplied by the receiver on the basis of the surrounding

portions, on the basis of contextual clues. Although a redundant language is

necessarily more verbose than a language of independent units, it is more

dependable under adverse circimastances. And since our nervous systems

seem to absorb new information slowly, if at all, we suffer little inconvenience

in going slower while we gain considerably in reliability.

So long as a language contains fewer s)Tnbols than there are things to be

s)Tnboli2ed, the symbols must be arranged in patterns. Thus every symbol

occurs in a context of other symbols, and its symbolic role changes as the

context changes. When not all the possible patterns are used by the language,

we know there must be contextual restraints operating to make the language

redundant. If, for example, we are able to replace a missing or distorted

portion of a message, we can do so only because we know that some sequences

\ are probable and others are improbable.

v^ Reduction of Errors through Redundancy. The usefulness of redundancy

i" becomes apparent when we consider the matter of mistakes. Mistakes in

communication can arise from a variety of sources. It is convenient to call
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anything that produces a random, unpredictable alteration in a message

noise. We do not need, for the present purpose, to distinguish the different

kinds of noise. All we want to say is that we put a certain sequence of symbols

into the communication channel and some of them are different when they

come out. Unpredictable differences are mistakes, and whatever causes them

is noise.

All channels of communication are noisy, aU channels are subject to mistakes.

There seems to be no way of avoiding this situation. It is necessary, there-

fore, to design our languages in such a way that the inevitable mistakes can

be discovered. Errors can be corrected, of course, if their position is known.

But one of the characteristics of noise is its unpredictabiUty. We have no

way of deciding which items in the sequence have gone wrong.

When a message passes through a noisy channel, therefore, we suspect that

errors are introduced, but we do not know where the errors are. How is it

possible to discover the mistakes and eUminate them? The secretary who
said, 'I've added this column of figures six times and here are the six answers,'

had the right idea, although her noise level was too high for success. What
^we must do when we suspect an error is to repeat the process. Repetition is

the only way we have to catch a mistake.

The problem of errors is especially important in a nonredimdant language.

If the language uses sjmibols independently and equally often, any sequence

of received symbols is a possible message in the language. Any sequence at

all makes sense. The only way we can be sure that every symbol is received

correctly is to ask the source to repeat the message several times. Then by
a statistical study of the several received versions the probability of an error

can be made very smaU.

Note that a nonredundant language may not save time even though every

symbol seems to carry the maximal amount of information. If there is any

chance of error, the communication must be repeated and the various received

versions compared. And there is always a chance of error, even in the most

elegant communication machinery.

Repetition catches mistakes, and repetition is redundancy. By sufficient

repetition the probability of an error can be made as small as we please, and
even a fittle repetition is a help. A language must contain a certain amount
of redundancy if it is to be a reliable means of communication.

Examples of Rules Introducing Redundancy. Messages can be repeated in

many ways. We may use several channels simultaneously and compare the

several received messages. Multiple channels save time if they are available.

More often it is necessary to use a single channel several times in a row. Thus
the entire message may be given and then repeated, or one section of the

message may be repeated before proceeding to the next section. It is usually

desirable tp introduce the repetitions as soon as possible, for two reasons. In

the first place, if we wait too long to give the repeated message, the listener
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will have forgotten the first one that he is supposed to compare with it. And
second, it is usually desirable to catch the mistakes as we go in case the com-

munication is imexpectedly interrupted. We might, therefore, repeat each

individual symbol several times in a row. The sequence of numbers ' 1-0-3

'

would then be sent as ' 1-1-1-1-1-0-0-0-0-0-3-3-3-3-3,' where every symbol

is given five times running.

See what the repetition has done to the probabiUtles of the sequences of

symbols in the message. The successive numbers may have been independent

in the original message, but they are certainly not independent in the repeated

message. In the example, the most probable symbol to follow ' 1
' is another ' 1

.

'

Consequently, we can no longer claim that successive symbols are independent.

The chances are 4 to 1 that any symbol will be the same as the symbol that

preceded it. If a sequence like
,

'
1-2-3

' is received, we know immediately

that there has been an error, for this sequence violates the rules of this repeating

language.

A subtler kind of redundancy can be illustrated as follows: Suppose we are

encoding information in a binary language, i.e., a language with only two
S)mibols. Let the two symbols be ' 1

' and '0,' and suppose that there are four

different messages we want to send. In a nonredundant language the four

messages could be encoded as '0-0,' '0-1,' '1-0,' and '1-1.' Any mistake,

however, transforms one message into another and gives the recipient no

chance to detect the occurrence of an error.

To introduce redimdancy, we must allow for repetition; we must consider

longer sequences. There are eight possible sequences of three symbols:
'Q-0-0,' '0-0-1,' '0-1-0,' '0-1-1,' '1-0-0,' '1-0-1,' '1-1-0,' and '1-1-1.' We
want to select four of these eight in order to encode the four messages. Which
four shall we take? We should select them in such a way as to make the four

alternatives as different as possible. Then when an error occurs, it will not

be so likely to tiim one message into another. The situation is illustrated in

Fig. 33, where each of the three successive symbols is indicated as '0' or '1'

along a different coordinate in three-dimensional space. The eight comers

of the cube formed in this way indicate the eight alternative sequences of three

symbols. We want to take four of these points that are as far from one another

as possible in this space. If we select the four points indicated by the large

symbols ('0-0-0,' '1-1-0,' '1-0-1,' and '0-1-1'), we have an optimal solution.

For this set of messages, a single error in any one of the three places turns the

message into an impossible form; two errors must occur before one of these

four is converted into another. The entire message is carried by the first two

sjonbols, or by the second two sjmibols, or by the first and last symbols. This

is an ideal kind of repetition of the information.

A poor solution is to choose four numbers on a single face of the cube, e.g.,

'0-0-0,'
' 1-0-0,' '0-1-0,' and ' 1-1-0.' In this set of messages the third symbol

is always '0,' and so it cq,rries no information. This is a way of introducing
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redundancy without gaining any advantage against error; the first two symbols

are doing all the work,

/s Repetition reduces errors by making some sequences of symbols more likely

than others. We may try to devise a more efiScient language by reducing

redvmdancy, but as soon as we try to use this new language in a noisy situation,

Second
Symbol

-.110

Ollf^

First

/To^ Symbol

Third

Symbol

Fig. 33. Graphical representation of the eight messages that can be formed with two

symbols used in sequences of three at a time. The problem is to select four of these eight

in such a way as to make the occurrence of errors most easily detectable.

the redundancy has to be put back in. In one form or another every language,

if it is to be reUable, must be redimdant. There is no other way to catch

mistakes. Thus the time spent redundantly is not wasted, for it serves to

make the language a dependable channel for commimication.

A Sample Language

The ways redundancy is introduced into English are much more complicated

than a simple rule to repeat everything five times, but the effect is similar.

Just how redundancy should be introduced into a language depends upon what

kinds of mistakes are likely to occur. The alteration of a message by the

noise should turn the message into some unlikely sequence of symbols. An
error should not change the message into another likely sequence.

There are three kinds of rules that are usually distinguished by students of

language, and as we shall see, all three can lead to redundancy. There are,

first, the semantic rules that relate the symbols to the things symboUzed and

that state when one symbol can be replaced by another. The syntactic rules
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govern the relations among s)anbols. And the pragmatic rules govern the

relations between the symbols and the user of the symbols (Morris, 1938).

Since verbal symbols do not exist without organisms to generate and perceive

the symbols, the pragmatic rules of language are, in a sense, fundamental

to the semantic and syntactic rules. The psychologist's principal interest is

in the pragmatic dimension of language, but he cannot afford to ignore the

semantic and syntactic dimensions.

In order to illustrate the operation of linguistic rules, we shall invent a

language to talk about. It is convenient in these matters to have two lan-

guages, one to talk in and the other to talk about. Both in logic and in psy-

chology it is important to distinguish what is said from what is said about

what is said.

The language we use to talk about a language is usually called the meta-

language. The language that is talked about is called the object langttage.

We use the metalanguage to avoid confusion in discussing the object language.

It is possible to construct a metalanguage to talk about English. We might

use French or German for this purpose, but then the audience would be limited

to bilingual readers. The procedure that we shall follow here is to keep the

familiar EngUsh language as the metalanguage and use it to discuss some

simple, weU-defined object language.

The sample language is the language chess players use to record the course

of play of the game of chess. We have, therefore, the Enghsh metalanguage

to talk about the chess language that talks about the moves of the pieces on

the chessboard. The chess language is simple and can be learned quickly by
those who know nothing of the game of chess. There are, in fact, two chess

languages, the Enghsh and the German. The German is simpler, and so we
adopt it with several modifications.

Now the problem can be stated directly. We want to examine the semantic,

syntactic, and pragmatic rules of the language of chess, with EngUsh as the

metalanguage. From this discussion we can discover sources of redundancy

in the chess language. By analogy it will become clear how redundancy is

introduced into other languages. Then, having shown how redundancy is

introduced, we can proceed to show how further rules are invented to reduce

redundancy.

A chessboard is divided into 64 squares, 8 to a side. The chess language

must have some way of designating each one of these squares. A semantic

rule is needed to establish a fixed relation between certain symbols and certain

squares. This is done in the following way: Starting from the lower left square

in front of the player who has the white pieces, (1) the colimins are designated

from left to right by the letters 'a,' 'b,' 'c,' 'd,' 'e,' 'f,' 'g,' and 'h,' and

(2) the rows from the bottom to the top are designated as '1,' '2,' '3,' '4,'

*5,' '6,' '7,' and '8.' With these semantic rules it is possible to indicate any

one of the 64 squares. The square e3 is in colmnn e and row 3, and it cannot
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be confused with any other square because only the one square is in both

e and 3.

See what the semantic rules have done by way of limiting sequential possi-

bilities. We cannot write 'eg' in this language because 'eg' does not designate

anything, just as 'blau' does not designate anything in EngHsh. The alter-

natives that can foUow a letter are limited to the set of eight nimaerals. With

a different semantic rule these 16 different s)Tnbols could be arranged in any

one of 256 pairs that might designate 256 different things. The language

does not use aU the possibihties available. Therefore, redimdancy has been

introduced.

Furthermore, a syntactic rule has been introduced. Should the square that

is common to column e and row 3 be designated by 'e3' or '3e'? Or should

both be allowed as S)aionyms? The syntactic rule states that the coliunn

letter must be written in front of the row niuneral. Thus 'e3' is admitted to

the language, while '3e' is excluded. A comparable situation in EngUsh is

the syntactic rule that adjectives must precede the nouns they modify, and so

'early bird' is admitted while 'bird early' is relatively rare. The rule for

EngUsh is not, of course, imbreakable.

Each player in the game of chess has 16 pieces, or men, that he moves about

the board. The semantic rules for designating these men are: (1) the king is

symboHzed by 'K,' (2) the queen by 'Q,' (3) the two bishops by 'B,' (4) the

two knights by 'N,' (5) the two rooks by 'R,' and (6) the eight pawns by 'P.'

These six rules are not sufficient, however, because it is necessary to designate

which piece of a certain kind is meant. It is not enough to write 'P,' for this

might symbolize any of the eight pawns. The distinction is made by indicat-

ing the square the particular man is sitting on. A rule of the game is that

only one man can be on any square at any particular time, and so there is no

chance for confusion here. Thus ' Pf2 ' designates the pawn that is on square

f2. Here a further syntactic rule is added that the symbol designating the

man must be written in front of the symbols designating the square that the

man is sitting on.

These rules seem reasonable and, at first glance, necessary in order to keep

track of the various men. But note the redundancy. It is not necessary

to have symbols for the pieces at aU. Only one man can sit on a square at a

time. This man can be unambiguously indicated by naming the square.

Nevertheless we introduce the additional symbols.

Two kinds of moves can be distinguished in chess. (For simpHcity we can

ignore the special cases that arise when castling or when a pawn is exchanged
for a queen.) One kind occurs when a man moves to an unoccupied square.

This kind of move is designated by '-.' 'Pd2-d4' says that the pawn on
square d2 moves to the imoccupied square d4. The second kind of move
occurs when a piece is captured. In this move the capturing piece moves onto
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the square previously occupied by the opposing piece, and the captured piece

is removed from the board. The capturing move is designated by 'x.'

*Pd4xBc5' says that the pawn on square d4 moves onto and captures the

bishop on square c5. These symbols for the moves are the verbs of the chess

language.

This chess language has 24 different symbols: eight lower-case letters for

columns, eight numerals for rows, six upper-case letters for pieces, and two

symbols for moves. Used equally often and independently, one of these

symbols could designate any one of 24 alternatives. With the semantic and

syntactic rules of this language, however, the number of alternatives is reduced

to only 6 or 8 per symbol.

As yet practically nothing has been said of the rules of the game. These

introduce further redundancy. The rules say, for example, where aU the pieces

must be situated when the game begins and how the various men can move.

The bishop's rule is that he can move only on diagonals, but he can travel as

far as the diagonal is unobstructed. The pawns can only move forward, never

backward, but they can capture pieces only on the diagonals. These rules

of the game can also be considered as linguistic rules that exclude a great many
sequences of symbols from the chess language. 'Pe2xBe3' cannot occur in

the chess language because it is against the rules of the game for pawns to

capture in this manner. We shall not even try to estimate how much redun-

dancy such rules introduce.

As soon as a player becomes famiUar with some of the fimdamentals of chess,

he sees that some moves are good and some are bad. If he persists in moving

his king to the center of the board where it is exposed to attack, he does not

win many games. Eventually he either gives up the game or begins to select

moves that ofifer him a better chance of winning. Exactly what moves he

thinks will achieve this end depend upon his skill and experience, and no formal

statement can be made about them. But it is clear that the player's desire

to win will lead him to select certain moves and to reject others, thus limiting

still further the range of symbol sequences that are likely to occirr in the chess

language. From the point of view of the chess language, therefore, these

selections act like pragmatic rules and add further redundancy. Other prag-

matic illustrations are the use of an exclamation mark to indicate a strong move

and a question mark to indicate a poor move. Our selection of letters for the

pieces is also influenced by our knowledge of their EngUsh names.

At almost every step in drawing up this object language the rules have

introduced more symbols than necessary. Symbolic freedom is limited by

rules relating symbols to things, by rules relating symbols to s)Tnbols, and by

rules relating symbolizers to symbols. The constraints of context are the

result of these rules. Unequal and dependent probabiUties are just what we

must expect from the kinds of rules we impose.
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Definitions and Abbreviations

How can redundancy be weeded out of a language? As rules pile up, they

usually manage to constrain more and more our freedom in using the language.

Unless we can somehow cut through these rules, the redundancy may grow

out of all proportion to the likelihood of an error. The weapon against too

much redundancy is abbreviation (Zipf, 1949).

In the chess language we might want to write 'Pe4xPf5.' An examination

of the board reveals that there are no other pawns located so that one can

take the other. No ambiguity wlU result if we simply write 'PxP.' The

abbreviated sentence could not, in the context of this game, refer to the wrong

pawns.

Abbreviations can be used whenever the information is carried by the context

and there is little chance of a mistake. When 'television picture' becomes

very frequent, we abbreviate it to 'telepic' More common abbreviations

are the pronoims. A man's name is mentioned and quickly changes to 'he,'

'him,' or 'his.' Pronouns, especially 'they,' are sometimes used because the

full information cannot be supplied. More often it is laziness or impatience

that leads to pronominal substitution.

Definitions. A large group of abbreviations are called definitions. Take

the chess language again. With competent players the sequence of moves at

the beginning of the game is relatively stereotyped. There are perhaps

100 different sequences that are likely to occur in the first 10 moves of the

game. We could take advantage of this fact to give each of these opening

sequences a number from to 99. If two players followed one of these sequences

for the first 10 moves, we could indicate the fact by writing its number and

beginning the detailed record with the eleventh move. Of course, it is not

certain that only these 100 possibilities wiU occur. A game may follow one

of them for 5 moves and then depart into an improbable sequence. Con-

sequently a final digit is needed to tell us how far the particular opening was

followed. Thus 337 says that the game followed opening Zi through 7 moves

and that the detailed record begins with the eighth move. In this way a

sequence of three digits could often replace a sequence of 80 letters. This is

definitional abbreviation.

In the chess language this form of abbreviation reduces redundancy. The

frequently used sequences are replaced by new terms; the definitions of the

new, shorter terms are given by the longer sequences they replace. In these

situations the definition is a rule for avoiding the use of a symbol. The defini-

tion gives an equivalent means of symbolizing the information.

There are two kinds of definitions. In the chess language we use both

kinds. The semantic rules that related numbers and letters to rows and

columns are definitions of one kind, and the abbreviatory use of numbers to

replace other symbols at the beginning of the game illustrate definitions of a
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second kind. The first is sometimes called an extensional or osiensive or point-

ing definition. The second is called an intensional or dictionary definition.

More precisely, an extensional definition lists or points to every object the

symbol designates; an intensional definition is another alternative set of

symbols for the same things signified by the symbol being defined.

Intensional definitions serve to reduce redundancy, but they may lead to

confusion if they are misused. Abstract nouns cause much trouble because

we learn to use them without learning the fuU sequence of symbols they are

intended to replace. Then we begin to disagree with others on how to replace

them and perhaps decide eventually that no acceptable definition exists. In

order to avoid such confusion, it is sometimes argued that every intensional

definition should be reducible to an extensional definition. Then aU abstract

words could be traced to the particular objects or events from which the

abstraction was formed, and thus our language would be much better anchored

in reality (Korzybski, 1933). A Uttle reflection shows, however, that this

procedure cannot work. In practice we often know a great deal about a class

of objects without being able to give an extensional enumeration of the members

of the class. We can give an intensional definition of 'men' as 'the class of

featherless bipeds,' but no one would undertake to enumerate all men. It

is not necessary to have an extensional definition in order to use a word unam-

biguously. And when we consider classes with an infinite number of members,

extensional definitions are out of the question. It is impossible to define the

word 'integer' by Msting all of them (B. Russell, 1919).

Definitions are often dismissed as merely verbal arguments. Definitions

are not trivia; wars have been fought over the proper definitions of 'salvation'

and 'freedom' and the like. Abbreviation is convenient to keep redundancy

under control, but when the definition of the abbreviation is unknown, the

resulting nonsense and misunderstanding may lead to all kinds of trouble.

Dictionaries. It is widely recognized and usually forgotten that modern

dictionaries of EngUsh are based on usage rather than fiat. The lexicographer

collects many sentences by writers of literary or historic importance who have

used a certain word. He then proceeds to classify these sentences into groups

that seem to use the word similarly. For each group he writes a short phrase

that can be substituted into the sentences in place of the word itself. A dic-

tionary definition is, therefore, an alternative verbalization derived from the

contexts in which the word has been used previously. A given word may have

a variety of definitions inferred from the variety of contexts in which it appears.

Consider the verb 'take.' In the Oxford English Dictionary there are

317 definitions of this word, 317 verbal alternatives that can be substituted

for it. This is a confusing state of affairs. To find an analogy, suppose that

'da-di-dit' in the International Morse Code usually represented 'D' but under

certain conditions might represent almost any other letter in the alphabet.

How could one tell which letter was intended? A set of rules saying that
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'da-di-dit' is 'D' unless used before one thing or after anotlier, etc., would be

required. The decoding would get much more complicated.

Why do people tolerate such ambiguity? The answer is that they don't.

There is nothing ambiguous about 'take' as it is used in everyday speech.

The ambiguity appears only when we, quite arbitrarily, call isolated words

the units of meaning. It is possible to draw up a dictionary using some other

verbal imit—the syllable, say, instead of the word. Sentences that include a

certain syllable can be collected and classified into groups that use the syllable

similarly. Phrases to be substituted for the syllables can be composed. One

entry would be the syllable 'sent,' for example. This would have in its Hst

of verbal equivalents certain ones that apply when the syllable stands alone,

others to be used when the syllable is preceded by 're' or 'dis,' still others to

be used when the syllable is followed by 'ence' or 'inel,' etc.

Most people object to such a syllable dictionary. It is useless, they feel,

because syllables standing alone have no meaning. Or if they do have mean-

ings, the meanings are so many and so ambiguous that it is impossible to know
what any syllable means xmless you know what other syllables precede it and

follow it. The answer to this objection is that it applies also to word diction-

aries. Words standing alone have no meaning either or, more precisely, have

no single meaning. The dictionary definitions are derived from the contexts

in which the word occurs.

There are no meanings in the dictionary. There are only equivalent verbal-

izations, other ways for saying almost the same thing. There is a common
behef that to define a word is to give its meaning. It is healthier to say that

by defining the word we substitute one verbal pattern for another.

Of the several definitions listed for each word, some are used more often

than others. The relative frequencies of occurrence of the different definitions

have been studied by Lorge (1937) and Thomdike and Lorge (1944). After

coimting through a sample of several million words these workers were able to

compile lists showing the frequency of occurrence of the definitions given in

the Oxford English Dictionary. For example, of the 317 definitions given

for the word 'take,' Lorge and Thorndike found 171 represented in a sample

3504 'take's.' Seventeen of these definitions were found more than 20 times

in 1000 uses of the word, and the most frequently used definition occurred on

the average 85 times per 1000 'take's.' When the definitions are ranked in

order by frequency of occiurence and the frequency is plotted against the rank,

definitions are fovmd to foUow the same sort of law that governs the frequency

of occurrence of words (Zipf, 1945). It is also possible to show that the most
frequently used noims and verbs and adjectives tend, on the average, to have
the greatest number of definitions.

These statistics, which are usually referred to as a semantic count, provide

a basis for producing a more functional dictionar)^ In some of the more
recent dictionaries, for example, only the most frequent words are given, and
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for each of these only the most frequent definitions are listed. This manner

of selection would seem to rid the dictionary of esoteric, obsolescent, archaic,

and provincial words and definitions. On the other hand, these are just the

words we often have to look up in a dictionary.

Agreement in the Use of Symbols. There have been various attempts to

determine uniformity in the use of words and to express the degree of uniformity

in a quantitative way. The maximum possible number of agreements can be

calculated, and the ratio of the number of agreements actually obtained to

this maximum number can be taken as an extensional agreement index (W. John-

son, 1944). This index shows how well people agree in enumerating a certain

thing as a member of the class of things symbolized by the word. More specif-

ically, suppose we ask 100 people whether Herbert Hoover is a member of the

class of Hberals. If 50 say 'yes' and 50 say 'no,' we have the smallest possible

number of agreements. If 100 say 'yes' or if 100 say 'no,' we have the largest

possible number of agreements. When this was tried, 95 out of 100 people

refused to call Hoover a Hberal, which shows rather good agreement in the use

of this term as applied to this man. When Thomas E. Dewey was considered,

however, 47 answered 'yes' and 53 answered 'no.' Here is considerable dis-

agreement. If we got so much disagreement over the objects designated by

words like 'chair' or 'lamp,' we should probably have to abandon the whole

language as a bad job.

A somewhat similar index can be used to quantify the degree of agreement

in defining a word—the intensional agreement index. This index shows how

well two or more intensional definitions agree. In one study, psychology

texts were searched vmtil six definitions of each of four terms ('learning,' 'per-

ception,' 'emotion,' 'personaUty') were found. A similar search of texts in

biochemistry produced definitions of five biochemical terms. All words were

ehminated from the definitions except nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

Then an agreement index was computed for each term according to the number

of words common to the six definitions. For the psychological terms the

indices averaged 0.012. For the biochemical terms the average was 0.092.

Thus it is possible to show a measurable difference between the two fields in

the degree of terminological uniformity that has been achieved to date.

It is fairly clear, both from the many definitions per word in the dictionary

and from the low agreement indices, that there is little uniformity in our use

of individual words. The information we convey is coded into a pattern of

words. The relations among the components of the pattern must be known

before the individual components can be decoded.

Language Engineering

Probably we shall never be able to cure everyday speech of vagueness and

misunderstanding. The usual solution is to invent a new language when-

ever a situation calls for greater precision than ordinary speech can achieve.
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Scientists, for example, develop their own notation and draw heavily upon

the mathematical and logical languages when they want to say something

accurately. Some scholars have tried to imagine what a perfect language

would be like. These attempts to meddle with and modify existing languages

for special purposes are examples of language engineering (MiUer, 1950).

For more than a thousand years educated Europeans were tied together by

their common knowledge of Latin. After the Reformation the use of Latin

began to decline. A substitute was needed for international communication.

Volapiik, Esperanto, Ido, Esperantido, Interlingua, Novial, and other artificial

languages had adherents, but none seemed to catch on. A fairly recent and

apparently very successful contender is Basic English. Many of the proposed

international languages are based to a high degree on Latin. English may
have an advantage over Latin because it seems to be freer of redundancy.

Complex and redundant rules for inflections are largely nonexistent in modern

English.

Some linguists believe that languages evolve from long, elaborate phonetic

patterns with little communication content toward short imits combined

according to rules to convey much more content per element (Jesperson,

1922). In statistical terms, the evolution of language shows a progressive

decline in redundancy. This speculation can be examined in several ways.

For example, redundancy is reduced by abbreviation. Abbreviation produces

shorter words. If linguistic evolution is toward less redundancy, a trend

toward shorter words should be evident. Table 6 gives some relevant figures.

The approximate nimibers of syllables needed for the Gospel of St. Matthew

in 10 different languages are listed (Baker, 1950). French, which is derived

from Latin, uses fewer syllables than Latin to say the same thing. Similarly,

modem Enghsh uses fewer syllables than Anglo-Saxon. Linguistic evolution

does seem to decrease redundancy.

Table 6. Number of Syllables in Gospel of St. Matthew m 10 Languages

(Baker, 1950)

Greek 39,000 French 33,000

Latin 37,000 Danish 32,500

Swedish 35,000 Gothic 31,100

German 34,000 English 29,000

Anglo-Saxon 34,000 Chinese 17,000

To illustrate the decay of English prefixes and suffixes, it is sufficient to

compare the proportion of monosyllables in English with the proportions in

other languages. A word count of some verses from the Bible shows 90 per

cent monosyllables in the English version, 75 per cent monosyllables in German,

65 per cent in French, and 30 per cent in Latin. With the decay of the lin-
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guistic rules governing affixes has come a greater freedom in the use of words.

Thus words like 'promise' or 'hope' serve as nouns or verbs, and only their

position in a pattern of words indicates which function they serve. In most

languages this information is given by affixes as well as by context. Sim-

ilarly, English nouns often fxmction as adjectives. The freedom from rigid,

unbreakable rules makes it relatively easy to manipulate the statistical struc-

ture of the English language.

Basic English. Basic English is an interesting attempt to take advantage

of the statistical aspects of language. The proponents of Basic English point

out that there are approximately 1500 languages at present spoken by approx-

imately 2300 million people. The lack of a common coding procedure is a

barrier to international commimication and understanding. To provide an

international language Ogden (1934) has proposed an adaptation of English

that is adequate for communication and that can be learned easily and quickly.

The adaptation consists in limiting the language to 600 noims, 150 adjectives,

and 100 additional words (verbs, prepositions, conjimctions, pronouns, articles)

that put these nouns and adjectives together so the whole system can work

as normal English. These 850 lexical units were carefully chosen so that by

combinations they could be made the equivalent of a much larger vocabulary.

For technical writing, however, an additional handful are permitted. To
quote Ogden:

We are so accustomed to multiplicity of terms in certain fields that we are apt to

regard their absence as a sign of weakness. Often, however, the elimination of aU but

one has been the outcome of a long process of linguistic development. . . . Various

kinds of animals and himians which for the highly civilized Frenchman might merely

crient* are found to caU, shout, yeU, shriek, bawl, mew, scream, screech, croak, roar,

bellow, low, etc., as soon as they cross the Channel. In Basic they are content to

make sounds and noises in various ways—which is, in fact, all that they do in real

life. . . . The real statistical task of linguistics is not so much the determination of

the number of words actually used by any partiailar person or class of persons as the

study of how a reduction may be effected in the number of words that need to be

used; i.e., how a given field of reference may be covered with the greatest econ-

omy. . . . What is really required is, in fact, a scientifically selected vocabulary

minimum; and it is this selection that Basic claims to provide.

Of the many proposals for language reform, Basic English has attracted

the widest attention and support. By reducing the number of word types to

850 lexical units the potential size of the audience is greatly increased. This

* Ogden exaggerates the simple uniformity of French expressions. It is true that the

French word 'crier' has a wider use than any English parallel, but the highly civilized French-

man would probably use commonly the words 'Hurler,' 'vocifirer,' 'mugir' 'rugir,' 'dboyer'

'miatder,' 'croasser,' 'coasser' 'hennir,' 'brailler,' 'beugler,' and 'meugler.' To illustrate how

fine the distinctions are, 'meugler' is used for the sound of a cow and 'beugler' for the sound

of a bull.
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substantial gain exacts a certain toll, however, for we cannot throw away
95 per cent of our vocabulary without losing something. The loss appears

in the form of idiomatic constructions and clauses that lengthen sentences

and often make them seem out of focus to the reader accustomed to old-fash-

ioned Complex EngUsh. 'A deUcious aroma' might become 'a very good

smell,' or 'blood, sweat, and tears' might become 'blood, body water, and

eye water.'

An interesting but debatable economy in Basic EngUsh is the treatment of

verbs. In Basic the equivalent of a verb is a general operator combined with

a quaUfying word or expression. For example, movements through space

can all be indicated by the operator 'go' with quahfications to describe how
the movement was accompUshed. Thus the word ' walk ' becomes unnecessary

because we can say 'go on foot.' 'Wander' also disappears to be replaced by

'go from place to place without aim.' The Basic equivalents get a Uttle long-

winded, but communication is certainly possible. Some critics feel that

Basic's 18 operators are too economical and that a few more verbs might be

added to avoid unfortunate idiomatic constructions. For example, Basic

Enghsh does not use the verb 'try.' For the various uses of this word Basic

would substitute 'make an attempt at' or 'put to the test' or 'be the judge

of.' A foreigner may be puzzled that he cannot 'put an attempt' or 'make

to the test.' For English-speaking people, Basic is a handy auxiliary language

that lacks the richness of Complex English. For the businessman dealing in

foreign markets, for the diplomat arguing via translators, for the aviator land-

ing at a foreign airport, etc., richness can be sacrificed for direct communication.

Whereas the emphasis in Basic EngUsh has been placed on reducing the size

of the vocabulary, there has been an artistic and scientific swing in the opposite

direction. The desire for verbal diversification in Uterature is typified by

James Joyce. One word may be the logical equivalent of another word, but

not, it is argued, the psychological equivalent. ParalleUng the neologisms of

the artist is the continued growth of the scientific vocabulary. The scientist

often resorts to long and unusual words in order to express himself with greater

precision. The price of verbal diversification, however, is a reduced audience.

There seems to be a kind of Unguistic equilibrium. An increase in the size

of the vocabulary is balanced by a decrease in the size of the audience. A
decrease in vocabulary is balanced by an increased audience. There seems

to be no simple way to have a large vocabulary and a large audience at the

same time.

It is a feature of Basic EngUsh that it takes advantage of the relatively low

redundancy of normal English. The principal diiSculties with normal EngUsh

are the tremendous size of its hybrid vocabulary and the irregularities of

EngUsh spelling. These difl&culties lose their significance in Basic. As an

auxiliary international language and as an introduction to EngUsh for foreigners,

Basic EngUsh can be a useful contribution. And the American or Englishman
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who studies Basic carefully will be rewarded by a clearer understanding of

the way his own language works.

Enthusiasts sometimes claim that Basic should replace, rather than merely

supplement, the many languages of the world. This is a dangerous idea.

The Indo-European languages, with their actor-action structure and their

AristoteUan logic, give a rigid scaffolding for our thought. Before we put all

our eggs in this one Unguistic basket, we must know the basket is sound and

sturdy. We must be sure that other structures and other logics are dispen-

sable (Whorf, 1941). The language engineers are not yet wise enough to settle

this question.

Phonemes Available for an International Language. One of the worst

barriers facing the designers of auxiliary international languages is the differ-

ence in phonemic habits among the potential customers. The Chinese who
tries to learn Basic English does not find that its reduced vocabulary helps

him to pronounce English words more accurately. What is the common core

of speech sounds that all peoples could be expected to produce and distinguish?

Trubetzkoy (1939) suggests that the designers of international languages

should limit themselves to the following 14 phonemes: the 5 vowels /u/, /o/,

/a/, /e/, and /i/; the 9 consonants, /p/, /t/, /k/, /m/, /n/, /j/, /w/, /s/,

and /I/. These sounds, or recognizable approximations to them, can be

found in all languages of major importance. However, not all combinations

can be admitted. Only two diphthongs, /ai/ and /au/, are common enough

to be acceptable. Of the 45 possible consonant-vowel combinations, all but 5,

/wu/, /ji/, /tu/, /ti/, and /ki/, are acceptable and would not often be con-

fused. All vowel-consonant combinations except /ij/-and /uw/ can be included.

Only 7 of the consonant-consonant combinations are admissible: /mp/, /nt/,

/nk/, /ns/, /mw/, /nj/, and /nl/. Vowel-vowel combinations connecting

adjacent syllables should include only /oa/, /oe/, /ao/, /ae/, /eo/, and /ea/.

No word should start with a double consonant. Every word should end with

a vowel or with a vowel followed by /n/. Vvlthin the limits of these rules,

designed to select only features common to all the world's languages, Tru-

betzkoy calculated that over 10,000 one- and two-syllable words can be con-

structed.

A language built to be pronounceable by all the peoples of the world would

have to be completely artificial. No existing language satisfies all the require-

ments Usted above. At the present time it seems unlikely that any completely

artificial language can gain sufficient support to be adopted.

Discussion Questions

1. What is the difference between redundant and irrelevant information?

2. Musical notation is a language for writing about music. Distinguish some
pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic rules that constrain the possible sequences of

symbols in this language.
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3. Is it necessary to be more redundant in spoken than in written language?

4. List the contextual influences, other than the verbal context, that go to determine

verbal behavior.

5. Could a group of listeners make a higher articulation score, as a group, if they

were allowed to compare their answers? In what sense would this procedure intro-

duce redundancy?
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Chapter 6

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Language most showeth a man; speak that I may see thee.

—Ben Jonson

According to the Book of Judges (xii: 4-6) Jephthah managed to separate his

Gileadites from the Ephraimites by taking advantage of differences in verbal

behavior. The Gileadites took the passages of Jordan before the Ephraimites.

When an Ephraimite said, 'Let me go over,' the men of Gilead asked, 'Art

thou an Ephraimite?' If he said, 'Nay,' they persisted, 'Say now Shibboleth,'

and he said ' Sibboleth,' for he could not pronounce it. Then they took him,

and slew him at the passages of Jordan: and there fell at that time of the

Ephraimites forty and two thousand.

Individual differences in verbal behavior seldom have such drastic conse-

quences, but they go far to put us in our social niche. In addition to the

information we intend to convey, our speech inadvertently helps the listener

guess our nationality, sex, age, region of the country, social background, and

education. Whether we like it or not, our listeners type us—stereotype us

—according to the impression they gain from our verbal habits (Pear, 1931).

Every word we speak is a shibboleth.

Thus far our concern has been with language in general. The particular

talker has been ignored in favor of an imagined average talker. Often, how-

ever, we are interested in a particular individual's verbal behavior—^is he

above or below the average in some respect, and how does this relate to other

facts known about him?

The fact that different peoples talk different languages is perhaps the most

glaring source of individual differences. The language we speak is a part

of our social inheritance and is not particularly diagnostic of what is called

our personality. Jespersen (1923) has suggested that one carmot expect much
vigor or energy in the people who speak the musical, vowel-dominated lan-

guages of Spain, Italy, or Hawaii, but such suggestions do not seem to lead

anywhere. In this chapter we are more concerned with the differences that

exist among people who have been exposed to nearly the same cultural back-

ground. These can be referred to as differences in verbal style.

It is apparent that people differ in their verbal styles and that these differ-

ences are fairly consistent. Suppose, for example, that we conduct the follow-

ing experiment: A group of subjects writes short essays or themes that we
119
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collect. Some time later we repeat this procedure. Now take the two sets

of themes, and carefully remove all marks of the authors' identities. Will

trained psychologists be able to match the first theme any given individual

wrote with the second? If so, we have demonstrated a recognizable consist-

ency in the verbal behavior of the essayists. The experiment has been con-

ducted with nine themes collected from each of 70 college students over a

period of 8 months (Allport, Walker, and Lathers, 1934; Vernon, 1936). The
investigators attempted to group together all the themes written by each

college student. While their groupings were by no means perfect, they did

succeed far better than would be expected on the basis of chance. The imme-

diate question to ask is. How did the investigators do it? What clues did they

find in one theme that made them say it was written by the same person who
had written another theme? Unfortunately they themselves were unable to

answer this question. Like artists, they succeeded intuitively, which means

simply that they were unable to formulate in words all the factors that influ-

enced their decisions.

There is a problem here. Can verbal style be studied profitably by quanti-

tative procedures, or must it be approached through intuition and inference?

If mechanical carriers of style can be used in an objective way, the intuitive

judgment may become more retraceable and more communicable.

Statistical Indicators of Style

What statistical aspects of language are most diagnostic of individual differ-

ences in verbal style? There is a wide range and variety of statistical indices

available. Some of these statistics have been explored more thoroughly than

others (Sanford, 1942a). One that has received considerable attention is the

size of the vocabulary.

Vocabulary Size. Most of us are sensitive about the number of words we
recognize and use. We are entreated to take steps toward a more powerful

vocabulary, told to use the dictionary more often, quizzed by feature writers

in magazines, and generally made to feel inferior if we fumble an unusual word.

This lexicographic propaganda is based on some very reasonable considerations.

In the discussion of the amount of information, a fundamental notion was that

we must enumerate the set of possible alternatives, and the amount of informa-

tion we can convey per word is thus related to the size of our vocabulary. The

analysis proposed by Zipf also places the size of the vocabulary in an important

theoretical position. Ogden and Richards are much interested in the matter,

and the reduction of the vocabulary is one of the most important features of

Basic EngHsh. The psychologists who measure intelligence find that estimates

of vocabulary size are among the most dependable indicators they possess.

Both theoretical and practical considerations urge the study of vocabulary
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In view of its importance it is unfortunate that it is so difficult to obtain a

reliable estimate of the number of words a person knows. One difficulty-

arises because we have several vocabularies, one for talking, one for writing,

one for reading, etc. In the count of 80,000 words of telephone conversation,

for example, there were only 2240 different lexical units, or about 5000 different

words. If this is an estimate of the size of the speaking vocabulary, it is neces-

sary to conclude that there are many words we know but never speak. A
reasonable extrapolation based upon small samples can be made from the

type-token ratio, and this would indicate a writing vocabulary of about 10,000

words in good fiction. James Joyce's 29,899 different words in Ulysses is

unusually high (Hanley, 1937). If we ask about the size of the recognition

vocabulary, however, the estimate may soar as high as 200,000 words.

One of the better vocabulary tests for older children and adults was devised

by Seashore and Eckerson (1940). These investigators began with the Funk
and Wagnalls unabridged dictionary. They divided the words in this dic-

tionary into (1) basic, or root, words (lexical units) and (2) derivative words

(compound and complex words) formed by a slight variation of the basic words.

The test was made up of both types of words. For the basic words, college

students checked one of four possible alternatives (the scores were corrected

to take account of guessing). For the derivative words, the students were

asked to check those words which they recognized and could use in a sentence.

Of the 166,000 basic words in the Funk and WagnaUs dictionary, the test

included 330, or 3^o5 of the total. In order to estimate the number of basic

words, therefore, the score on the test is multiplied by 505. Derivative words

were tested similarly. The test sampled 3<4550 of all the derivative words in

the dictionary, and so the number of such words recognized was multiphed by
4550.

According to this test the average college student can recognize 35 per cent of

the basic words and 47 per cent of the derivative words. Thus his vocabulary

is estimated at nearly 60,000 different lexical units, or a total of 156,000 words.

The lowest 10 per cent recognized 112,000 words, the highest 193,000. These

figures may seem too high. Certainly the vocabulary used by these same

students over some given period of time would be much smaller.

The differences in the size of the several vocabularies of a single person are

larger than the differences in the size of the same vocabulary for different

people. It is a general rule of verbal learning that recognition is easier than

recall—a word is recognized even though we could not have used it ourselves.

A large recognition vocabulary along with relatively small talking and writing

(recall) vocabularies is insurance that we shall understand a wide range of

talkers even though we should not have used their words.

Intelligence, age, and education are the principal factors correlated with

differences in the size of vocabulary. Since age is such an important variable,

we shall postpone further consideration of the matter to Chap. 7.
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Verbal Diversification and the Type-Token Ratio. The writer or speaker

who uses a large vocabulary has a more diversified style than the man who

restricts himself to a small vocabulary. Various methods of determining

indices of verbal diversification are available. One method is to determine the

standard curve for a particular writer (cf. Chap. 4). For newspaper writing

it was found that the slope of the curve relating frequency of use to rank order

(Fig. 31) was approximately — 1 on logarithmic coordinates. Changes in this

slope are associated with changes in verbal diversification.

In order to indicate that the slope of the function in Fig. 31 might change,

the equation for the standard curve of EngUsh words must be rewritten

fr' = C, where the new term, x, is related to the slope. In Chap. 4 we assumed

impHcitly that x = I. This assumption is approximately true for most of the

samples that have been counted. If a person uses a wide range of different

words and does not tend to repeat certain words very often, the value for x

for that person falls between and 1. If a talker has a limited vocabulary

and so must repeat the few words he knows over and over, the value of x falls

between 1 and 2. In short, the more diverse vocabulary produces a gentler

slope for the function. Thus the slope constant can be used as an index of

diversification.

An alternative way to estimate the degree of verbal diversification has been

proposed by Carroll (1938). If a person has a limited vocabulary, he will,

in the course of a long message, re-use a word sooner on the average than will

the person who has a large vocabulary. If we choose the most frequent word

in the message and count the number of words that separate successive occur-

rences of this word, we find that, on the average, there are more words inter-

vening between successive occurrences if the talker has a diverse vocabulary.

The advantage of this index of verbal diversification is that we do not need

to make a complete tabulation of all the words in the sample. Since the

average value does not change systematically with the length of the sample,

it is possible to estimate the diversification from a short passage and to com-

pare the result directly with the results obtained with longer passages under

other conditions.

Since ' the ' is usually the most frequent word in written material, we might

arbitrarily choose it as the word to look for in all cases. Then we determine

the average number of word tokens intervening between successive occurrences

of 'the.' The result, which is usually somewhere in the neighborhood of 10

to 15, is the index of diversification.

A closely related index, called the type-token ratio (TTR), provides a more

direct measure of diversification (W. Johnson, 1941). The TTR is the ratio

of the number of different words (types) to the total number of words (tokens)

in the passage. In the count of newspaper English, for example, there were

44,000 tokens and 6000 types, and so the TTR is %4 or 0.136.

One difficulty with the type-token ratio is that it gets smaller as the size
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of the sample gets bigger (Estoup, 1917). If the passage contains only one

word, this one word is one type and one token and so the TTR must equal

1.00. If the passage consists of two word tokens, these two tokens will prob-

ably be different types. We must take a passage of about 10 tokens before

one type occurs more than once. As the length of the passage is increased

it becomes more likely that words will be repeated and less likely that new,

unused words will occur.
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Fig. 34. The average number of different word types is plotted against the total number

of word tokens for bright, average, and dull school children. {Ajler Chotlos, 1944.)

The fact that the number of tokens increases more rapidly than the number

of types is shown graphically in Fig. 34. These data were obtained for the

writing of grade-school children between the ages of eight and twelve (Chotlos,

1944). The purpose was to discover whether or not children with a high

inteUigence quotient (IQ) show the greatest verbal diversification, the highest

type-token ratios. The three functions in Fig. 34 show the results for

superior, average, and inferior groups of children. On the average the written

material of the more intelUgent children contained a larger proportion of

different words than did the written material of the children with low IQ's.

There were, however, considerable differences among individuals.

If the middle curve from Fig. 34 is plotted as a ratio, it becomes clear that

the type-token ratio changes continually as the length of the passage is

increased. The ratio has been plotted in Fig. 35. Since the TTR decreases

in this manner, TTR's for different people can be compared only if the number

of words counted for both is the same. This comparison for different lengths

would be possible if we knew how to translate a ratio for one length to what

it would have been if a different length passage had been used. The transla-

tion could be accompUshed if we could give an accurate equation for the curves

of Figs. 34 and 35. Several attempts have been made to find a satisfactory

equation (Carroll, 1938; Chotlos, 1944).

The type-token index of verbal variability can be used in several ways, and

W. Johnson (1946, 500-502) has defined four such ratios that need to be dis-

tinguished. (1) The over-all TTR is determined for an entire language sample
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—a novel, essay, sonnet, or whatever is of interest. The over-all TTR is of

little value unless the length of the sample is also given. (2) The mean seg-

mental TTR's are determined by dividing the total passage into segments of

equal length, then determining the TTR for each segment and averaging these

several values together. (3) The cumulative TTR curve is determined by com-

puting successive TTR's as the passage grows longer and longer. The curve in

Fig. 35 represents such a cumulative TTR. (4) The decremental TTR curve

is determined by dividing the total passage into segments of equal length,
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Fig. 35. The cumulative type-token ratio plotted as a function of the length of the passage.

Drawn from the middle function of Fig. 34. {After Chotlos, 1944.)

counting the new words in each that have not appeared before in any preced-

ing segment, and plotting the ratio of the number of new types per segment

to the length of a segment (not to the total length of the passage up to that

point). The decremental curve shows directly the rate at which new words

are introduced into the passage.

The cumulative and decremental curves can be compared in an imaginary

example. Suppose a particular writer uses 60 different word types in his

first 100 word tokens and 40 more new words in his second 100 words. The

cumulative TTR at the end of 100 words is 60/100, or 0.6, and at 200 is

100/200, or 0.5. The decremental TTR, for segments of 100 words, is 60/100

for the first 100 words and is 40/100, or 0.4, for the second 100 words. In

more technical terms, the decremental curve is the absolute value of the first

derivative of the cumulative curve.

There is, of course, no need to limit the type-token ratio to word units.

The ratio can be used just as well with other verbal units. Chen and Irwin

(1946), for example, have used such ratios among phoneme tokens and types

to study the increase in the variety of speech sounds produced by infants as

they learn to talk.

Sentence Length. Another widely used statistic is sentence length. Very

consistent individual differences have been reported for this measure. Writers
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and talkers vary widely in their willingness to use short sentences. In one

count of popular magazines (Gray and Leary, 1935) the median number of

syllables per sentence ranged from 13 for All-Story magazine to 33.5 for Review

of Reviews. The Saturday Evening Post was near the middle of the range with

21 syllables per sentence. Similar large differences are found in the writing

of different authors. Sir William Petty used about 60 words per sentence,

while Macaulay scraped by on 22. Comic strips use about 8 words between

periods.

An interesting use of the statistics of sentence length occurs in cases of dis-

puted authorship. One statistician (Yule, 1938) was able to show that the

disputed De imitatione Christi was written with sentences whose lengths were

approximately the same as those in the writings of a Kempis and were shorter

than those used by Gerson. Assuming a certain consistency in the styles of

these two authors, it is more hkely that a Kempis wrote the Imitalio than that

Gerson did.

A stylistic device used by some authors is to vary the lengths of their sen-

tences. A long sentence may be followed by a short, abrupt statement that

emphasizes some point or creates some definite effect. This sort of variation

is reflected quantitatively in the amount of dispersion around the average

(C. B. Wflhams, 1940). G. K. Chesterton and G. B. Shaw, for example, use

about the same number of words per sentence, but Chesterton places his periods

with considerable regularity, while Shaw varies widely from sentence to sen-

tence. If we draw up a frequency distribution of sentence lengths, plotting

the number of one-word sentences at one, the number of two-word sentences

at two, the number of three-word sentences at three, etc., Chesterton's plot

will be very tall and thin, while Shaw's plot will be short and broad. If we
redraw this same plot using the logarithm of the number of words per sentence,

the plot becomes very nearly what statisticians call a normal probability dis-

tribution. For curves with this general shape statisticians know many tricks,

and it has been proposed that the root-mean-square deviation from the log-

arithmic average (the standard deviation) should be used as a convenient

measure of the verbal change of pace.

It is worth while to try to catalogue some of the factors that tend to lengthen

sentences. The principal reasons would seem to be abbreviation and qualifi-

cation. Abbreviation may seem a paradoxical reason for long sentences, but

it happens this way. We have several things to say about Joe. We could

say 'Joe lives in Boston. Joe writes books. Joe has a hat. Joe's hat is

brown.' But this seems choppy, and we seem to be using the word 'Joe'

more than necessary. We can mention Joe only once, thus abbreviating, if

we say 'Joe, who Uves in Boston and writes books, has a brown hat.' The
four original sentences had a total of 15 words, while the single longer sentence

gets by with 12. So abbreviation—the reduction of redundancy—can pro-

duce long sentences. Not all long sentences result from an attempt to abbre-
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viate. Often we find long sentences that can be chopped into shorter ones with

an actual saving in the total number of words.

Words must be spoken one at a time, and this is often a considerable incon-

venience. In thinking we may succeed in solving a problem because we were

lucky enough to consider several things all at the same time. The structure

of the solution is clear, but it must be translated into a succession of logical

steps before we can communicate it to anyone else. This translation is not

always easy. One statement must qualify another in such and such a way,

and the impUcation of something else must be remembered throughout, etc.

If the translation is not fully achieved, the result may be a single sentence

that tries to say everything at once. Then actors and actions are torn apart,

intermingled, and patched together with empty phrases like 'in accordance

with the fact that it seems to be the case that,' etc. The desire to qualify one

sentence with another need not force the writer to make one sentence out of

two, but it usually has that effect.

Mimicry can also produce long sentences. The man who writes for a scien-

tific journal will read the journal and probably adopt its style. Vanity may
lead a writer to impress his reader with intricate prose. Or the writer may
feel that the reader will escape if a period offers him the chance. And, pre-

sumably, some people write long sentences because they like long sentences.

Styles in Punctuation, One way of looking at the average sentence length

is that it measures the writer's wilhngness to use periods. It is possible to

explore other punctuation marks in a similar fashion (Summey, 1949, especially

the Appendix, pp. 157-163). Do different authors punctuate differently?

Fashions in punctuation have changed considerably in the course of a few

centuries. For example, more than 10 per cent of the punctuation marks in

the first folio of Shakespeare (1623) and the first printing of the King James
Bible (1611) were colons. Today the colon makes up about 1 per cent of all

the punctuation marks in books, magazines and newspapers. The use of a

string of dots, '...,' shows the opposite trend. First used to signify the

omission of letters in a word, or words in a sentence, then used occasionally

in the nineteenth century to indicate an incomplete thought, '.
.

.' has in

the twentieth century become quite fashionable. For some writers it sup-

plants more conventional dashes, exclamation points, 'etc.,' phrases, or noth-

ing at all. An example of devotion to '.
. .'is found in Superman, a picture-

story magazine that charms childish minds, young and old. A count of punc-

tuation marks in this writing showed 9 per cent of them were '.
. .

.' This

refutes the conviction of many perplexed readers that '. .
.' represents a

meditative pause by someone, the character, the author, or the reader, for

Superman seldom pauses for meditation.

Punctuation profiles for 14 authors are given in Table 7 (Thorndike, 1948).

Clear stylistic differences are apparent. Some of these differences depend

upon what sort of persons and events the author writes about and what sort
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Table 7. Relative Frequencies per 1000 Punctuation Marks

(Thorndike, 1948)

18th century:

Daniel Defoe

Samuel Richardson

Henry Fielding. . .

.

Jane Austen

19th century:

Walter Scott

W. M. Thackeray

.

Charles Dickens . .

.

George Meredith. .

Thomas Hardy. . .

.

20th century:

Edith Wharton. . .

.

H. G. WeUs
Arnold Bennett. . .

John Galsworthy. .

Angela Thirkell. . .

' ;

— () ?

718 134 121 10 4 3 8

534 161 85 37 65 34 33

584 198 119 14 22 19 28

522 270 92 6 31 4 2

687 177 58 1 48 1 12

569 213 64 22 44 20 30

583 233 57 12 35 20 25

466 336 58 25 29 4 6 32

510 323 55 9 41 6 3 31

433 302 65 31 70 7 15 50

441 337 30 3 53 1 32 30

440 368 31 20 19 8 7 37

447 292 61 28 58 5 1 38

586 368 4 5 3 2 28

2

51

13

4

12

3

34

44

20

27

31

69

70

9

of readers he writes for. Some differences are merely the operation of fashions

in punctuation. But even when allowances are made for these factors, large

styUstic differences remain. In artistic writing, punctuation does more than

guide the reader's pauses and aid his recognition of grammatical structure;

punctuation influences emphasis, movement, style.

Verb-Adjective Ratio. Some verbal statistics are designed to reveal indi-

vidual differences in the frequency of use of different parts of speech. Buse-

mann (1925, 1926; Stern and Busemann, 1925) has suggested that the

occurrence of verbs and adjectives in a person's speech is somehow related to

his emotional stabihty. He counted the number of quaUtative and active

constructions in stories told by children. The qualitative category included

adjectives and also aU the participles and nouns used as adjectives. The

active category included aU verbs except the auxiUaries. The verb-adjective

ratio is the quotient obtained when the number of active constructions in the

story is divided by the number of qualitative constructions.

Busemann also had teachers rate the children for emotional stability. Com-
parison of the verb-adjective ratio with these ratings indicated that the children

who showed a change toward greater emotional instability showed a corre-

sponding change toward more active constructions. Children whose emotional

stability increased showed fewer active constructions. Presumably the active

style correlated with mobility, emotion, lower objectivity, less concreteness,

and less intellectuality.
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The verb-adjective ratio is usually higher for spoken than for written

language. The more time we have to produce the symbols, the more quali-

fications we put on them.

In an analysis of a wide range of American writing Boder (1940) compared

the ratios (1) for one person at different times, (2) for different people, and

(3) for different types of writing. For a comparison of one person with himself

Boder used Emerson's Journals, which begin in 1820 and continue until

Emerson's death in 1876. The results give a rather irregular curve that seems

to increase with age. When he was sixteen, Emerson used about 2 verbs

for every adjective, but as a sexagenarian he used almost 3 verbs per adjective.

Large differences can be found for different authors, even when they are

writing a similar kind of material. For example, Mencken's articles in the

American Mercury ran about 1.4 verbs per adjective, whereas Brisbane's

column had about 2.2 verbs per adjective.

The comparison of different kinds of writing showed the largest variations.

For example, the dialogue in plays increases their ratio to 9 verbs per adjective,

while scientific writings showed only 1.3. Legal statutes, which deal with the

acts of human beings, have 5 verbs per adjective. Fiction has about 3 verbs

per adjective. It is interesting to note that theses written for the master's

degree have 1.5 verbs for every adjective, but by the time the candidate reaches

his Ph.D. thesis he manages to reduce the ratio to 1.1. In one Ph.D. thesis

a cautious writer used two qualifications for every active construction, a verb-

adjective ratio of 0.5.

The most important factor that influences the verb-adjective quotient is

the type of writing. One person generates different ratios depending upon

the task he faces. The ratio cannot be used to indicate reliably changes in

emotional stability or the like unless the verbal tasks are carefully equated.

A Comparative Case Study

Although there have been numerous studies that treated a single statistic

of verbal behavior, there have been relatively few studies that use a wide

variety of statistical indices on the same people. The aspects of language

that can be classified and tabulated easily are not particularly sensitive, and
it would be amazing if any single index could give all the information we need.

As an illustration of a more comprehensive attack upon individual differences

in verbalization we shall consider in some detail a study reported by Sanford

(19426). Through an intensive study of the speech of two subjects, dubbed
Chatwell and Merritt because those are not their names, Sanford develops

a method to deal with linguistic style and attempts to paint an objective

picture of the linguistic traits characterizing these two individuals. He writes,

The style that survives statistical analysis seems less rich and less complete than

the style we mtuitively perceive in talking with these men. The calculating machine
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misses a great deal that would register on the human brain, and the delicate texture

of style appears to be easily injured by our crude analytical devices. But an analytical

and quantitative picture of the individual's manner of speaking, though it may lack the

subtler shades of the original, will have a certain utility. It will enable us to apply

the language of science to the phenomena of style.

Chatwell and Merritt were both college sophomores, both twenty years of

age, both had approximately the same grades for their college work, both

chatted freely, and neither showed an awe of the psychologist and his lair.

Both subjects commented on paintings, described familiar scenes, elaborated

narratives from text islands of 3 words and 10 words, reconstructed a semi-

narrative piece of writing they had read at the experimenter's request. These

samples of their conversational speech were recorded phonographically. In

addition, samples of their written language were obtained. There were, in

all, 11 samples of speech or writing from each subject.

The dissection of style was based for the most part on conventional gram-

matical and lexical devices. Added to these basic categories were a number

of mechanical variables relating to the speed, quantity, etc. ; a group of psycho-

grammatical variables, created by fusing grammatical with psychological

concepts; and a number of composite categories set up by combining certain

of the grammatical and lexical categories in ways that seemed to be reasonable.

The grammatical categories were used because they were available, but Sanford

found them clumsy tools.

The first step in the analysis was to score both men for each of more than

200 variables on each of the 11 samples of speech. In treating the number

of cognitive verbs, for example, there were 11 counts of Chatwell's cognitive

verbs, and similarly there were 11 counts of Merritt's. In other words, there

were 11 comparisons to be made between the two talkers. In 8 of the samples

Merritt had more cognitive verbs. In 2 of the samples Chatwell had more.

And in 1 sample both scored the same. We can indicate this difference by

writing (8-2). Similar comparisons were made for all the variables studied.

Once the speech is thoroughly dissected and reduced to a set of numbers,

how do we put it back together again to resynthesize the talkers' distinctive

styles? The first step was the compilation of two lists, one containmg aU the

linguistic constructions that Chatwell used more frequently than Merritt,

the other containing the usages occurring more frequently in the speech of

Merritt. Upon inspection the items in each of the lists lent themselves to

classification under several general headings. By selecting variables that

seemed to cohere meaningfully, the experimenter emerged with a group of

linguistic traits for Chatwell and another group for Merritt.

Consider Merritt's style. His verbal responses are highly complex; he has

many subordinate clauses (10-0), many complex (8-3) and compound-complex

(9-2) sentences; the sentences are long (9-1) with many more statements of

relation than of description (8-2): and he uses many parenthetical clauses
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(8-2). Speaking, for Merritt, is a highly involved affair, and the task of

getting from one end of a sentence to the other requires many detours into

subordination, many interpolations. The intricacy of responses is probably

his outstanding linguistic characteristic.

Merritt perseverates. He repeats frequently (7-0) and continually returns

to examine a previous response and to rephrase it (6-3). He tends to use the

same word frequently and so has a low type-token ratio (2-8). He repeats

content (8-2), has many phrases referring to what he has just said (6-0), and

makes liberal use of the word 'very' (8-0). Merritt is thorough; he uses few

imphcit constructions (2-9), many transitive verbs (8-1), and aU his produc-

tions are lengthy. He seems, on the statistical evidence, to lack coordination.

He hesitates (7-2), repeats (7-0), rephrases (6-3), is grammatically awkward

(8-1), and starts talking quickly with little planning (7-2). There is Uttle

overt action represented in Merritt's speech. His characters rarely act with-

out first thinking it over. He uses few action verbs (3-7), many infinitives

(8-1) and psychological verbs (9-2). And when his characters do act, the

action is given future, perfect, or pluperfect reference (6-2). Merritt is,

however, very clear and precise. He uses many restrictive adjectives (7-2),

many pointing words (7-4), and many concrete nouns (8-2). He is cautious

and quaHfies his statements by 'It seems . .
.' (9-1).

In summarizing Merritt's style of speech, the statistical evidence says that

it is complex, perseverative, thorough, awkward, cautious, static, and highly

definitive. He is cautious and indirect, but once he makes a judgment he

explains it and presents all aspects of it, leaving Uttle for the imagination and

Httle to be questioned.

What about Chatwell, the second subject? We could continue through the

statistical picture of Chatwell's speech, presenting evidence that it is colorful,

emphatic, direct, active, progressive, coordinated, and confident. Chatwell

uses speech not so much to describe the external world and its relations as to

express his own individuahty and to impress the auditor. But by now you

see how a clear picture of a talker can emerge from the pages of facts and

figures.

The synthesis of the statistical data suffers, of course, from the fact that

each subject was compared only with the other. It would be desirable to

have such a painstaking analysis of a larger group, with an eye toward setting

up averages representing the college population. Also, the comparisons and

groupings are somewhat arbitrary. But these difficulties can be ironed out

in further research. The important thing is the success of the statistical

method in reveaUng individual differences and giving pictures of style which

have a decided ring of vaUdity. By a multiphcity of statistical devices Sanford

was able to give a more complete and rounded picture of the person's speech

than could be obtained from any single index. The description of the speech

at many points reads Uke a description of the person.
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A similar sort of analysis has been made of the speech of neurotics (BaUcen

and Masserman, 1940). Fifteen neurotic patients, classified as cases of con-

version hysteria, anxiety state, and obsessive-compulsive neurosis, made up

stories about pictures. The stories were then analyzed according to 85 dif-

ferent statistical variables. Of these 85, 10 gave objective and significant

differences among the various neuroses. The obsessive-compulsive, for

example, gave the longest phantasies, which supports the observation that

such a neurotic feels it is necessary to rationalize and elaborate in detail. That

he is inclined to feel uncertain is revealed by his lavish use of quahfications

and of words indicating improbability. The cases representing conversion

hysteria used many adjectives and few verbs, used few words indicating uncer-

tainty, seldom spoke in the first person, and generally manifested the reduced

anxiety that accompanies the conversion of repressed needs into organic dys-

functions. The stories in an anxiety state were brief, the verb-adjective ratio

was high, and special expressions connoting vagueness, hesitation, and fear

were freely used.

Such observations confirm the notion that personality is reflected in the

maimer of speaking as well as in the content of the speech. Whether like

Merritt we are cautious and long-winded or like Chatwell we are emphatic

and direct, our verbalizations reveal consistent and repeating patterns from

day to day. By going further afield we could find even more dramatic illus-

trations of the reflection in the speech of the speaker's personality. Schizo-

phrenics, for example, withdraw into a world of their own, regard their con-

versational partner with contempt, and often speak an incomprehensible

language of their own invention, filled with neologisms and discordant rela-

tions.

Reabability

An important dimension of language along which people differ is the difficulty

of their verbal patterns for a reader or Ustener. Anyone who has struggled

with government forms, insurance poUcies, legal contracts, scientific papers,

or philosophic arguments knows that English words can be combined in

sequences that would baffle the wisdom of Solomon. What makes some

EngUsh difficult, and what can''be done to make it simpler and easier?

The Teacher's Word Book. There are two ways to attack the problem of

readability. One way is to educate the reader, the other is to simplify the

material. The prmcipal proponent of the firsF method is E. L. Thomdike, a

psychologist whose influence on modern educational theory and method has

been profound. Thomdike sees the problem through the eyes of the teacher

in the elementary grades. What should children be taught in order to prepare

them to communicate with others? Thorndike's answer is simple and straight-

forward. A child should learn those words which he will encounter most fre-

quently. The child's education should progress from the common to the
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uncommon words. He should not be asked to learn words like 'psychophysi-

ology' before he learns words like 'table.'

To implement this approach, Thorndike and Lorge have counted millions

of words to find the 30,000 most common word types. The results are con-

tained in their Teacher's Word Book of 30,000 Words, which tells anyone who

wishes to know about a word how common that word is in standard English

reading matter. According to the authors,

A teacher should decide, concerning many words which occur in books or articles

to be read by the class, whether to have the class learn the word weU enough so that

the ability to know the sound and the important meaning or meanings of the word

when they see it will be a permanent part of their stock of word knowledge, or merely

inform them of its meaning temporarily so that they can understand and enjoy the

reading matter in which it occurs. This book will answer the question wisely for

most words for most classes.

In grades 1 and 2 the word should be taught permanently if it is one that the

book says occurs more than 100 times in every milUon words. By grade 3

the words that occur 50 times per million should be taught permanently, and

by grade 11 the child should have worked down to all the words that occur

3 or more times per million. The authors suggest that "graduation from

senior high school may be made conditional upon knowledge of at least 15,000

words."

Communication depends upon a common core of signals that all the communi-

cators can encode and decode in the same way. It is essential that children

be taught this common core, and we can be thankful that Thorndike and

Lorge have provided the necessary information. But the problem does not

end here. The words are used in combinations, and a high-school graduate

who has memorized permanently his 15,000 words may be completely stumped

when he runs into a sentence like 'Unless you don't approve of saying no,

you won't refuse.' There is nothing uncommon here in the way of words,

but it is an uncommonly diflScult sentence to translate.

- Tests of Reading Comprehension. A writer must cooperate if he expects to

be read. Not only must he stick to fairly common words, but he must put

these words together in standard ways. Most of us think of grammar as pro-

viding these standard ways; sentences have a subject and a predicate, adjec-

tives stand in some defijiite relation to the things they modify, etc. But

grammar does not ensure readability. As an example we might mention the

writing of Henry James, who, for artistic reasons, spins out grammatical sen-

tences that sometimes take the average reader minutes to decipher. What
we want to know are the psychological rules for readability, not the gram-

matical rules for correctness.

One approach to the problem is to take various samples of written English,

have people read them, then ask simple questions about what was read (Vogel
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and Washburne, 1928; Dale and Tyler, 1934; Gray and Leary, 1935; Lorge,

1939, 1944). If the readers answer the questions quickly and correctly, it is

considered an easy passage. If the readers make mistakes in answering the

questions, the passage is considered difficult. In this way a scale of reada-

bility is constructed; the various samples are arranged in order from the most

difficult (greatest number of errors) to the most readable (fewest errors).

Defined by such a procedure, readabihty means the accuracy with which

readers can answer questions, not the artistic merit of the passage. We are

concerned here with the effectiveness of the communication process qua com-

munication, and not with the writer's ability to create a mood, stir the emo-

tions, or inflame the imagination. An easy passage may be pretty duU stuff,

but this does not worry us for the present.

The development of a test of reading abihty is in itself a difficult undertaking.

What questions should we ask about the passage? The sort of questions we
ask determines whether we test a reader's ability to repeat, parrotlike, the

literal words of the passage or his abihty to reorganize the general content

into different words and equivalent expressions. The philosophy governing

the construction of reading tests has been that both (1) the abihty to get the

sense of what is read and (2) the ability to recall specific elements are of major

importance. It is generaUy assumed that comprehending fiction is not a

fundamentally different process from comprehending nonfiction. The read-

ing test is constructed experimentally. Passages and questions are tried and

the rehable, discriminating ones are retained, while the unreliable ones are

dropped. By this trial-and-error procedure the experimenter evolves a de-

pendable test containing items that range from very easy, remembered cor-

rectly by everyone, to very difficult, remembered correctly by no one.

Statistical Indices of Readability. The next step, once the passages are

ranked for difficulty, is to analyze the passages statistically. Can we derive

a simple statistical index closely correlated with difficulty? If we discover

that hard passages always score low on some particular index, we have a way
of predicting the readability of the passage and of estimating how many people

can read it and respond appropriately to it. If this index is then placed in

the hands of the aspiring writer, he can evaluate for himself the diffi-

culty of his writing and the size of the audience to whom he can appeal.

Used properly, such an index can be a valuable aid to the efficiency of our

verbal communications.

What measurable aspects of written language might be related to readabihty?

There are a great many aspects we could measure; percentage of frequently

used words, number of different hard words, number of words not known to

sixth-grade children, number of different words, number of monosyllables or

polysyllables, number of first-, second-, or third-person pronouns, number of

complex sentences, number of figures of speech, etc. Once a list of statistical

indices is compiled and the scores on the various passages are known for each
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index, the scores are correlated with the scores on readabiUty. If a coefficient

of correlation is near +1 or —1, the statistical index is measuring something

related to readability. If the correlation is near zero, the statistical index

is unrelated to readability. By analyzing the correlations obtained it is

possible to select four or five indices that seem most important. In consider-

ing the results of these studies we shall confine our attention to those indices

which have paid off.

AU the studies seem to agree that short, familiar words make a passage easy,

while long, unfamihar words make it difficult. The major disagreement has

been which measure of famiUarity should be adopted. In some cases hsts

of easy words have been compiled, where 'easy' is defined in terms of frequency

of use and famiharity to grade school children. The necessity for such a

Ust cuts down the convenience of the index.

An alternative is to count the number of different words, or to determine

the type-token ratio for samples of a given length. Vogel and Washburne

(1928), in their pioneer study of readabihty, found that a type-token ratio

was their best indicator. If a writer has a large number of different words,

a large type-token ratio, he is probably using unfamihar words to increase

his verbal diversification. The number of difficult words and the size of the

type-token ratio should be closely correlated. Although the type-token index

does not require the verbal statistician to have a special check hst of words

available, it is still a tedious procedure to keep track of each word. One

suggestion is to count the number of affixes (prefixes and suffixes) per 100 words.

Since many rare polysyllabic words are built up from a common root word

by adding 'un-' or 're-' or 'a-' in front of the root and '-ism' or '-ology' or

'-ence' at the end of it, counting affixes is another way of estimating the

proportion of hard words. Still another alternative is to count the total

number of syllables per 100 words. Rare words are usually polysyllabic.

The basic facts are that the frequent words are the familiar words, and the

frequent-familiar words are short words, and the frequent-famihar-short words

have few affixes, and the writer who uses frequent-familiar-short-affixless

words has a low type-token ratio. A statistical measure of any one of these

attributes of words is closely related to statistical measures of the other attri-

butes. Consequently, if one of these measures is correlated with readability,

aU of them are probably correlated with readabihty.

A second factor that turns up consistently is sentence length. Here again

there are various possible measures. Is it better to count the number of words

or the number of syllables in the sentence? It can be shown that passages

with a large number of prepositional phrases are more difficult than passages

with few prepositional phrases. Is this because prepositional phrases are

hard to read, or because they make the sentence longer? The two measures

seem to be related, although it is possible to write short sentences with preposi-

tional phrases or long ones without them.
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A third factor that turns out to be related to readabUity is the number of

personal pronouns or ^erscmel^r^ferences. People are better at reading about

other people than about anything else. This device is commonly used to make

dull topics more interesting and to hold the reader's attention. Newspapers

use eyewitness reports or interviews, news magazines emphasize personal

anecdotes, and everyone knows about human-interest stories.

The Estimation of Readability. At least half a dozen formulas are available

to the interested writer who wants to apply the scientific yardstick to his work.

All of them rely upon one or more of these three aspects: word complexity,

length of sentences, human interest. Probably the best publicized formula is

that of Rudolph Flesch, who took his own research seriously enough to write a

highly readable Httle book called The Art of Plain Talk (1946).

The particular readability index discussed below is selected because it is

convenient to use and probably about as accurate as the more complicated

formulas (Flesch, 1948). , It is based upon the reading-comprehension scores

of children in grade school (McCall and Crabbs, 1926). The index comes in

two parts. The first, called reading ease, is a score that varies from about

to 100. A high score is supposed to indicate easy reading. The prediction

of reading ease takes account of word length and sentence length. The second

part of the index uses a scale from to 100 to estimate the degree of human

interest in the material. The human-interest score depends upon the relative

frequencies of personal words and personal sentences. The scoring rules are

given in the following eight paragraphs:

1. Unless the entire piece of writing is to be tested, the first step is to select

samples at random. For instance, take every third paragraph or every tenth

page. It is important to go by some numerical rule and not to try to select

typical passages. For an article at least 5 samples should be selected, and at

least 30 are needed to test an entire book. Every sample should start with the

beginning of a paragraph.

2. For each sample, count off the first 100 words. Contractions and hyphen-

ated words are counted as one word. Nimibers or letters separated by a space

also count as one word.

3. The next step is to compute the average number of syllables per 100

words (W)- Count the number of syllables in a number according to the way

the number is pronounced. Thus '1918' is scored as four syllables.

4. Find the sentence in each sample that ends nearest to the 100-word mark.

Coimt the number of sentences up to that point, and divide the number of

words in those sentences by the number of sentences. Usually sentences are

marked off by periods, but sometimes they are divided by colons or semicolons.

If two sentences are joined by a conjunction, however, they count as one sen-

tence. This gives the average sentence length {S).

5. Figure the average number of personal words per 100 words (w). Personal

words are all nouns with natural gender, all pronouns except neuter pronouns
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(unless they refer to people rather than things), and the words 'people' (used

with a plural verb) and 'folks.'

6. Figure the average number of personal sentences per 100 sentences {s). Per-

sonal sentences are spoken sentences marked by quotation marks or otherwise;

questions, commands, requests, and other sentences addressed directly to the

reader; exclamations; and grammatically incomplete sentences whose meaning

must be inferred from the context. If a sentence fits two or more of these

criteria, count it only once.

7. Figure the reading ease by inserting the average number of syllables per

100 words (W) and the average sentence length {S) in the following formula:

Reading ease = 206.84 - 0.85T7 - 1.025.

A score of is practically unreadable. A score of 100 is easy for any literate

person.

8. Find the human-interest score by inserting the percentage of personal

words (a^) and the percentage of personal sentences {s) in the following formula:

Human interest = Z.d^w + 0.31 5.

A human-interest score of indicates no personal references, while a score of

100 indicates that the passage is full of human interest.

In order to illustrate the use of the scale, it is applied to the following two

passages. The first is from The Education of T. C. Mils by H. and L. Lieber,

a delightful little book on mathematics for the celebrated man in the street.

They are the theoretical men—they ask the most 'useless' questions. For in-

stance: "What happens when you mix sugar and water and lemon?" They call it

'Sugar Hydrolysis' instead of 'Lemonade.' They study it in different solutions,

carefuUy varying the relative amounts of the substances involved, and examine them

with a polariscope for days and days, years and years, keeping careful records and

publishing the results in scientific journals. Will these investigations make them

rich? Or fat? Or benefit them in any 'practical' way? Not at all. Then why do

they do it? The answer is that they are just driven by curiosity.

This passage of 104 words is made up of 11 sentences, which gives an average

sentence length of 9.5 words. The first 100 words contain 158 syllables. Sub-

stituting these values into the formula for reading ease,

Reading ease = 206.84 - 0.85(158) - 1.02(9.5) = 63.

A score of 63 indicates standard difficulty; the passage could be read by
about 75 per cent of American adults.

There are 10 personal words in the first 100 words, and 6 of the 11 sentences

(55 per cent) fall under the definition of personal sentences. Substituting

these values into the formula for human interest.

Human interest = 3.64(10) -f 0.31(55) = 53.

A score of 53 can be called highly interesting and compares with the style of

the New Yorker magazine.
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Now contrast this sprightly passage with one from the Federal Register.

The maximum price for a primary fish shipper sale of fresh fish or sea-food (except

shrimp, salmon or halibut) to a retailer or purveyor of meals where the sale is nego-

tiated or made at a branch warehouse as herein defined and where the fish or sea-

food is sold and delivered from the stock of a primary fish shipper wholesalers branch

warehouse which is remote from his main place of doing business, and at which

warehouse the primary fish shipper employs two or more full-time employees who are

stationed at and engaged in making sales and performing services solely for the

primary fish shipper from such warehouse, is the price listed in Table D in 22 plus the

allowance provided in 6 for a service and delivery sale where such sale is made, plus

the transportation allowance in 9 plus the appropriate container allowance in 21.

This one sentence has 145 words. There are 159 syllables in the first 100

words. By the formula,

Reading ease = 206.84 - 0.85(159) - 1.02(145) = -76.

The sample is so ridiculously difficult that nobody could answer a question

about it correctly after a single reading. When scores go below zero, it is con-

venient to assume the readability score is zero. Such negative scores are un-

usual, and a fair selection of samples would probably show that even the

Federal Register does not maintain this pace indefinitely.

There is one personal reference, and the one sentence does not qualify as a

personal one. The formula for human interest thus gives

Human interest = 3.64(1) + 0.31(0) = 4.

Thus the passage is neither readable nor interesting.

The scores for reading ease and human interest can be referred to Tables 8

and 9. These tables give Flesch's interpretations of the scores. If a rough

estimate is sufficient, it is often satisfactory to count only the sentence length

and to check this figure against the third column of Table 8. Sentences that

run longer than about 30 words usually must be shortened before an average

reader can make much sense of them.

The writer who limits all his sentences to five words in length finds he has

relatively few different sentences at his command. The writer who uses fifty

words in every sentence has a tremendous range of different patterns available.

Long sentences often arrange words in patterns that are strange to the reader's

verbal habits, whereas short sentences cannot. In a long sentence the quahfi-

cations can split apart words that function together. The reader's memory
span is limited, and he is apt to forget the noun before he discovers a verb that

goes with it. Long sentences that result from an attempt to abbreviate may
be difficult because they give too much information per word. If every word

in the sentence is packed with significance, you can bet that the average reader

misses most of what is said.
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It should be emphasized that the use of short sentences, simple words, and

personal references does not automatically make the writing good. It merely

avoids one common way in which writing is bad. The highest score is not

always the best writing. A score of 100 would probably insult the readers of

scientific journals. A high score does not ensure that readers will enjoy what

you write or that you will enjoy writing it. But it goes a long way toward

ensuring that people can, if they must, answer questions about it.

I In summary, then, we can say that written communication can be made
more rehable (1) by educating the reader and (2) by simplifying the writing.

The two approaches together have much to contribute to the practical and

persistent problem of letting the people know.

Discussion Questions

1. A man's speech is affected by the structure of the language he speaks, by the

situation in which he is placed, and by personal reactions that depend upon his own
particular past. Can any one of these aspects be studied without considering the

others?

2. How would you devise a test to measure how effectively a person uses words in

combinations? Would this test show a high correlation with an intelligence test that

estimates the size of the person's vocabulary?

3. Could you devise scales to measure aspects of language other than difficulty?

What aspects do you suggest? How would you proceed?

4. What statistical indices would you use to make a quantitative comparison of the

verbal habits of psychotics and of the average person?

5. Are grammatical categories the best possible ones for the psychological analysis

of language? Can they be used in modified forms, or would you attempt to create

entirely new categories?

Selected References

Flesch, R. The Art of Plain Talk. New York: Harper, 1946. A readable book that tells

you how to write readable English.
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Chicago Press, 1935. This exploratory work provides a gold mine of information on

verbal statistics and readability.

Santord, F. H. Speech and personality. Psychol. Bull., 1942, 39, 811-845. A thorough

review of research on individual differences in verbal expression.



Chapter 7

THE VERBAL BEHAVIOR OF CHILDREN

He that attentively considers the state of a child at his first coming into the world,

will have little reason to think him stored with plenty of ideas.

—John Locke

The world's 1500 languages give noisy testimony to the fact that speech is

learned, not instinctive. Nevertheless, the successive stages in the develop-

ment of verbal behavior are much the same in all children, regardless of then-

parents' language. The agreement between German, French, and American

studies indicates that the development of speech depends upon the prior devel-

opment of the child's anatomical and neuromuscular systems. In the early

stages of development there is relatively random vocalization. Control of

these vocalizations awaits the slow process of physical growth.

The old argument about the relative importance of heredity and environ-

ment is stUl unsettled, but now the debaters know that the process of develop-

ment is too complex and baffling to yield its secrets either to a list of hereditary

instincts or to a list of conditioned reflexes. Growth and learning complement

one another in normal development. Growth is not limited to certain activi-

ties nor to certain times of life. The most we can say is that there seem to be

critical periods in the growth of an organism when it is most susceptible to

certain kinds of stimulation from the environment. The critical period for one

activity may occur at an entirely different time from the critical period for

another activity.

The role of maturation in the development of speech can be seen in many
ways. For example, the area in the brain that controls speech (Broca's area)

develops later than the other motor centers (de Crinis, 1932). Not until

17 months after birth does it reach that degree of anatomical differentiation

that can be observed in the other motor centers by the eleventh month.

Changes in the structure of the speech apparatus also play a role; the resonat-

ing cavities change in size and shape. Everyone is familiar with the embar-

rassing change in the pitch of the male voice that accompanies a sudden

lengthening of the vocal folds at adolescence.

If identical twins are given different opportunities to learn to speak, the

differences that result must be due to the effects of these environmental influ-

ences. One study used twins just on the threshold of speaking at the age of

eighty-four weeks of age (Strayer, 1930). Beginning with the eighty-fourth

140
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week, one of the twins was given elaborate training. Objects were presented

and named, the child was encouraged to imitate, simple commands were

learned, pictures were identified. At the end of 5 weeks the child's total

vocabulary had grown from 1 to 35 words. The second twin was kept in

reserve during these 5 weeks. This child heard no speech at any time but lived

in a wordless world from his eighty-fourth to his eighty-ninth week. Then,

when the first child had completed 5 weeks of training, the second began. The
second twin learned faster than the first. At the end of the fourth week the

second twin knew 30 words. The experiment was discontinued at this point.

Several months later the differences between the two children had disappeared.

Experiments of this sort suggest that the more mature child profits more

from training than the less mature child. With special attention an im-

mature child can be pushed ahead of his normal development, but even a

hard push by a conscientious teacher has Uttle permanent value. When the

child is ready to talk he begins to talk, provided a normal verbal environment

is at hand. Training is necessary, of course, but intensive training at an early

age is less rewarding than the same training given when the child has reached a

more advanced stage of physical and neural development.

A child cannot learn verbal responses until he is old enough and mature

enough to learn them. Maturation sets the pace. With a normal environ-

ment the child's speech awaits a step-by-step unfolding of the growth process.

Consequently we find a succession of developmental stages that are quite

similar in all children. By manipulating the language environment of the

child we can modify or delay the development, but we shall never teach a baby

to utter prepositional phrases before he begins to babble. The successive

stages of language development are similar in all normal children, and it is to

these developmental stages that we turn first.

Prelinguistic Stages

Successive stages in the development of speech are indicated in Table 10.

This table has been compiled from eight major studies of child development

(McCarthy, 1946). The length of the bars represents the approximate range

of times reported by the various studies for the onset of the different stages.

The agreement among the studies is rather good, but it would be misleading

to indicate the onset in a more definite manner.

In the words of one reviewer (E. Dewey, 1935, 251):

The literature is in general agreement that the first sounds of the newborn infant

are the overt elements from which speech develops, that vocalizations are used as

means of communication before words proper are used; that comprehension appears

before the use of words ; that the normal child has a repertoire of a very few words by

one year of age, that development is slow in the first months of the second year, but

that toward the end of that year a great increase in the speed of progress appears;
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that words are first used in a generalized sense, and that their use for specific mean-
ings is a developmental process; that name words appear first, verbs and adjectives

later, relational words still later, and pronouns are just beginning to be used by the

most advanced children by the end of the second year; that the first words have the

force of a phrase or sentence, and combinations of words do not begin for some time.

Motor Development. The birth cry is the first vocalization. Although cry-

ing has received considerable attention from physicians and parents, it

probably has little significance for the development of speech. Crying has

been observed in premature babies and persists long after language habits are

established. The birth cry is evidence that the baby enters the world with

the rudimentary respiratory and laryngeal equipment he will need later for

speaking, and it is produced as well by a child without a cerebrum as by a child

with one.

For the first 9 months after birth the infant grunts, coos, gurgles, babbles,

hiccoughs, snorts, and, of course, cries. The earliest sounds are principally

reflexive. They are associated with breathing, swallowing, hiccoughing, etc.,

and no specific sounds are associated with specific situations. The parent who

claims to be able to tell from the baby's cry whether it is hungry, stuck by a

pin, or in need of a change is probably judging on the basis of his knowledge of

the situation rather than the sound of the crying. Parents and trained nurses

fail to differentiate these cries in laboratory tests (Sherman, 1927).

During this prelinguistic period there are consistent changes in the sounds

that the infant produces. The very young baby utters far more vowels than

consonants. The first vowels are those which adults form in the front of the

mouth, and the back vowels become

more frequent as the child develops.

Consonants, on the other hand, first

appear as glottal and velar sounds

formed in the back of the mouth. The

order of development of the consonants

progresses from the back to the front

of the mouth (Irwin, 1947).

The vowel-to-consonant ratio has

been proposed as a developmental in-

dex during the period of prelinguistic

vocalization (Irwin and Chen, 1946).

Infants a month old have a ratio of

almost 5 vowels to 1 consonant. Adults

(in their telephone conversations) have

a ratio of 1 vowel to 1.4 consonants.

Feeble-minded children four years of

age, but under 50 IQ, had a ratio of 2 to 1 (Irwin, 1942). In Fig. 36 the

consonant-vowel ratio is plotted as a function of age in normal children.

Tables 11 and 12 present the results of a careful study of the frequency of

I- 0.50 -

6

AGE

12

IN

18 24

MONTHS
Fig. 36. The increase in the consonant-

vowel ratio during the first 2.5 years of life.

{After Imin and Chen, 1946.)
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occurrence of English vowels and consonants in the first years of life (Irwin,

1947o, b, 1948). There is a rapid increase in the variety of sounds, and by

the end of the tenth month all of the different sounds have appeared. Phonetic

transcription of the infant's babbling is a difficult task, for he has no special

preference for EngUsh speech sounds. Children who are hearing only EngHsh

often make German umlaut sounds, French guttural /r/, and a wide variety of

sounds that they are not able to produce as deliberate phonemes. It is im-

probable that a child babbles such phones by imitation; they seem to occur

spontaneously in the course of his experimentation with his developing vocal

equipment. The child's early babbling is so complex that only a linguist

with a well-trained ear can make the distinctions necessary for a narrow

phonetic transcription. Although there has been some interest by linguists

in this developmental process {e.g., Jakobson, 1941; Leopold, 1937-1949), the

relatively broad transcription by the psychologist Irwin and his colleagues,

for American children, is at present the only large-scale statistical study, and

it does not try to distinguish accidental phones from intentional phonemes.

Perceptual Development. While the motor side of the child's verbal behav-

ior is developing and expanding through vocal play and random experimenta-

tion with sounds, the perceptual side is also making progress. Two months

after birth the baby attends to—stops or changes activity, or turns toward

—

the sound of the human voice. By the sixth month the baby seems to dis-

tinguish a friendly tone of voice from a scolding tone. When he is about nine

months old, he begins to pay attention to a few familiar words and seems to

have more interest in some words than in others. By this age he usually

responds to 'bye-bye' and he begins to react appropriately to gestures. In

the tenth month he can make different adjustments to certain words. Before

his first birthday he can stop when told ' no ' and can follow some very simple

commands. By fifteen to seventeen months he understands 'Give me that'

when it is accompanied by a gesture, and at eighteen months he can point to

his nose, eyes, or hair on command. It is generally agreed that a child under-

stands the language of others considerably earUer than he is able to use the same

words himself.

It is not clear just how important the early babbling is for the development

of words, nor just how the vocal play changes into the verbal habits of a par-

ticular language. It is not uncommon to find that a child has produced /I/ and

/r/ during its infantile babbling, but that later, at the age of two or three years,

he is unable to produce these sounds correctly in English words. It would seem

reasonable to expect the child to select the phonemes he needs out of his large

repertoire of babbled phones, but this does not seem to be the case. The child

must tediously relearn these sounds as parts of the connected stream of speech

in his native tongue (Jakobson, 1941). He is not able spontaneously to use

the phonetic elements of his babbling as the phonemes of his language.

Learning phonemes as parts of words represents a convergence of the
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babbling development with perceptive development. The evidence for this

convergence is the appearance of imitation. By twelve months of age the

chUd repeats a pattern produced by an adult. At two years the child repeats

words over and over. There is a clear tendency for children to make echoic

responses to their own voices or the voices of others. That is to say, the child

repeats, like an echo, the sovmd that he hears.

The Circular Reaction. In order to account for the echoic responses of

children many psychologists have assumed that some kind of circular reaction

is set up Q. M. Baldwin, 1895). This circular reaction provides the first real

guidance of the motor development by the perceptive development. F. H.

Allport (1924, 181-189) gives a detailed account of how a circular reaction

might be estabUshed and how it could account for vocal imitation. When the

baby utters a syllable, he stimulates himself kinestheticaUy and acoustically.

This returning stimulation tends to produce another response, and since the

particular syllable just spoken is in a state of readiness, it occurs again. Again

there is returning stimulation that discharges through the same behavior.

The cycle continues and the baby is trapped by his own voice irntU the cycle

is broken by some distraction. The repetitive babbling produced by the cir-

cular response provides practice and fixes the association between vocal re-

sponses and acoustic results.

Once the ear-to-voice link is well estabUshed for a variety of sounds, it is no

longer necessary for the child himself to speak the stimulating sound. If the

sound is spoken by another and it starts the child's circular reaction, the effect

is as if the chUd imitated the sound it heard. The child does not imitate

exactly the sound he hears; he replies with the nearest similar ear-to-voice

link that he has been able to fixate. The soimds of 'doU' would probably

evoke [da].

As soon as the parent can touch off circularly established ear-voice reflexes,

the process of teaching names of objects can begin. Now the doll itself is held

up for inspection while the chUd repeats the word pronoimced by the adult.

Eventually the object alone becomes a sufficient stimulus to set off the appro-

priate response.

The circular reaction to the sound of his own voice does not stop when the

child begins to learn words. Echoic responses comprise a statistically signifi-

cant portion of a child's utterances up to about thirty months of age. Zipf

(1949) analyzed some of Fisher's (1934) data to see whether or not the equa-

tion fr = C applies to young children as well as to adults (cf. Chap. 4).

Zipf quotes the following passage recorded for a child twenty-two months old

:

Grandma. Grandma. Buggy. Baby. Baby crying. Baby crying. Baby

crying. Grandma. Grandma here. My ball. Baby girl. Mimner. All through.

Yes. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma.

Grandma. Grandma. Stand up. Stand up. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma.

Grandma. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma. Grandma.
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Bill's hat. Coat. Coat. Put my sweater on. Put my sweater on. Grandma sit

down. Grandma sit down. Grandma [14 times]. I got blocks. I got blocks.

Hat. My ball. Look. Look. Look. Ball. Ball. Mary. BaU. Ball. Ball.

BaU.

And so on. When all the words in such a passage are counted, the result

agrees rather well with Zipf's equation. If the echoic responses are deleted,

the distribution of word frequencies does not satisfy the equation. Zipf con-

cludes that the echoic responses are an integral part of the stream of speech

and important for the proper equihbrium in the child's behavior. The direct

repetitions of the young child give way slowly to the more intricate redundan-

cies of adult speech.

The Growth of Vocabulary

The time of occurrence of the first word is not easy to recognize and specify.

It is tempting to see significance in the early babbhngs that happen to coin-

cide with certain events. If, for example, the father walks into the room with

a bottle of water for the baby, he is very Ukely to catch baby saying [dae],

or [ba], or [wa], any of which can be taken to represent the baby's approxima-

tion of 'daddy,' 'bottle,' or 'water.' The father, who has been anticipating

conversation with his son and heir, jumps to the conclusion that the baby

has begun to talk. We must take a dim view of the parents' reports and rely

more upon the judgments of trained psychologists. These observers place

the first word at about twelve months of age for the average child and as

early as the ninth month for exceptional children.

The first word is almost always a reduphcated monosyllable: 'bye-bye,'

'mama,' 'dada,' 'bebe,' 'tick-tick,' etc. It is used as a sentence is used, and

by supplementing the word with gestures and different intonations it can serv^e

in a variety of situations. 'Baba' may be the equivalent of 'Where is the

ball?' or 'There is the ball,' or 'I want the ball,' depending upon the inflection

and accompanying behavior. Possibly these early words are used to designate

objects only secondarily, and their principal function is to express the emotional

state of the child.

Although individual differences are large, in the average child the vocabulary

appears to increase rather slowly at first, then rapidly between the ages of

two and eight years, and then more slowly until maturity. Exactly how we

should measure this growth is a controversial problem. The observer must

decide whether or not the child is using each word appropriately. Some

criterion must be set: is a word part of the child's vocabulary if he responds

correctly when he hears it, or should we wait until the child uses the word in

his own spontaneous vocalizations? It is necessary to distinguish between

spoken, written, reading, and listening vocabularies. It is necessary to dis-

tinguish between root and derivative words, between different uses of the
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same word, and between generally used words and words used by the child

only with its parents. Since the observer's time with each child is limited,

he may not hear all the words that the child can use. Because of these many

difl&culties the various estimates of the size of vocabulary differ widely among

themselves. The answer we get depends upon the way we measure, and it

is useless to quote any given number of words without stating how this nvunber

was obtained.

One of the first extensive studies of the growth of vocabulary was conducted

by M. E. Smith in 1926. A sample of 203 words was selected from Thomdike's

(1921) list of 10,000 most frequent words. Pictures were then obtained which

would lead the child to use the selected words. For about half the words,

if the child did not use the word when he was asked simple questions about the

pictures, the examiner then used the word in a question. The child was said

to know the word if he used it or if he answered correctly questions about

the word.

The scores obtained from Smith's test are relative scores and do not tell us

the size of the average child's vocabulary. However, Smith argues that total

vocabulary can be estimated with this test; when the total score on the test

was multipUed by an appropriate multipUer, the results agreed fairly well

with actually known total vocabularies. By such approximations the test

scores were interpreted to mean that the average child knows 3 words on his

first birthday, 272 on his second, 1540 on his fourth, and 2562 on his sixth.

Somewhat higher figures have been reported by Grigsby (1932), who used a

revised and standardized version of the test (Wilhams and McFarland, 1937).

The figures are not easy to interpret; probably we should regard them merely

as indicators of the relative rates of verbal development at different ages.

The vocabulary does not stop growing at the age of six years, but the agree-

ment among the vocabulary estimators is, if anything, worse for older children

and adults than it is for preschool children. As a general rule, the estimated

size of the vocabulary is proportional to the size of the dictionary used to

supply the test words; the estimates range all the way from 5000 to over

200,000 words. The Seashore-Eckerson test has been adapted for use in the

lower school grades, and the results obtained with a large sample of children

are shown in Fig. 37 (M. K. Smith, 1941). The lower curve represents the

average number of root words, and the upper curve represents the average

size of the total vocabulary (basic plus derivative words). The average child

in the first grade recognizes almost 24,000 basic and derivative words. This

figure is a little startling if we recall that the early estimates of the adult vocab-

ulary used to be well below 24,000!

A persistent headache and source of error in studies of the verbal behavior

of children is the incomprehensibility of much juvenile speech. One study

(Betts, 1934) compared five methods of recording the utterances of children

in the fourth through the sixth grades. Phonographic recordings provided
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the standard by which the accuracy of the other four methods could be esti-

mated. Court reporters made the most complete records, but even so they

missed 20 per cent of the material. Shorthand writers scored next, getting

53 per cent. Longhand writing caught only 32 per cent. Phoneticians had

the most incomplete records, for they noted only 15 per tent of the material.

The accuracy of transcription was about the same (85 per cent) for all four

methods. In order to make any precise and reliable statements about what

a child has said, phonographic recording techniques are indispensable.

100,000

GRADE IN SCHOOL
Fig. 37. The basic and total (basic plus derivative) recognition vocabularies, plotted as a

function of school grade for the average child. Seashore-Eckerson test. {AJter M. K. Smith,

1941.)

The most serious problem is provided by the speech of children less than

2 years old. One observer (McCarthy, 1930) reported that only 26 per cent

of the verbal responses of 18-month-old children were comprehensible. This

figure rises to 67 per cent at 2 years, 89 per cent at 2.5 years, 93 per cent at

3 years, 99 per cent at 3.5 years. These percentages agree fairly well with

the estimates of other observers. At most age levels the speech of boys was

less well understood than that of girls.

The estimation of the intelUgibility of children's speech and the establish-

ment of norms for average children is a practical problem. Such information

makes it possible to detect slow development and defects of speech and hearing

at an early age (Wellman, Case, Mengert, and Bradbury, 1931; E. A. Davis,

1937).

Increasing Complexity

The increase in the quantity of a child's speech is one of the most obvious

indications of his verbal development. The average two-year-old speaks

about 80 words in the course of an hour of free play (M. E. Smith, 1926). At
four years he speaks 400 words under the same play conditions. Children
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vary widely on both sides of these averages, however, and a measure of the

sheer quantity of talking is not a rehable index of the child's verbal develop-

ment. A loquacious child will talk many times as much as a taciturn child.

A more dependable index is the length of the individual response. The

earliest sentences are holophrases—one-word sentences. By the fifth year

the spoken sentence has lengthened to about 5 words for the average child

or to about 10 words for the superior child.

Sentence Structure. Not only do the number and length of the chUd's

verbal responses increase; they become increasingly complex. The early

holophrases are largely replaced with simple sentences during the second and

third years. From the age of four on, the relative frequency of simple sen-

tences declines as more complicated constructions come to be used. Figure 38

shows this development in the form of curves compiled from the results of

two different studies (McCarthy, 1930; Davis, 1937).

loor

10 124 6 8

AGE IN YEARS

Fig. 38. The relative frequencies of different types of sentences in the speech of children

under twelve years. Curve A represents sentences that are functionally complete but

grammatically incomplete. Curve B represents simple sentences. Curve C represents all

sentences more elaborate in structure, i.e., containing prepositional phrases, complex or

compoimd sentences. Between 10 and 20 per cent of all sentences were functionally incom-

plete, and so the three curves do not add to 100 per cent. (After datafrom McCarthy, 1930;

Davis, 1937.)

Simple sentences without prepositional phrases are the first patterns to be

learned. Variations on this basic theme do not begin to appear until the child

is about 2 years old. According to the norms for intelligence tests, the child's

memory span for digits increases from 2 to 6 between the ages of 2.5 and 10 years.

This increase in the ability to repeat hnmediately a sequence of sounds spoken

by the experimenter is accompanied by an increased ability to turn out long

patterns of words. Here again Unguistic development seems to depend upon

maturation.
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The increasing complexity of verbal behavior in older children is shown by

the studies of their written compositions. Figure 39 shows the relative fre-

quency of simple, compound, and complex and compound-complex sentences

in compositions written by children between the ages of eight and fourteen

years (Heider and Heider, 1940). The proportion of simple sentences con-

tinues to decline; more intricate patterns of words make up about three-fourths

of the sentences of fourteen-year-old writers.
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AGE IN YEARS
Fig. 39. The relative frequencies of different types of sentences in the written compositions

of children between eight and fourteen years. {After Heider and Heider, 1940.)

Changes in the complexity of language are also reflected in the incidence

of the different parts of speech. Most of the changes appear before the age

of three years. As soon as a child begins to use full and complete sentences,

the proportions of the various parts of speech become more or less set by the

conventions of the language. The earliest words are usually nouns, although

the child uses them as complete sentences. Verbs, adjectives, and other parts

of speech do not appear in their proper role until the child is about three years

old.

Identification of Words from Context. Once a child has acquired the gram-

matical habits of the language, it is possible for him to learn new words by their

appearance in the familiar patterns. The ability to define an unfamiliar

word on the basis of its contextual associations has been studied in children

from eight to thirteen years of age (Werner and Kaplan, 1950). The child's

task was to define an artificial word that appeared in sbc different contexts.

For example, 'corplum' appeared in the first set of sbc sentences; the contexts

were:

1. 'A corplum may be used for support.'

2. 'Corplums may be used to close off an open space.'

3. 'A corplum may be long or short, thick or thin, strong or weak.'
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4. 'A wet corplum does not burn.'

5. 'You can make a corplum smooth with sandpaper.'

6. 'The painter used a corplum to mix his paints.'

The experimenter's translation of 'corplum' is not important; the interesting

point is how the child's synonym for corplum evolved, not whether it eventually

became 'stick.'

After the task was explained, the child was given a card on which the first

sentence was printed. He responded and was asked how and why his defini-

tion fitted into the sentence. Then the second sentence was given while the

first remained in view. After the child responded to the second sentence he

was again asked how and why it fitted and also whether it could be applied

to the preceding sentence. This procedure was continued until aU six contexts

had been presented.

Many of the responses from the younger children showed that they did not

differentiate clearly between a word and the context in which the word occurred.

For instance, one sentence was 'People talk about the bordicks of others and

don't like to talk about their own.' One child responded, 'Well, bordick means

people talk about others and don't talk about themselves; that's what bordick

means.' That this child seriously thought that 'bordick' meant the whole

sentence became clear when he tried to fit this response into the context,

'People w'ith bordicks are often unhappy.' To this context he responded,

'People talk about others and don't talk about themselves; they are often

unhappy.' To the question 'How does this fit?' he answered, 'Say this lady

hears that another lady is talking about her, so she'll get mad at her and that

lady will be very unhappy.'

Another kind of response was to give a general phrase rather than a specific

synonym. To the sentence, 'The way is clear if there are no ashders,' one

child responded, 'The way is clear if there are no parts of a radio that don't

fit in right together.' This definition of 'ashder' was broad and fluid; it could

change in range from sentence to sentence.

Both of these kinds of responses decreased in frequency as the children

became older. The confusion of the word and its context disappeared around

the ten- to eleven-year level; the use of broad, modifiable phrases decreased

more slowly. These results indicate that there is a growing comprehension

of the sentence as a stable, grammatical pattern. Younger children manipu-

lated the sentence as a fluid medivun; they frequently altered the grammatical

structure of the test sentence in order to give their response. The older

children had a more adult respect for the context given.

The Duration of the Developmental Process. Prolonged training is neces-

sary before a child masters his mother tongue. Increases in skill are evident

over a period of at least 15 years. The continued growth of verbal skills is

shown by the growth of vocabulary (Fig. 37) and by the increasing complexity
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of sentence structure (Figs. 38 and 39) ; neither of these achievements is finished

before high school. A similar statement can be made about reading skill.

The prolonged growth of reading ability has been demonstrated by studies of

eye movements during reading. In Fig. 40 there are shown three measures

of eye movements during reading by children from the first grade through

college (Buswell, 1922). The average number of fixations per line of type

(the number of points along the line where the eyes paused to focus) decreases

700

1 HIGH COLLEGE
SCHOOL

^"^'-'^^''3 5 7

SCHOOL GRADE

Fig. 40. Increase in reading skill as a function of school grade. Number of fixations and

regressive movements decrease, and fixation times become shorter. [After Buswell, 1922.)

from 15 or 20 in the first grade to about 6 in college. The average duration

of a fixation (the length of the pause while the eyes are focused on a particular

point) decreases from 500 milliseconds to about 250. The average number of

regressive movements per fine (movements to reexamine words or phrases

previously fixated) decreased from 5 to less than 1.

When we talk about the development of language, we are apt to think of a

process that, Hke learning to walk, is over and done by the time a youngster

is five years old. All the evidence is against this attitude. Learning our

language takes 15 or 20 years of full-time study and never really ceases.

Egocentric vs. Socialized Speech

Many psychologists have puzzled over the role of language in the child's

life. Why does he bother to talk? What good does it do him? Does he
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leam to talk so he can order his parents about? Is he trying to express

a rich inner world of experience? Or does he want to give and receive

information?

The early investigators classified responses as declarative, exclamatory,

interrogative, or imperative. These classes are difl&cult to apply to the utter-

ances of children. The one-year-old says 'mama,' and the observer must

decide from his knowledge of the child and the situation whether this utterance

is a declarative sentence ('There is Mother'), an interrogative sentence ('Is

that Mother?'), an exclamatory sentence ('Imagine seeing Mother!'), or an

imperative sentence ('Mother, come here'), or not a sentence at all. Children

at all ages are supposed to make far more declarative sentences than any other

kind; this conclusion gives Uttle insight into the fimction of language in the

child's life.

A new approach to the problem was provided in 1924 by Piaget. Piaget

distuiguishes two functions of language, the social and the egocentric. Ego-

centric, or self-centered, speech shows no concern for the audience
—

" the child

does not bother to know to whom he is speaking nor whether he is being

listened to. He talks either for himself or for the pleasure of associating any-

one who happens to be there with the activity of the moment." Socialized

speech shows a consideration of the audience
—

" the child addresses his hearer,

considers his point of view, tries to influence him or actually exchange ideas

with him."

Piaget distinguishes various subclasses of response. Socialized responses

can take the form of informational statements, criticism, commands, questions,

and answers. Egocentric speech is manifested in echolalia, monologues, and

collective monologues. According to his records of the verbal behavior of

two six-year-old children at La Maison des Petites, 38 per cent of their remarks

were egocentric, 45 per cent were spontaneous sociaUzed remarks, and 17 per

cent were answers to questions. Almost half of the spontaneous utterances

of these two children were egocentric. From the ages of three to five years

the egocentric function was more important than the social function. Accord-

ing to Piaget, a definite socialization of the child's speech does not occur until

the age of seven or eight. He implies that adult speech is highly socialized.

Thus egocentric speech is a symptom of psychological immaturity.

Piaget's work was hardly published and read before American psychologists

repeated it in bigger and better ways. One study used 140 children, several

judges, and Piaget's exact definitions of his categories, in an attempt to estab-

lish reUable norms for average children (McCarthy, 1930). This work did

not confirm the high percentage of egocentric speech. The discrepancy aroused

considerable interest and discussion, and the experiment has been repeated in

America, Japan, and Germany, but seldom with Piaget's results. Seldom do

more than 10 per cent of the responses fall under Piaget's definition of ego-

centricity. It has been suggested that the children Piaget studied were some-
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what unusual, for the institution in which they hved was reputed to encourage

individuality and independence and to discourage social intercourse.

According to the later studies, almost two-thirds of the normal child's speech

is concerned with the exchange of information: naming, comments on the

immediate situation, comments on things associated with the situation, and

general information statements not related to the situation. Naming is very

prominent in the speech of young children, but by the age of five years naming

is relatively infrequent. The older child recalls information, uses it in the

present situation, and looks ahead to future events.

The frequency of emotionally toned speech—commands, threats, complaints,

whining—also declines with age. Questions seem to increase until the age

of five and then become less frequent. The young child may often ask a

question to which he knows the answer. He does this to gain attention and

to confirm the adequacy of his verbalization. Tentative statements, made

in the interrogatory form, invite rejection or corroboration by others. Most

of the child's questions relate to human actions or plans. It is not until the

seventh or eighth year that the child begins to expect a cause-and-effect

explanation in answer to 'why.'

These forms of socialized speech comprise most of the child's remarks, and

there is little evidence to support the idea that the normal child talks to him-

self as much as he talks to others. The normal child talks about himself at

great length, and if we change the definition of egocentric to include all state-

ments referring to himself, we find between 30 and 40 per cent of the child's

remarks in this category. This new definition of egocentricity is not a sign

of immaturity, however, for adults show very nearly the same percentage of

references to themselves as do children (Henle and Hubbell, 1938).

We can conclude, therefore, that speech in the child serves primarily a

social role. Perhaps even the monologues that Piaget called egocentric are

in reality the expression of a desire to feel closer to others.

Individual Differences

There are many possible measures and indices of a child's verbal develop-

ment: size of vocabulary, length of sentence, consonant-to-vowel ratio, intelli-

gibility of speech, complexity of sentences, egocentricity, etc. If the various

indices are closely related, it should be possible to estimate the degree of

development and to express this in terms of a single coeflScient.

Take the intelligence quotient (IQ) as a model. A series of tests are developed,

and the average ages at which children are able to succeed on the tests are

determined. From these averages the mental age of a particular child can

be determined. The IQ is simply this mental age divided by his chronological

age, and the result multiplied by 100. If we could devise a similar series of
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speech tests and determine the average ages at which these tests are passed,

we could estabhsh a similar speech quotient: speech age divided by chrono-

logical age, and the result multiplied by 100.

The available evidence indicates that some such scheme is feasible. One
study (H. M. Williams, 1937) found that accuracy of articulation, correct

usage of words, length of sentences, completeness of sentences, and complexity

of sentences all correlate with one another. A child who scores high on one

of these measures tends to score high on all of them. However, there is little

relation between these speech measures and the size of the child's vocabulary.

The size of the vocabulary correlates closely with the child's mental age and

so is an excellent test of intelligence. But size of vocabulary does not seem

to be related to other measures of speech development.

What factors in a child's background and environment are associated with

the rapid development of speech? Girls have a slight advantage over boys

in their speed of development in nearly all the aspects of language that have

been studied. Deaf children are greatly handicapped, but the blind may
develop more rapidly because of the special care given them and their verbal

dependence upon others. Children in families with low incomes tend to be

neglected, and their linguistic retardation is the most noticeable aspect of

their generally retarded development. Children in more favored homes

develop speech much faster. Children who are associated primarily with

adults develop rapidly, and thus single children outstrip children with many
brothers and sisters. Children from multiple births and children from poly-

lingual homes are often retarded.

If we tried to picture the most precocious child orator, we should think of

a blind girl, the only daughter of wealthy parents. The child with the greatest

handicap would be a hard-of-hearing boy, one of a pair of twins, born into a

large family with poor parents who speak two or three languages.

Discussion Questions

1. Do children learn words first and then learn the rules for combining them?

Or do they learn to speak sentences, and only later learn to analyze these sentences

into the component words? What kinds of observations might settle this question?

2. What kinds of speech defects can be detected very early? What factors delay

the recognition of the other difficulties?

3. Do you think the course of development of language in the child recapitulates

the development of language in the race?

4. What is the difficulty score, as estimated by Flesch's scale, for the passage on

page 147 quoted from a 22-month-old child?

5. What is the advantage of using identical twins to study the development of

language?

6. Are gestures important in the development of the child's ability to communicate?
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Chapter 8

THE ROLE OF LEARNING

"Looky here, Jim; ain't it natural and right for a cat and a cow to talk different

from us?
"

"Why, mos' sholy it is."

"Well, then, why am't it natural and right for a Frenchman to talk different

from us? You answer me that."

"Is a cat a man, Huck?"

"No."

"Well, den, dey ain't no sense in a cat talkin' Uke a man. Is a cow a man?

—

er is a cow a cat?
"

"No, she ain't either of them."

"Well, den she ain't got no business to talk like either one er the joither of

'em. Is a Frenchman a man? "

"Yes."

"Well, den! Dad blame it, why doan' he talk like a man? You answer me

^^t!" —Mark Twain

The process by which the sounds of a language come to acquire meaning is

called learning. Any scientific theory of language and meaning must have

something to say about the learning process. It is the purpose of this chapter

to trace some of the implications of modern learning theory for the psychology

of communication.

Meaning and Reference

When a child learns a language, what is it that he has learned? The easy

answer is that he has learned the meanings of the words and sentences of the

language. If this answer is to be useful, we must decide what a meaning is

and how we know when a person has learned one.

It is convenient to distinguish diflferent attitudes toward meaning: the

magical, the subjective, the logical, the behavioral. The magical attitude is a

belief in some intrinsic connection between the symbol and the thing symbol-

ized, a connection independent of the people who use the symbol. The magical

attitude is common among primitive peoples. It is seen most clearly in the

common belief that operations upon the name of a thing can somehow affect

the thing named.

The subjective attitude toward meaning is a belief that meanings are per-

sonal experiences. This attitude, which to most people is obviously correct

159
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and a matter of simple common sense, is inadequate for any scientific analysis.

Personal experiences are private and cannot enter the public domain of science.

The pursuit of these personal, subjective meanings leads immediately to such

unanswerable (therefore useless) questions as 'How do we know that your

meaning is the same as my meaning? ' or ' Can the true meaning be translated

from one language to another?

'

Since common sense often leads to fruitless controversy and unanswerable

questions, logicians have searched for a more profitable approach. A logician

might want to split the problem of meaning into two parts. The first part

deals with the problems of reference; what does a name name? For example,

it is a useful question to asKunder what conditions we are willing to call a

sentence 'true.' A sentence is true if it satisfies certain criteria of reference.

Some logicians contend that a proposition is meaningful only if it is verifiable

as true or false. Other logicians reply that verification is just as hard to define

as meaning, and so little progress is made in this way. The second half of the

logician's question concerns synonymy: when do two statements mean the same

thing? For example, a logician weuld say that these two sentences are synon-

ymous: 'Either the girl is not singing or Bill is deaf,' and 'If the girl is singing,

then Bill is deaf.' A logician might define what he considered a meaningful

sentence by simply listing all of them. Sometimes he is able to devise rules for

generating meaningful statements, so that any statement that breaks the rules is

meaningless. Such lists or rules usually produce a static, logical language quite

different from the ever-changing, often illogical language we ordinarily use.

The behavioral attitude toward meaning leads the psychologist to try to

stick close to what he calls observable facts. Logic is more an analysis of the

way things should be than of the way they are. Logic helps us to avoid mis-

takes, but the psychologist is as much interested in mistaken behavior as in

correct behavior. A person's behavior toward an object changes with pro-

longed acquaintance. He builds up certain set ways of responding to such

famihar kinds of stimulation. In this attitude we argue that the meaning of

anything to a person is the total history of his interaction with that thing.

The meaning of a man's speech is given by the totality of conditions that lead

him to speak.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an elaboration of the behavioral

attitude toward meaning. The discussion follows Unes developed by B. F.

Skinner (1947). The central question is 'How can we specify all the condi-

tions leading to the commission of a verbal act? ' Since the theory- of learning

plays a central role in this discussion, we begin with a distinction between two

kinds of learning theories.

Two Kinds of Theories

It is as difficult for psychologists to agree about learning as it is for a group

of theologians to agree on a definition of sin. It is possible to distinguish at
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least 10 theories of major importance (Hilgard, 1948), and each of these 10

undergoes modifications in the hands of its different proponents. To simplify

the situation, we shove aU the various theories into one or the other of two

categories. From each category we then synthesize a theory that the different

theorists endorse in spirit if not in detail.

The first type of theory has behind it two centuries of philosophical and

psychological speculation. It analyzes behavior into elements, studies the

elements independently, and discovers laws governing the combinations of

elements. Originally the component elements were ideas and images, but the

modern proponents of association theory prefer to speak of more tangible

stimuli and responses. It is typical for association theorists to emphasize the

importance of learning as an explanation of behavior, and to talk of the stim-

ulus-response connections that a person acquires during the course of his life.

The alternative view, field theory, is a protest against association theory.

Field theorists do not build the action pattern out of its component parts. The

parts, they feel, have significance only in terms of the total configuration of the

parts, and a change in any part of the whole may affect all the parts. They

feel no compulsion to use only behavioral evidence, and some of their best

examples derive from an introspective account of personal experiences. They

tend to emphasize the structure or configuration of the organism at the time an

act is performed; the history of the organism is not the most fruitful way to

describe its present state. Since the organismic configuration is principally

inherited and subject to only minor variations in different environments, they

tend to emphasize the importance of hereditary factors as an explanation of

behavior.

Association Theory. An experiment that association theorists like to con-

duct runs as follows: (1) an animal is deprived of food, water, or sex, or made

generally uncomfortable by electric shock, (2) a bar or lever is provided which

the animal can push, and (3) pushing the bar provides a partial or temporary

alleviation of the animal's needs. The variables to be studied in this simple

situation include the nature and amoimt of the deprivation or shock, the force

required to move the bar, the spatial arrangement of the bar and the reward,

the temporal delay in reward, the nature and amount of reward provided, etc.

To make the example specific, suppose the animal is a himgry rat and that

each time the rat depresses the bar a pellet of food drops into a tray. The

first step is to teach the rat to eat from the tray, and in a very short time the

association between the stimulus object of the tray and the response of approach

is established. At this stage we might write

tray (stimulus) associated with approach (response)

leads automatically to

food (stimulus) associated with seizing (response)

The next step is to supply food by operating the magazine. This device

will usually work with a clicking sound, and the rat comes to respond to the
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tray only when the sound is produced. The final step is to present the lever

for the rat to push. If the lever is presented near the food tray, the rat wiU

explore it, eventually press it. Pressing leads to food, and the response is

quickly estabhshed. At this point we write

lever (visual stimulus) associated with raising up (response)

leads automatically to

lever (tactual stimulus) associated with pressing (response)

leads automatically to

tray and sound (stimuU) associated with approach (response)

leads automatically to

food (stimulus) associated with seizing (response)

In commenting upon this analysis Skinner (1938) writes, "What we have is

a chain of reflexes, not a 'chained reflex. ' The connections between parts are

purely mechanical and may be broken at will. Any section of a chain may be

eUcited in isolation with the same properties that characterize it as part of the

total chain. There is no reason to appeal to any unique properties of the whole

sample as an 'act.'
"

The rat must be hungry or the correlations indicated by this analysis wUl

not appear. This fact leads to the concept of reinforcement. Whenever a

series of stimulus-response units leads to reward, the association between the

stimuli and their responses is strengthened. The probability is increased that

on subsequent occasions the same stimuli will evoke the same responses.

A closely related process is secondary reinforcement; when a stimulus is

strongly associated with a response that leads to reward, the stimulus itself

takes on the character of a reward and can be used to strengthen other stimulus-

response units.

When no reinforcement is given for a response, this response becomes less

and less frequent; this process is called extinction.

Suppose that pressing the bar leads automatically to food only when it is

dark. When a bright Ught is on, pressing the bar has no effect. Under these

conditions a rat learns to press the bar in the dark and has httle interest in the

bar when it is light. In a very dim light the rat responds more often than he

does in the bright Hght but less than he does in the dark. The brighter the

light gets, the less he responds; the darker it gets, the more he responds. Such

data are taken as an indication of generalization; if a response is associated with

one stimulus, it will also be associated with all similar stimuli, and the greater

the similarity, the stronger the association.

Field Theory. What do field theorists say about this? They say the lever-

pressing example is a poor experiment. The relation between pressing a bar

and being fed is senseless.. It depends upon the operation of a complex device

that a rat cannot possibly comprehend (Adams, 1929). The field theorist

objects to analyzing the lever-pressing response into a chain of discrete refle.x
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units. The adjustments of the animal to the situation must be considered as

a whole. That any portion of the chain can be studied in isolation is a claim

he thoroughly disbeUeves. He is also dubious of reinforcement ; the mechanical

stamping in of associations seems a dangerous oversimplification. He prefers

to think that perceptual configurations leave a trace in the brain and that some

need like hunger or thirst serves either to provide the opportunity to use the

information or to cause the organism to pay attention to the relevant aspects

of the situation.

Field theorists favor a different kind of experiment. For example, a hungry

animal is placed inside a three-sided pen. Through one side it can see food.

In order to reach the food, it must turn and go in the opposite direction. The
animal must restructure the situation, reorganize It with respect to the barrier.

Different animals behave differently in this detour situation. A chicken may
get excited, dash back and forth along the barrier, crane its neck through

the wires. The chicken would starve to death in sight of food if its excited

activity did not land it, apparently by accident, outside the barrier. Dogs or

chimpanzees grasp the spatial relations, turn about quickly and go around the

obstacle. A very young child may behave like the chicken, but a normal

five-year-old will have no difficulty.

This experiment is characteristic of field theory in several respects. Com-
parison of different animals reflects a concern with hereditary factors. There

is little necessity to talk about learning; the solution is attained by sudden

insight and is remembered and recognized in similar situations in the future.

Here is no patching together of chains of reflexes. If the motivation is strong,

the animal's solution is usually delayed. Instead of speeding the learning

process and stamping in the associations, the animal's needs can sometimes

interfere with learning.

Association theorists see no need to abandon their chains of reflexes and the

strengthening effects of reward in order to account for the results of this experi-

ment. They assume that the subject has had considerable experience in

moving toward goal objects before he comes to the experimental situation.

Experience has taught that the larger the angle at the beginning of the path,

the longer the path to the goal. In general, movements straight at a goal

have been rewarded more quickly than movements along any other path. The

subject comes equipjxsd with a strong tendency to go straight to the goal

and a much weaker tendency to approach the goal indirectly. The experi-

menter then proceeds to extinguish the chain of stimulus-response units that

leads directly to the goal. When the direct-approach responses are weakened

to the point that they are no more probable than the indirect responses, the

detour can be made (Hull, 1938). This is merely a special case of discrimina-

tion learning, i.e., learning to associate different responses with different stimuli.

We shall have Httle to say about field theories and much to say about asso-

ciation theories. As a matter of fact, we shall ignore field theories until
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Chap. 11. Chapter 11 is concerned with thinking, and on that topic no exist-

ing psychological notions are completely satisfactory. Thinking, particularly

productive or creative thinking, is one of the most challenging puzzles of psy-

chology; we shall need any ideas, field or association, that we can get. But

until we reach that topic, association theory provides a better orientation

toward the known facts of verbal learning.

Association Theory and Verbal Behavior

Field theorists, because of their dislike for analysis into smaller elements or

response units, have not attempted to account for the specific and detailed

development of verbal responses. They argue that the total configuration

can be preserved while the specific parts change. It is not the particular words

we utter but the concepts that these words symbolize that are of interest. The

words or sentences can change while the functional signification is retained.

Consequently, the field theorist has studied thinking, insight, conceptual

behavior, and the like, without worrying about the language by which thoughts,

insights, and concepts must be expressed. They assume what we have called

the subjective attitude toward meaning.

For a detailed account of the particular forms of verbal behavior we must

turn to association theory.

The association theorist approaches the problems of language as he ap-

proached the lever-pressing rat. His variables are of three kinds: stimulus

variables, response variables, and reinforcement variables. His question is,

'How can we control the occurrence of any given verbal response by manipu-

lating the stimulus and reinforcement variables?' His observations are ex-

pressed, 'When the stimuh ABCD are present, they tend to be associated with

the responses MNOP if they lead to reinforcements WXYZ.'
Verbal behavior is a form of social behavior. Social behavior necessarily

develops out of stimulus-response associations that depend upon another

organism for their reinforcement. In the response chain discussed above the

successive stimulus-response units were connected by the statement 'leads

automatically to . . .
.' Pressing the lever led automatically to reinforce-

ment as the pellet of food was produced by the machine. Many of the things

human beings learn depend on just such automatic reinforcement. But if a

child says [mi] and no adult pays attention to it, the response is not reinforced.

If the adult provides milk and praise to reinforce the response, it tends to

occur again whenever the child wants milk and the adult is present. The

choice of the response [mi] is made by the adult and is purely arbitrary; any

other response would serve as well. The important thing is that such responses

have no reward associated with them unless another person cooperates.

By stipulating the conditions for reinforcement the association theorist

defines a special field of verbal behavior. Instead of a chain of stimulus-
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response associations that involve a single organism, there is a chain that

crisscrosses back and forth between two people.

Individual A Individual B

Individual B and hook (visual stimuli)

associated with saying, 'Hand me that book

'

(verbal response)

leads automatically to

soutid of words and sight of book (stimuli)

associated with approach to book (response)

leads automatically to

book (tactual stimulus) associated with

grasping and turning (responses)

leads automatically to

sight of individual A (stimulus) associated

with approach and saying, 'Here it is' (re-

spKjnses)

leads automatically to

sound of words (auditory stimulus) and

book (tactual stimulus and secondary rein-

forcement) associated with grasping and

saying, ' Thank you ' (responses)

leads automatically to

words (auditory stimulus and generalized

reinforcement)

The reinforcement of A's verbal behavior depends upon B's responses, and

the reinforcement of B's behavior depends upon the rather peculiar satisfaction

he gets from A's gratitude and 'Thank you.' If the necessary stimulus-

response associations are not estabUshed in both participants, the chain is

broken. If, for instance, individual C is a Frenchman and does not associate

the stimulus word 'book' with the response of approaching the book, individ-

ual A's verbal behavior is not reinforced. A's verbal behavior is strongly

influenced by his audience, for some utterance that B might reinforce could

not be used successfully in the presence of C.

A listener, in so far as he only listens, does not exhibit verbal behavior. This

analysis leads us to put the greatest emphasis upon the role of the talker, the

producer of verbal responses. The listener has the important but often non-

verbal job of reinforcing the talker's behavior.

A talker is capable of millions of responses, if we include all the different

sentences he might say. These responses have different likelihoods of occur-

rence. The job for the association theorist is to describe all the factors that

make one response more probable than another.
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Classification of Verbal Responses

What variables control the likelihood of a verbal response? The simplest

instance is the response that has its origin in the needs of the talker. ' Give

me an apple ' is controlled by the state of hunger and by the presence of an

audience to reinforce the response. All such requests, demands, commands

—Skinner has called them mands—vary in likelihood according to variations

in the needs of the speaker. Mands are comments about the needs of the

speaker. If they are reinforced, they tend to recur.

Not all verbal behavior has this command character. Many of our state-

ments are of the form 'This is an apple' or 'This apple is red.' These are

comments about the world. In Skinner's terminology, comments about the

world are called tacts. Whereas the mand is a response to a need, the tact is

a response to a stimulus. Since a tact does not lead to the gratification of

needs, it is reasonable to ask what reinforces the tact response.

In order to understand the motivation underlying tacts we must develop

the notion of generalized reinforcement. When some stimulus is associated

with a reinforcement, this stimulus tends to become reinforcing when presented

alone. This is referred to by association theorists as secondary reinforcement.

Now suppose that the stimulus is associated over and over again with the

satisfaction of a wide variety of different needs; the secondary reinforcement is

greatly strengthened and is generalized to almost any state of need. For

human beings, generalized reinforcement is provided by money, by 'thank

you,' by smiles of approval, etc., which have in the past been associated with

a variety of reinforcements.

A mand benefits the speaker; a tact benefits the Ustener. The problem is to

explain why a speaker bothers to emit tacts. Imagine a mother who is very

anxious to see the postman but needs to work in the kitchen. She stations

her child by the window and tells him to let her know when the postman comes.

The child is then rewarded for the response 'The postman is here.' The

reward may be a smile or a piece of candy. There is no particular need

involved, and the child's response depends upon a complex stimulus situation.

His response is not directly rewarded but is strengthened by the secondary,

generaUzed reinforcement of approval.

After long training in making informational statements and receiving aj>-

proval the tendency to comment becomes quite strong. If you want a person

to utter the word 'chair,' one of the best ways is to let him see an unusual

chair. This stimulus will evoke a tact, because he knows that in the past

comments about imusual things have usually led to approval and generalized

reinforcement.

Mands and tacts are responses to essentially nonverbal conditions, to the

needs of the person or the state of the world about him. Other responses are

elicited by the verbal situation itself. Echoic responses are the simplest ex-
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amples. Apparently the repetition of a pattern of sounds carries a certain

satisfaction in and of itself, whether the stimulus sounds are originated by
another talker or by the imitator. Children exhibit marked tendencies to

repeat sounds and words. Adults often repeat a difficult question, authors

and poets may repeat for artistic effects, an imusual word may be repeated

many times once it pops into a conversation. The tendency to repeat is not

so obvious in adults as in children because it is deUberately discouraged, re-

garded as unproductive, and dismissed as childish. Nevertheless the echoic

response plays an important role in the development of verbal habits.

Closely related to echoic responses are the verbal responses to written lan-

guage. These can be called textual responses. Most people have a demon-

strable tendency to read, often out loud, any words they see. This tendency

helps to support advertising agencies and keeps our highways cluttered with

billboards.

A large class of responses are called intraverbal. An example is provided by

the study of history. No modern historian can make verbal responses to

George Washington. The best he can do is to make verbal responses to the

records of other verbal responses to Washington. A dictionary or a thesaurus

is a systematic collection of intraverbal connections. All of us are stuffed with

memorized connections between words—poetry, aphorisms, mathematical

tables, grammar, and the like. Once a memorized pattern of words begins, it

will run off according to form. If I say 'red, white, and . . . ,' you wiU

probably say 'blue.' To say anything else seems strange, perhaps humorous.

Much wit consists in upsetting established intraverbal connections.

We often underestimate the degree to which verbal behavior is eUcited by

prior verbal behavior and we often confuse statements about words for

statements about things and events. The modern man cannot verify all the

verbal behavior he perceives, and so he comes to accept words with an alarming

credulity. For instance, most of us accept the verbal pattern 'The world is

round' and think the ancients naive for saying, 'The world is flat, with edges.'

Yet who is the more credulous? The ancient can defend his statement by

saying, 'Look at it.' How would we defend ours? For most of us, 'The

world is round ' is a purely verbal proposition, supported by enough intraverbal

connections with Newton and Columbus to satisfy our demands for consistency.

Generalization and Abstraction

Generalization is the rule rather than the exception. When an organism

learns to make a particular response in the presence of a particular stimulus,

this learning generaUzes to a wide range of other stimuU. A child who learns

to say 'kitty' for one four-legged furry animal generahzes this response to mice,

rats, dogs, etc. Special training is required to make the child discriminate

more accurately; reinforcement of the response to a narrow range of stimuU

is accompanied by extinction of the response to stimuli outside that range.
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Nothing in the world is reacted to as special or different from anything else until

reinforcement depends on its differentiation.

An abstraction is a response to a property isolated from its context; 'red' is

a response to redness wherever it occurs. Before an abstraction can occur,

however, the response to the property must be consistently reinforced in a

variety of contexts. This differential reinforcement is more readily supplied

by another organism than by the automatic reinforcements provided by inani-

mate nature.

Most of our abstractions are social products. A man who lived his entire

life alone would not react differently to different colors; nothing in his contact

with the automatic reinforcements of the physical world would reward him for

abstracting the concept of color. (Curiously enough, a solitary man would

have no vocabulary about himself, for the concept of self is a social phenome-

non.) Some native tribes are known to have no names for part of the visible

spectrum, yet they are able to see these colors. Their culture does not reinforce

them differentially for making the distinction. On the other hand, things

intimately related to the daily work and acquisition of food are meticulously

discriminated because such abstractions are reinforced. When husbandry

and hunting were more important to the average man, English distinguished

among 'herd,' 'flock,' 'bevy,' 'school,' 'brood,' 'drove,' 'covey,' 'swarm,' and

' pack.' Today these distinctions are relics and could aU be replaced by ' group.'

Modern Enghsh, however, is careful to distinguish among terms closely related

to modern life; for example, the distinctions among 'car,' 'coupe,' 'sedan,'

'taxi,' 'bus,' 'roadster,' 'convertible,' 'automobile,' 'truck,' 'racer,' and

'station wagon' are perfectly clear.

Formation of Abstractions by Animals. Abstractions are built up by re-

peated reinforcements of discrimination. A response to a given property is

reinforced in a variety of contexts until the subject discriminates that property

from all other irrelevant contextual details. The way such training can

operate is demonstrated by experiments with monkeys (Harlow, 1949). A
monkey was shown two objects and allowed to select one of them. If the

monkey moved the correct object, he discovered food underneath it. He was

then given a second trial with the same pair of objects. The position of the

correct object was shifted randomly from left to right on successive trials.

Each discrimination problem was repeated for several trials, and then

a new problem with two new objects was begun. In one experiment 344

different discrimination problems were learned, one after another. With

repeated training the animals learned to learn; on the first 8 problems the

monkeys improved from 50 per cent (chance success) on the first trial with a

new problem to 53 per cent correct choices on the second trial. On these first

problems the learning was slow, and the monkeys seemed quite stupid. On
the last 56 problems, however, the monkeys improved from 50 per cent correct

on the first trial with a new problem to 97 per cent correct choices on the second
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trial. At this point the monkeys learned each new problem in one trial, and

their behavior seemed intelligent and insightful. Similar data were obtained

for children whose ages were between two and five years.

In this series of problems the monkey evolved a concept we can caU 'simi-

larity of objects.' He learned to respond to the same object that had been

reinforced on the previous trial regardless of what the object was. He learned

to respond to similarity in a variety of contexts {i.e., regardless of the partic-

ular objects), and this is the behavioral definition of an abstraction.

Once this first abstraction was learned some of the monkeys were taught

a new abstraction, 'similarity of position.' A run of problems required these

monkeys to pick objects in the same position on every trial. Then a third

series of problems again required the monkeys to pick the same object. After

several alternations between these two kinds of problems the monkeys learned

to switch quickly from one abstraction to the other.

These experiments show that monkeys can develop abstractions and behave

in apparently insightful ways. This abstract, insightful kind of response does

not appear, however, unless some hmnan being makes reinforcement depend

upon discrimination and recognition. Presumably this kind of training goes

on continually in a child's development. Each contact the child has with an

object represents a single specific learning trial. Each object represents a

separate problem. Learning to react verbally to one object is followed by
learning verbal reactions more rapidly to the next object encountered. Even-

tually the child's verbal responses to new things are acquired so rapidly as to

appear almost instantaneous.

Limits on the Accuracy of Reinforcement. A parent, by the use of gen-

eraUzed reinforcement, trains a child to make distinctions and to form abstrac-

tions that automatic reinforcement could not support. However, there are

Umits to the kinds of abstractions a parent can reinforce. One major limita-

tion depends on the parent's ability to perceive the same stimuU that the child

perceives. Suppose a child looks at a chair and says, 'That is a chair.' The
parent can respond to this tact immediately with reinforcement by saying,

'Yes, that's right, that is a chair.' The child turns and looks out the window
and says 'That is Mr. Smith.' Now the parent is at a disadvantage for he

cannot see out the window. He can go over and look, thus exposing himself

to the same stimuli that the child sees. Or he can fall back upon what he

knows of the situation, Mr. Smith's habits, and the child's acquaintance with

Mr. Smith, in order to estimate the chance that Mr. Smith is outside the

window. The second alternative is less reliable, but in many instances it is the

only alternative available. When the child says, ' I am thirsty,' it is impossible

for the parent to expose himself to the same stimuli that are controlling the

child's behavior; he cannot look through the child's window. He must esti-

mate the hkeUhood that the child is thirsty, the Ukelihood that the child really

wants attention, balance the two, and reward according to his best estimate.
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The accuracy with which a parental audience can infer the stimulus condi-

tions associated with a given verbal response by their child varies considerably

for diflFerent situations. Their reinforcements must be differential and con-

sistent, or the response is not associated with the proper aspects of the situation.

Teaching a child to say 'dog' is relatively straightforward. But how does

the child learn when to say 'truth,' 'beauty,' 'love,' 'justice'? The situations

in which these words are used are so complex that we seldom manage to attain

agreement. Confusion and uncertainty can result when we try to train a child

to use certain responses in association with certain states inside himself. The

word 'happy' provides an example. To teach the child to use this word, we

could decide what situations reduce a need and then always use the word in

these situations. The child's facial expression—a part of his gesture language

—may provide additional clues, but in general the parent must give or withhold

reinforcement for 'happy' according to the situation rather than according to

the child's private reaction.

Because of this limitation the language of emotions and desires is vague and

unreUable. In order to talk about a comphcated feeling, we usually resort to

a description of situations that would produce similar feelings. We may say

metaphorically, 'I felt like I was trying to repair a watch with gloves on.'

We probably could not agree on the name, but the feeling is vaguely familiar.

Thus we talk about feeHngs in terms of situations and activities, for these are

the stimulus conditions that can be used by the audience as a guide for the

differential reinforcement of our verbal behavior. The metaphor depends

upon generalization and extension of the discriminative stimuK associated

with the response.

The Organization of Verbal Behavior

So far the theoretical account of verbal behavior has avoided the problem of

verbal organization. Any language has two basic components, its vocabulary

and its grammar. We have considered in detail how the vocabulary might be

acquired but have said little about how to learn the rules for combining words.

How are words arranged into phrases and phrases into sentences? Is associa-

tion theory adequate to explain the organization of verbal behavior?

One conceivable explanation is that we learn every possible EngUsh sentence

individually and so learn to associate a particular sentence with every situation.

This explanation can be rejected immediately; there are too many sentences

to learn, and we coin new ones constantly. An alternative explanation is

that we learn rules for forming sentences. If by rules we mean explicitly

verbalized formulas, this explanation can be rejected too. Everj^one learns to

speak long before he goes to school and reads the explicit rules in a grammar
book. The only reasonable explanation is that we learn the rules imphcitly;

how this could occur is the process we must explain.
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Logical Words. Logical terms serve to state relations among other words

or groups of words. The organization of verbal behavior is intimately con-

nected with the use of logical terms. A partial list of logical terms is as

follows: 'is,' 'all,' 'any,' 'some,' 'not,' 'or,' 'and,' 'if,' 'the,' 'true,' 'false,' and

punctuation marks.

Logicians illustrate the importance of these little words in the following way:

Suppose we learn on good authority that all mantelops are lespeads and that

all lespeads hile. We can conclude immediately that aU mantelops hile and

that any grimpet that does not hile certainly is not a mantelop. There may,

of course, be lespeads that aren't mantelops, so hiling is not a sure sign of man-

telopicity. The fact that we have no idea what we are talking about does not

stop us from talking. We simply operate on names and properties according

to the rules governing the use of logical terms. A logician has been defined as

a man who never knows what he is talking about.

Once we have learned the patterns of a language, we can deduce a great deal

about a new word or phrase by the way it turns up in familiar patterns. Per-

haps the word ' polity' is unfamihar, but after we have seen it in 'The national

poUty of the United States is Republican,' and 'The two churches agree' in

polity though they differ in faith,' and in a few other contexts, we learn to use

the word in the correct places; this is indirect or implicit learning from the

intraverbal context. In this way it is easy to acquire general impressions

about words before we are able to use the words correctly. Often these impres-

sions are hopelessly wrong.

Logical terms are verbal responses; they must be responses to something.

Clearly they are not responses to the talker's needs, or to any objects in his

environment, or to any other person's verbal behavior. One can conclude

that logical terms are responses to other words that the talker himself is saying.

For example, what does 'is' refer to? 'Is' refers to the words that accompany

it and serves to notify the listener that these accompanying words form an

assertion. 'Is' is the speaker's assurance to his hearer that the statement can

be trusted. 'Not' serves the opposite function; it is a negation that refers

to the words associated with it. It is usually learned first in the familiar

parental mand 'Don't!' which has the effect of inhibiting any concomitant

activities.

In the sentence 'There is not a book on the table,' what stimulus conditions

elicit the response? It is not the absence of the book that determines the

response, or otherwise we should respond continually to all the things that are

absent at the time. Before we say, 'There is not any book on the table,' other

variables must strengthen the assertion 'There is a book on the table.' Some
one has said so, or we need one there, or we remember putting one there, etc.

The response is, therefore, a response to the other aspects of the situation that

would lead us to say, 'There is a book on the table,' plus a qualifying comment,
'not,' which is added to the statement. ' Not ' thus plays the role of a response
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to the other verbal behavior that accompanies it. We can achieve exactly

the same resvilt by saying, ' It would be false to say that there is a book on the

table.' In this case it is clear that 'It would be false to say that . .
.' is a

comment about the verbal behavior that is to follow.

We can analyze the word 'all' in the same way. Clearly the stimuli for

saying, 'All dogs have four legs' do not include aU dogs. The 'all' is a com-

ment about the statement 'dogs have four legs.' An equivalent expression is

'It is always safe to say that dogs have four legs.'

To recapitulate, we began by asking how we learn to follow the grammar of

our native language. This question turns into a question about the use of

logical terms. Logical terms are responses to the words they accompany.

Now if we can imderstand how people come to make responses to their own

responses, we shall have the key to the problem of verbal organization.

The Talker as His Own Audience. Speech has the interesting character-

istic that it affects the talker acoustically in much the same way it affects the

listener. Since every talker is his own listener, it is as natural for a person to

respond to himself as to respond to others. Indeed, a kind of circular reflex

to respond to sound with sound is one of the simplest explanations of the echoic

behavior of babies. Young children can be observed to talk to themselves

about what they are doing—to respond verbally to their own responses. As

the child matures, these private conversations do not appear overtly; crowded

schoohooms require quiet children. Society forces this speech to become

subvocal; we suppose that it must continue even though we cannot observe it.

Some of our responses to our own behavior get out where the listener can

hear them. Phrases like ' It seems to me that . . .' or 'It is interesting to note

that . .
.' or 'In conclusion let me say that . . .' are obviously comments

about, or responses to, the verbal behavior that is to follow. 'I beUeve that

. .
.' warns the Ustener that other people may not agree with what is coming.

Other examples of talking about our talking are less obvious. The words

'like' or 'as though' or 'sort of warn the listener that the verbal behavior

that follows is not to be taken Uterally but that a metaphorical generaUzation is

intended. Thus ' like ' is a comment about the words to follow, not a comment

about the nonverbal world.

We have a large number of verbal responses that we use to push other re-

sponses around, and these pushing, manipulative responses are used to control

and order the flow of responses to needs, things, events, etc. Thus the talker

does not resemble a boiling kettle of responses that pop out automatically and

imedited. The adult responds to what he is saying, sometimes before he says

it, sometimes as he is saying it. His own response to what he is saying may

be to suppress it, to ampHfy it, or to qualify it—to push or pull it around to

where the Ustener will reinforce it.

In summary, the association theorist seems to have reasonable answers for

most of the questions "we-ean ask about meaning. The answers can be elabo-
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rated in greater detail; in broad outline, they are as follows: A special area of

behavior is marked ofif because it depends entirely oh the intervention of

another person for its reinforcement. Stimulus-response associations formed

in this way vary in strength (likelihood of occurrence) from moment to moment.

The variables that control the responses and determine their strength are the

talker's needs, the stimuli affecting the talker, the opportunity to echo or read,

the interconnections of one verbal response with other verbal responses, the

presence of an audience to provide reinforcement. The organization of these

response tendencies into acceptable linguistic patterns is accomplished by a

self-editing process; the talker reacts to and comments on the responses that

are currently strongest.

Discussion Questions

1. Why are puns funny?

2. Can you suggest a definition for verbal context in terms of intraverbal responses?

3. How is it possible for hiunan beings to span a long period of time between the

occurrence of a stimulus and their response to the stimulus? Under what conditions

could animals successfully span such a gap in time?

4. Was Aristotle as intelligent as Einstein? If so, why could not Aristotle solve

the problems that Einstein solved? How does a system of symbols increase the

range of learning and problem solving?

5. Could you develop the ideas presented in this chapter without appealing to the

concept of reinforcement? What assiunptions would you use in place of reinforce-

ment?

6. How do people come to make deliberately false statements? What is the referent

for a false statement?

7. Consider the definition: A word is a logical term if and only if it is a response

to a relation. Can you find any exceptions to this definition? How does it differ

from the suggestion made in this chapter?
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Chapter 9

VERBAL HABITS

I vainly strove to recall the name of the master who made the imposing frescoes

of the "Last Judgment" in the dome of Orvieto. Instead of the lost name

—

Signorelli—two other names of artists—Botticelli and Boltraffio—obtruded

themselves. The forgetting of the name could not be explained until after I had

recalled the theme discussed immediately before this conversation. In these

sentences we can find the words and names: Bosnia, Herzegovina and Herr, which

may be inserted in an association series between Signorelli, Botticelli and Bol-

traffio. The name Signorelli was thus divided into two parts. One pair of

syllables (eUi) returned unchanged in one of the substitutions, while the other

had gained, through translation of signor (Herr), many and diverse relations.

—SiGMXTND Freud

Verbal behavior is an adaptation to the social environment. Because rein-

forcement is given or withheld by parents, teachers, and friends, a child is

able to draw distinctions and to develop concepts that would never be differ-

entially reinforced by the inanimate environment. Reciprocal reinforcement

in a social situation supports the evolution of complex communicative behavior.

Some of the consequences of this social adaptation are worked out in the pre-

ceding chapter. We turn our attention now to the experimental study of the

literate adult, the socialized product of years of reciprocal reinforcements.

The verbal habits he has acquired from his social environment can be explored

in a variety of ways, and they can be shown to be related to the way other

psychological fimctions are performed. The question we shall raise in this

chapter is: What verbal habits does the literate adult possess and how can

we measure them? In Chap, 10 we ask: How are these established habits

related to his perceptions, his ability to learn, and his memory? The discus-

sion of the effects of verbal habits on thinking and problem solving are deferred

to Chap. 11.

Associative Strength

We have seen that a reasonable account of communicative behavior can be

built from a consideration of the associations between stimuU and responses.

Some of these associations are reinforced until they become quite strong; other

associations are seldom or never reinforced and so remain quite weak. When
the same stimuli present themselves again, the stronger associations dominate

174
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and occur first. If they are not successful, they are not reinforced; if they

are not reinforced, they are extinguished; as they are extinguished, the weaker

responses begin to dominate. The strong associations occur most frequently,

but some relatively weak associations occasionally appear. This is exactly

the picture we discovered by statistical analysis; some patterns of symbols

occur much more frequently and so are much stronger than other patterns of

symbols.

In order to examine this matter of relative strengths in more detail we must

ask how the strength of a verbal response is influenced by the other verbal

responses that accompany it. For example, the word ' I ' might have a relative

frequency as high as 0.1 (every tenth word) in conversation or letter writing

but drop as low as in dignified, impersonal scientific writing. How, then,

do we specify the strength of this response? On a more molecular level, 'I'

seems to vary widely in strength from instant to instant. It is a very improb-

able response to 'Who was the first king of England?' and a very probable

response to 'Who wants a million dollars?' Statistical summaries of the sort

discussed in Chap. 4 describe verbal strengths in a general way. To be more

specific we must study the bonds between words.

The simplest assimiption we can make about the bonds between words is

that groups of associated words increase or decrease together in their prob-

ability of occurrence. When a particular sjonbol becomes highly probable,

there is a set of associated symbols that also becomes more probable. Skinner

(1936) has expressed the notion as follows:

. . . when a member of a group [of related responses] is elicited, all members of the

group are temporarily strengthened relative to their normal latent strengths. Thus,

if I say hire, all my responses which resemble that response are temporarily strength-

ened—particularly the response hire itself, which is likely to be elicited again sooner

than its resting strength would dictate, and higher, which leads me to pirn. Also

strengthened are all words beginning with h (hence alliteration) and all ending in ire

(hence rhyme) .... My response hire strengthens all responses associated with its

referent, and I am likely to 'go on' to speak of labor, wages, and so on.

The Word-association Test. Experimental attempts have been made to

explore these groups of related responses. Probably the simplest and most

straightforward is the word-association test. Sir Francis Galton (1879; cf.

Woodworth, 1938, Chap, 15), English scientist and cousin of Charles Darwin,

was the first to try the word-association experiment. He wrote each of 75 dif-

ferent words on a separate card and filed the cards away for several days.

Then he looked at the cards one at a time. He timed himself with a stop-

watch, starting it the moment the word caught his eye and stopping it as soon

as the word had suggested two different ideas. He recorded these ideas as

he went through the fist but refused to print them. "They lay bare," he com-

mented, "the foundations of a man's thoughts with a curious distinctness,
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and exhibit his mental anatomy with more vividness and truth than he would

probably care to publish to the world."

Psychologists quickly adopted Galton's experiment, extended it, and modi-

fied it. It was used by C. G. Jung (1918) to explore the emotional responses

of his patients. Delayed or unusual responses indicate that the stimulus word

is associated with some emotional complex or guilty knowledge. (This inter-

pretation is not accepted by aU psychologists; cf. Lorge and Thomdike, 1941.)

In order to know what responses are unusual, however, it is necessary to know

what the popular responses are. This means that the test must be given to

large groups of people and their accumulated responses used as the basis for

discovering individual peculiarities. These data have been collected, and our

present interest is in the relative frequencies of occurrence of the various

responses to the same stimulus word.

In one experiment (Kent and Rosanoflf, 1910) the subject was seated with

his back toward the experimenter and was instructed to give "the first word

that occurs to you other than the stimulus word." The list of 100 stimulus

words, nouns and adjectives, was then read aloud, and the subject's response

to each word was noted. This procedure was repeated with 1000 men and

women of diflferent occupation and education. The results are assembled in

tables that give aU the different responses to each word along with the number

of people who gave each response. The results for 2 of the 100 stimulus words

are shown in Table 13.

Certain associations are quite common. For 'lamp' 650 subjects out of

1000 replied 'light.' (Note also the effects of technology on word association

— 'oil,' 'chimney,' and 'wick' are not so frequent today as in 1910.) For

'chair' the response was 'table' for 191 subjects. The distribution of fre-

quencies is very similar to the distribution obtained for words in connected

discourse (Skinner, 1937; cf. Chap. 4). The results are evidence for the uni-

formity of our verbal habits. Not only do v/e use certain words over and over,

but the same word associations are given time after time by different subjects.

Word-association data have been obtained for other large groups of subjects

(Woodrow and Lowell, 1916; O'Connor, 1928). It is interesting, for example,

to compare the responses of children with the responses of adults. This com-

parison is made for a few words in Table 14. The children tend to give a

word that completes or enlarges upon the stimulus word. The adults jump

to a related but parallel word. Apparently there are systematic changes in

word associations as a function of age.

The more homogeneous the subjects' backgrounds, the more similar their

verbal associations. For example, the responses of professional groups have

been compared (Foley and Macmillan, 1943). Lawyers respond more like

other lawyers than they do like doctors. When the responses of members of

the same family are examined, the correspondences are even more striking.

Some examples are given in Table 15. The best and most uniform agreement
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Table 13. Frequency of Word Associations in 1000 Men and Women

(Kent and Rosano£F, 1910)

Stimulus—lamp Stimulus—chair

650 light 191 table

49 oil 127 seat

37 chimney, shade 107 sit

23 wick 83 furniture

20 burn 56 sitting

13 candle 49 wood
12 bright 45 rest

10 burning 38 stool

8 glass, table 21 comfort

7 globe, kerosene 17 rocker

6 articles 15 rocking

5 black, electric, fire, post 13 bench

4 gas, lighted, night, smoke 12 cushion

3 brightness, burner, dark, high 11 legs

2 chandelier, darkness, furniture, illumi- 10 floor

nation, large, lights, lit, reading, room, 9 desk, room
see, stand, useful, vessel 8 comfortable

1 Aladdin, arc, blaze, brass, burns, cheer. 7 ease, leg

convenience, crockery, dangers, day- 6 easy, sofa, wooden
light, distance, dull, evening, flame, full, 5 couch, hard, Morris, seated, soft

glaring, home, hot, house, lantern, li- 4 arm, article, brown, high

brary, lighten, match, nickel, ornament. 3 cane, convenience, house, large, lounge.

petroleum, pretty, red, Rochester, low, mahogany, person, resting, rung.

shadow, small, smokes, smoking, smoky. settee, useful

stove, student, tall, warmth, wisdom 2 broken, hickory, home, necessity, oak,

rounds, seating, use

1 back, beauty, bed, book, boy, bureau,

caning, careful, carpet, cart, color,

crooked, cushions, feet, foot, footstool,

form. Governor Winthrop, hair, idle-

ness, implement, joiner, lunch, massive,

mission, myself, object, occupy, oflSce,

people, place, placed, plant, platform,

pleasant, pleasure, posture, reading,

rubber, size, spooning, stand, stoop,

study, support, tables, talk, teacher,

timber, tool, upholstered, upholstery,

white

is found among parents and their children of the same sex. The children

differ more from the father than from the mother; the daughters' approximate

more to the mothers' responses than to the fathers'. The more the subjects'

past experiences with language overlap, the greater the similarity of their

word associations.

The responses are quite similar even if objects or pictures are used instead

of words (Karwoski, Gramlich, and Arnott, 1944). The reaction time is
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Table 14. Word Associations from Different Groups of People

(Woodworth, 1938)

Stimulus Response
1000

children

1000

men and women
1000

men in industry

Table Eat

Chair

358

24

63

274

40

3,3,3

Dark Night

Light

421

38

221

427

162

626

Man Work
Woman

168

8

17

394

8

561

Deep Hole

Shallow

257

6

32

180

20

296

Soft Pillow

Hard

138

27

53

365

42

548

Mountain High

Hill

390

91

246

184

171

364

Table 15. Similarity in Responses of Mother and Daughter

Qung, 1918)

Stimulus word Mother Daughter

Angel

Haughty

Stalk

Dance

Lake

Threaten

Lamp
Rich

New
Tooth

Take care

Pencil

Law
Love

Innocent

Bad boy

Leek's stalk

Couple

Much water

Father

Burns bright

King

Dress

Biting

Industrious pupil

Long

God's command
Child

Innocent

Bad boy

Stalks for soup

Man and lady

Great

Father

Gives light

King

Dress

Pains

Pupil

Black

Moses

Father and mother

shortest when the stimulus is a word, longest when the stimulus is a picture.

Presumably some extra symbolic process intervenes to mediate the verbal

association to objects and pictures.

The general result of word-association tests is that the stimulus words eUcit
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a rather small sample of response words. This supports the notion of rela-

tively stable connections among words. If the response words of any given

subject or group of subjects seemed chosen at random from the pages of a

dictionary, we should have to abandon the notion of associative bonds
between words.

What happens when the subjects are told to respond with completely «»as-

sociated words? Even with these instructions it is possible to trace the asso-

ciations that guide the replies (Atherton and Washburn, 1912). The subjects'

responses are made by phonetic associations, by perseveration from recent

experiences or from words that occiured earlier in the experiment, or by obvious

associations that they somehow overlooked. Some subjects rely on mediated

associations—^for example, if the stimulus word is 'sheep,' they repress the

associated response 'wool' but use it as another stimulus word to suggest

'cotton.'

Classification of Word Associations. The question naturally arises as to

whether we can classify different kinds of associations. The responses are so

various that no single classification has gained universal favor, but it is worth

while to examine some of the types of associations that occur. Some responses

are related to the stimulus words by contrast ('wet-dry,' 'black-white,' 'man-

woman'). Others are similar ('blossom-flower,' 'pain-hurt,' 'swift-fast').

Some are subordinate to the stimulus words ('animal-dog,' 'man-father'), while

others are coordinate ('apple-peach,' 'dog-cat,' 'man-boy'), and still others

are superordinate ('spinach-vegetable,' 'man-male'). There are also examples

of assonance ('pack-tack,' 'bread-red'), of part-whole ('petal-flower,' 'day-

week'), of completion ('forward-march,' 'black-board'), of egocentrism ('suc-

cess-I must,' 'lonesome-never'), of word derivatives ('run-running,' 'deep-

depth'), of predication ('dog-bark,' 'room-dark'). Apparently words are

related to one another in an amazing number of ways (cf. Karwoski and

Berthold, 1945; Karwoski and Schachter, 1948).

Woodrow and LoweU (1916) classified responses for their own data on 1000

children and for Kent and Rosanoff's data on 1000 adults. They classified

every response that was given by 10 or more of the 1000 subjects. These

popular responses made up about 80 per cent of the total number of responses.

The 21 categories they used are given, along with examples, in Table 16. The
examples are drawn from the pubhshed classification. The categories are

listed in order in Table 16 according to their relative frequencies of occurrence

among adults. The relative frequencies of each type of response are listed

for both adults and children. The task of sorting all the various response

words into 21 types of response forces the judge to make many arbitrary deci-

sions. The selections of stimulus words and of subjects also have marked

effects on the results. The percentages reported in Table 16, therefore, must

be regarded as approximations, not precise measures, of the strengths of the

several types of association.
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Response Latency. The relative frequency of a response is only one of

several indices of associative strength. Another kind of measure that is often

used is latency (or reaction time). The latency of a stimulus-response associa-

tion is the time that elapses from the onset of the stimulus to the onset of

the response. If an association is relatively strong, the response occurs

quickly. If several responses are weakly associated with the stimulus at

about the same strength, the response occurs with a longer latency.

If frequency of occurrence and latency are both measures of the strength

of an association, they should be closely correlated. Thumb and Marbe
(Woodworth, 1938) seem to have been the first to investigate the relation

between the time it takes a subject to respond and the number of other people

who give the same response. Marbe's law says that the more frequent responses

are quicker. Schlosberg and Heineman (1950) measured association time and

communahty of response for 204 subjects and 25 monosyllabic stimulus words.

They found a coefl&cient of correlation of —0.80 between the two measures.

Verbal Generalization. Still another method of probing for the associations

among words is to take advantage of generahzation. In Chap. 8 we noted

that a response associated with one stimulus is also associated with all similar

stimuli, and the greater the similarity, the stronger the association. This

phenomenon is referred to as generalization. As the similarity decreases,

generalization decreases. This relation is usually called a gradient of general-

ization. Some association theorists speak of a semantic gradient of generaliza-

tion that operates in verbal behavior. A response established to the name of

an object generahzes to the object itself, and vice versa (Cofer and Foley,

1942), thus illustrating semantic generalization. Phonetic generalization—
as in alhteration, rhyming, and punning—can also be distinguished (Skinner,

1937, 1941).

If the generalization depends upon previous learning by the subject, it is

usually referred to as mediated generalization. Intraverbal associations pro-

vide the best example of the operation of mediated generalization. If the

word 'vain' occurs and its occurrence somehow makes the word 'conceited'

more Ukely to occur, generalization from one to the other has been mediated

by previous learning. The sounds of the two words are not similar; their

similarity must be learned. Clearly the generalization can extend through

several steps, from 'vain' to 'conceited' to 'pompous' to 'pampas' to 'steppes'

to 'steps' to 'stairs' to 'stares' to 'looks,' or can go off in some quite different

gradient, from 'vain' to 'fruitless' to 'sterile' to 'barren' to 'baron' to 'noble-

man' to 'lord,' etc. Actually to trace out all the various gradients, even for

a few steps, is an extensive undertaking.

If one views the bonds between words as paths along which generalization

can occur, then the methods developed for simpler cases of generalization can

be applied to the verbal case. The conditioning experiment has been used in

this way with human subjects to explore the web of intraverbal bonds along
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which generalization can occur. In one study, for example, the subject was

conditioned to give a galvanic skin reflex* (GSR) when certain printed words

were presented (Riess, 1940). This was accompUshed by showing the words

at the same time a loud buzzer startled the subject. After several repetitions

the GSR, which appeared originally in response to the buzzer, began to

appear in response to the word alone. Once the GSR was conditioned to these

words, the next step was to test for generaUzation to associated words. If

the stimulus was 'urn,' would the word 'earn' also elicit a GSR? The answer

is that it did. There was also a response to the synonym 'vase.' A response

conditioned to 'urn' generahzes to words associated with it. Adults usually

show greater generalization for synonyms than for words that sound alike

(Razran, 1939; Riess, 1940), but children tend to generalize more readily to

words that sound alike. This tendency disappears at about eleven years of

age (Riess, 1946).

The conditioning technique has also been used to illustrate the notion of

unconsciousness (Diven, 1937). The GSR was recorded as the experimenter

called out a series of words: 'one, two, three, five, nine, four, buildings, red,

barn, east, subway, hay, pavement, red, barn, easy, cloth, horse, city, plow,

red, barn, book, tin, cow, streetcar, pasture, stores, advertisement, red, barn,

number, wagon, red, barn, soft, office, sheep, red, barn.' The Ust is built

around the word 'barn,' which is always preceded by the word 'red.' The

subject was asked to respond, as in the word-association test, with any words

that occurred to him and to continue until the experimenter told him to stop.

The conditioning was produced by giving the subject an electric shock after

he had made several verbal responses. Every time 'barn' occurred in the

list, the subject began responding with associated words, then received a shock.

The subjects quickly began to give a GSR whenever 'barn' occurred. This

was true of all subjects, even though about half of them were imable to report

at the end of the experiment that 'barn' was always the critical word. These

subjects responded to 'barn' with a GSR, but could not respond to 'barn'

with the verbal response, 'Barn is always followed by shock.' This is an

interesting case ; they obviously knew what led to shock because they responded

to it with a change in skin resistance. At the same time they obviously did

not know what led to shock because they were not able to report it at the end

of the experiment. Here is an example of unconscious behavior; the subjects

were unable to respond verbally to their own responses.

The strengths of the associations among the words in the list were shown
by the generalization of the GSR to other rural words. The responses to

'horse,' 'plow,' 'cow,' 'pasture,' and 'sheep' were not as great as to 'barn'

but were larger than the responses to other words in the Ust. The rural words

*The galvanic skin reflex (GSR) is a change in the electrical resistance of the skin.

Changes in resistance follow the physiological activity of the autonomic nervous system, and
thus the GSR is often considered to be an indicator of emotional responses by the subject.
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had not been associated with shock; they were associated with the word that

had been associated with shock. The response also generalized to the word

'red' that always preceded 'barn' in the list.

Razran (1949) used salivary conditioning to map out the verbal generalization

to a variety of words related in different ways to the conditioned word. First,

subjects were conditioned to saUvate when certain words were presented; this

was accompUshed by showing the words while the subject ate. (The subjects

were misinformed about the purpose of the experiment.) After the salivary

response was established, other words were presented and the amount of saliva-

tion was measured. The saUvation was greatest in response to the conditioned

words; the amount of generahzed sahvation is expressed as a percentage of

the amount of conditioned salivation. Thus ' 50 per cent generalization ' means

that the magnitude of the response to the associated word was half the mag-

nitude of the response to the conditioned word. For example, one of the

conditioned words was 'dog.' The generalization words and the relative

magnitudes of the responses they evoked were 'animal' 22.2 per cent, 'cat'

38.1 per cent, 'terrier' 50.3 per cent, and 'bark' 56.8 per cent. The strength

of the association between 'dog' and 'bark' is greater than between 'dog'

and 'animal.'

Table 17. Per Cent Generalization of Salivary Conditioning

FOR Different Kinds of Associations

(Razran, 1949)

Word derivative 64.S

Subordinate 42.5

Antonym 40.5

Part-whole and whole-part 39.1

Coordinate 38.2

Predication 35.0

Assonance 26.1

Superordinate 22.9

Completion 12.6

In all, 12 different words were conditioned, and 32 associated words were

tested. The different kinds of associations were classified, and the average

amount of generalization for each class of associations was computed; these

are summarized in Table 17. It is instructive to compare these results with

results given in Table 16 for the word-association test. (1) The greatest

generalization was obtained to derivative words ('take-took'), although such

responses are not common in word-association tests. Apparently a subject

who is told to give the first word he thinks of that is different from the

stimulus word does not consider derivatives to be different words. (2) There

is nearly equal conditioned generalization for contrasts and coordinates. This

finding shows a correspondence, since the frequencies of these categories in

word-association tests are nearly equal.
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The most unexpected results of the conditioning experiment were (3) gener-

alization to superordinates was only half as large as to subordinates and

(4) there was hardly any generaUzation from the first to the second word in

the completion of a compound of two words ('Yankee-doodle,' 'mineral-

water'). The small generalization to superordinates seems to contradict the

results of association studies. The absence of generalization from the first

to the second word of a phrase violates our notions of the ongoing habits of

normal speech. Both discrepancies make sense, however, when we realize

that the generaUzation experiment works in the opposite direction from the

word-association experiment.

For example, 'animal' is a common superordinate response to 'dog' in the

word-association test. When 'animal' is the stimulus word, however, the

subordinate response 'dog' is relatively rare. Thus we have, for the word-

association test:

'Animal' —»
'dog' (weak association)

'Dog'—^ 'animal' (strong association)

Now remember what happens in the generalization experiment. A response

is conditioned to 'dog.' To test the generalization from 'dog' to 'animal,'

the word 'animal' is presented. We find there is httle generalization from

'dog' to 'animal'; as in the word-association test, when 'animal' is presented,

the association to 'dog' is weak. In the word-association test, the association

from 'dog' to 'animal' is tested by presenting the word 'dog.' In the general-

ization experiment, the generalization from 'dog' to 'animal' is tested by pre-

senting the word 'animal.' When this notion of the direction of association

is introduced, the two experiments no longer seem contradictory.

The same explanation, involving the direction of association, also accounts

for (4). If 'doodle' is presented on a word-association test, subjects do not

normally respond 'Yankee,' although the reverse association, 'Yankee-doodle,'

is quite common. When the conditioning procedure is to condition a response

to 'Yankee,' then test by presenting 'doodle,' the presentation of 'doodle' is

not associated with 'Yankee' and so a small response is obtained. WTien the

procedure is reversed—when 'doodle' and 'water' are conditioned, and

'Yankee' and 'mineral' are presented as the test words—the generalization

jumps from 12.6 to 53 per cent.

The generalization experiment can be summarized in this way: (1) a response

is conditioned to A; (2) B is presented; (3) B is associated with A; (4) a general-

ized response to B occurs at a magnitude determined by the strength of the

association from B to A. The magnitude of the response to B is not deter-

mined by the strength of the association from A to B. The association, like

a vector, has both magnitude and direction.

Three measures of associative strength—frequency, latency, and generaliza-

tion—give related results. The experimental agreement lends assurance that
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verbal associations are stable patterns of response built up by reciprocal rein-

forcement in much the same way for all speakers of one language. The fact

that these associations have a directional aspect becomes especially significant

when we begin to analyze the sequential habits that enable us to patch sounds

and words together in connected discourse.

Studies of verbal generahzation use a number of similar stimuli to evoke

a single, conditioned response. The magnitude of this response to the various

stimuU indicates degree of generahzation, or associative strength. The word-

association test, on the other hand, uses a single stimulus to evoke a number

of similar responses. The frequencies and latencies of the various responses

indicate associative strengths. Both methods reveal associative clusters

—

groups of words that are all strengthened when any member of the group is

strengthened.

Analysis of Errors. Another way to probe these associative clusters is to

analyze the errors that occur during learning and remembering. Underwood

and Hughes (1950) had subjects study syllable-adjective pairs, such as 'xan-

musty,' 'ce^-horrid,' etc. The hst of pairs was presented once; then the non-

sense syllables were presented alone, and the subjects were asked to write the

adjectives. Then the hst of pairs was presented again, and again the subjects

were asked to write the adjectives, etc. Five presentations of the Hst of pairs

were given. The errors were recorded during this original learning session

and again during a memory test held 1 week later. If they could not remember,

the subjects were told to guess. The question is. How similar are the wrong

responses to the correct response?

The errors were rated by a group of 40 judges. Of the errors made during

the original learning, 47 per cent were rated as homophones (words alike in

sound, but different in meaning), 46 per cent as synon3Tns, and 6 per cent as

antonyms. Of the errors made at recall 1 week later, 18 per cent were rated

as homophones, 34 per cent as synonyms, and 4 per cent as antonyms. The

errors at recall were less similar to the correct adjective than were the errors

during learning. For both learning and recall, however, analysis of the errors

showed that subjects often remember the associative cluster to which the

correct response belongs although they are not able to recall the exact word.

In other words, a subject may have considerable information about the correct

response, for he can narrow the search down to a small number of alternatives;

but he may not have sufi&cient information to narrow it down to the one word

that is the correct response. This difficulty is often seen in a more acute form

when brain damage produces a condition known as aphasia (Chap. 11).

Grammatical Habits

By grammatical habits we mean the operation of contextual constraints

upon the sequence of symbols. Referring to these habits as grammatical does

not imply that some habits are good grammar and others bad. Matters of
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taste are not the issue. The question is, What grammatical habits do we have,

and how do we measure them?

Grammatical habits are made of the same stuff as associative connections.

A word-association test shows relatively unstructured verbal habits. Any
word at all is acceptable as the subject's response. Now we want to extend

the analysis to more specific sequences of behavior. The distinction is some-

times drawn by separating free from controlled association. Free association

is the kind discussed in the preceding section; the subject is free to give any

response that occurs to him. In controlled association his response is restricted

not only by the stimulus word but also by specific instructions given by the

experimenter. Thus we might tell the subject to give only superordinate

words, or only words beginning with /p/, etc. Then the response is constrained

by a more specific context.

Controlled associations are quite similar to the choice of successive words

in speech. As we talk, the specific words we use are not chosen before we begin.

They occur as needed, usually without any reportable searching. EstabUshed

habits determine the choice of words as the response sequence moves from one

set of verbal bonds to the next. In controlled association it is as though the

subject had spoken all but the last three words of 'A word that is superordinate

to ... is ... .' The occurrence of the reaction word is as natural and auto-

matic as the occurrence of the word in a sentence.

The Influence of Context. It can be shown that the verbal context influences

the choice of the reaction word even when subjects are not explicitly told to

choose their response from a limited set. We can let the subjects hear a

sequence of four words but instruct them to give their response only to the

last word in the sequence (D. H. Howes and C. E. Osgood, unpublished data).

They listen carefully to aU four words but respond to only the fourth word.

They write the first response to the fourth stimulus word that occurs to them.

Howes and Osgood, in their version of this experiment, varied the degree of

association among the first three words. For example, 'devil—fearful

—

sinister

—

dark^ has three context words that form an associated cluster. In

other cases the sequence might be ' devil—fearful—basic

—

dark ' with two asso-

ciated and one neutral word, or 'devil—eat—basic

—

dark^ with only one

associated word in the context, or '429—124—413

—

dark^ with no associated

word in the context. The total cluster of response words associated with

'devil—fearful—sinister ' were, according to the judgment of the experimenters,

'bad,' 'evil,' 'fear,' 'fright,' 'ghost,' 'gloomy,' 'hell,' 'mysterious,' 'scared,'

'scary,' and 'shadow.' Ordinarily these words do not occur frequently in

response to the word 'dark.' The question is whether the associated context

makes the words in this cluster appear more frequently than they would

without the context.

When the context was neutral—nonsense syllables or numbers—only 5 per

cent of the responses fell into the chosen clusters. With one word from the
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cluster placed in the context, 10 per cent of the responses fell into this group.

With two words from the cluster placed in the context, 22 per cent of the

responses fell into the cluster, and with all three contextual words chosen

from the cluster, 34 per cent of the response words were in this group. For

example, if the word 'sleep' followed a context of 'eternal—deep—death,'

the chance of getting 'Christ,' 'church,' 'crypt,' 'death,' 'depth,' 'God,' 'life,'

'mortal,' 'inescapable,' 'reincarnation,' 'profound,' 'universal,' or 'winter' as

the response was increased about sevenfold.

^E^ By manipulating the context we manipulate the relative strengths of asso-

ciative connections. This apparently goes on automatically and unconsciously

-tcrdetermine a subject's reaction to the stimulus word. It is not necessary

to constrain the associations by expUcit instruction; they can be modified

impUcitly by context. This is the way context operates in ordinary speech.

Sentence Completion. The effects of context in constraining association

can also be explored with the sentence-completion test. First devised in 1897

by Ebbinghaus, the procedure was later adapted as a clinical test (Trabue,

1916; Kelley, 1917; Tendler, 1930; Symonds, 1947). The subject is given a

suggestive start, like 'The fact that he failed . . . ,' and asked to go on.

In one form of the experiment a number of sentences are selected from con-

temporary writing or composed for the special purpose. AU of the sentences

use a certain word. This word is replaced in all the sentences by a blank or

an unfamiliar group of letters. The subject is then asked to guess what

word has been removed. He reads the first sentence and makes his response,

then perhaps modifies this response when the second sentence is given, and so

proceeds through the hst until he decides upon a response that can always

be substituted (cf. Werner and Kaplan, 1950). Commonly used words usually

require only one or two sentences, but infrequently used words are more difl&-

cult and require many sentences before the correct intraverbal connections are

formed (Miller, unpubHshed data). An analysis of the responses that pre-

cede the final decision of the subjects reveals words that have associative bonds

with one another and with the missing word. For example, in a group of

sentences where ' sorrow' had been removed, readers substituted for it 'anger,'

'hatred,' 'loneliness,' 'longing,' 'confusion,' 'destruction,' 'horror,' 'fear,'

'grief,' 'pain,' 'anxiety,' 'doom.' When the missing word was 'red,' pre-

solution responses included 'pale,' 'bright,' 'hot,' 'large,' 'green,' 'brown,'

etc. This procedure yields a group of related responses that are, to varying

degrees, interchangeable in many contextual settings. The verbal context

that makes one of the group probable also makes the others probable.

In one study (Selfridge, 1949) a group of 36 subjects was asked to guess

at the successive words in a continuous passage. The subjects were told aU

the words in a story up to a certain point. At this point they were asked to

guess what the next word would be. After each guess was made they were

told the correct word and asked to guess the next. In this way the subjects
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proceeded word by word through a long passage. The material was simple

prose, an account of the boyhood of Robert Schumann written for children.

The distribution of responses is illustrated by the following excerpt:

Rows: he-13, then-5, there-5, when-4, the-3, surprise, it, Robert, in, seeing, (-).

of: of-32, his, upon, I, (-).

black: keys-12, white-6, strings-4, black-3, dusty-2, ivory-2, type, wires, little,

gleaming, (-), (-).

and: and-21, keys-10, objects, hammers, book, hair, wires,

white: white-34, ivory, brown,

keys: keys-33, books, strips, squares,

stared: were-12, met-3, appeared-3, stared-3, greeted-2, confronted-2, mvited,

faced, which, placed, exhibited, lives, caught, lay, (-), (-), (-), (-).

back: at-20, up-9, him-3, back-2, forth, (-).

at: at-35, from-1.

him: him-36.

Notice the variation in the range of guesses. The word 'him' is determined

by context for all 36 subjects and the author, while the context for 'stared'

eUcited 14 different alternatives and 4 'don't know's.' The word 'him' con-

veys httle information, for all the readers know what is coming, but 'stared'

was selected out of a wide range of possibihties and so carries considerable

information.

Sentence-completion tests differ from the word-association tests because

they supply more context and so limit further the range of possible responses.

In both cases, however, the results show groups of words that function together,

that lead to ready transitions, and that become likely or unhkely m sknilar

contexts. And both tests show that these groupings, with minor individual

variations, are conamon to all users of the language.

Analysis of Errors. Mistakes often provide an indication of associative con-

nections. Among the first to become interested in linguistic lapses and to

collect instances of them were Meringer and Mayer (1895). They classified

the mistakes they found as inversions of word or sound order, anticipations

of words to come later, substitutions of incorrect words or sounds, etc. Their

evidence convinced them that the errors were always similar to the correct

response; the associations between the two are usually strong.

This interpretation of mistakes did not seem complete to Freud (1914). Any

word has multiple associations with other words. What selective factors deter-

mine that one confusion rather than another will occur? Freud looked for the

factors in the motives of talkers. He was able to convmce himself—and his

account is generally accepted—that the form of hnguistic lapses is not acci-

dental, but highly diagnostic. As an example of the sort of mistakes Freud

emphasized, consider the woman who said, 'Near the mountain lorn,' when

asked where her summer cottage was. The substitution of 'loin' for 'lane' is
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attributable, according to the Freudian interpretation, to the repression of

memories of where the prying and lustful hand of another had touched her.

Analysis of mistakes illustrates the multiple determination of verbal be-

havior. The significance for clinical psychology is that mistakes often reveal

desires or fears that are unacceptable to the talker, or the audience, or both.

Their significance for the analysis of verbal habits is that even when an accident

occiu-s, it is guided by established associations. Even when the talker's

editing of his speech lets down, verbal habits can carry the utterance on to a

grammatical conclusion.

Automatic Writing. The notion that the verbal machinery can run on by
itself without any dehberate guidance by the person is more dramatically illus-

trated by automatic writing. An early study by L. M. Solomons and Gertrude

Stein (1896; Skinner, 1934) serves to illustrate how automatic writing can be

developed. Solomons and Stein were interested in the fact that people often

go through a series of complex movements and are later unaware that they

have done so. Often they stop in the middle of the activity and realize with

some surprise what they were doing. These acts are performed without the

accompaniment of the person's verbal responses to them. They usually occur

when the person is deeply involved in some other problem; his subvocal

responses are otherwise engaged. Solomons and Stein wondered if this

automatism could be cultivated with practice. Would it be possible to go

through a series of writing movements so automatically that there would be

no awareness of them untU the written words were later discovered? Such

writing should give a look at the response tendencies in the writer before

even the writer has had a chance to edit them.

The experiments began by exploring movements that occur without any

reportable effort of will. The suspended arm gets uncomfortable after a while,

and if it is given a slight movement, it tends to continue moving. The subject

reports the rather distracting impression that his arm is moving by itself and

that he has nothing to do with it. If he reads an interesting story, all this goes

on unknown to him. The next step is to supply the subject with a pencil that

he moves over a paper as though writing, although he is meanwhile engaged in

reading a story. The writing movements quickly become automatic and do

not prevent him from giving full attention to the story. Under these circum-

stances there is a decided tendency to write words read, especially simple words

such as 'the,' 'in,' 'and.' The subject usually knew that he had v/ritten a

word, but he could not report the fact that he was going to write a word.

The second step suggested the third. Since the reading was too rapid for

the pencil to follow, the subject was instructed to write at dictation. His

attention was occupied as fully as possible in reading. He kept the pencil

going constantly, scribbling when no dictation was going on. The authors

report that "these experiments were by far the most difl&cult we attempted,

and required the most training." At first the subject is unable to continue
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reading and stops to write every word. But after a few hours' practice he

becomes very adept at shifting attention back and forth from reading to writing

every 15 or 20 sec. The feeling of effort disappears first, and then the whole

process becomes automatic. The word is heard and the subject knows that

he has written; that is all. Real automatism, where the subject has no recollec-

tion of the event, comes only at intervals and for short periods of time. After

long practice these periods of complete automatism might extend for as many

as five or six words. Under these conditions " the subject was absolutely unable

to recall a single word written, but nevertheless felt quite certain that he had

been writing."

The next experiment concerned automatic reading. The subject reads in a

low voice something rather dull while the experimenter reads to him an inter-

esting story. "If he does not go insane during the first few trials he will

quickly learn to concentrate his attention fully on what is being read to him,

yet go on reading just the same .... One remembers having read something

at the beginning of the paragraph and suddenly finds himself at its end. All

between is blank."

After this training the experimenters found that spontaneous automatic

writing became quite easy after a little practice. Miss Stein often found it

sufficient distraction to read what her arm wrote, but following three or four

words behind her pencil. They noted a marked tendency for repetition, as

if a verbal response that was strong enough to appear spontaneously would

persist for some time before another response displaced it. And they also noted

that memorized poems could be readily produced without any attention on

their part. There were flashes of consciousness every six or seven words which,

they felt, might have suppUed a certain amount of continuity. Here are a

few specimens of the stuff that came out:

Hence there is no possible way of avoiding what I have spoken of, and if this is not

believed by the people of whom you have spoken, then it is not possible to prevent the

people of whom you have spoken so glibly. . . .

When he could not be the longest and thus to be, and thus to be, the strongest.

This long time when he did this best time, and he could thus have been bound, and

in this long time, when he could be this to first use of this long time ....

One feels a certain similarity between these samples and the vocal ramblings

of a drunken actor. Except for the marked tendency toward perseveration,

these have a structure similar to a third- or fourth-order approximation to

Enghsh (cf. Chap. 4).

The chnical psychologist has shown more interest in automatic wTiting than

his experimental colleague. A large literature, both clinical and spiritualistic,

awaits the interested explorer (Miihl, 1930). Some people are particularly

gifted and acquire the knack of writing automatically with little training.

These people often believe quite sincerely that they have spirituaUstic gifts
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and that the voices of the dead can make themselves heard through this

avenue. The difl&cult cHnical question of the so-called spht personaUty that

such productions often reveal is not well understood.

The value of automatic writing for the study of verbal behavior is that it

demonstrates the operation of grammatical habits in the absence of the writer's

reactions to his own behavior. The words run along in reasonable short

sequences, but the total effect is usually confused or even unintelligible. The

verbal connections seem to be operating almost at random. When a response

reaches threshold and is written, it may recur several times in a boring fashion.

The writer who is able to react to his own reactions censors and manipulates

these rambling connections in order to eUcit some more gratifying reward from

his audience.

The Eye-Voice Span. A more experimental approach to the study of gram-

matical habits is provided by tests of reading abiUty. In reading aloud a

person responds to visual stimuU with vocal responses. If the material is

familiar, he is able to handle it in fairly large chunks; if it is unfamiliar, he may
be forced to slow down and pronounce each syllable separately. With the

famiUar materials, grammatical habits lead him to expect certain sequences,

and several syllables or several words can be taken at a glance. As he pro-

nounces one word, his eyes move several words ahead to secure the stimuli for

succeeding responses.

It is a simple matter to measure how far the eyes are ahead of the voice.

This measure is called eye-voice span. While the subject is reading aloud, the

Ught is suddenly extinguished; the reader continues to say the words as far as

he had seen them. Educated adults reading familiar materials can continue

for about five words on the average (Quantz, 1897). More elaborate measure-

ments (G. Fairbanks, 1937) show that a good reader stays about 20 per cent

of a line ahead of his voice, as compared with only 15 per cent for poor readers.

The eye-voice span is quite elastic. On a difficult word it may shrink to zero;

on simple materials it may expand to include a whole Une.

Measurements of eye-voice span have been used to study reading ability, but

they have not been sufficiently exploited in the study of sequential verbal

habits. It would be interesting to know, for example, whether the length ci

the span is greatest for those sequences of words which can be most accurately

anticipated in the sentence-completion experiment. The eye-voice span should

be shortest where the information per symbol is greatest. If it existed, such a

correlation would be valuable, for it would provide a simple and continuous

estimate of the relative redundancy of different passages.

The input to the reader stays about five words, or 2 seconds, ahead of the

output. Are these values comparable with the span by which thought normally

outruns speech? If so, a fifth-order approximation to the statistical structure

of English word sequences should read quite naturally. Consider the following

fifth-order sample (Miller and Selfridge, 1950)

:
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house to ask for is to earn our living by working towards a goal for his team in old

New York was a wonderful place wasn't it even pleasant to talk about and laugh hard

when he teUs lies he should not tell me the reason why you are is evident.

Each word was chosen in the context of the preceding four by a different person.

Since each person talked about something different, the subject seems to jump

about in odd ways. This can be controlled by giving all the contributors the

same general topic. When contributors were told to give words about base- .

ball, the following fifth-order sample was produced

:

the umpire quickly shouted that Durocher had made his men work to perfect their

skill at fielding is very good when the team isn't in the lineup today is one of the

greatest players stood amazed at the plate while the batter swung at the pitch.

When successive words are constrained by a general topic, as well as by the

verbal context, a fifth-order approximation begins to sound almost reasonable.

It takes only a little editing to get several plausible sentences out of the second

sample. Thus it is not too difficult to imagine that the average talker needs to

plan his sentences, on the average, only about five to ten words ahead of his

voice. Such estimates are, of course, pure speculation and should not be taken

too seriously. Their principal value is to demonstrate that sequential, gram-

matical habits can be discussed within the framework of an association theory

of verbal behavior.

In Chap. 8 we saw that grammatical habits are intimately related to a small

group of logical terms that we use with great frequency. These logical terms

manipulate the other words and shove them into standard sentence forms.

The variety of sentence forms that a talker uses is not great, and probably the

lengths of the patterns that are fitted together into these forms seldom exceed

5 or 10 words. The process of forging sentences is not inexplicable, and a

clear formulation of what we need to know should lead to better observations

and, eventually, better explanations of our grammatical habits.

To summarize : The existence of grammatical habits imposes restrictions upon

a talker's freedom in selecting successive symbols. He has learned a complex

set of intraverbal associations. These associations have the effect that if one

member of a group of symbols is strengthened, associated symbols in the group

are also strengthened. The occurrence of a particular symbol or sequence of

symbols limits the range of alternatives from which the talker can choose suc-

ceeding symbols because he must proceed in accordance with the verbal asso-

ciations he has learned. The talker is not completely constrained by his intra-

verbal associations, for every word has numerous dimensions along which other

words are associated with it. Which particular association occurs to a talker

depends upon his needs and his audience. The personal factors guiding his

choice are of interest to the clinical psychologist, and most of the methods for

exploring intraverbal associations have found wide use in the clinics. Never-

theless, ihe striking thing about these studies is not the individu-al differences that
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occur, but rather the great uniformity in the verbal habits of all normal members

of the language community.

Artificial Languages

How can we trace the development of verbal associations in the course of

learning a language? This can be done by a careful study of children or

students of foreign languages, but here the situation is most complex. So many

uncontrolled factors^nfluence the learner, and the language has so many sym-

bols that the relations among them quickly grow beyond our ability to tabulate

them. A way out of this difiiculty is to construct an artificial language that

can be as simple as we like. Verbal associations can then be studied in a man-

ageable situation. Unfortunately, relatively little has been done by psycholo-

gists with artificial languages. A beginning has been made, but only a begin-

ning. The studies that do exist are directed toward understanding the changes

that occur in the history of any language (Esper, 1925; Wolfle, 1932).

—
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Fig. 41. Rate of permanent additions of new words to English over a period of 400 years.

{After Thorndike, 1947.)

Kinds of Linguistic Change. All living languages are constantly changing.

New words are added, old words are dropped, other words are generalized to

new situations or are pronounced in new ways. For example. Fig. 41 graphs

the rate of permanent additions of new words to Enghsh over a period of 400

years. The data were obtained from a random sample of the dated words in

the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (Thorndike, 1947). The Elizabethan

peak at 1600 greatly enriched the language with personal words for acts, feel-

ings, occupations, quahties, and with literary words. The more recent boom

has come in the names of material objects.

Once a word has been accepted by a language community, there are three

ways in which it may be modified. Semantic changes occur when the word is
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extended analogically as a response to a new situation. An example of this

sort of change is 'persona-person-parson,' a change that can be seen at a glance

in the following table (Ogden and Richards, 1947, 129):

1. A Mask
2. A +B Character indicated by a mask

3. B Character or role in a play

4. B + C One who represents a character

5. C Representative in general

6. C + D Representative of church in parish

7. D Parson

The successive changes seem to be molded by changes in the verbal connections

of this word with other words. Figure 41 also shows the rate at which new

definitions have been given to old words in English. Possibly the same factors

that lead to the invention of new words also lead to the elaboration of old ones,

for the two curves of Fig. 41 are quite similar.

Phonetic changes are more difl&cult to trace in the history of a language be-

cause writing usually lags far behind pronunciation. The sort of evidence we
have for phonetic change is characterized by Bloomfield (1933, 346).

In our Old English records we find a word stan, 'stone,' which we interpret pho-

netically as [stan]; if we believe that the present-day English word stone [stoun] is

the modem form, by unbroken tradition, of this Old English word, then we must

suppose that Old English [a] has here changed to modem [ou]. If we believe that the

resemblances are due not to accident, but to the tradition of speech-habits, then we

must infer that the differences between the resemblant forms are due to changes in

these speech-habits.

The modern linguist has tried to evolve rules to classify phonetic changes.

Thus unvoiced plosives in other Indo-European languages are usually paralleled

in the Germanic languages by unvoiced fricatives, and so on.

The third type of change, also a change in the pronunciation of a word, is

known as analogic change and is usually attributed to the interference of some

associated word. For example, when such words as 'length,' 'breadth,'

'width,' and 'depth' make us pronounce 'height' as if it were 'heighth,' then

'height' has undergone analogic change. Similarly when, on the basis of such

plurals as 'hands,' 'toes,' 'shoes' and 'toys,' the child says 'foots,' he is illus-

trating an analogic formation.

The Experimental Approach. A method for studying analogic change con-

sists in teaching an artificial language to a group of subjects, then carefully

studying the analogic tendencies that develop. It has been shown with arti-

ficial languages that the changes that occur frequently while the subject is first

learning the language are the same changes that recur after the language is well

learned. If this applies to English, it would mean that the child who, in first

learning the words, frequently confuses 'uncle' and 'aunt' is the one who later

will be most apt to show this confusion and interference by a mixture of the two.
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In one experiment (Wolfle, 1932) a group of eight subjects was taught an

artificial language that consisted of the nonsense names of nonsense figures.

There were 16 figures consisting of four sizes of each of four shapes. A non-

sense-syllable name was applied to each size and to each shape. The names

of the individual figures consisted of the combination of the size name and the

shape name. The size name was regularly pronounced first, as in ordinary

English; one looks at a figure and says, 'a large square.' The names of the

figures, however, were not all left in this systematic form. Six of them were

altered somewhat. In 2 of the names a vowel was changed, in 2 a consonant

was changed, and in 2 the syllable order was reversed. Thus there were

10 names that conformed perfectly to the regular pattern and 6 that were par-

tially unsystematic, or did not conform to the pattern of the language as a

whole. The names used are shown in Table 18.

Table 18. The Vocabulaky of an Artificial Language-

Phonetic Spelling of the Names of 16 Figukes

(Wolfle, 1932)

Size name

Shape name

A. pouf B. seb C. grtS D. lud

1. vus

2. nas

3. zig

4. tav

vuskouf*

naspouf

ziqpouf*

tavpouf

sebvus*

sebnas*

zigseb

tavseb

vusgrtS

nasgrtS

ziggrtS

tavgrtS

vuslud

naislud*

ziglod*

tavlud

The names of the four shapes, [pouf], [seb], [grt^], and [lud], are given hori-

zontally at the top of Table 18. The names of the four sizes, [vus], [nas], [zig],

and [tav], are given vertically at the left; The names of the individual figures

are given in the body of the table. The six starred names are the ones altered

from their systematic form. Thus the four sizes of the shape [pouf], given in

the second column under [pouf], were [vuskouf] where the systematic name
would be [vuspouf]; [naspouf]; [ziqpouf] where the systematic name would be

[zigpouf]; and [tavpouf].

The procedure used to teach the figure-name relations was as follows: Two
learning series, each consisting of all 16 figures, were shown to the subject while

the names were pronounced by the experimenter. The subject repeated

the name while still looking at the figure. This method provided a combina-

tion of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic (speech movements) stimulation.

As the third series was shown, the subject was instructed to call off the names

af the figures without prompting. Two more learning series were shown,

then another recognition series, and so on, until the subject was able to name
correctly all 16 figures in one recognition series.
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The order of the figures in these series was determined by chance. The

subjects never saw the same order twice. The learning was continued until

the subject had given six consecutive errorless series on each of 3 successive

days. The speed of the exposure apparatus was then increased and the same

criterion of learning demanded. This done, learning was considered complete.

Thereafter, the subject never heard the names of the figures given by anyone

other than himself.

During the postlearning period the subjects were required to name all

16 figures six times each day. Regardless of how many errors were made, no

learning series were ever introduced.

A comparison of the learning curves of the subjects used in this experiment

with those of another group of subjects to which a different artificial language

was taught is shown in Fig. 42. The language learned by the second group of
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Fig. 42. Average learning curves for systematic (.4) and unsystematic (5) artificial lan-

guages. {Ajter Woljle, 1932.)

subjects was more systematic or homogeneous than that of the present experi-

ment. While both languages were fundamentally of the same type, none of

the words in the systematic language was altered from its regular form. The

systematic language was essentially such a language as would result from

making the six starred names in Table 18 conform perfectly to the pattern set

by the size and shape names. The symmetrical curve, labeled A, is for the

systematic language. The unsymmetrical curve, labeled B, is for the unsys-

tematic language of the present experiment. Both languages are learned

slowly at first, with increasing rapidity until the inflection point is reached,

and then with decreasing rapidity until learning is complete.

During the course of learning the language, and after it is quite thoroughly

learned, many errors are made in naming the figures. The errors are primarily

of two kinds: (1) a subject might see one figure and give it the correct name

of another, or (2) he might give one figure a mixture of the correct name and

another name. Thus if the figure [nasgrt^l] is shown to the subject, [nasgrt^]

is the correct and most frequent response. But sometimes the name [naislud]
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is the response. This is an error of the first type. Sometimes the response

is [naisgrtS]. This is a mixture of the two names, or an error of the second type.

Making either of these types of error indicates that for the subject [naislud]

and [nasgrtj] are interfering with each other. This interference is the condi-

tion that may lead to analogic change. The first kind of error (giving some

other name) indicates the possibihty of analogic change, while the second kind

of error (giving a mixture of the two names) is an actual case of analogic change.

Very few analogic changes are made in the names of those figures which are

members of the size category [tav], and relatively few are made in the shape

category [grt^]. From Table 18 it may be seen that the members of these

categories are all left unaltered. The fact that few analogic changes are made
in these systematic categories does not mean that few errors are made in

naming them. Actually, nearly as many errors are made to these figures as to

any others, but the errors consist of the proper names of other figures. The
irregular forms lead to analogic errors.

Analogic changes are generally changes in the direction of greater regularity

or systematization. Sometimes these changes bring one of the irregular names
into conformity with the remainder of the system. Sometimes the changes

bring the rest of the system into conformity with one of the irregular names.

Either type of change, if allowed to become permanent, makes the language a

simpler, more systematic one. Not only in this experiment, but in changes in

living languages as well, one of the characteristics of analogic change is that it

is generally a change from irregularity to regularity. Analogic change tends

to systematize a language.

It is unfortunate to find that psychologists have done so little with artificial

languages. Language engineers have demonstrated the enormous possibilities

that exist and the practical consequences that such research can have. As
international cooperation becomes more and more of a problem, the need for

such information becomes increasingly clear. The reasons why so little has

been done are probably the magnitude of the job and the fact that several dis-

ciplines must cooperate to carry it off successfully (Miller, 1950). If coopera-

tive research continues to increase in popularity, perhaps the future will see an

increased interest in the business of creating new languages for special purposes.

Discussion Questions

1. How would you classify the various dimensions along which words can be inter-

connected? Of what use is such a classification?

2. What factors, other than the purely verbal context, go to make up the total

context in which a particular word can occur?

3. Would the cluster of associations to an English word be similar to the cluster of

associations to a corresponding word in another language?

4. Did Gertrude Stein abandon her interest in automatic writing when she left

college?
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5. To what extent is it permissible to say that the cluster of associations to a par-

ticular word defines the meaning of the word?

Selected References
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WooDWORTH, R. S. Experimental Psychology. New York: Holt, 1938. Chapter 15 sum-

marizes the psychological literature on word associations; Chap. 27, on reading.



Chapter 10

SOME EFFECTS OF VERBAL HABITS

The old idea that words possess magical powers is false; but its falsity is the dis-

tortion of a very important truth. Words do have a magical effect—but not in

the way that the magicians supposed, and not on the objects they were trying

to influence. Words are magical in the way they affect the minds of those who
use them. —Aldous Huxley

Why is sense easier to remember than nonsense? Such a simple question seems

hardly worth the asking. It is like asking why apples fall downward out of

trees or why day is different from night. That is just the way things are.

But there is one very important thing about such simple questions: sometimes

we can answer them. And afteir we have answered enough of these simple

questions, we can usually go on and answer some that are not so simple.

Take the question seriously. The first point it raises is, What is the differ-

ence between sense and nonsense? Things are sensible if they are familiar,

habitual. Things are senseless if they are strange, unpredictable. The

difference between sense and nonsense boils down to a matter of habits. The

habits we have formed determine for us what is sensible and what is senseless.

When the strange, unpredictable, senseless event occurs, we cannot perceive

it accurately, remember it accurately, or think accurately about it. Our

habits make us see it as something else, distort our memory of it, and lead us

to wrong conclusions about it.

All of our habits have the effect of making us more eflScient in familiar situa-

tions but of betraying us when the unfamiliar occurs. In this chapter and

the next we shall explore the ways in which certain particular habits, our verbal

habits, influence what we see, what we learn, what we remember, and what

we think.

Effects of Verbal Habits on Perception

The intimate relation of verbal habits to the way we perceive the world

about us is a familiar fact to psychologists. Many of the differences we

perceive among things and events would not be noticed if society had not

forced us to learn that they have different names. The process works both

ways. (1) The perceptual objects we deal with daily come to possess a unity

and continuity that demand they be named. We discriminate an object or

199
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a class of objects as distinctive, then learn the name. (2) Most people are

less aware, however, that knowing the name makes the object easier to recog-

nize. The earliest demonstration of this idea was given by Lehmann (1889),

who found that if subjects were taught numbers for each of a set of nine shades

of gray, they could identify these shades with considerable accuracy. If the

subjects did not learn the numerical names, their success was httle better

than chance. The grays were not discriminated until a verbal response to

them had been learned.

The most starthng effects of verbal habits on perception occur in the per-

ception of the sounds of speech and the marks of writing. Compare the

American's perception of a Chinese newspaper with his perception of an

American newspaper. The Chinese printing looks like blobs and scratches

of ink scattered systematically ever the page, but the American newspaper is

organized in famiUar, easily distmguished units. In our native language we

know what to expect; in a foreign tongue anything can happen.

During the organism's long training with common sthnulus objects his

nervous system builds up patterns of activity that change in about the same

way the stimulation changes. When the events in the world start a famiHar

sequence of stimuli A,B,C,. . . , the events in the brain run through a similar

series of states a, h, c, . . . . The central activity in the nervous system

supports the incoming sensory activity. This central support of a sensory

process is attention. Some sensory processes go on without support from

parallel processes in the nervous system; then we say that we are not paying

attention to the sensory processes. When the sequence of states in the brain

gets ahead of the sequence of stimulus events, we call it expectation (Hebb,

1949). When we read a famiHar sequence of wiggles or hear a familiar sequence

of sounds, the central activity of the brain can run slightly ahead of the stimulus

sequence and so lead us to expect certain stimuli before they occur.

In Chap. 3 it is pointed out that the kind of verbal materials used in an

articulation test is an important determinant of what the hstener hears. If

the test word is one out of a large number of alternatives, the subject's hearing

must be quite acute. If the test word is one out of only a few alternatives,

the word can be heard more easily. The difficulty of hearing the words cor-

rectly is directly related to the range of alternatives that the listener expects.

These observations are relevant to the study of verbal habits because in normal

discourse the range of alternatives that the listener expects is determined by his

established verbal habits. The fact that it is easier to hear a word correctly in

the context of a sentence than in isolation is a simple demonstration that

verbal habits influence perception.

Tachistoscopic Experiments. The influences of verbal habits can be demon-

strated just as convincingly for visual perception as for auditory perception.

As early as 1885 James McKeen Cattell reported that speed of reading varies

according to the familiarity of the language and that letters are easier to read
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when they form a word than when they stand in isolation. Cattell compared

single letters with short words (1) by measuring the subject's reaction time

and also (2) by determining the shortest exposure time that is necessary for

correct recognition. At short exposure durations where only 4 or 5 random

letters could be recognized it was possible to read as many as 3 short words

that all together contained more than 4 or 5 letters. These results indicated

that words are perceived as a whole and are as unitary in character as single

letters. Somewhat later it was noted (Dodge and Erdmann, 1898) that a

word can be read at a distance at which its individual letters are unrecognizable.

Short exposures have been widely used for the study of visual perception.

The instrument used to obtain brief exposures of variable duration is called a

tachistoscope; the method is referred to as tachistoscopic presentation of the

visual stimulus. The experimental problem is to determine the shortest dura-

tion at which the items can be correctly identified. This minimal duration

necessary for accurate perception is called the duration threshold. In many
respects this experiment is the visual counterpart of the auditory articulation

test. From the large literature of the tachistoscopic experiments we can

review here only a few of the more recent studies that reveal most clearly the

influence of verbal habits.

If words can be perceived under conditions where scrambled letters cannot,

it is natural to ask just how scrambled the letters must be. Is there some

pecuUar property about words, or can the difference be obtained with letter

sequences that preserve the statistical structure of Enghsh but do not happen

to form words? This question was explored by constructing pseudo words at

different degrees of approximation to English and presenting them tachisto-

scopically (Miller, Bruner, and Postman).

The pseudo words shown to the subjects each consisted of a sequence of 8

letters. These sequences were composed on the basis of zero-, first-, second-,

and fourth-order approximations to the statistical structure of Enghsh. For

the zero-order words, letters were selected at random from the alphabet.

For the first-order words the letters were selected according to their relative

frequency of occurrence in written Enghsh. For the second-order words

the relative frequency of pairs of letters was observed, and for the fourth-

order words the relative frequency of sequences of four letters was observed.

The following samples illustrate the results of this procedure:

Zero-order First-order Second-order Fourth-order

yrulpzoc

ozhgpmtj

dlegqmnw

gfujxzaq

wxpaujvb

stanugop

vtyehulo

einoaase

iydewakn

rpitcqet

wallyoff

therares

chevadne

nermblim

onesteva

ricaning

vemalit

mossiant

bittlers

oneticul
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These pseudo words were presented in a random order. The subjects were

instructed to fill in the eight blanks on the answer sheet with the letters they

saw. They were further instructed to place each letter in its correct position.

The exposure durations were 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, and 500 milliseconds (1 milli-

second = 0.001 sec). Responses were counted as correct only if the letters

were placed in the correct positions.

The results are shown graphically in Fig. 43. As the exposure duration is

lengthened, the percentage of letters correctly placed increases for aU four

types of pseudo words. The fourth-order words are consistently easier to

recognize than the nonsensical zero-order words, and the first- and second-

order words fall in between. This result agrees with the findings of CatteU

and others. More letters can be perceived if they form a familiar sequence.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II
~^

1 "I

- Order of

Approximotion 4,^^^
- "^

y^y
- X^
- -^"o -

'4 -

<^
1 1 1 1 M 1 II _l_ 1 _^

EXPOSURE DURATION IN MILUSEC.

Fig. 43. Tachistoscopic presentation of eight-letter pseudo words constructed at four orders

of approximations to the statistical structure of English. At all durations of exposure more
letters were correctly placed for the higher than for the lower orders of approximation. {Ajier

Miller, Bruner, and Postman.)

It should be noted that getting more letters does not necessarily imply getting

more information. The information per letter is less for the higher order

approximations. When the redundant effects of context are allowed for, it

appears that about the same amount of information per exposure was per-

ceived for all orders of approximation. Under given conditions of illumina-

tion, size of t3^e, and flash duration, an observer is able to absorb a certain

fixed amount of information. If the information is encoded in a familiar,

redundant pattern, the observer will be able to write more letters correctly,

but the extra letters do not represent more information to him.

Frequently used words are more readily perceived than infrequently used

words (Howes and Solomon, 1951). The duration threshold is an approxi-

mately rectiUnear, decreasing function of the logarithm of the relative fre-

quency of occurrence in English writing. As the frequencies of use of the test
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words go up, the time needed to read a word goes down. Correlation coeffi-

cients on the order of —0.70 indicate that the frequency of use aflfects per-

ceptual accuracy.

Such a close correlation is rather surprising when it is noted that the two

measures, frequency and threshold, come from different sources. The rela-

tive frequency of occurrence in standard English writing of any particular

test word is only a rough estimate of the relative frequency with which that

word has been seen by a particular subject. The correlation between fre-

quency and threshold might be even higher if we could take account of each

observer's reading habits. Note, however, that we do not want to correlate

the duration threshold with the frequency of use in the observer's own speech.

The tachistoscopic task is a reading task. Thus the frequency with which

the words are seen by the subjects in standard writing is a better correlate

than the frequency with which the words are spoken by the subjects.
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Fig. 44. Duration threshold as a function of the frequency of repetition of Turkish words.

(Previously unpublished data, courtesy of R. L. Solomon.)

One way to obtain known frequencies is to give the subjects new words

that they have never seen before and to control their famiUarity by controlling

the number of times they are read. This experiment was done with a set of

7-letter Turkish words (R. L. Solomon, unpublished data). A pack of cards

with the Turkish words printed on them was given to each subject. Two of the

Turkish words appeared 25 times in the pack, 2 appeared 10 times, 2 appeared

5 times, 2 appeared twice, and 2 appeared only once. Each subject was

told that the experiment was a test of his ability to pronounce Turkish words.

His task was to proceed through the deck one card at a time, spell each word
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aloud, then pronounce it, then go on to the next. After he had gone through

the deck once, duration thresholds were measured for the 10 words. The

results, averaged for five subjects, are shown in Fig. 44. Over the range of

frequencies tested the relation is rectilinear; the coefficient of correlation is

— 0.96. The stronger the association between the visual stimulus and the

vocal response, the shorter the exposure time needed for correct recognition.

Reaction Times. In addition to the tachistoscopic evidence, reaction times

to words also show effects of verbal habits on perception. A distinction is

usually drawn between simple and complex reaction times. The simple

reaction uses a single stimulus and a single response. For example, a light

flashes on, and the subject lifts his hand as soon as he sees the light. The

latency between the onset of the light and the beginning of the hand with-

drawal is the reaction time. Such simple reactions are usually accomphshed

within 0.1 to 0.2 sec.

A further distinction is usually drawn between two kinds of complex reac-

tion times. One kind, the associative reaction time, has already been dis-

cussed as a measure of associative strength. The second kind is called a dis-

junctive reaction; it is an either-or affair. For example, the stimulus is either a

white light or a red light, and the response is either with the right hand or with

the left hand—right hand for white light, left hand for red. As a general rule,

the more similar two alternatives are, the longer is the disjunctive reaction time.

It takes longer to distinguish between two stimuli that are nearly identical than

two that differ greatly (Lemmon, 1927). This relation is easy to demonstrate

so long as there is a straightforward index of similarity. Many of the dis-

criminations we are interested in, however, are among stimuli that differ in

several respects and for which no simple index of similarity exists. In such

a situation it is sometimes profitable to try to imagine what the answer might

be like if it did exist.

Suppose the stimuli are simple geometrical designs that differ from one

another in three respects. Suppose that each of the three attributes can be

measured along a scale and that every stimulus can be said to have a certain

amount of each attribute. We can then imagine that the three scales are laid

off along the three coordinates of ordinary space. In this three-dimensional

space defined by the three coordinates, each stimulus is represented by a

point; the point is given by the three values that the stimulus has for each

attribute. Then the distance between any two points can be used as a measure

of the degree of similarity of the two geometrical designs. Such an arrange-

ment is depicted for two stimuU in Fig. 45.

Now we ask a subject to discriminate between two stimuh that are repre-

sented by points in this space. If the two points are close together, the dis-

crimination is difficult and the disjunctive reaction time is long. If the two

points are far apart, the discrimination is easy and the reaction time is short.

So long as we consider only two stimuli to be distinguished, the two can be made
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quite different. What happens, however, if we increase the number of alter-

native stimuh among which the subject must discriminate? As we put more

and more points into the same space, it is obvious that the average distance

between points must get smaller and smaller. In other words, as the number

of alternative stimuli gets larger, the differences among the alternatives must

get smaller. Smaller distances mean harder discriminations and longer reac-

tion times. As the number of alternatives increases, disjunctive reaction time

also increases. Although the spatial representation is harder to visuaUze, this

general argument can be apphed when the stimuli differ in more than three

dimensions.
Second

Fig. 45. Two stimuli which differ from one another in three respects are plotted as points

in a three-dimensional space. Stimulus A is low on all three attributes, whereas stimulus B
is high on all three. The distance between A and B indicates how easy it is to tell them apart.

As more and more stimuli are put into the same space, the average distance between points

will decrease, i.e., discrimination will become more difficult. (Compare Fig. 33, p. 106.)

The relation between the number of alternatives and the disjunctive reaction

time is one of the oldest estabUshed facts of experimental psychology (Merkel,

1885; Woodworth, 1938). In the original experimental demonstration 10

stimuli were used : Arabic numerals 1 through 5 and Roman numerals I through

V. The 10 fingers were assigned to the 10 stimuli: those of the right hand, in

order, to Arabic numerals, those of the left hand to Roman. The subject's

response was to press a key with the appropriate finger as soon as a numeral

was exposed for him to see. Different numbers of alternatives, from 1 through

10, were used in different experiments. The averaged results for nine subjects

are shown in Fig. 46, where reaction time is plotted against a logarithmic scale

of number of alternatives. Reaction times get longer as the alternatives

become more numerous. These results are related to the Hnguistic problem

because they show that the reaction time (up to 10 alternatives, at least) is
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a linear function of the amount of information. As the number of alternative

stimuli increases, the amount of information carried by the occurrence of a

particular stimulus increases.

700

2 4 6

NUMBER OF ALTERNATIVES

Fig. 46. Disjunctive reaction time as a function of the number of alternatives. {After

Woodworth, 1938.)

The time it takes to read a printed word is also a disjunctive reaction time.

The alternative stimuU are quite numerous; any English word is a possible

stimulus. The alternative responses are equally numerous; the observer

speaks one out of all the possible Enghsh words. If the test vocabulary is

limited in advance to a single word, there is no need for discrimination among

words and the observer can respond correctly as soon as he sees a flash. Under

these conditions the experiment reduces to a measurement of a simple reaction

time. If the test vocabulary includes two different words, the observer must

discriminate between them. Under these conditions we measure a disjunctive

reaction time, and the response is somewhat slower. If the test includes four

different words, the discrimination must be more acute and the disjunctive

reaction time becomes still longer. When the stimulus can be any one of

several thousand words, we expect to find a very slow reaction indeed.

The fact of the matter is not quite so simple. Some words can be recognized

much more quickly than others. The reaction time is not only a function of

the number of alternatives; it is also a function of the likelihoods of the various

alternatives. The familiar words which occur frequently in English writing

can be read much more quickly than the rare words (Howes, 1950). The often-

perceived words presumably have strong associations and so occur more

quickly. These results for disjunctive reaction times to verbal stimuli bear
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out the tachistoscopic evidence that common words can be perceived at shorter

exposure durations.

The Summation of Verbal Associations. Strong verbal associations—those

which occur most frequently—lower perceptual thresholds and shorten the

time needed for discrimination. One gets a picture of a large number of

tendencies existing at different strengths. A strong association is easily

ehcited; a weak association appears only under special conditions. These

tendencies to respond are in constant flux as the stimulus conditions and verbal

context change. When the stimuU and the context are controlled in an experi-

mental situation, it is possible to trace out some of the associative bonds and

to estimate their relative strengths under the stated conditions. In the uncon-

trolled flow of normal discourse, however, these response tendencies vary accord-

ing to the nature of the talker's needs, the kind of audience he has, the stimuli

that he receives, the verbal connections he has formed. All these factors which

influence the choice of a particular utterance can be thought of as summing

together to give a total strength that lies above the threshold for a verbal

response. So long as the response tendencies are so weak that no one exceeds

this imagined threshold, no verbal responses occur. When all the factors add

up, however, the strength of the response tendency rises above the threshold

value and the person begins to talk.

Some verbal response tendencies never become strong enough to exceed the

threshold. No matter how the situation, needs, and context change, there

are some things that a person does not say. He may say them to himself,

subvocally, but he does not say them aloud. We can imagine that in many
situations the threshold for subvocal speech is somewhat lower than that for

vocal speech. But there must be many possible utterances that never become

strong enough even for subvocal speech. These constitute a reservoir of

response tendencies of which the person is entirely unconscious. Some of

these unconscious response tendencies may be associated with emotional expe-

riences in the person's life. There may be an active process that weakens these

associations and keeps them below the threshold. Psychoanalysis provides

a situation in which these emotionally loaded associations can occur and can

be explored by the patient.

The way in which a verbal association and a stimulus can combine to push

a response over the threshold when neither is adequate alone is illustrated by

the following experiment (Ohms, 1910): Pairs of nonsense words were studied

and later tested by presenting one of the words and asking the subject to recall

the other. When the subject failed to recall a word, it was spoken to him

over a poor telephone. Ordinarily the subject could not understand the

nonsense words over the telephone. But when the inadequate memory and

the inadequate auditory stimulus came together, the subject was usually able

to produce the correct response. The period of study increased the probabiUty

of a verbal association just enough to make the perceptual process possible.
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The summation of the different factors affecting the strength of a verbal

response has been used as the basis for a technique to explore latent response

tendencies (Skinner, 1936), The technique is similar to an articulation test,

but the discriminative clues are reduced to a bare minimum. The listener

who tries to make sense out of a faint, mumbhng voice supplies short state-

ments of his own invention in the full conviction that these were spoken by

the voice. When something is missing, the listener adds whatever seems

probable to him. If the subject thinks the experimenter is interested in his

ability to discriminate speech sounds, he may cooperate to give the experi-

menter a glimpse of latent response tendencies; he may reveal tendencies that

are not normally strong enough to appear overtly in behavior.

The materials are phonographically recorded vowel sequences: [a-o-9-a-ci],

or [a-a-ai-i-9], etc. The vowel sequences are reproduced at a very low intensity,

and a given sequence is repeated over and over in a near monotone. The
listeners are told that the experiment is to study the clarity of speech and that

they are to listen until they get the phrase that is being repeated.

An average of 1 1 repetitions was needed before a response was given. There

was little duplication by different listeners of responses to the same sounds.

While the stimuli averaged 4.4 syllables in length, the average response was

only 4 syllables. The relative frequency of occurrence of different words

followed the same general rule that applies to normal samples of speech; some

words are much more probable than others.

What the listeners reported could often be attributed to fortuitous external

stimuU. For example, the sound of an automobile horn outside the building

led to the response 'an automobile.' Loud talking in the hallway gave 'loud-

mouth.' The manner of presentation was responsible for 'Call them louder'

or 'We ought to hear him.' The effect of the experiment upon the state of

the listener lay behind some of the responses: 'We wanted to sleep,' or 'Time

will soon pass.'

Here is a situation in which a man makes a statement about something in

his environment, fully believing that he is repeating what is being said by a

phonograph. He may immediately notice the connection and comment on

the coincidence. It is traditionally assumed that we notice connections and

then speak of them, but the reverse order—that we speak and then notice the

connection—has much to recommend it.

Once a word or theme occurred in a listener's responses, it might persist

for some time before it disappeared. The responses themselves set up a

condition that affected subsequent responses. Perseveration appeared in

grammatical structure, dialect, language, alliteration, rhyming. As an

example of the way successive responses were occasionally chained together,

one listener reported that the voice said 'My eye's on the rope,' then 'What

did he do?' and finally 'He pulled the rope.'

If we single out a certain word in a subject's record, we find that it varies
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in strength over a long series of responses. The word may appear in five or

six responses in a row and then disappear for an equal number before it turns

up again. The perseveration of certain responses once they occur is very

similar to the perseveration noted in automatic writing. The picture of the

intraverbal connections that we get from this experiment is that stimulus-

response associations exist, they are interconnected in very complicated pat-

terns, and they vary in strength from moment to moment depending upon

a wide range of conditions.

Attempts have been made to use the verbal summator as a technique in

the psychological clinic (Trussell, 1939; Shakow and Rosenzweig, 1940; Grings,

1942). The general principle of the verbal summator—that weak, ambiguous

stimuli can summate with latent response tendencies—is the basis for the many

projective tests that have in various forms proved so useful for clinical diagnosis.

The verdict seems to be, however, that this form is of limited value for diag-

nostic purposes.

Effects of Verbal Habits on Learning

In order to pose the problems of the present section, it is convenient to begin

with a distinction (somewhat arbitrary) between long-term learning and

short-term learning. In the preceding pages we have discussed ways of meas-

uring long-term verbal learning, learning that began in infancy and continues

daily. By such learning we acquire reaction tendencies that guide every new

task we tackle. Short-term learning, on the other hand, is a more temporary

thing. We need a bit of information for a few seconds or a few days. Once

the particular situation is past, the need for the information is gone and we

are glad to forget.

Short-term learning undoubtedly leaves some long-term traces, and so no

sharp distinction can be drawn. The dichotomy between long-term and

short-term memory is most clear for a calculating machine. The permanent

memory of the machine is determined by the way it is built. Its structure

is relatively permanent and contributes to all the subsequent behavior of

the machine. Its short-term memory holds an intermediate result until it

is needed and then forgets it. At the end of a computation the machine's

temporary memory can be cleared and a new problem begun. Unlike the

machine, the human system is never completely cleared. It is as if the machine

was started on new problems without first clearing out the instructions and

results for preceding problems.

With this rather hazy distinction in mind we can phrase the present problem

as the study of the effects of long-term verbal learning on short-term verbal

learning.

Short-term learning is relatively easy to study. A subject is made to mem-
orize verbal materials, usually nonsense syllables. We may ask him to
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learn to recite a list of nonsense syllables in their proper order, or to learn to

give one nonsense syllable as the response whenever some other nonsense

syllable is presented as the stimulus, etc. Nonsense syllables are supposed to

minimize the effects of long-term verbal learning and to give different sets of

materials of equal difl&culty. When meaningful text is memorized, established

verbal habits have their maximum effect. In order to see the effects of verbal

habits on learning, therefore, we compare the results obtained for nonsense

with the results obtained for meaningful materials. This comparison has been

made for a variety of conditions, for different tasks and methods of learning.

Amount of Material. Consider first the amount of material to be learned.

It does not take an elaborate experiment to convince us that long passages

are harder to learn than short ones. The more we have to memorize, the

harder we must work. The purpose of the experiments is to discover just how

much harder the longer passages are. The general conclusion of these experi-

ments is that two units are more than twice as hard to learn as one unit. As

the amount of material to be learned is increased, the difficulty of learning it

increases disproportionately.

What is the longest list that can be learned completely in a single presenta-

tion? This length is usually called the span of immediate memory. The

answer to the question depends on the kinds of materials and the method of

administration (Guilford and Dallenbach, 1925; Blankenship, 1938). If the

span is defined as the number of digits that can be remembered correctly

50 per cent of the time, the average college student has a span of about eight

digits. Other types of material generally give different estimates. Brener

(1940) presents the comparison summarized in Table 19; his subjects were

college students.

Table 19. Average Memory Span for Different Types of Materlals

(Brener, 1940)

Material Average span

Simple sentences (whole) 1.75

Simple commands (correctly executed) 2.42

Nonsense syllables (whole CVC) 2.49

Paired associates (whole pairs) 2.50

Abstract words (visual) 5.24

Simple geometrical designs 5.31

Abstract words (oral) 5.58

Concrete words (visual) 5.76

Concrete words (oral) 5.86

Colors 7.06

Consonants (oral) 7.21

Consonants (visual) 7.30

Digits 7.98

The sentences contained 6 words and 8 syllables. Thus 1.75 sentences

correspond to 10.5 words and to 14.0 syllables of connected prose. \Mien the
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words are disconnected, only 5.6 words could be recalled. Reed (1924) reports

an even larger difference; his students had a memory span of 6.55 for discon-

nected words, but they recalled 25.36 words in ordinary sentences. These

differences suggest that the limiting factor may be the amount of information

stored rather than the total number of items. In general, if the items are

selected from a wide range of alternatives, we cannot remember as many as

we can if the items are selected from a limited range of alternatives. And if

the items occur in the familiar context of our language, we can remember more

of them than if they are chosen freely and at random. The amount of infor-

mation per item is defined as the logarithm of the number of alternative items.

Some rough-and-ready calculations of the number of alternatives in Brener's

materials lead to the estimate that about log 10^" units of information can be

stored after a single presentation. In other words, the average subject re-

members 1 out of about 10 billion alternative sequences of symbols that might

have been presented. Although this is necessarily a crude estimate of infor-

mation storage, it gives some idea of the capacities of the human nervous system.

If the length of the message extends beyond the span of immediate recall,

the material becomes progressively harder to remember. The number of items

that can be remembered after one presentation increases as the length of the

message is increased, but the percentage of the total message decreases.

The time it takes to memorize the material to a criterion of errorless recall

increases disproportionately as the passage is lengthened. Thus the time per

item also increases. For nonsense materials the time per item increases approx-

imately as the square root of the number of items in the passage (Thurstone,

1930). The longer time per item is probably due to increasing interference

between parts of the passage and to the wasted time spent repeating portions

of the material that are already learned.

Table 20. Time to Learn Varying Amounts of Material

(Lyon, 1914)

Number of nonsense Total time, Number of words Total time,

syllables min of prose min

8 0.13 50 2.2S

12 1.50 100 9.00

16 3.67 200 24.00

24 5.00 600 84.00

32 6.00 1,000 165.00

48 14.00 3,000 780.00

72 25.00 5,000 1625.00

104 37.00 7,000 2065.00

200 93.00 10,000 4200.00

300 195.00 15,000 5475.00
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In Table 20 the results for a single highly trained subject on nonsense syllables

and prose are presented (Lyon, 1914). Examination of these data indicates

that (1) the connected discourse is far easier to learn and (2) the time per item

increases more rapidly with nonsense syllables than it does with prose as the

amount of material is increased. Apparently the interference effects pile up

more rapidly when we try to learn unfamiliar sequences of letters. Not all

prose is equally easy, however. Reed (1924) found that his subjects could

memorize an easy prose passage in 111 sec but a difficult prose passage of the

same length took 261 sec. It would be interesting to compare such measures

of learning time with the indices of readabihty discussed in Chap. 6.

. Kind of Material. It is clear that a greater number of items can be learned

in a fixed amount of time if the items fit into the estabhshed pattern of intra-

verbal connections. This very fact has proved to be a compUcating factor in

Studies using nonsense syllables. Psychologists turned to such syllables in

order to have a large quantity of relatively homogeneous items that were not

influenced by previous learning. All subjects start in equal ignorance. A
little experience with nonsense syllables, however, quickly establishes the fact

that they are not all equally nonsensical. Some have very definite associa-

tions for the learner. Practically everyone reports that bel, due, gym, jan, vik,

or wil suggest words. In an effort to find even more unfamiliar materials,

groups of three consonants have been used. Things like qjf, zgj, or xfq have

few associative connections with words, but everyone recognizes dnt, drk, swm,

or whp (Glaze, 1928).

Suppose we ask a subject to learn a list of 10 items. We make up several

kinds of lists, (1) one of three-letter words, (2) one of nonsense syllables that

have associative values for everyone, (3) one of nonsense syllables that have

associative values for about half the people asked, and (4) a final list of non-

sense syllables that have associative values for no one. We give the subject

a fist and let him study it for 2 minutes. Then we take it away and ask him

immediately to recall as many of the items as he can. This experiment has

been conducted with a large group of subjects (McGeoch, 1930). It was found

that they recalled, on the average, 9.1 of the words, 7.4 of the 100-per-cent

syllables, 6.4 of the 50-per-cent syllables, and 5.1 of the 0-per-cent syllables.

In other words, the greater the associative value, the easier the learning.

This observation is common in learning experiments. Whenever intraverbal

connections are available, it is as if some of the learning had already occurred

before the experiment began. This previous learning is transferred to the new

situation. One of the most useful tricks for learning material rapidly is to

associate it with something you have already learned.

In Chap. 4 we saw that various approximations to English can be constructed

by permitting contextual dependencies to work over longer and longer sequences

of symbols. If we deal with word units, a zero-order approximation picks

words at random from the dictionary. A first-order approximation reflects
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the relative frequencies of occurrence of the individual words. A second-order

approximation reflects the relative frequencies of occurrence of pairs of words.

And so we proceed to higher orders of approximation. As the amount of con-

textual determination is increased, the approximations to Enghsh change from

sheer gibberish to something very like human writing. The constraints of context

are gradually introduced, and the sequences become more familiar. Speaking

loosely, we generate a continuum between sense and nonsense. The more the

material respects estabhshed verbal connections, the more sensible it seems.

What happens when subjects try to learn materials constructed in this

fashion? An exploratory experiment has been done with zero-, first-, second-,

third-, fourth-, fifth-, and seventh-order approximations to English and with

passages from connected text. Lists of 10, 20, 30, and 50 words were used

Uj 100 ^^i>. ^ i i^-/l—.^>

2 3 4 5 6 7 TEXT

ORDER OF APPROXIMATION

TO STATISTICAL STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH

Fig. 47. Accuracy of recall is plotted as a function of the order of approximation to English

sentence structure. For all lengths of passages from 10 to 50 words the recall was more
accurate for high than for low orders of approximation. (From Miller and Selfridge, 1950.)

(Miller and Selfridge, 1950). Subjects heard the words read aloud once and

attempted to recall them immediately afterward. The per cent of words

correct (regardless of order) is shown in Fig. 47. The greater the contextual

constraint, the easier it is to remember the material. By the time the fourth-

or fifth-order approximation is reached, there is little further improvement.

It is the short-term dependencies that are most important for recall. A fourth-

order approximation is still nonsense, but it is rememberable nonsense. It is

apparently not important that the sequence of Words has a meaning. It is

sufl&cient that it does not violate familiar intraverbal connections extending

over sequences of only four or five words.
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It must be added, of course, that the presence of intraverbal connections in

the materials is of little value to the subject who does not suspect their presence.

They do not operate automatically—they must be discovered. Suppose we

ask subjects to memorize the following groups of letters:

und
era

spr

ead
ing

che
stn

utt

ree

the

Some subjects will learn these letters immediately; others have considerable

difficulty (Snygg, 1935). Both groups of subjects may be quite familiar with

The Village Blacksmith. What controls the use or disuse of Blacksmith associa-

tions? It is necessary to invoke some further principles to tell us when one

set of associations is relevant and another useless for the problem at hand.

The pursuit of this question leads into problems that are discussed more fuUy

in Chap. 11.

Method of Study. One of the consistent results obtained from the memori-

zation of nonsense syllables is the superiority of distributed over massed prac-

tice. By distributed practice we mean that the learner spends his study time

in short intervals of work spaced apart by intervals of rest or other activity.

Massed practice is familiar to every student who has crammed on the final

night before an examination. If he spaces his practice, the learner can usually

master a list of nonsense syllables with fewer repetitions than if he masses his

practice.

This result with nonsense syllables is seldom duplicated with meaningful

materials. Some experimenters have even found evidence that massed prac-

tice might be better than distributed practice for memorizing prose or poetr>\

The discrepancy between the relative efficiencies of these two study methods

for nonsense and meaningful materials is illustrated nicely by an e.xperiment

of Tsao's (1948). Four hsts of 11 nonsense syllables were used. The syllables

were selected, on the basis of a previous study (Hull, 1933), in such a way as

to give two Usts of syllables with low associative values and two with high.

The Usts are given in Table 21. The syllables were exposed one at a time by
a special exposure device. The exposure time for each syllable was two sec-

onds with half-second intervals between successive syllables. The subjects

were required to anticipate the occurrence of the next syllable, and a correct

response consisted in speaking the next syllable before it actually appeared in

the exposure window. Ten trials were given to each list. In distributed prac-
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Table 21. Lists of Nonsense Syllables Having Low and High Associative Values

(Tsao, 1948)

Low

jid zik

fap fep

tev koy

buw mev
vip pob

zoy huj

pes wib

wof yak

yut jruf

kef bej

haj tiv

dap ban

wiin yis

lub jur

rej vap

tus reb

hab dut

kip nev

baf ley

noy tav

yas M
vol pum

tice a one-minute rest interval was interposed after every two successive trials.

In massed practice the readings were continuous. Different subjects learned

the lists in different orders, and every list was learned once by every subject.

The average number of correct anticipations on each trial is plotted in

Fig. 48. As we would expect, the high-associative-value syllables (HAV) were

UJ
q:
q:
o

2-

-

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1"

High ossociotive

...J^^
00

1
-

;#^
-^^"^^^^M^^

_ ^ jjy^ ^^^
_

- .^^^^c
^^Low ossociotive

value

-

'^
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

"

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SUCCESSIVE TRIALS

Fig. 48. Learning of a list of nonsense syllables is plotted as a function of successive pre-

sentation of the list. Spaced practice is advantageous for nonsense syllables with little

associative value but makes little difference for nonsense syllables with high associative value.

(After Tsao, 1948.)

learned more easily than the low-associative-value syllables (LAV). The

curves also show that spaced practice gave higher scores than the massed, for

both the HAV and LAV lists. The point is that the difference is large and

important for the LAV Usts, but small and insignificant for the HAV lists.

Spacing the practice trials produced relatively more rapid learning of the LAV
lists, but not of the HAV lists. The difference is easily seen by comparing the
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sizes of the shaded areas in Fig. 48. The associative value of the learning

material is a major factor that determines the relative efficiency of spaced and

massed practice.

What happened during the one-minute rest intervals between every two

trials of the LAV lists? And why did it fail to occur with the HAV lists?

One might think that this interval allows the subject to forget what he is doing

and so might actually slow up his learning. As an answer we can postulate

that a sort of confusion effect, an interference of response tendencies, occurs

with the unfamiliar syllables and that this effect decreases during the rest in-

terval. Perhaps learning involves the inhibition of responses as well as their

eUcitation, and the inhibition has time to dissipate during a rest interval.

Presumably these competing or inhibitory tendencies are less important for

famihar materials. One result of our long-term verbal habits seems to be the

reduction of these interference effects when we have too much to learn too

rapidly.

Still another place where long-term verbal habits manifest themselves is in

their effects upon the value of recitation during learning. In a classic experi-

ment on this question (Gates, 1917), school children were given 9 min to study,

but this time was divided between reading and recitation (with prompting) in

different proportions. The results obtained with eighth-grade children mem-
orizing a list of 16 nonsense syllables and 170 words of prose are shown in

Table 22. The advantage of recitation is greater for nonsense than for prose.

The nonsense syllables demand considerable organization by the learner, and

apparently recitation leads him to organize in a more active way than does

quiet reading. The prose passages, on the other hand, are already organized

in a famihar way; recitation does not help the learner to make the material

over into a pattern. To the extent that the learner anticipates the words he

reads there is a kind of recitation going on during the reading, and a more

deliberate kind of recitation does not change the conditions radically.

Table 22. The Value of Recitation in Memorizing

(Gates, 1917)

Per cent learned

Method
Nonsense

syllables

Prose

passages

No recitation 35

50

54

57

74

35

^ time reciting 37

% time reciting

^ time reciting

i4 time reciting

41

42

42
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Individual differences in learning ability also reveal a contrast between non-

sense and pieaningful learning. Subjects who are able to learn nonsense ma-

terials most easily are not necessarily the same subjects who learn meaningful

materials most easUy (Welborn and EngUsh, 1937). When a group of subjects

is given a variety of learning tests, scores on the different nonsense tests cor-

relate rather closely and so do the scores on the meaningful tests. But scores

on the two kinds of tests show only a small positive correlation with each

other. It is as if two different abilities were involved; abilities that are only

sUghtly related.

The effects of verbal habits on learning can be summarized as follows: First,

materials that permit the operation of estabUshed verbal habits are far easier

to learn than materials that violate these habits. With familiar materials

much of the learning has already occurred before the experiment starts. The
familiar materials convey less new information per symbol to the learner. It

may prove true that when the materials are compared in terms of amount of

new information, the difference will disappear; it will certainly decrease. At

present, however, adequate data for the quantitative comparison of the storage

facilities for information encoded in different ways are not available. Second,

the interference effects among the parts of the learning task seem far less

severe for familiar materials. These effects seem to accumulate less rapidly

during the learning of long, meaningful passages and do not dissipate during

the interposed rest periods. And, third, meaningful materials do not demand
the kind of organizational learning that is necessary for nonsense. We might

separate the learning of content from the learning of pattern; meaningful tasks

require principally the former, nonsense tasks require both.

Obviously the story is not complete. We are not yet able to say what size

packages of information fit best in the mnemonic warehouse. The outlook is

hopeful, however, for the question is under continual experimental attack, and

with better quantitative control of the famiharity of the materials we may
soon be able to answer it definitively.

Effects of Verbal Habits on Memory

William James once pointed out that if we remembered everything, we
should be as iU off as if we remembered nothing. It would take as long to

recall a space of time as it took the original to elapse, and we should never

get ahead with our thinking. Forgetting is, however, a mixed blessing. The
real trick is to remember just those things we need to know at some later date

and to forget the irrelevancies. In a limited way, this is exactly what we do.

If a bit of knowledge is important, it tends to recur again and again so that it

is always fresh and new; the irrelevant details do not recur and are forgotten.

Quantitative studies of forgetting show that it proceeds most rapidly im-

mediately following learning. After the first few hours the rate of forgetting
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becomes slower, and the knowledge that survives this first rapid decrement is

likely to stay with us for weeks or months to come. This general result is

obtained for wide varieties of materials and methods of measurement. The
loss is usually more gradual for familiar materials than for nonsense.

Why do we forget? The most natural answer is that if an associative bond

is never used, it grows weaker and weaker until eventually it disappears through

sheer disuse. On closer inspection, however, this notion that the passive pas-

sage of time can cause forgetting seems naive. The real question is. What
goes on during this time that causes forgetting? Time itself causes nothing;

time merely permits other factors to operate.

Retroactive Inhibition. The search for an active agent behind passive for-

getting has led to the notion that new learning unravels the old. If we could

somehow stop the physiological processes temporarily so that no new learning

occurred, we should expect to find the memories as fresh as ever when the

processes were started up again. Sleep may provide such a temporary block.

Forgetting during sleep seems to proceed more slowly than during the waking

hours (Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924). This difference is quite dependable

when the lesson consists of nonsense syllables. Where meaningful stories are

recalled, however, the details essential to the story are remembered as well

after waking activity as after sleep; the irrelevant details are recalled better

after sleeping than after waking (Newman, 1939).

The notion that forgetting is a function of the kinds of activity that inter-

vene between learning and remembering is easily tested. Subjects learn a

lesson, then occupy themselves in various ways until they are asked to recall

or relearn the original task. The intervening activity may be light reading or

new lessons. If the subjects are required to learn new things during the inter-

val, they are usually less able to remember the original material than if they

had spent the same time resting or reading jokes, Ught fiction, etc. The new

learning interferes with the memory of the old learning. The process under-

lying this interference is usually called retroactive inhibition.

The amount of interference produced by the interpolated learning depends

upon the relation between the old and the new lessons. Not all tasks produce

interference. An obvious example of an interpolated task that facilitates is

the original task itself. If the intervening period is spent in continued study,

recall is improved. It is necessary, therefore, to know something about the

similarity of the two tasks before we can predict whether forgetting will be

speeded or retarded. But what about the two is similar? The original lesson

presumably establishes certain stimulus-response associations; the interpolated

lesson estabHshes further stimulus-response associations. The two may have

identical stimuli but call for responses that are more or less similar. Or the

responses may be identical and the stimuli varied. Or both stimuU and

responses may vary in their degree of similarity. The various possibihties

can be schematized as follows for different stimuli (5) and responses (i?)

:
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Original lesson Interpolated lesson Retested on

(1) Si-^Ri Si^Ri Si^Ri
(2) Si—> Ri Si—> Ri S\ —* Ri

(3) .Si—> i?i Si —> i?2 Si—> Ri

The results with situation (1) usually show facilitation, the amount increas-

ing with increasing similarity between ^i and Si- In situation (2) there is

usually interference, the amount increasing as the similarity between Si and

^2 increases. In situation (3) there is usually facilitation if i?i and R2 are very

similar, but interference if the responses differ appreciably (Osgood, 1949).

The relation of interference to similarity is not a simple one. Discussion

of the relation usually gets difficult when we try to say precisely what we
mean by similar learning materials. Two different definitions can give quan-

titative scales of the similarity of two lessons. One definition is for formal

similarity; the two stimuU or two responses have certain elements in common.

Thus in 'vop' and 'vup' two out of three elements are identical, whereas in

'vop' and 'zap' only one element is shared. 'Elegant' and 'elephant' are

quite similar in this formal sense, and 'elegant' and 'stylish' are dissimilar.

The second definition is iorfunctional similarity. Two stimuli are functionally

similar to the extent that (1) they tend to evoke the same responses or (2) the

response to one of them serves as a stimulus to evoke the response usually

made to the other. Two responses are functionally similar to the extent that

they provide similar stimuli for other people. Functional similarity can be

measured in terms of amount of generalization.

Fvmctional similarity is the more general of the two definitions. To the

extent that generalization occurs to stimuli or responses with identical •ele-

ments, formal similarity is simply one dimension along which functional simi-

larity can be measured. There does not seem to be any way, however, to re-

duce aU the functional similarities to identical elements of stimuli or responses.

So long as we deal only with unfamiliar nonsense syllables, the two definitions

give nearly the same results; generalization from one nonsense syllable to an-

other can be predicted fairly well in terms of the number of elements common
to both syllables. But when words or connected materials are used, the

learner's established verbal habits introduce generalizations that cannot be

explained in terms of formal similarities.

We have already discovered the complexity of intraverbal bonds and have

noted that when some stimulus increases the likelihood of a particular response

it also increases the likelihood of associated responses. If we have learned to

respond 'elated' whenever the stimulus 'green' occurs in tte experimental

situation, we have also strengthened the tendency to respond with all func-

tionally similar words hke 'happy,' 'joyous,' 'high,' 'dejected,' 'delighted,'

'eluded,' etc. (Underwood and Hughes, 1950), Now suppose that, following

experiment (1) schematized above, 'green' is changed to 'red,' a similar stim-
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ulus word, but 'elated' is unchanged. Practicing the association 'red-elated'

does not interfere with our memory of 'green-elated.' In fact, since 'red' and

'green' are functionally similar, the interpolated study may prove helpful. If

instead of 'red' some unassociated word like 'large' is substituted for 'green,'

the new learning is simply unrelated and has no more effect on the 'green-

elated' memory than an equal period of rest. But now suppose the experi-

ment foUows plan (3). Instead of 'elated' we are made to learn 'green-happy.'

At the end of this second learning period we have two responses of nearly

equal strength. These responses compete; remembering 'green-elated' takes

longer and is less certain than if we had spent the time resting. The inter-

ference is even greater if some unassociated word like 'whole' is substituted

for 'elated.' Apparently in order to learn 'green-whole' it is necessary to

weaken the prior ' green-elated ' association more than is necessary in order to

learn 'green-happy.'

In spite of its central importance for a theory of memory, retroactive inhibi-

tion is not yet well understood. Even the simple relations indicated in the

preceding paragraphs are not above dispute. The interference of new learn-

ing with old memories depends upon a great number of variables: the method

of measurement, the nature, amount, conditions, and completeness of the

original learning, the nature, amount, conditions, and completeness of the

interpolated learning, the time of introduction of the interpolated learning,

the similarity of the materials, the personal characteristics of the learners, etc.

To work out all the combinations of these variables is a job for the future.

For the present it is very difl&cult to compare two diflferent experiments unless

they are carried out under almost identical conditions; since few such studies

exist, our conclusions must be quite tentative.

Forgetting Meaningful Materials. The evidence that similarity has some-

thing to do with the amount of interference with verbal memory is based

largely on results obtained with nonsense syllables or isolated words learned

serially or in pairs. When the original learning is for connected prose or poetry,

intervening study produces small amounts of retroactive inhibition and simi-

larity may have Httle to do with it. For example, in one study subjects

learned poetry or prose. The interpolated materials were of two kinds: an-

other selection from the same work, or nonsense syllables. Both kinds of

interpolated materials produced the same amounts of interference (McGeoch

and McKinney, 1934a, b). The stimulus-response associations are not easily

analyzed in such an experiment, and so precise predictions from the simpler

experiments are not possible. Even so, we might have expected that such

large diflferences in similarity would have some eflFect.

Connected, meaningful passages are more resistant to interference effects,

both during learning and during retention. It is as if our verbal habits

provide pigeonholes where information can be stored away in relative isola-

tion.
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Another source of knowledge about the effects of verbal habits on memory
comes from the studies of testimony. Given sufi&cient time and incentive a

person of average inteUigence can store away large quantities of information.

In many situations, however, the necessary repetitions are not possible. A
very practical case is the matter of legal testimony. A man witnesses a wreck

or a robbery. Later he is asked to testify in court about what he saw. How
accurate is his eyewitness account likely to be?

The accuracy of testimony has been studied experimentally by psychologists

(Stern, 1902), and their findings make one wonder how justice is ever done in

a court of law. Both pictures and actual events have been used in these

studies. Witnesses have been permitted to give their accounts immediately

or after a period of time has elapsed. They have been permitted to recall

freely without interference or they have been cross-examined. There is much
that the witnesses do not witness at all, and as time elapses, the report becomes

even more fragmentary and schematic. Inconsistent details are forgotten, or

altered to fit the general theme of the account, or sharpened until they color

unduly the entire testimony. Cross-examination can make a witness even

more unreliable, for he is forced to make definite statements about facts he

remembers only dimly. The same kind of omissions, inaccuracies, and distor-

tions occur in remembering the plot of a story or play (Bartlett, 1932). Appar-

ently the memory of an event is changed to what the rememberer considers a

sensible interpretation.

A major source of distortion is the language used to describe the event.

The particular phrase that the person chooses may be remembered after the

event itself has become quite vague. If the word is poorly chosen or suggests

additional features, recall is distorted by the operation of verbal associations.

In one experiment (Carmichael, Hogan, and Walter, 1932) subjects were asked

to remember several visually perceived forms. Each was drawn to suggest

two different objects. One group of subjects saw the figures with one name
attached; another group saw the same figures with different names. The sub-

jects were then asked to draw as many of the figures as they could remember.

The subjects' reproductions conformed to the name that the experimenter

had suggested. Two circles joined by a line were drawn as eyeglasses by
subjects who had seen that label, but as a dumbbell by subjects who had the

different label. By influencing the verbal responses associated with the figures

the experimenters were able to control the kinds of distortions that were in-

troduced into the figures. In this way established verbal habits can modify

the remembrance even of nonverbal materials.

Perceiving, learning, and remembering are all modified by the associative

habits built up through communication. Under some circumstances these

habits assist us toward an easier and more accurate use of the psychological

functions. Under other conditions the same habits can interfere and distort.

The facilitating or inhibiting effects of verbal habits seem even more striking
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when we consider that most obscure psychological function, thinking. This

is the problem described in Chap. 11.

Discussion Questions

1. Nietzsche wrote, "By the grammatical structure of a group of languages every-

thing runs smoothly for one kind of philosophical system, whereas the way is barred

for certain other possibihties." Are philosophers the only victims of estabhshed

intraverbal habits?

2. Does the limit imposed by the span of immediate memory have any implications

for the way words should be combined into sentences?

3. Why are nonsense syllables harder to memorize than an equal number of

adjectives?

4. Is it possible for learned material to be retained even though the learner can no

longer recall any of it? If he could releam it more quickly, would this be evidence of

retention?

5. What would happen to the duration threshold if emotionally loaded words were

exposed? Would the threshold be longer, shorter, or about the same as for neutral

words?
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Chapter 11

WORDS, SETS, AND THOUGHTS

By relieving the brain of all unnecessary work, a good notation sets it free to

concentrate on more advanced problems, and in effect increases the mental

powers of the race .... It is a profoundly erroneous truism, repeated by all

copy-books and by eminent people when they are making speeches, that we should

cultivate the habit of thinking of what we are doing. The precise opposite is

the case. Civilization advances by extending the number of important opera-

tions which we can perform without thinking about them. Operations of thought

are like cavalry charges in a battle—they are strictly limited in number, they

require fresh horses, and must only be made at decisive moments.

—A. N. Whitehead

Language develops in a social situation and functions to spread information

through a group. It enables one person to take advantage of the experience

of other persons, and it is our principal weapon for welding a group together

for cooperative action. Social control is impossible without a signaling system;

even the social insects have a kind of language. Although the social implica-

tions must be kept foremost in understanding language, the possession of

language offers advantages to the individual other than those it oflfers to him

as a member of a group. A child learns its language in a social situation and

for social reasons, but once he has learned it, his whole personal orientation

toward himself and his own problems is altered (cf. Mead, 1925).

One of the nonsocial consequences of language is the user's ability to talk

to himself. This ability aids him to pose and to solve problems. By means

of the language a problem can be described with a set of symbols. The symbols

can be manipulated more easily and quickly than can the components of the

original problem; many solutions can be tried symbolically before any action

is taken. This is not to say that all thinking is verbal manipulation; but

certainly the results of thinking are influenced by our symbolic acts.

Thinking is never more precise than the language it uses. Even if it is,

the additional precision is lost as soon as we try to communicate the thought

to someone else. The importance of a precise language is most clearly demon-

strated by the value of mathematical language in science. It is only necessary

to compare the Arabic with the Roman system of numbers in order to recognize

the tremendous advantage a good notation has over a poor one.

Just how much emphasis to place on language in the study of thinking is

stiU a debatable issue in psychology. Opinions range all the way from
223
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J. B. Watson's (1924), who said thought is impHcit movement of the speech

musculature, to the modern field theorists, who write long treatises about

thinking with scarcely a mention of verbal behavior (Wertheimer, 1945). No

one denies, however, that many people converse with themselves. If they

are interrupted, they will say they are thinking. These subvocal monologues

do not comprise the entire area that we want to call thinking, but they merit

our attention.

Early Studies of Thinking

The Determining Tendency. Before the experimental evidence began to

accumulate, it was assumed by psychologists that thought is the succession

of ideas that pass through consciousness. This view is probably the popular

one even today among people who have not tried to test it. It seems a simple

matter to subject thinking to scientific scrutiny. People are given a task to

think about and then asked to introspect—to describe what ideas passed

through their conscious minds. The thinker's task must be simple so that he

can remember everything that goes on, and it should permit a free flow of

ideas and images. One experimenter (Marbe, 1901) asked his thinkers to

make simple judgments: to compare weights, to sing the tone of a tuning fork,

to add numbers, to answer simple questions. Then the subjects gave a full,

introspective account of what had gone on. This seems simple enough, but

the observers discovered, much to their own astonishment, that there are no

psychological conditions of judgment, there is no psychological judgment

process, there is nothing that in direct experience marks a judgment as judg-

ment. All that the subjects could report were attitudes toward the judgment

—doubt, uneasiness, difficulty, uncertainty, effort, etc., or their opposites

—

and memories of the instructions, the situation, or other attendant features

of the experiment. But no judgments or thoughts.

In another study (Mayer and Orth, 1901) the word-association test was

used, and the subjects gave introspective details of how they got the associated

word with which they responded. Quite frequently the subjects found they had

nothing to report. When they examined this blank interval, they reported that

their experience consisted of certain conscious processes that defied description.

Thus they came to speak of "the lay of consciousness" {Bewiisstseinslagen)

.

Still other experimenters (Watt, 1905; May, 1917) used a variation of the

word-association test in which the subjects are told to respond with a word

that stands in a certain relation to the stimulus word. Sometimes they are

asked for a superordinate response ('dog-animal'), sometimes for a subordinate

response ('dog-collie'), sometimes for a coordinate ('dog-cat'), sometimes for

a whole, a part, or another part of a common whole. Since his predecessors

had discovered how difficult it is to find judgments and associations in con-

sciousness. Watt asked the subjects to pay attention to and report in full on
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a small segment of the total process. The process was dissected into four

parts, (1) .the preparatory period, (2) the appearance of the stimulus word,

(3) the search for the reaction word, and (4) the occurrence of the reaction

word. Little conscious content was reported during the period of search,

although adequate reports were obtained for the other periods. The word

usually came without hesitation, and there was nothing in consciousness that

reflected any searching.

Essentially similar conclusions must be drawn from the introspective accounts

of the world's greatest creative thinkers. When they grow too old for more

profitable work, mathematicians sometimes turn their attention to the stages

involved in inventive thinking. These men have firsthand experience in find-

ing new and important answers; who should know better than they the anatomy

of thought? The peculiar fact is that they are as ignorant as any psychologist.

Their accounts describe a long period of preparation, a frustrating inabihty to

find the answer, a retreat from the problem, a more or less sudden insight, a

final burst of work to verify and express the solution. But when they are

asked to teU exactly what went on to produce the insight, they speak of uncon-

scious work or the chance association of ideas or in some other phrase confess

that the machinery is not accessible to introspective peeping (Hadamard,

1945).

These observations let loose a flood of controversy and printer's ink. The

battle raged around two main issues: (1) Is it possible to think without having

conscious images in the mind? (2) How is the process guided to a successful

completion? The controversy over imageless thought seemed to get nowhere.

Either there are large individual differences in the use of imagery, or else people

describe their experiences in quite different ways. A certain practical impa-

tience with this image quibbling probably contributed to the widespread popu-

larity in America of a behavioristic psychology that rejected aU mentaUstic

controversies as meaningless.

The positive contribution of the early thought experiments came via the

concepts of task, set, and determining tendency. According to the usual

formulation, the task gives the subject a particular set, and this set influences

his associative sequence by means of unconscious determining tendencies that

guide the process to its proper completion (Selz, 1922). These concepts bear

a very close resemblance to what we have called, in preceding chapters, con-

textual constraints or associative connections. Determining tendencies must

operate in the extemporaneous patching together of words in ordinary speech.

The determining tendency is, of course, a much broader concept than verbal

context. The early thought experiments are but one source of evidence that

a subject's predispositions affect his subsequent actions. Determining tend-

encies were first encountered in the laboratory in experiments on reaction

time, but after 1910 they passed into the general armamentarium of psy-

chology. The terms Bewusstseinslage, Aufgabe, Einstellung, determinierende
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Tendenz, etc., have since been collected under the general heading of attitudes,

and their influence is recognized in all areas of psychology (G. W. Allport,

1935). Verbal context is one illustration of the more general problem.

Syllogistic Reasoning. Since the simple word-association test does not

produce thoughts that we can study, more complicated tasks may be needed.

Storring (1908) met this need with the syllogism. He showed the subject the

major and minor premises from which a conclusion was to be drawn. The

subject read these carefully and gave an introspective account of how he

reached the answer. For example, the subject would be shown:

All i belong to the class o. All z belong to the class i. Therefore . . .

The subject read these premises, then introspected, 'What are you doing with

the second statement? You have to relate it to the first premise. How do

you do that? Where was i mentioned in the first premise? ' He then found

the place where it said 'all i' and so went on to see that all z belong to i, and

therefore z was to be put in place of all i. All this went on without any par-

ticular references to the class o.

Storring collected extensive protocols with these syllogistic problems. Some-

times the subject visualized the solution, sometimes the conclusion was reached

by purely verbal means. Unfortunately, however, the results do not seem to

lead to any generalizations about how people think or where successful hypoth-

eses come from. They do show, however, that the laws of logic are not the

dynamic laws of thought. Everyone obeys the law of gravitation, but we are

all likely to disobey the laws of logic. The syllogism is a reconstruction of a

devious psychological process.

Verbal habits have a marked effect on the syllogizing reasoner. Some con-

clusions are drawn because they sound all right in the light of established

verbal connections. The logician's trick of removing words and substituting

letters is the principal source of the layman's confusions. The logician gains

generaUty by the substitution, while the layman loses contact with familiar

phrases. The letters i, o, and z in the preceding syllogism do not have estab-

lished intraverbal connections with the words. The subject who relies on these

connections finds that almost any answer sounds all right, and so he goes

astray.

In another form of the experiment a subject is shown a single premise and

asked to continue (Wilkins, 1928; Eidens, 1929). For example, what can you

say about B if you know that all A are B? Subjects tend to continue, "Then

all B are A." The typical responses to four initial premises are as follows:

1. If all .4 are B, then all B are A.

2. If no ^ are B, then no B are A.

3. If some A are B, then some B are A

.

4. If some A are not B, then some B are net A.
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Only (2) and (3) are valid, but all four occur frequently in the responses of

naive subjects. The subjects tend to convert statements into like statements.

For the letters A and B the conversions sound plausible enough. If words are

substituted, however, the habitual verbal associations make the false conver-

sions sound ludicrous. The person who accepts (1) would never accept 'If

all flowers are plants, then all plants are flowers.' Nor would the person who

accepted (4) find it natural to say, 'If some plants are not flowers, then some

flowers are not plants.' The statements rephrased with words are not struc-

turally different. The difference is that the subject recognizes the intraverbal

connections and accepts the famihar statement regardless of the logical form.

These intraverbal connections can betray the subject even when famihar words

are used. For example, 'If some flowers are not plants, then some plants are

not flowers ' is not a vaUd statement for the logician but would be acceptable

to many nonlogicians. Again, ' If some fish are airplanes, then some airplanes

are fish' is logically impeccable, but most laymen find the conclusion absurd

(it violates familiar intraverbal bonds) and reject the entire suggestion as

obviously false.

The Atmosphere Effect. The experiments with syllogisms are full of demon-

strations that the particular choice of words used to frame the problem has

an important effect upon the form of the reply. Perhaps the best illustration

of the way our verbal habits lead us astray is to be found in what Woodworth

and Sells (1935; Sells, 1936) have called the atmosphere effect. To exemplify

this notion they point to careless constructions like 'The laboratory equip-

ment in these situations were in many instances . . . .' The plural 'were'

appears incorrectly because of the atmosphere of plurality created by the

surrounding words. Atmosphere effect is stUl another name for the intra-

verbal connections, determining tendencies, or dependent probabflities of

occurrence of verbal units.

More specifically, Woodworth and Sells argue that the words 'all,' 'no,'

and ' some ' in the premises of a syllogism give a verbal atmosphere that calls

for a corresponding conclusion. Their experimental data support this argu-

ment. The atmosphere effect is, if anything, more pronounced for bright

subjects than for dull ones. Almost anyone can be trapped into this kind of

error. For instance, Polk is pronounced poke, with the / silent, and folk is

pronounced foke, also with a silent /, and the white of an egg is pronounced

. . . ? It is a rare subject who remembers that the white of the egg is not

the yolk, but the albiunen.

In these examples verbal habits operate as a substitute for thought. Habits

that function faithfully for the illogical events of daily life are tricked and

betrayed by a syllogism. In the realm of logic the most improbable sequences

of words are acceptable: 'If two is smaUer than three, then snow is white.*

Most nonlogicians regard this sentence as a strange use of 'if-then.' The

fact is that logic is a formal system, just as arithmetic is a formal system. To
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expect untrained subjects to think logically is much the same as to expect

preschool children to know the multiplication table.

Scientists find that ordinary language is a poor system to symbolize the

precise relations and distinctions with which they work. To avoid the traps

of linguistic habits they make up languages that have expUcitly defined symbols

and relations among symbols. Then there is no temptation to fall back upon

what soimds all right or what seems like common sense. To quote Whitehead,

"When the initial statements are vague and sHpshod, at every subsequent

stage of thought, common sense has to step in to limit applications and to

explain meanings. Now in creative thought common sense is a bad master.

Its sole criterion for judgment is that the new ideas shall look like old ones.

In other words it can act only by suppressing originality." A reUance on

familiar patterns of words may save us from thinking about many routine

chores and get us by in polite conversation, but in more exacting situations

it can point our whole endeavor in the wrong direction and blind us to the

answer that sits in plain sight.

Problem Solvtng

The search for the conscious elements of thought was a confusing failure.

More and more psychologists came to feel that they had been asking the

wrong questions. The functions, not the structure, of the mind seemed the

more reasonable quest. Before a mind can be observed, it must function;

the person who belongs to it must act or speak. Then it is possible to say

something scientific about his acting and speaking. Questions about his mind

can be left to others, for they are beyond the domain of science. Science must

be a pubHc, communicable affair, and minds are notoriously private.

The most radical form of this functional approach became known as behav-

iorism because its proponents insisted that the only scientific data available

to psychologists are data about behavior. This brand of psychology had

its roots in the study of animals. Darwin turned attention to evolution,

and his work influenced many psychologists to compare man and animal.

Morgan, Thomdike, Hobhouse, Yerkes, Washburn, Watson, and many others

had for years been asking psychological questions about animals. These

workers were accustomed to getting along without the aid of their subjects'

introspections. If human introspections were unreliable, they had other

methods.

Because the early behaviorists rejected introspective reports of the structure

of the mind and worked predominantly with animals, it was sometimes

assumed that they rejected all forms of language and refused to sp)eak to their

subjects. This assumption was quite wrong. Language was recognized as

a form of behavior. They did not prefer the actions of the leg muscles to the

actions of the speech muscles. Verbal behavior played a crucial role in their
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scheme of things. For Watson, at least, verbal behavior and thinking were

identified (J. B. Watson, 1920).

The emphasis shifted, therefore, from the analysis of the thinker's mind to

an analysis of his behavior, verbal or otherwise. The new interest was in the

methods animals and people used to solve problems. What conditions lead

to mistakes, and what conditions are necessary for success? Give people

puzzles or practical problems and see what they do with them. The object

is to study "the reasonably well specified behavior which occurs when an

individual—human or infrahuman—engaged in active commerce with the

environment meets an obstacle and his activity is impeded. One straight-

forward hne of action is no longer apparent; the individual is faced with alter-

natives, must pause and choose" (D. M. Johnson, 1944).

The Penduliim Problem. To illustrate the kind of work that has been done

with problem-solving behavior we shall discuss an experiment conducted by

Maier (1930). The subjects were provided with four poles, two lengths of

wire, eight pieces of lead tubing, a C-clamp, two burette clamps, and several

pieces of chalk. They were told, "Your problem is to construct two penduliuns,

one of which will swing over this point (indicates cross on floor) and one that

will swing over this other point (indicates other cross). These pendulums

should be so constructed that they will have a piece of chalk fastened which

will make a mark on the points on the floor just indicated." The solution to

the pendulum problem is shown in Fig. 49.

The problem was used to determine the importance of preliminary instruc-

tions in problem solving. One group of subjects was given the problem with

no additional instructions. Another group was shown several of the com-

ponent parts of the solution: how to make a plmnb line out of a cord, clamp,

and pencil, how to make a long rod out of two short rods and a clamp, and

how to hold a bar against the vertical edge of a doorway by wedging against

it another bar that reached to the opposite vertical side of the doorway.

Another group was given a hint, "I should like to have you appreciate how
simple the problem would be if we could just hang the pendulimtis from a nail

in the ceiling. Of course, that is not a possible solution, but I just want you

to appreciate how simple the problem would be if that were possible." A
final group was given both the component parts and the hint.

Only one subject out of the 62 used in the first three groups succeeded in

solving the problem. Eight out of 22 subjects in the fourth group solved the

problem. From these results Maier argues that the mere knowledge of the

component parts of a solution is not enough. Some other factor, which he

calls direction, is necessary to integrate the parts into a solution. On the

other hand, direction alone is insufficient if the thfhker is not familiar with

the component parts of the solution. Both the correct direction and a knowl-

edge of the components are necessary.

When the thinking starts off with false assumptions, it is very difficult to
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abandon them. Some subjects attempted to build a tripod to support a pole

from which the pendulums could be hung, but the structure invariably col-

lapsed. The direction had to shift to include the ceiling of the room.

Pieces ofchalk

Poles

Fig. 49. Materials available to the subject (.4), and the correct solution of the pendulum

(B). (Frow Crajts et al., 1950.)

The concept of direction is similar to the older concept of determining

tendencies. The situation and the subject's past experience produce a certain

set toward the problem. If his set does not lead to a solution, he has difficulty

changing it. On the other hand, something new is added in the solution of

Maier's problem. It is not merely a matter of selecting one from a number of

famihar alternatives. A new configiuration of the alternatives is discovered.

Maier makes the discovery of a new configuration the basis for a distinction

between productive and reprodticHve thinking (Maier, 1940). Something new

is added as a result of productive thinking.

Recognizing the Solution. Maier's study is only one of many that show the

importance of the configuration of the component parts of a solution. It is

diflftcult to account for these configurational aspects of problem solving by
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association theory as it is usually put forward. It is not sufficient to say that

the subject flounders about blindly in a trial-and-error manner until he acci-

dentally hits upon the solution and that he remembers the associations among
the component parts of his accidental solution. Solutions do not appear in a

haphazard manner.

The usual way of stating the problem is to ask, Where does the correct solution

come from? This question requires us to discover under what conditions a

solution will appear. Thus Maier's experiment explores the thinker's knowl-

edge and orientation as conditions governing the solution of a particular

problem. Where the solution comes from is a difficult question. Things are

simpler if we break it down into two questions: (1) How do we generate possible

solutions, regardless of whether they are right or wrong? (2) How is a correct

solution recognized when it does occur? We can assume for the moment that

the thinker generates numerous solutions to a problem and that most of them

are wrong. The wrong solutions are rejected, and eventually a solution appears

that is accepted. Or if the solution is reached after a series of steps, choices

must be made at each step between the wrong direction and the right. The

problem is to discover how the choice is made. Introspection is no great help.

Some possibiUties are rejected unconsciously—they simply do not rise above

the threshold for verbalization.

The importance of recognizing the answer when it occurs can be shown in

terms of Huxley's tj^^ewriting monkeys. Six monkeys type at random for

millions and millions of years. Eventually they produce every book in the

British Museima just by the blind operation of chance. We know that think-

ing does not proceed by such stupid, trial-and-error methods. The thinker

has his previous experience to draw upon, and this enables him to avoid many
pitfalls. This previous experience is described by association theory as a

network of verbal connections of great complexity and fluctuating strengths.

Suppose we build these connections into the monkeys; we teach them to type

letters in sequences corresponding to a fiftieth-order approximation to the

statistical structure of English letters. Now the monkeys are constrained by

contextual associations in much the same way the original authors were con-

strained. These associations enable the monkeys to reduce the time required

by many millions of years. The point is, however, that even with these verbal

habits estabhshed the monkeys would not know when they had produced a

sonnet or a book or an answer to a problem. They would simply keep typing

away, for one sequence of words would be no more useful than any other. The

additional factor that the monkeys need in order to act like men is the ability

to reject the trivial sequences and to preserve the important ones. Not only

must a thinker generate possible solutions; he must recognize the correct one

when it occurs to him. Just how the answer is recognized is a crucial problem

for the student of thinking.
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Field Theories and the Recoding Process

We have come a long way with the association theorists. They offer us a

detailed account of the acquisition of verbal behavior, of intraverbal associa-

tions, of information storage, and of the early thought experknents. On these

problems they have very Uttle competition from the field theorists. The field

theorist is not concerned with choices of specific verbal responses. He prefers

to talk about the over-all pattern or configuration. The specific responses

may change while the configuration remains the same. Now that we have

encountered what seems to be a purely configurational problem, therefore, we

can turn to the field theorist for an explanation.

Field Theories of Thinking. The fullest accounts of thinking by the field

theorists seem to be those of Dimcker (1935) and Wertheimer (1945). These

men speak of the pattern in which
b the component parts of the prob-

lem are arranged, the reorganizing

principles imposed upon the com-

ponents, and the eventual restruc-

turing of the components in a form

that coincides with the form of the

desired solution.

L C \
Consider an example. In the

Fig. 50. The parallelogram problem. course of teaching children to de-

termine the area of a parallelogram

Wertheimer manages to introduce most of the puzzles that a theory of think-

ing must contend with. What, he asks, is the best way to teach school chil-

dren to determine the area of a parallelogram? One way, an ugly but quite

correct way, is to give the children the drawing shown in Fig. 50 and the

following rules for manipulating the distances a, b, and c:

1. Subtract c from a.

2. Add c and a.

3. Multiply the sum and difference.

4. Take the square root of the product.

5. Multiply the root by b.

The result of these five steps is the area of the parallelogram. Children can

memorize these five steps. They can generaUze them to other parallelograms

of different dimensions. Their answers are correct. And yet, Wertheimer

protests, the method is ugly, and the teaching is terrible.

What is wrong with this method of teaching? The trouble is that the

students are given no opportunity to grasp the inner structure of the situation.

If you ask them, " Could you show that the answer obtained in tliis wa}- is

really right?" they have no way to answer.
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If the area of the parallelogram is posed as a problem to children who have

just learned to find the area of a rectangle, some do not respond, some try to

remember, some start making speeches, some begin to think. For those who
think, the trouble soon focuses on the two lopsided ends. Resolution comes

when they see that one end needs just what is too much at the other end. If

one end is cut off and fitted into the other end, the strange parallelogram

becomes a famihar rectangle. The problem is solved.

Wertheimer's example draws a sharp distinction between blind connections

and a structural grasp. If thinking is nothing more than behaving in accord-

ance with conditioned reflexes or habits, there is Uttle choice between these

two methods of teaching. Associative bonds are associative bonds, and one

bond is as good as another. In the simpler forms of association theory there

is nothing to say that one set of connections is better to learn than another.

A configurational theory, on the other hand, recognizes troublesome regions

that must be manipulated and transposed according to the structural require-

ments of the solution.

Is this an explanation? Have the field theorists answered the question, or

have they merely posed it more clearly? Suppose we grant that there are

two ways to tackle a problem, one that involves the blind memorizing of asso-

ciative bonds and the other that involves a more inteUigent manipulation and

organization of the component parts. What do we know about this more

intelligent form of solution?

Restructiiring and Receding. To begin the analysis of what field theorists

mean when they talk about restructuring the problem situation, take a very

simple example. One field theorist (Katona, 1940) told people that the

Federal expenditures in a certain year amounted to 5812151922.26, and they

memorized the figure. A week later he asked them if they remembered the

number. They remembered that the expenditures were about 5.81 biUions,

but the rest of the number had been forgotten. Another group of subjects

was instructed simply to "try to learn the following series." These subjects

discovered that if the numbers were grouped 5-8-12-15-19-22-26, the differ-

ence between successive numbers is 3, 4, 3, 4, 3, and 4. When they discovered

this principle, most of the subjects were able to remember the answer a week

later.

In this simple task the difference between memorizing and organizing is

again illustrated. The subjects who discover an organizing principle are

superior to those who do not. The task also illustrates something we can call

recoding, and in many problems it can be shown that the restructuring process

is, in whole or in part, a matter of coding the information in a new form. The

amount of information in a sequence of symbols is a simple function of the

number of symbols only so long as the sjmibols are independent and equally

likely (cf. Chap. 5). If a particular symbol can be predicted from the S)mibols

surrounding it, then successive symbols are not independent and the sequence
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does not carry the maximum amoimt of information. Only the impredictable

symbols can carry information; the symbol that is known in advance can tell

us nothing new. When sjrmbols are not independent, when some sequences

are more probable than others, it is possible to recode the information into a

form that uses fewer sjnnbols. This recoding simply reduces or eliminates the

redundancy and makes each new symbol carry a greater portion of the load.

In the light of these remarks consider once again the sequence of numbers

used in the example. When these niunbers are presented as the Federal expend-

itures there is no reason to suspect dependencies among them. Any sequence

of 12 digits seems reasonable, and the subject assiunes there are 12 independent

items of information. The second group of subjects discovered that this is

not true. The sequence is redimdant. Once this discovery is made, the

sequence can be recoded in a more efficient way, in a way more easily remem-

bered. In the recoded form it is necessary to remember only that the sequence

starts with 5, that you add first 3 and then 4 and 3, etc., and that there are

7 members of the sequence. The essential information consists of the numbers

5, 3, 4, and 7. Now compare the two groups of subjects again. The first

group remembered 3 digits, and the second group remembered the equivalent

of 4 digits.

The recoding principle is one of the most powerful tools of science. To
take a famiUar illustration, consider the law of falling bodies. Suppose that

we want to know how far a body falls through space when it has been falling

freely for a given number of seconds. One way to tackle this problem is to

make measurements, summarize the measurements in a table, and then mem-
orize the table. At the end of 1 sec the body has fallen 16 ft, at the end of

2 sec it has fallen 64, at the end of 3 it has fallen 144, after 4 it has fallen 256,

etc. Then we memorize: 16, 64, 144, 256, 400, etc. This is a very stupid

way to proceed because we memorize each niunber as if it were imrelated to

all the other nmnbers. There is a relation, successive symbols are not inde-

pendent, and all the measiurements can be recoded into a simple rule that

says the distance fallen at the end of / sec is g^/2. The value of g is about 32.

All we need remember is 16^. Now we store all the measurements away in

memory by storing this simple formula.

Scientists are constantly looking for dependencies of this sort. When they

discover one, it becomes possible to simimarize large masses of recorded data

in a short, simple sequence of symbols. The relations, if they are significant

enough, get themselves dignified as laws or basic principles of the science.

The law and the original data contain the same information, but it is packaged

in a rememberable form by the law.

Recoding operates in our daily experience, though less precisely than it

does in science. We witness a complex event that we want to remember. We
cannot recall all the details, and so we select that information which seems

critical, encode it in words, and remember the words. Our choice of what is
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worth receding and remembering is not always a wise one, and we are seldom

able to reconstruct the original event exactly.

It would seem, therefore, that when the field theorist talks about 'restructur-

ing' we can often substitute the word 'recoding.' The fact that the field

theorists tend to use visual problems that can be presented only in the form of

a picture or diagram tends to make them use words like 'see' the solution,

the 'form' or 'structure' of the problem, 'look for' missing relations, 'focus'

on a trouble area, etc. These visual terms should not mislead us, for there

are other kinds of patterns than visual patterns. The thinker who rehes upon

visual pictures of his problem will have many a hard day before he discovers

why it is impossible to square the circle. The problem can be recoded in

other ways than by a perceptual restructuring.

Recoding a Solution in Words. The importance of the recoding procedure

makes itself felt when we try to translate a solution into words. Getting the

solution into symbols is necessary for several reasons: (1) to verify it, (2) to

make it precise, (3) to use it in further thinking, and (4) to commiuiicate it

to others. It is possible to solve a problem and still not be able to commiuiicate

it to others. The thinking process is not complete untU the solution has

become communicable. It is a common experience to have a sudden stroke

of insight that resolves an entire problem, only to find when the insight is put

into words that there are many things wrong with it. Indeed, it is often diffi-

cult to talk intelligibly about just those matters we have thought about most.

We can borrow another problem from Wertheimer to illustrate the difficulty.

Suppose we are asked to prove that the opposite angles formed by the inter-

section of two straight lines are equal. In pictures, the problem is to prove

that angles a and b in Fig. 51^ are equal. Most of us would have to struggle

A B
Fig. 51. The problem as posed in .4 is to prove that angle a equals angle b. Most subjects

find the problem simpler if the angles are indicated as in B.

a bit with this problem, but if the experimenter draws the angles as in Fig. 51B,

we have an almost immediate insight. The solution seems crystal clear.

"This is equal to . . . and that . . . yes, yes, of course."

If we let the problem drop at this point, however, there is a good chance

that we did not see the solution at all. Call the common angle c. Then we
must write: c + c = 180°,

6 + c = 180°,

o -f & + 2c = 360°,
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and then .... But something has gone wrong! Just how do we state the

solution? Try again

:

a = 180° - c,

b = 180° - c,

.: a = b.

Ah, now we have it. But there's many a slip between the insight and the fuU,

communicable statement.

In commenting on this problem, Wertheimer writes:

The line of thinking, the direction, is in this case not one succession of items ; there is a

symmetrical two-directedness, each critical angle being dealt with as a part in its

whole, formed by the introduction of the third angle, which subsequendy can drop

out again through the symmetry of the operations .... The successive habit

—

and so the widespread theory that thinking is by nature so—is due to its adequacy in

suromative situations in which the performance of one operation is merely additively

connected with others. It is due further to the fact that we cannot write down two

propositions simultaneously, that in reports we have to proceed with one thing after

the other. That is one of the reasons why diagrams are often useful.

If a solution comes because several processes go on simultaneously, the

problem is not solved imtU the simultaneous pattern of symbols is receded in

a successive pattern of symbols. Here is another instance where information

in one pattern must be converted into another pattern. This kind of transla-

tion from one pattern to another runs through most of the thinking we do.

In overt speech we must use sequential forms. The speech mechanism can

make only one sound at a time; only the dominant reaction tendency of the

moment can use the final common path to the speech muscles. On the other

hand, inner speech may be cast in a sequential form, but it is not necessarily

so. Subvocal speech can consist of many reaction tendencies that compete

and interact. At this level we compare and edit and search for words. Several

directions of association may run simultaneously, and it may take minutes

of introspective reporting to describe in sequential language a few seconds

of inner speech.

We can conclude that thinking is not aU done with words. If this were true,

what need would there be for this final translation of the solution into com-

municable form? A man who did all his thinking verbally would not need

this final process to restructure his thoughts in the sequential forms of language.

Anticipating the Solution. The field theorist describes the process of solving

problems as a modification of the problem configuration that proceeds until

the problem materials correspond to the configuration of the solution. The
recognition of the solution when it occurs is the recognition that the problem

configuration conforms to the solution configuration. This description makes
it obvious that an understanding of what a solution might be like if we could

find it is an important first step in thinking. In facing a problem it is often
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helpful to ask, Suppose I had solved this problem, what would the answer

look like? This anticipation of the form of the solution enables us to narrow

the range of alternatives and provides a goal toward which the problem mate-

rials can be manipulated. It may turn out that there are many diEEerent ways

of recoding the problem materials to fit them into the schematic solution.

This multiphcity of answers is characteristic of most of our daily decisions. Or

there may be only one configuration, as is the case for most puzzles studied in

the psychologist's laboratory. Or there may be no solution at all if we have

asked a stupid question.

The psychologist's subjects have several advantages over thinkers outside

the laboratory. They are usually assured that they have all the relevant

information and that there is a single configuration of this information that

fits the requirements of the solution. The practical case is less well defined.

We encounter a situation where we have no appropriate response. We try

those habit patterns which are easily available. If none works, we begin to

reaUze we face a problem. Our verbal habits constrain us to famihar and

perhaps unsuccessful formulations of an answer; our language forces our

thought in certain directions. We struggle to reformulate the problem and

to obtain the necessary information. We cannot even be sure there is an

answer. Configurational aspects guide the process, but it is not always as

clean and pretty as when an experimenter underwrites the happy ending.

The general procedure in thinking seems to be a search for new ways of

encoding the information given by the problem. The search is guided by our

conception of the form a solution must take or the form we want it to take.

The contextual, or syntactic, patterns of the language impose constraints

upon the configurations the answer can assume. The answer must come out

in a sequence of words that seems probable against the background of our

habitual intraverbal connections. Transformations of the problem materials

that produce an improbable configuration are distrusted and are often dis-

carded as opposed to common sense.

Abstraction and Concept Formation

It is stupid to memorize a mass of details when the information they contain

can be recoded into an easy-to-remember form. The question is how to dis-

cover that a new and simpler recoding is possible. What are the techniques

for discovering dependencies?

The problem is how we find a general rule from an examination of several

particular cases and what suggests to us that such a rule might exist. It is

not the logical aspects of induction that concern us, but the psychological

aspects. We himt for similarities and try to discover a fxmctional relation

among them. The form this himting takes varies as the nature of the problem

varies. In the parallelogram we foimd a similarity between the two lopsided
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ends. In the sequence of numbers we found a similarity among the successive

differences. Once the relation is found, the problem can be simplified.

The process of abstraction—finding similarities and discarding dissimilari-

ties—has been studied in the laboratory. One technique (T. V. Moore, 1910)

is demonstrated by the drawings in Fig. 52. These rows of designs were

exposed to the subject by turning the disk behind a window. As the succes-

sive sets of designs appeared in the window, the subject searched for the com-

mon design that persisted in the successive sets. Another experimenter (Hull

1920) used groups of Chinese characters. Every character consisted of a basic

CD A 5: JT ^^ ^

«j8) <^ ?s 00 f/ ^ ^

Fig. 52. Designs presented in a study of abstraction. The groups of five designs are exposed

successively while the subject searches for the common design. {From Moore, 1910.)

radical embedded in complicating embeUishments. There were 12 radicals,

and each had a nonsense name. The question was how the subjects came to

recognize correctly new members of a class by abstracting the common, radical

aspects. StiU another form of the abstraction experiment is illustrated in

Fig. 53 (Smoke, 1932). A mib is a triangle with a line perpendicular to its

shortest side. The subject sees the figures one at a time until he can give a

definition of the nonsense name. Then he is asked to give the definition,

draw some examples, or distinguish which is which in a test series.

These experiments show a gradual increase in correct responses. It often

happens, however, that the subject is not able to express in words the rule he

is using to make correct responses. Subjects may make consistently correct

discriminations long before they are able to explain to someone else how they

do it. After a brief inspection of Fig. 53, for example, you might be able to

select mibs from non-mibs even though you could not give an accurate defini-

tion that some other person could use.

An abstraction is a response to one aspect of a complex situation regardless

of the context in which the aspect occurs (cf. Chap. 8). The evidence indi-

cates that new concepts and new abstractions are formed slowly and depend

upon the gradual accimiulation of knowledge about and experience with the
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kind of problem faced. When we ask how a new abstraction is formed, we

are asking how the learning process operates to strengthen associations between

certain invariant aspects of the materials and the particular response that S3an-

bolizes this aspect. Our verbal habits are a treasury of abstractions learned

in just this way.

MIBS NON-MIBS

Fig. 53. The designs are exposed one at a time, and the subject attempts to form a defini-

tion of the word 'mib.'

Aphasia

We often gain valuable knowledge about a process when we see it break

down. Thinking goes on in the brain. What happens to thinking when the

brain is damaged? Since we are concerned primarily with the relation between

thinking and talking, we shall confine this discussion to those cases where

brain damage affects verbal behavior. These cases are known as aphasia.

We shall ask, What happens to thinking when different verbal functions are

damaged or destroyed?

Most of the medical history of aphasia (Head, 1926, Vol. I) is concerned

with the problem, Is there a particular place in the brain that governs speech?

In 1861 Paul Broca provided the first evidence that there might be a restricted

region or center in the brain entrusted with the control of speech. This center

was located in the left third frontal convolution. Broca's evidence consisted

of anatomical studies of damage in the brains of patients who had suffered a

loss of speech. Broca beUeved that linguistic disturbances could always be

attributed to lesions in this center, which came to be called Broca's area.

There has been much controvery about the importance of Broca's area in

aphasia and about the whole concept of localizing complex psychological

processes in a restricted area of the brain (Morgan and Stellar, 1950,

Chaps. 21-26). Those opposed to the concept argue that to locate the damage

that destroys speech and to localize speech are two different things. Not aU

patients suffer the same defects. To many students of aphasia it seems more

important to classify the kinds of functions that are impaired than to locate
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the spot on the brain that causes the trouble. Aphasic symptoms can arise

from lesions in so many different places that the clinician is seldom able to

advise the surgeon where to apply his knife. Among the modern investigators

one can find almost every point of view, ranging from a belief in strict, detailed

localization at one extreme to a behef in a generalized loss of abstract inteUi-

gence at the other. The clinical data are not conclusive. The most one can

say on the basis of the clinical evidence is that brain injuries sometimes produce

a linguistic difficulty and that the brains of such patients often show damage in

Broca's area.

Electrical Stimulation of the Brain. A relatively new approach that can be

used to explore the integration of verbal behavior in the brain makes use of

electrical stimulation. It is sometimes necessary for a brain surgeon to remove

damaged or diseased tissue from the general region that is often involved in

speech. The surgeon must be very careful or the operation may damage the

speech centers and produce aphasia. In order to discover where the speech

centers are he may use electrical stimulation of the brain. A weak stimulus is

apphed at different spots on the surface of the brain during the operation. The

patient's verbal behavior is observed as the stimulus is moved about. When
the stimulus produces vocalization or interferes with speech, the surgeon tries

to leave the area intact, for the chances are that removing this tissue will

produce an aphasia.

The most extensive reports of such stimulation and its effects on verbal be-

havior are contained in the work of Penfield and Rasmussen (1950). They

found that vocalization without words has a definite locaUzation in the sen-

sorimotor area of the hiraian cerebral cortex on both sides. Arrest of speech,

or the spontaneous statement on the part of the subject that he wanted to

talk but could not, was also produced by stimulation in much the same sensori-

motor areas. This arrest was instantaneous, as though some portion of the

motor mechanism needed in speaking were inhibited or were preempted for

some other movement. When a patient was asked for an explanation, he

might say, 'I couldn't get my words out,' 'I felt like stuttering,' 'could not

open mouth,' 'could not get breath.' Production of vocalization by stimula-

tion always interrupted speaking.

Sometimes, stimulation of Broca's area on the dominant hemisphere also

produced arrest of speech. In this case, however, the blocking occurred with-

out associated movement or sensation. The patient was apt to explain after-

ward, for example, that 'I didn't know what I was counting' or 'I could not

thmk.'

Motor elements required in speaking, such as vocalization and movements
of Hps, tongue, diaphragm, etc., have representation in the sensorimotor cortex

on both sides of the brain. Speech could be interrupted by stimulating the

facial area on either side of the brain, but speech was not abolished when those

areas were removed. Stimulation of Broca's area did not produce either
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speech or vocalization, but it could interrupt speech because it interfered with

what the patient called thinking.

The Clinical Picture. In order to appreciate the great complexity of aphasic

symptoms it is necessary to consider some actual cases. Most clinicians

recognize three general types of aphasia: (1) expressive, where the ability to

talk-is more impaired than the abihty to perceive speech, (2) receptive, where

spoken sounds are not correctly perceived although the abihty to talk is rela-

tively intact, (3) amnesic, where the patient forgets the names of common
objects, although his abihty to perceive speech and to produce it are otherwise

unimpaired. We shall give two examples of each of these types of aphasia.

Cases of Expressive Aphasia. The first case is reported by K. Goldstein

(1948, 190) to illustrate the simplest form of expressive aphasia. At the age

of fifty the patient, a businessman, suffered a stroke that paralyzed his right

arm and left him speechless. He remained well oriented in space and time,

understood questions, foUowed directions. His intelUgence did not seem

changed after the stroke. He was in normal contact with his family and

remained interested in his business. He responded normally in tests of

abstraction that required him to respond to particular aspects of a situation

regardless of the context in which the aspects occurred. His only trouble was

that he could not speak. Only occasionally some words such as 'yes,' 'no,'

or 'oh God,' might occur, but he could not repeat these on request. He was

able to indicate what he wanted to say by knocking on the table with his

fingers to tell how many letters or syllables were in the word he could not

speak. Repetition and reading aloud were totally lacking. Since the right

hand was paralyzed, he was forced to write with the left. With the left hand

he was able to write spontaneously, to take dictation, and to copy. He could

move his hps, jaw, and tongue correctly on request or in imitation of the

doctor's movements.

A more interesting and ironic case has been reported by Weisenberg and

McBride (1935, 160). It illustrates an expressive aphasia complicated by some

receptive difficulties. The unlucky victim was a man forty-nine years old, a

professor of Romance languages who had seven difi'erent languages at his

command. This man was taking a train trip when he suffered a thrombosis

of the left middle cerebral artery. He discovered his phght when he tried to

talk to a porter. He was unable to utter a sound. A few minutes later paraly-

sis of the right side of his body began, affecting both his arm and leg. In a

few days he began to improve, but progress was slow, and 8 weeks after the

attack he was speaking with considerable effort, often hesitating, and always

having difiSculty in the articulation of words. The following conversation is

the most adequate speech he could manage during these early interviews:

(Do you sometimes think of words more easily in some other language besides Eng-

lish?) Yes . . . yes . . . constantly . . . the ... I feel . . . the "family" . . .

er, "members of the family" ... I get in Spanish . . . and French rather . . -
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rather . . . er rather than in English ... an' English is not coming .... (Does

the German come easily?) No! . . . (Or Italian?) No ... . Except in "aus-

gegangen" . . . and so forth .... I study my German for eight and nine and ten

and eleven . . . and so forth ... an' humorously . . .
" ausgegangen " ... an'

my German ... I ... er learn it at school for six years . . . an' Junior and

Senior in college ... I took it up again.

This man could count, name the days of the week and the months of the year,

and run through the alphabet without much difficulty. He made some errors

in naming objects, but most of his difficulties were expressive rather than per-

ceptive. He could repeat words, understand conversation, and carry out

fairly complex instructions. When reading aloud he proceeded slov/ly and

made many mistakes in pronunciation, but he indicated his comprehension of

the material by answering questions on it. In writing he formed simple sen-

tences and complained that he had to use "schoolgirl English." The following

letter is an illustration:

Dear Anne:

I like the flowers very much and I feel perfectly wild about them. Send some up

to-morrow. I feel a right to-day, but I am anxious to go out the next Saturday.

'The next Saturday' is more nearly French than English construction, a type

of error that he made rather frequently. His writing in French or Spanish

was equally simple. In writing to dictation, however, he was above the aver-

age normal performance.

When the examination was begun, during the third month after the attack,

it was noted that names of objects, colors, or other words sometimes came

to him first in French or Spanish. When he was questioned about his use

of French or Spanish constructions with English words, he usually failed to

recognize the error. The foreign languages, like the English, were disturbed

in particular ways, and those performances which suffered most in English were

also most severely affected in the foreign languages. In each foreign language,

as in English, the patient understood far more than he could express. During

the next 9 months there was a gradual and consistent improvement in all the

languages. Fourteen months after the attack he was able to return to work

and taught successfully about half his usual number of hours.

Cases of Receptive Aphasia. Almost as distressing as the Hnguist who could

not express himself is the case of the lawyer who could not understand what

was said to him (Weisenberg and McBride, 1935, 222). The lawyer's attack

came shortly after the death of his wife. While attempting to telephone he

found he could not make himself understood. The following record was taken

from one of his conversations 2 weeks after the attack:

I just sat here last night by himself . . . wrote these things that I told myself . . .

now they're things that I just made lying here in the night while I had no one to

live . . . didn't want anyone . . . she really wasn't fit for it . . . she ought to have
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been in bed several months . . . several days . . . (Gestured to indicate behavior

of nurse who had a bad cold in her head.) . . . like this all night . . . and I couldn't

stay awake ... I couldn't sleep, with all that thing to tiave her.

Although spontaneous speech was disturbed, it was nevertheless plentiful

and freely articulated. This patient had less difficulty than the professor

when he tried to talk. The lawyer's chief trouble came when he tried to under-

stand speech. He had great difficulty understanding directions or questions

that contained more than one word. A simple question answered correctly

by the average four-year-old child, 'What must you do when you are cold?'

was too difficult for this man who had been one of the outstanding attorneys

in his state.

He improved during the first month but was still unable to respond to com-

mands or questions that involved a twofold direction or two key words. His

ability to read was also seriously impaired. Sometimes he would garble the

words and confuse a whole sentence but still be able to indicate by checking

an illustrative picture that he had understood the statement. At other times

he would read the sentence correctly and mark the wrong picture. His failure

to respond appropriately was more marked with the more complex sentences,

and here he misread and misunderstood simple names that separately would

not have confused him. His difficulty in grasping words was so great that he

could not repeat four digits, three words, or sentences of six syllables. His

short memory span is reflected in his speech, for he could not seem to remember

how his sentences had started. On nonverbal material he was less handi-

capped than he was in understanding language.

In the 2 years following the attack the lawyer improved considerably, and

he was able eventually to follow ordinary conversations. He had difficulty

whenever he attempted to carry on two or more conversations at once and also

failed to respond adequately to complex statements that had no direct refer-

ence to the particular, concrete situation.

The lawyer's case represents a predominantly receptive aphasia complicated

by some expressive disturbances. A case that illustrates receptive difficulties

in a purer form has been reported by K. Goldstein (1948, 223). The patient,

a thirty-four-year-old seaman, had no disturbance of visual perception and

was able to hear tones normally. Memory for previous and recent events was

normal. He had poor mathematical abilities that were probably due to a

poor education. His intelligence was average. He did not often speak

spontaneously but answered in well-constructed sentences, sometimes hesi-

tantly. He sometimes failed to name objects correctly, but this ability im-

proved with time. His perception of speech was not grossly disturbed in

normal conversation, although here and there he missed a sentence. Follow-

ing directions was often impossible. He showed wrong objects or parts of his

body when they were named. His ability to repeat spoken words was highly

disturbed. If one began to recite the alphabet, he could repeat correctly, but
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he did not recognize the mistake if a letter was omitted or a wrong one was

given. Counting showed similar difficulties. He was seldom able to repeat

sentences, and nonsense syllables he refused to repeat. Reading was unim-

paired. His poor writing may have been due to his poor education. Copying

was accurate. He could write at dictation only those words he was able to

repeat. When he tried to repeat spoken words, he did not often confuse words

that sounded alike; he was more apt to confuse words belonging to the same

associative cluster {e.g., 'church' instead of 'God,' 'house' instead of 'village,'

'cat' instead of 'mouse').

Cases of Amnesic Aphasia. As a clear-cut example of amnesic aphasia,

Weisenberg and McBride (1935, 302) give the following description of a thirty-

five-year-old salesman. This man's spontaneous speech was hesitant but well

articulated. His conversation was often delayed for several seconds while he

tried to recall some particular word. During the delay he made frequent use

of phrases such as 'in fact,' 'of course,' 'naturally.' He could count, name the

days of the week and the months of the year, or recite the alphabet. It was

always easier for him to produce these items in their serial order than it was to

produce any item of the series of itself. On the perceptual side, the patient

could repeat single words and short sentences with no difficulty in articulation,

but sometimes he did not follow directions correctly. Silent reading was

slightly better than reading aloud, but both were slow and inaccurate. He
could write only simple words on dictation and his spelUng was very poor.

Simple arithmetic was fairly good, but two- or three-place numbers caused

difficulty. He could not remember the result of one computation while he

worked on the other. His memory span was adequate for only four digits,

three letters, or sentences of five or six syllables. His memory of a short story

showed that he remembered more of it than he was able to express in suitable

words. He could reproduce learned material most readily when precise verbal

formulation was least essential.

Although these difficulties in expressive and receptive functions seem severe,

the core of this patient's trouble was his inability to remember words. When
he could not name an object, he could usually recognize its name. For example,

when he was asked to name a large pocketbook he could not, but he rejected

the suggestions that it might be a map, a trunk, a purse, money, or a bag and

accepted the exact name immediately. His word poverty did not seem as

severe in concrete cases or when he could rely upon an automatic tj-pe of

response. But in abstract thinking he was continually handicapped. When
asked the difference between 'wood' and 'glass,' he talked about wood alone,

then complained that he had forgotten the other word.

A rather striking case of amnesic aphasia has been studied by Gelb and

Goldstein (K. Goldstein, 1948, 253). The patient was a German soldier who

had been injured by a grenade. This patient talked a lot, had no motor

difficulty, and showed normal sentence formation. His spontaneous speech
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showed a lack of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and particularly the names of con-

crete objects. His ability to repeat words, sounds, and short sentences was

normal. He could select a named object out of a large collection of objects,

but he could not name the object when it was presented to him. A knife was

called 'for cutting,' scissors 'for cutting,' a tape measure 'to measure,' a pen-

holder 'for writing,' etc. The response was usually accompanied by expressive

pantomime. His inabiUty to name colors was so marked that he seemed

color-blind. He could not call a color simply 'red' but might suggest that it

was 'cherry red' or 'strawberry red,' etc.

The patient was given a heap of colored woolen skeins. He was asked to pick

out aU the skeins of a given color and put them together. Or he was given one

skein and asked to choose strands of the same or similar color. When he was

asked to sort the skeins to find all similar colors, regardless of brightness, he

proceeded slowly and hesitantly. He had great difficulty with this task. He
made wrong selections, sometimes picked up the right one but rejected it, etc.

He compared a sample again and again with the skeins until he chose some that

were identical or very similar to the sample. Though urged to go on, he could

choose only a small number. The task of choosing identical colors was done

quickly and correctly. Sometimes he would match a very bright shade of red

with a blue or green skein of equal brightness. Sometimes other aspects,

softness, coldness, warmth, etc., determined his choice. The surprising thing,

however, was that although he seemed to be choosing according to a certain

attribute he was not able to choose in this way if he was asked to do so. He
might, for example, arrange the skeins as if guided by an attempt to pro-

duce a scale of brightness. He would begin with a bright red, then add

one less bright, and so on to a dull red one. But when later asked to place

the skeins in succession according to brightness, he was incapable of doing

it. These disturbances show that his amnesic aphasia had eflfects upon his

ability to form abstractions, effects that extended far beyond the purely verbal

difficulties.

Gelb and Goldstein were struck by the possibility that the basic difficulty

in amnesic aphasia is the difficulty of forming abstractions. In order to re-

member that a certain object is called a chair, we must be able to use the

abstraction that has been built up through experience with nimierous chairs.

The particular chair must be associated with an abstract category of objects.

When the patient responds 'something to sit in,' he demonstrates that he is

famihar with the object but has not performed the operation of associating

this particular object with others to form the abstract class of chairs. Only
when two things are nearly identical does the patient class them together. He
does not forget the word 'chair,' but it does not occur to him as a category

independent of some particular event (cf. K. Goldstein, 1940, Chap. 3).

Some Speculative Conclusions. The clinical picture of aphasia and its

various manifestations does not permit a simple analysis. Nevertheless, there
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are some speculative conclusions we can draw about the importance of the

diflferent verbal functions in thinking.

Consider first the expressive aphasic. What seem to be lost here, to a more

or less severe extent, are the sequential coordinations necessary for the pro-

duction of connected speech. In some cases all sequential motor functions of

speech seem lost. The patient must begin again by relearning the coordina-

tions for the individual speech sounds, then learn how to combine these into

syllables and words, then learn how to combine the words into sentences. Even

after successful retraining, the expressive aphasic has much difficulty with

grammatical forms. The little words—articles and prepositions—do not come

easily and readily and must be searched out each time they are needed. The

httle words are often omitted, which makes his speech sound like a headline

or a telegram. The contextual constraints of the sentence do not act auto-

matically to reduce the range of alternatives that can be selected for each

succeeding word.

Cases of expressive aphasia have been reported in which the patient's ability

to think was described as unimpaired. It is often difficult to know what the

clinician meant or what tests he used, but presumably the patient could still

solve problems, form abstractions, and perform well on an inteUigence test.

So long as the task does not involve the production of speech, the patient

behaves normally. From this we must conclude that thinking can be carried

on without the aid of the sequential habits of normal speech. Normal subjects

often substitute these sequential habits for thinking and so produce the answer

with less eflFort. But it is clear that we cannot identify thinking with the

running off of verbal sequences.

Consider next the receptive aphasic. This patient can be likened to the

normal subject in an articulation test. The normal subject hears an acoustic

pattern and then selects one out of a set of alternative words as the word he

has just heard. As noise or distortion is introduced into the channel, the

information content of the acoustic pattern is reduced. With a marginal

amount of information coming through, the subject may not be able to narrow

down the range of alternatives to the one correct response. If he gets only

the vowel sound, he can narrow his search to the set of words containing that

vowel. But then he must guess. The patient with receptive aphasia is in a

similar situation, except that the distortion is introduced within his own
nervous system. Not enough information gets through to enable him to

narrow his search down to the one correct response. His private distortions

do not lead him to confuse words that sound similar. The patient confuses

words in the same associative cluster. Enough information may get through to

narrow his search to a group of associated words, but exactly which w-ord it

was he cannot decide.

Like the subject in the articulation test, the receptive aphasic is often aided
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by context. It is not unusual to find that a word in isolation evokes the wrong

response; yet when the word is used in a sentence he responds adequately. Or

a subject may perceive a word correctly when he cannot repeat the individual

vowels and consonants that make up the word.

Since receptive aphasia is known to exist in a relatively pure form without

serious damage to other psychological functions, we conclude that these per-

ceptual processes are not an indispensable element of the thinking process.

The perceptual processes involved in recognition and the motor processes

involved in the production of spoken sequences are both peripheral to the

thinking process. When we come to the amnesic aphasic, however, we find a

close relation between the deterioration of verbal performance and ability to

solve problems and form abstractions. These patients usually show a defect

of categorical behavior. A group of similar objects cannot be associated in

such a way as to form a category that includes them all. It is as if the asso-

ciative clusters themselves had been damaged or destroyed. The patient

with anmesic aphasia cannot handle two aspects of a situation simultaneously

or shift from one attitude to another. Since he cannot form abstractions or

move easily from one abstraction to another, the patient cannot deal with

problems in the same way a normal person does. Still, he may be able to solve

problems and deal with objects in a specific, concrete situation.

Expressive and receptive difficulties may modify the way the patient thinks,

but a loss of categorical behavior provides a serious handicap for both talking

and thinking. The normal individual is able to abstract a common property

of a group of objects or events. This property receives a name. During

thinking this abstraction is associated with other abstractions until a con-

figuration occurs which is recognized as a solution to the problem. When the

abiUty to abstract is impaired, speech shows a lack of nouns and verbs, the

names of the abstractions. And thinking cannot proceed by the association

of abstractions but is bound to the particular and the concrete.

Discussion Questions

1. How could you determine experimentally whether or not the direction of thinking

is a matter of trial and error?

2. What is a hunch?

3. Can you distinguish several levels of abstraction?

4. Why do the problems of the ancient Greek geometers appeal to field theorists

as materials for the study of thinking?

5. What would happen if you gave subjects an unsolvable problem? Do you

think they might become emotional about it?

6. Give some instances where verbal habits: (1) make things look like problems

that really are not; (2) mislead the thinker in finding a simple solution; (3) are in-

adequate for phrasing the problem or its solution.
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Chapter 12

THE SOCIAL APPROACH

The increase of communication may not only fail to give agreement in valuations

and modes of conduct but may actually be used to increase conflict, competitive-

ness, and slavery. For sharing a language with other persons provides the

subtlest and most powerful of all tools for controlling the behavior of these other

persons to one's advantage—for stirring up rivalries, advancing one's own goals,

exploiting others.

—C. W. Morris

Social organization without communication is impossible. The influence of

a group can extend only as far as the group has effective channels for com-

munication. A person who does not talk to any of the members of a group

is necessarily isolated from that group. A person who talks only to members
of one group is necessarily dependent upon that group for all his information.

The pattern of communication among members of various social groups is an

important key to social structure. The relation between the pattern of com-

munication and the eventual action of the group is quite complex. We can

study it in detail only for small groups of people in rather artificial situations.

When we want to study the circulation of information among thousands or

millions of people, a statistical summary must be used. This chapter shows

how the communication net can affect the behavior of small groups, examines

statistically the factors controlling information flow in large groups, and con-

siders the conditions under which propaganda and rumor are most effective.

Communication Nets

Before we tackle the practical problems and experimental methods of the

social approach, we must first develop a language for talking about relations

among the members of a social group. A social group is two or more people

held together by a social relation. The relation among the members can be

any interpersonal relation that we are able to define and recognize. The rela-

tion that we are most interested in is 'talks to' or 'communicates with.' We
can state the communicative organization of the group by a series of sentences

of the form 'A talks to B ' or 'A does not talk to B.' Such a sentence is given

for every pair of members in the group. In the same way, other relations can

be used to show other organizational aspects of the group. 'Is a friend of,'

249
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'pays money to,' 'commands,' 'disagrees with,' etc., are all recognizable social

relations. Any one or more of these relations may play an important role

in the functions of the group.

The Pattern of Channels. The structure of the group under the relation

'talks to' forms a communication net. The communication net is described

completely by the set of sentences that state whether the relation holds between

every pair of members. These statements can be treated as a kind of algebra

(Luce and Perry, 1949 ; Luce, 1950), but it is simpler to think of them in terms

of diagrams. The different members of the group are designated in the diagram

by letters. If the relation holds between any two, then an arrow is drawn

from the first letter to the second. Two communication nets are diagramed

in Fig. 54. The net on the left represents part of the net formed during a radio

broadcast. The talker on the radio, A, can speak to all the other members,

E F

Fig. 54. Diagrams illustrating different communication nets. Letters represent members

of the group, and the arrows indicate the directions in which messages can pass.

but none of the others can speak to him. C and D can communicate, but all

the rest are isolated. According to some definitions this broadcasting net

does not organize the members into a group. The net permits action, but

not interaction, among the members. The diagram on the right in Fig. 54

might represent the net formed by five people meeting face to face to discuss

a topic. Every member can talk to every other member. This sort of organ-

ization in a face-to-face situation is sometimes called a primary group.

According to our definitions, all the telephone subscribers in the world form

a social group. Telephonic channels of communication exist whereby any

one can talk to any other one. Ordinarily we would not refer to this collection

of people as a social group because the fact is that they do not communicate.

Only a tiny fraction of aU the possible telephone connections is ever used.

This fact suggests that we should modify our statement of the communicative

relation. Instead of saying who can communicate with whom, we are more

interested in who does communicate with whom. So we introduce the notion

of traffic density. If a particular channel is frequently used, we say it has a

high traffic density. If another channel is never used, we say it has zero traffic

density. All channels with zero traffic density can be discarded in our study of

a social group because they cannot affect the way the group functions. Any
channel that exists but is not used might as well not exist; it can be deleted

from the diagram of the communication net.

The traffic density over each of the arrows in the diagram can be indicated
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by a number that tells how many messages pass over the channel per unit of

time. A high traflSc density indicates that the particular channel is important

in the functioning of the group. Analysis of the trafl&c densities can reveal

bottlenecks in group communication that may decrease the group's eflSciency.

It is sometimes necessary to modify the statement of the relation ' talks to

'

still further. In primary groups any talker is necessarily heard by every other

member, and yet his remarks may be addressed to a particular member of the

group. If we wish to preserve this distinction in the description of a communi-

cation net, we can distinguish two nets. One net shows the traflSc densities

for directed communications, the other for undirected communications. The

radio broadcast is almost necessarily undirected, whereas the telephone net

carries nothing but directed communications.

The Pattern of Information. In addition to these qualifications of the basic

relation, there are numerous qualifications that we may want to impose upon

the description of the members. Suppose, for example, that the communica-

tion net exists for the sole purpose of spreading information to all members of

the group. For any particular item of information, therefore, we would like

to be able to say whether or not each member had received it. The statement

of which members know which items is the pattern of group information. For

example, in a three-member group all three may know the item, or only A
and B, or A and C, or B and C, or only A, or B, or C, or none of the three

members may know the item. In this example there are eight different patterns

of information about a single item among the three members of the group.

In general, there are 2*"" different patterns of information among m members

with respect to n different items of information. Thus we see that the informa-

tion patterns of the group are quite numerous and varied, even for relatively

small groups.

The pattern of group information changes as the group communicates. One
pattern exists if only A knows a particular item. As soon as A communicates

this item to B, however, the pattern shifts. Therefore it is necessary to state

the time at which any particular pattern of information existed. If we know
the pattern at any particular time, and if we also know the order in which the

different members communicated, we can reconstruct the pattern at any later

point in time. A group continues to communicate until the pattern is one

in which every member knows every item of information. When this vmiform

pattern is attained, there is no longer any need to communicate. Then the

group activity stops until some new item of information is introduced.

This description raises the question, however, as to how the members of

the group know when they are finished. How can one member know that

aU the other members know everything he has to say? Or, more generally,

how do the members know the pattern of information at any time? If B
knows a particular item, it is a waste of time for A to tell him that item again.

What A knows that B knows must govern what A communicates to B. In
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other words, two kinds of information must be communicated. The primary

information is the message that the group is attempting to circulate. The

secondary information is knowledge about who knows what, knowledge of which

pattern of information exists at the moment.

The particular primary information that the group is trying to communicate

has httle to do with the way the group operates. The secondary information,

however, is determined by the structure of the net and can have a strong

influence on the behavior of the members. Secondary information is given

to the talker by the recipients' responses. If the talker says, 'John has a

black coat,' he conveys primary information to the recipient. If a recipient

then conveys this message to another person, the original talker can listen

also to see that the message is relayed correctly. But he cannot check that

his message got across if his recipient never repeats it or if it is repeated where

he cannot hear it. The secondary information, that the recipient knows the

item, must somehow return to the origmal talker. Thus in the functioning

of the group the repetition of messages serves as a safeguard against mistakes.

If the talker never hears his message repeated correctly, he must assume that

a mistake was made somewhere. In that case he must try again. So he

repeats his message until the recipients eventually show him that they have

received his information correctly. Then he can proceed to the next item.

In normal conversation secondary information is conveyed by facial expres-

sions, 'yes,' 'what,' etc., or the general relevance of subsequent behavior.

These responses carry no primary information. They simply advise the talker

about the recipient's state of information. In Chap. 8 the importance of the

Ustener's response is discussed in terms of the reinforcement it provides for

the talker's behavior. Such reinforcements are a kind of secondary informa-

tion; the talker is rewarded by learning that he has communicated success-

fully. When the reinforcement is given, it reduces the talker's need to com-

municate. Thus every communication plays a double role, for it both lets

the people know and also lets the people know that the people know.

Reasons for Social Communication. In the preceding example it is assumed

that the purpose of the net is to provide information to the members. The

group functions until the pattern of information is homogeneous over aU

members. The net may serve other purposes. If the group is organized

for the purpose of taking some particular action, it may not be necessary

to continue until everybody knows everything. It may be sufl&cient that

a single person, the leader or the spokesman of the group, have all the infor-

mation.

In many groups an important function of the net is to permit the members

to reach a common opinion. In spontaneous groups, where members can join

or resign freely, uniformity of opinion is often an important condition for the

survival of the group. If the group is divided by a strong diflFerence of opinion,

members on the two sides of the argument communicate in order to change
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the opinions of the others. If the difference cannot be resolved, the group

may split.

The analysis of the opinion-spreading group is not greatly different from the

analysis of the information-spreading group. The question becomes, Who
believes this item? instead of. Who knows this item? The primary information

takes the form of argiunents pro or con. The secondary information is carried

by the recipient's reply. The reply tells the talker whether he has succeeded

in changing the recipient's opinion. Instead of the pattern of information,

we specify the pattern of opinion at successive instants in time. The group

continues to function until it reaches unanimity or becomes exhausted.

The description of group communication can become still more complex if

some additional relation is imposed upon the members. The most important

additional relation is 'dominates' or 'is superior to.' In most groups some

members have higher status than others. Such groups are called hierarchies.

The hierarchy structure is described completely by Usting, for each member,

every member who is his superior. In these groups it is well to keep track,

not only of who talks to whom, but of the status level of both members. Differ-

ences of status influence the traffic density over the different channels and play

an important role in determining which way opinions change.

We have assumed that the members of a group are motivated to communi-

cate with one another in order to attain uniformity of information or of opinion

within the group. Another reason for communicating is to change one's posi-

tion in the group or to move from one group to another. A member may wish

to change his status in a hierarchy or may wish to join some subgroup within

the larger group. When a member cannot move in the desired direction, he

wants to talk about it.

Still another important reason for communication is the desire on the part

of the members to express their emotions. Festinger (1950) has pointed out

that expressive messages are consimimatory rather than instrumental. Instru-

mental communication requires feedback from the recipient. The talker wants

to know whether or not his message had an effect. Consummatory communica-

tion does not depend upon the effect it has on others. The talker is usually

not interested in secondary information about the effects of his consummatory

communication. The expression of the emotion reduces his need to communi-

cate regardless of its effects.

We have, therefore, four basic reasons for social communication, (1) to

increase uniformity of information, (2) to increase uniformity of opinion,

(3) to change status in the group, and (4) to express emotions. All four types

of messages may travel over a net, and a single message may fall into more

than one class. For example, a member may give information in the hope

that it will lead the group to adopt his opinion and so prepare the way for his

own promotion.

So much for the logic of social communication.
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COMMTJNICATION IN SmALL GrOUPS

We turn now to some of the attempts to observe and record what goes on

in group situations. The simplest way to go about this is to put a couple of

people together in a room and watch them. We can keep a record that tells

when both are silent, when one talks, or when both talk. Such a record of

the timing of their conversation will show that at first they are quite pohte.

Neither interrupts, both wait for the other to finish. As they get to know

each other, the rate of interaction increases and interruptions become more

frequent. The proportion of the time that each person spends talking usually

settles down after several interviews to a relatively constant value. The two

individuals eventually approach a stable conversational relation (Chappie,

1940).

Problem Solving in a Free Situation. A better structured situation can be

created by giving the people some task to perform together or some problem

to solve. The results obtained from the group can then be compared with

the results obtained from individuals working alone. For example, subjects

were required to make up words out of the letters contained in a given word

(G. B. Watson, 1928). One subject, working alone, could make up about

32 words in the time provided, but groups of five or six persons cooperated to

produce about 75 words in the same length of time. We should not conclude

from this result that the group is more efiEcient at this task than is the indi-

vidual. If the same individuals worked alone and their work was later com-

bined, it was foimd that they produced about 87 different words. Another

experimenter (Shaw, 1932) posed more difl&cult problems to be solved. The

groups obtained a higher proportion of successes than did persons who worked

alone on these difl&cult problems. The group's advantage could be attributed

to the fact that incorrect suggestions and mistakes were more readily caught

and rejected. The redundancy of the group effort provided a safeguard

against errors.

In order for a group to catch its mistakes, some members of the group must

correct others. This usually involves changing opinions about what the group

should do next. Under what conditions can opinions be changed? One

condition involves the cohesiveness of the group. This property of groups is

the attraction that the group has for its members and the strength of their

desire to remain members. If a difference of opinion arises in a highly cohesive

group, there are more attempts made to influence the members and the influ-

ence is more often accepted without resistance. When there is a range of

opinion in the group, most of the communications tend to be directed toward

those members whose opinions are at the extremes. The greater the pressure

toward uniformity, the greater is the tendency to communicate to these extreme

positions and the greater is the actual change toward uniformity (Festinger

et al., 1950).
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Problem Solving with Restricted Nets. Most of the studies of group com-

munication do not try to control the arrangement of channels between the

members. The conference or committee situation is of major practical interest,

and most experiments adopt its face-to-face conditions. As soon as we begin

to control the various channels, we must deprive some members of direct

contact with others. The isolation so created tends to make the situation

imnatural or artificial. The principal reason for imposing such restrictions is

to gain better control over the group's operations and so permit a more careful

exploration of the conditions necessary for efficient cooperation. Restricted

nets are of more than purely theoretical interest, however. Such situations

do arise occasionally in games, in telephone conversations, in military com-

munications, etc.

In one experiment of this sort (Leavitt, 1951) five subjects were seated

around a table, but separated from one another by vertical partitions. There

were slots in the partitions through which written notes could be passed. By
varying the slots that were open, the channels among the five could be manip-

ulated into any desired pattern. Four patterns were tested: (1) in the circle

CIRCLE CHAIN FORK WHEEL

A A A A
E*^ ^B E ^B E^ ^B E- ^B
\ / \ / x/ yt
D,^C D-^C D»^C D C

Fig. 55. Diagrams of four communication nets studied by Leavitt (1951).

each person could pass notes to the person to his right or left; (2) the chain

was identical to the circle except that one more slot was closed, and so the

subjects on either side of this closed slot found themselves at the two ends of

the chain; (3) the/or^ was a four-member chain, and the fifth subject could

exchange notes with one of the inner members of this chain; and (4) the wheel

put one subject at the center of the net in such a way that he could exchange

messages with all the other members, but the other four could not exchange

information without passing it through the central member. These four nets

are shown in Fig. 55.

Each subject was given five different sjmibols out of a possible set of six.

The task was for the entire group to discover as rapidly as possible the one

symbol held in common by all five members. Each group completed 15 such

tasks during the experimental session. Records were kept of speed, errors,

and number of messages. At the end of the experimental session the subjects

were given a questionnaire before they talked to each other.

The peripheral men in the wheel always sent their information to the central

man (B), who arrived at the answer and sent it out. This plan of operation

usually evolved by the fourth or fifth trial and was not changed. The fork
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also operated so that the most central man (C), got all the information and

sent out the answer, but this organization evolved more slowly than it did in

the wheel. The chain was not as stable as the wheel and the fork. Usually

the center man (C) sent out the answer, but this fvmction was occasionally

performed by one of the men on either side of him (B or D). The organization

evolved more slowly in the chain than it did in the wheel and the fork. The

circle showed no consistent pattern of operation. Members of the circle simply

sent messages until they received or could work out the answer for themselves.

The circle made the greatest number of errors. The fork and the wheel

made the fewest errors. The different nets did not differ significantly, how-

ever, in the time it took them to finish the problem.

One of the questions asked at the end of the experimental session was 'Did

your group have a leader? If so, who? ' In the circle there was no agreement

as to who had been the leader. In the chain the central man (C) was recog-

nized as the leader by about two-thirds of the members who thought there had

been a leader, and no one recognized the most peripheral members (A and E)

as the leader. In the fork 85 per cent of those members who thought there was

a leader recognized C's leadership. In the wheel nearly everyone knew there

was a leader and everyone agreed that the leader was B. Thus the emergence

of recognized leadership (under the conditions of this experiment) was closely

related to the centrahty of the member's position in the communication net.

The subjects were also asked how well they enjoyed their jobs. Members

of the circle hked the job better, on the average, than did the members of the

other nets. The lowest morale was found among the members of the wheel.

When the answers from the wheel, the fork, and the chain were analyzed, it

was found that subjects in the most central positions were the best satisfied

and subjects in the most peripheral positions were the most discontented.

If we contrast the circle with the wheel, we find that (1) the circle was unor-

ganized, unstable, passed the greatest number of messages, was leaderless but

satisfying to its members, and got the job done about as rapidly as any other

net, whereas (2) the wheel was well organized, stable, passed relatively few

messages, and had a clearly recognized leader but did not satisfy four of the

five members.

B B B B B

/\ /\ / /\ /\
A<—>C A< >C A<—>C A< C A-« C12 3 4 5

Fig. 56. Diagrams of five communication nets studied by Heise and Miller (1951).

Restricted Telephone Nets. Heise and Miller (1951) used telephonic chan-

nels in a three-member group. The subjects were located in different rooms.

Each had his own microphone and earphones over which he could speak and

hear messages. The five nets tested are shown in Fig. 56. If a talker was
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connected to two listeners, he always talked simultaneously to both of them.

The channels were arranged so that a known amount of white noise could be

introduced. This noise masked the speech and produced errors that had to

be corrected before the group could continue.

The first kind of problem given these groups was similar to the standard

articulation test (Chap. 3). The problem was constructed as follows: First a

test Ust of 25 monosyllabic words was assembled. Then pairs of consecutive

words from the test Hst were collected in three sets to form three subUsts, one

for each subject. The pairs of words were given to the subjects in their correct

order as they appeared in the original test list, but each subject had only one-

third of the total number of word pairs. The problem was for all three subjects

to reconstruct the original test Ust in its entirety and in its correct order. One

subject starts the problem by pronouncing word a. This is passed about until

it reaches the subject who has the pair of words ab. He then introduces b,

which is passed on until it reaches the subject with the pair be, etc. The

subjects were prohibited from sending any message except the actual test

words. Secondary information had to be conveyed by pauses or by repetitions

of the test words and could not be given by expUcit questions or confirmations.

This restriction made it possible to specify the articulation score for the average

message under the given noise conditions.

Communieotion nets

Fig. 57. Performance of the five nets of Fig. 56 for the word problem. Performance is

measured in terms of {A) total words spoken and (£) time required to finish the task. The
three functions were obtained for three different speech-to-noise ratios. {From Heise and

Miller, 1951.)

The results summarized in Fig. 57 were obtained after the group had received

considerable experience with this type of problem. In Fig. 57.4 the number

of words spoken during the task is plotted for each of the five nets for three

speech-to-noise ratios. The minimum curve represents the smallest number
of words that the groups would have to say if there were no errors and no

repetitions. When the speech-to-noise ratio was good (6 db), the results
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followed this minimum curve rather well and the dififerences among the five

nets were relatively small. When the noise conditions became severe (— 10 db),

large differences app)eared among the nets. Essentially the same result is ob-

tained if, instead of number of words, we plot the time required to finish the

task.

When noise is introduced, some nets fail badly, whereas others seem relatively

unaffected. The noise introduces errors. The group's defense against error

is to make good use of secondary information. The nets do not differ greatly

in their distribution of the primary information, but they do differ widely in

their distribution of secondary information. In net 1 everybody hears every

repetition of his message and can catch any mistakes immediately. In net 5 a

subject cannot hear his message repeated by the man he spoke to; if an error

occurs, there is no way to tell who introduced it. When noise conditions are

good, the secondary information is not important because there are few errors.

When the noise is intense, secondary information becomes crucial. The noise-

resistant nets are those which give the members the clearest picture of the

group's pattern of information.

A second type of task required a Uttle more initiative and imagination from

the subjects. The test materials consisted of 25-word sentences, as simple in

thought and expression as possible. The 25 words were distributed randomly

into three lists. At the beginning of a test each subject received his portion

of the words. His words were fisted vertically in the order in which they

occurred in the sentence. The task was, as before, for aU of the members to

reconstruct the original sequence of words in the correct order. Each word

had to be fitted into place on the basis of the context of the sentence.

The results are summarized in Fig. 58. The results are similar to those

shown in Fig. 57, with one noteworthy exception. With the more mechanical

problem net 1 showed the greatest resistance to noise. With the sentence

problem net 1 feU victim to noise, and net 3 showed the greatest resistance.

The difference between these two nets is that 1 is leaderless, whereas 3 has a

clearly central position that forces its occupant into leadership. If these data

are correct, therefore, it means that on a mechanical problem leadership is

unnecessary, but with a problem that demands more complex decisions a

leader is able to increase the group's eflSciency.

Both the word and the sentence problems demand communication by the

members. No one subject can proceed until he receives information from the

others. It is simple to devise tasks that do not require communication. For

this purpose Heise and Miller adopted the anagram task used by G. B. Watson

(1928). The group's goal was to get the largest number of words on all three

papers. A word could count three times toward the group total if it appeared

on all three papers. Thus communication could increase the group total, but

it was not essential to the task. Only nets 1, 3, and 5 were tested.

With this problem the particular communication net did not affect the total
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number of words that the group was able to form. When intense noise was

introduced into the channels, the group totals fell but no net was more noise-

resistant than any other net. More words were spoken over net 5 than over

net 1, but no other difference appeared among the nets.
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Fig. 58. Performance of the five nets of Fig. 56 for the sentence problem. Performance is

measured in terms of (^) total words spoken and (5) time required to finish the task. Three

functions were obtained for three different speech-to-noise ratios. (From Heise and Miller,

1951.)

The anagram problem does not involve secondary information to any great

extent. When a new word is discovered, the discoverer speaks it over his

microphone. If someone hears it, well and good. If no one hears it, the

group does not have to suspend all other operations until everybody is sure

that everybody has the word. When the importance of secondary informa-

tion is ehminated in this way, the differences among the nets are also eliminated.

Comparison of these three t3^es of problems makes it clear that the group's

goal must be carefully specified before we can predict the effects of controlling

the channels in the net. An arrangement that is optimal for reaching one goal

may not have similar advantages when the goal is changed.

Bavelas (1950) has suggested that some communication nets may prevent

the members from having insight into the group's problem. In order to explore

this notion, he uses a problem that requires the formation of squares out of

odd bits of cardboard. Five squares are cut up, and the pieces are distributed

among the five members of the group. The members can pass pieces or

messages over the communication channels. The task is to redistribute the

pieces until aU five members can form a square. There is only one distribu-

tion of the pieces that enables everybody to form a square, but there are many
partial solutions where one member can form a square out of pieces the other

members need so that the other members are completely blocked. When one

member forms a square that blocks the group's progress, he must break up
this square so that the pieces can be redistributed before the group effort can
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succeed. The member who has this false success is understandably reluctant

to abandon it. The ease with which he can take this course of action away

from his own goal depends to a large extent upon his knowledge of the total

situation. Secondary information about the success or failure of the other

members is absolutely essential for the group's success. When the communi-

cation among the members is restricted to any severe degree, the distribution

of secondary information is usually more restricted than the distribution of

primary information. Thus any severe restriction of the communication

channels makes the solution almost impossible.

Communication in Large Groups

As long as the group is relatively small, it is possible to analyze the com-

munication net in detail. When the group has as many as 10 members, how-

ever, the number of possible combinations is unwieldy. With 100 members a

detailed analysis is practically impossible. When the problem gets this

complex, we must search for short cuts.

A possible short cut when the number of members begins to get out of hand

is to look for subgroups within the larger group. These subgroups can then be

treated as if they were the indi-
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Fig. 59. Net of visiting relations among families

in a small German town. Families are grouped

by political affiliation. Numbers beside arrows

indicate traffic densities. {After Loomis, 1946.)
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tendency for visiting relations to be established between families of the same

political affiliation, but the tendency is small.

The usual procedure with large groups is to use statistics. We may not be

able to trace out the exact paths over which the information travels, but we

can state certain average values. The averages are based on the assumption

that channels exist more or less randomly and homogeneously throughout the

group. Suppose we have a group of 1000 people who can exchange messages

freely (so far as we know) in any direction. Since there are too many channels

to consider each one in detail, we make a simplifying assumption. We assume

that the frequencies with which messages originate or terminate at any member
are distributed uniformly through the group. A given message is just as likely

to go to one member as to any other; it is just as likely that the message

originated with any one member as with any other; and a member is just as

likely to send himself a message as he is to send a message to any other member.

If there are 1000 members of this group who can send or receive the messages,

then each person has one chance in 1000 of having sent or received any partic-

ular message. Now suppose we form subgroup A within the original group

of 1000 members. There are, let's say, 100 members in subgroup A. What
are the chances that a particular message will go to a member of this subgroup?

Each member has 1 chance in 1000 of receiving it, and there are 100 members

—

thus there are 100 chances in 1000 that some member of A will receive the

message. Similarly, the chances are 100 in 1000 that any particular message

was sent by a member of A.

Consider now another subgroup, B, that has 10 members, none of them

members of A. What is the chance that a message will both originate with

subgroup A and terminate with subgroup B? Since we are asking for the

probabihty of simultaneous events, the answer is obtained by multiplying the

two probabiUties together. The chance that A sent it is 100/1000, or 0.1,

and the chance that B received it is 10/1000, or 0.01, so the chance that both A
sent and B received the message is (0.1) (0.01), or 0.001.

The subgroups A and B can be identified with two cities, and the number of

people living in the cities is the size of the subgroups. The chance that any

message will originate in city A and go to city B is then proportional to the

product of the populations of the two cities. If P\ is the population of the

first and P2 is the population of the second city, the traffic density between

them should be proportional to P1P2. The larger the two cities are, tbe greater

the chance that messages will pass between them.

We know a little more about the situation than this equation indicates. If

two people in a group find it difficult to exchange messages, the probability

that they will communicate should be reduced. With 1000 people in the group

a member on the easternmost fringe may find it much easier to send messages

to his neighbor than to send them all the way to a man on the western fringe

of the group. When a large number of people belong to the group, it is reason-
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able to assume that the likelihood of messages passing from one person to

another is inversely proportional to the distance between them (Zipf, 1949;

Stewart, 1947; Miller, 1947). The greater the distance, the lower the trafl&c

density.

When we combine the effects of the sizes of the subgroups and the distance

between them, we obtain the equation

P1P2

d
M = k

In this equation M is the number of messages. Pi and P2 are the populations

of the two subgroups (cities), d is the distance between them, and ^ is a factor

of proportionahty.
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Fig. 60. Number of telephone messages exchanged between 311 pairs of cities, plotted

against PiPi/d. Line A shows the slope predicted by the equation. {From G. K. Zipf, Some

determinants of the circulation of informulion, Amier. J. Psychol., 1946, Fig. 6. By permission

of the publishers!)

This equation can be tested with empirical data. Figure 60 shows the result

obtained by Zipf (1946) for the number of long-distance telephone calls between

cities. The number of calls between pairs of cities is plotted on the ordinate,

and the value of PiP2/d is plotted on the abscissa. The points cluster about a
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straight line over a range of four logarithmic units. The only exception—the

calls between Chicago and Grand Rapids—is indicated by a circle. (Zipf

suggests this is a typing error in the data given him by the telephone company.)

If the equation fitted precisely, the straight line would have a slope of 1.00; an

increase of one logarithmic unit along the abscissa should produce an increase

of one logarithmic unit along the ordinate. Line A is drawn with a slope

of 1.00 to aid in the comparison of theory and data.

The data in Fig. 60 show a sUghtly steeper slope than theory predicts. The

telephone messages were counted for the entire area that the cities served as

toll centers. The populations were counted for only those people Uving within

the city hmits. If this discrepancy is proportionately larger for the larger

cities, the deviation from the predicted slope is explained.

The equation has also been tested by Zipf for other kinds of messages: the

number and length of out-of-town obituaries in the New York Times, the

number of out-of-town news items in the Chicago Tribune, the out-of-town

circulation of both the Times and the Tribune, the number of tons of goods

moved by Railway Express, and the numbers of passengers on bus lines, rail-

roads, and air lines. In all cases the data conform, more or less closely, to the

predicted trend.

The Effectiveness of Mass Media

When literacy was rare and radios and motion pictures were undreamed of,

information reached the bulk of the people slowly, if at all, by word of mouth,

by rumor, legend, or ballad. The distortion and error inherent in this method

of communication is so great that those who heard the news probably knew
as httle of the truth as those who did not. Among the few advantages of this

system of communication are a rich fund of legends to pass the winter nights

and a resistance to dehberate manipulation by interested parties. A huge

propaganda organization—an advertising agency, for example—would find no

channels for its wares to travel. Whispering campaigns might be used, but

who knows what form a rumor will take by the time it reaches the consumer?

General education and mass media of communication have changed entirely

the relation between the people and their sources of information. Communi-
cation has become a major industry—several industries, in fact. Although

the new channels of communication have enriched and strengthened our

democratic way of hfe, many Americans view with alarm the power of these

new channels and our dependence upon them. When every word goes to

milUons of people, the man who controls the words is in a' position to direct

the beliefs and actions of milhons. Or so it seems.

Occasionally the power of mass media is pointed up in a dramatic fashion.

Such an instance occurred on the evening of October 30, 1938, when thousands

of American radio Usteners were panic-stricken by a broadcast that described
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an invasion from Mars. The Martians set people all over the United States

praying, crying, or fleeing frantically to escape death (Cantril, Gaudet, and

Hertzog, 1940).

If the public consisted of a group of puppets who believed all they heard

and did all they were told to do by their newspapers and radios, there would be

a real danger in mass communication. Problems of control would be far more

critical than they actually are. The truth seems to be that mass media can

influence people, but only in the direction that the people want to go. The

acceptance of propaganda depends upon the attitudes and behefs of the

acceptor (Cofl&n, 1941).

Questions about mass media of communication can be divided into (1) what

is said, (2) who hears it, and (3) what is the eff'ect. We consider each in turn.

What Is Said. How can the content of mass communication be described?

We might use our intuitive impressions about the material; most of us would

agree that the Reader's Digest does not follow slavishly the Communist party

line. A more reliable approach is to make use of the methods of content

analysis described in Chap. 4.

Take a specific appUcation of the method to a practical problem. The fol-

lowing study made by Lasswell (1949, Chap. 9) was used in litigation that

arose in connection with the McCormack Act. This act provided for the

registration of foreign agents with the State Department and was intended

to disclose the identities of those disseminating antidemocratic propaganda

in this country. Content analysis was used to determine whether or not cer-

tain publications, which had failed to register, were in fact distributing such

propaganda. The government asked Lasswell to analyze their publications

and to be prepared to testify concerning what was said in them.

Lasswell used eight standards to define what he meant by propaganda.

The Avowal Test. The simplest test, but not the most reUable, is to look

and see if the publication makes an out-and-out declaration that it is a

propaganda channel for one side or another. Thus one publication said,

"Soviet news that's straight from the USSR .... Outstanding Soviet

writers and specialists in many fields give you an authoritative picture of life

in the USSR."

The Parallel Test. Here the problem is to determine the degree to which

the contents of the publication run parallel with the contents of channels known
to be carrying antidemocratic propaganda. In one case Nazi propaganda was

grouped into 14 themes, and a search was made for these themes in the pubU-

cation being studied. In a period of 3 months, Lasswell found, there were

23 statements consistent with the Nazi themes for every statement that was

contradictory. Such close agreement seldom occurs by chance.

The Consistency Test. Are the general aims of the periodical consistent with

the avowed strategic aims of the foreign source? For e.xample, one aim of

Nazi propaganda was to show the war guilt of Germany's enemies and the
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peaceful aims of Germany herself. The percentages of articles and editorials

consistent with this aim were: Today's Challenge, 46 per cent; Forum Observer,

15 per cent; Reader's Digest, 2.5 per cent; Saturday Evening Post, per cent.

The suspected pubUcations, Today's Challenge and the Forum Observer, were

far closer to Nazi aims than the other two magazines.

The Presentation Test. Here the question concerns the balance of favorable

and unfavorable treatment given to a controversial symbol. For example,

the number of favorable references to the USSR in the Moscow News out-

numbered the unfavorable references by more than 600 to 1, while the favorable

references to aU other countries were outnumbered 5 to 1 by unfavorable

references.

The Source Test. Another possible test of propaganda is the balance of

sources rehed on. For example, 20 per cent of the space in the Moscow News

came from acknowledged governmental and party sources in Russia. No
government other than the USSR was used as a source, nor was any party

other than the Communist party relied upon.

The Concealed-source Test. This test requires a considerable amount of

research in order to estabhsh where unacknowledged items originated. Occa-

sionally, however, plagiarism can be discovered.

The Distinctiveness Test. Propaganda can often be detected when parties to

a controversy use distinctive vocabularies. In the Moscow News the use of

'the People,' 'the Workers,' 'Collective and State Farms,' 'StaUn' or 'Stalin-

ist,' 'Soviets,' 'Lenin' or 'Leninist,' 'Revolution,' and 'Five-Year Plan'

occurred far more frequently than in any major national newspaper in the

United States. Even when isolated from context, most of these words are

ideologically alien to Americans.

The Distortion Test. During the period of the Second World War when

Germany was winning, reaUstic reporting would tilt the balance of favorable

references to German strength in Germany's favor. Objective reporting will

not automatically produce a fifty-fifty spUt between favorable and unfavorable

references. The question is therefore a relative one, and differences in degrees

of unbalance are significant. In one case the suspected periodical was com-

pared with the New York Times in the way it handled the same news stories.

The differences may be additions or omissions. It was foxmd that 58 per cent

of the additions in the suspected source (that were not carried in the Times

account) favored foreign propaganda aims, while only 3 per cent of the addi-

tions contradicted them. Of the material omitted by the suspected account,

48 per cent was contradictory to foreign aims, and 16 per cent was consistent.

Compared with the treatment provided by other newspapers, therefore, the

suspected pubUcation was carrying a larger proportion of proforeign items and

suppressing a larger proportion of antiforeign items.

Who Listens. The communication net of mass media provides little second-

ary information. This lack is keenly felt by those responsible for the content
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of the communication, and much research has been done to let the source know

what the recipients think of his verbal behavior. The communications indus-

try serves two masters, the advertisers and the pubUc. In order to satisfy the

advertiser it is necessary to prove to him that there is a large audience of

potential customers. Thus there is a demand for accurate statistics about

how many and what kind of people are reached by the various media. This

task may become very complex. A magazine may sell a known number of

copies, but circulation figures do not say how many people read each copy.

More detailed research is needed to count the number of readers. But what is

a reader? Is the man who glances nervously through a magazine in a dentist's

waiting room considered a reader? How many items must he read in order

to qualify? With radios the task is somewhat simpler, for devices can be at-

tached to record where the radio was tuned. Even these devices do not say

whether anybody was listening. To specify with any exactness at all who is

in the audience requires patient and skillful research.

Different audiences for certain kinds of communication derive from differ-

ences in the interests of men and women. Women make up the vast majority

of the daytime radio audience. Wom^en read the fiction in a magazine, while

men prefer the nonfictional material. In general, women are less interested in

pubUc affairs.

The audience can also be analyzed according to age. About two-thirds of

the radio listeners who are in their twenties say that popular music is their

favorite type of radio program. Only one-fourth of the listeners over fifty

agree with them. There is a similar age factor in movie attendance. Almost

half the twenty-year-olds go to the movies at least once a week as compared

with only a fifth of those over fifty. In magazines the younger readers favor

fight fiction, while their elders tackle heavier nonfiction.

The educational level of the audience is also of interest. About two-thirds

of the nation reads magazines with some regularity. Among college graduates

the proportion is about 9 out of 10, among high-school graduates about 7 out

of 10, and among those with less than a high-school education about 5 out of 10.

Radio programs presenting classical music or pubhc affairs find the more highly

educated listeners more interested than those with Httle education. Wliat

good is achieved by documentary films and serious radio programs when only

educated people Usten to them? The group that the educator would like most

to reach is the group with the least interest in what he has to say.

An important fact to remember about audiences is that they select them-

selves. Democrats read Democratic newspapers. Sports enthusiasts read

the sports page. People go to movies about subjects that they already have

an interest in. If a radio program praises some minority group, the audience

consists largely of members of the minority. People do not often seek out the

things they ought to learn. They look for more information about things they

already know or believe. The propagandist cannot select his audience. His

audience, if he has one, selects him.
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What Happens. The effects of mass media are largely a matter for specula-

tion. Objective evidence is hard to get. Just how much influence did Uncle

Tom's Cabin have, or to what extent does the Hearst press mold public opinion?

Most of the available data come from interviews conducted shortly after the

audience has received the communication. What the long-term effects may
be is difficult to assess.

An example can be taken from the work of the Information and Education

Division, U.S. War Department (Hovland, Lumsdaine, and Sheffield, 1949,

Chap. 8). The question is. When the weight of evidence supports the main

thesis being presented, is it more effective to present only the materials sup-

porting the point being made, or is it better to introduce also the arguments

of those opposed to the point being made?

In order to answer such questions it is necessary to have a quantitative

measure of the effect of the communication. This measure was obtained by

giving men a preliminary questionnaire to sxirvey their opinions before they

received the communication, then giving a second questionnaire after they

had received it. The comparison of their answers before and after gave an

indication of the effect.

When the experiment was planned early in 1945, during the Second World

War, Army morale was suffering because the men expected an early end to

the war. The Army wanted to impress the troops with the magnitude of the

job stiU ahead, and this topic provided an opportunity for the experiment.

MiUtary experts beUeved the war might continue for some time, but arguments

were available on both sides. Radio transcriptions were used to present the

two kinds of argument, and they appeared in the form of a commentator's

analysis of the war in the Pacific. The commentator's conclusion was, in

both cases, that the job of finishing the war was a tough one that would take

at least two years after victory in Europe.

Program A. The major topics included only the arguments that the war

would be long. The arguments were: problems of distance and logistics,

resources and stock piles of the Japanese, the quahty of the main bulk of the

Japanese army that we had not yet met in battle, and the determination of the

Japanese people. 15 min.

Program B. The same topics were included as in program A, but 4 min.

was devoted to considering the other side of the picture. The coimterargu-

ments were our naval superiority, our previous progress despite a two-front

war, our abiUty to concentrate on Japan after victory in Europe, Japan's

shipping losses, Japan's manufacturing inferiority, and the increasing effective-

ness of our air war. These arguments were discussed at relevant points in

the rest of the program. 19 min.

Considerable pains were taken to conceal from the men the fact that they

were serving as subjects in an experiment. One group of men was used lliat

did not hear either transcription. This group served as a control to determine

the effects of other news upon opinions.
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The results were different for men who had different initial opinions. The

men who initially estimated a short war were more apt to change to a longer

estimate after hearing program B (48 per cent) than they were after hearing

program A (36 per cent). The men who initially estimated a long war were

more apt to lengthen their estimate after hearing program A (52 per cent)

than after program B (23 per cent). Presenting both sides of the argument

is more effective with the men who are initially opposed to the point of view

being presented. But if the men are already convinced, the inclusion of both

sides of the argument is less effective than a one-sided presentation. It was

also observed that the men with better education were more favorably affected

if both sides were presented. Thus the least effect was observed when both

sides were presented to poorly educated men who were already convinced of

the point of view being advocated.

Many of the men who beUeved the war would be short and who heard the

two-sided program B noted an important omission in the coimterarguments.

The possible effects of Russian aid against Japan had not been mentioned.

This omission lowered noticeably the effectiveness of program B for those

men who counted on Russian aid and noticed the omission. If a presentation

supporting a particular conclusion attempts to take both sides of an issue into

account, it must include all of the important negative arguments or the pre-

sentation may boomerang by failing to live up to the expectation of impar-

tiaUty and completeness.

The boomerang effect has been noted in other studies. An example can

be taken from a radio broadcast in which an ofl&cer of a county medical associa-

tion tried to convince his listeners that they should never have x-ray pictures

taken by unUcensed operators (H. B. Wilcox, quoted by Lazarsfeld, 1948).

After a short introduction that stressed the importance of x-rays in diagnosis

and therapy, the speaker gave a few sentences about their history. Then he

discussed the dangers of x-rays and of the high voltages involved and gave

a few examples to make the point more vivid. Because x-rays are dangerous,

he continued, city and state governments have a system of hcensing. This

system was described for 3.5 min. Then he said that x-rays were not ordinary

pictures and that sometimes special drugs are needed. Then the speaker Usted

some medical specialists and gave the names of institutions that recognized

these speciaUsts as competent x-ray technicians. Then he gave more informa-

tion, especially on fluoroscopic examinations. Then he summarized the char-

acteristics of x-rays and stressed once more the importance of not patronizing

quacks. Total time, 14 min.

How effective was this program? Fully 60 per cent of the time was spent

trying to impress Usteners with the importance of specialists. Is there not a

good chance that Usteners would regard this 60 per cent as a commercial adver-

tisement for the doctor's profession? This turned out to be the case. When
listeners were interviewed, many negative effects were discovered. One
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listener said it was an attempt by the doctors to protect their business. It

was saying, " Buy my product, it's better for you than somebody else's." Many
listeners were not convinced of the dangers he stressed. "He never said what

would happen to you if an unlicensed person did it." The hsteners were not

convinced that quacks were a real possibihty. "General Electric probably

wouldn't sell to anybody without a Ucense." Some hsteners rejected the

medical speciaUsts along with the quacks. "These people can get a Hcense

but that doesn't prove they are competent."

A perfectly well-intended talk thus went so far astray in its effects that many
hsteners resented it and resisted the talker's arguments. In order to avoid

these boomerang effects, radio networks and motion-picture studios often hire

social psychologists to organize tests on their material before it is released.

It is not easy for a propagandist to achieve the effect he desires. People

select what they want to hear and show no reluctance to disagree with it if

it contradicts their own opinions or observations. Mass media of communica-

tion succeed (1) if they urge people to do what the people already wanted to

do, or (2) if, as in the case of advertisements, they try to direct into a particular

channel action that people were sure to take in some form or other anyhow,

or (3) if they are followed up by personal contacts and discussions held face

to face, or (4) if all channels are under the complete control of the propagandist

and no counterarguments are ever presented in any media. The power of a

propaganda campaign is not so alarming as it might seem on first consideration.

People seek out and beheve what they want to beheve, and they let them-

selves be pushed in the way they want to go. Thus the best counterpropa-

ganda is a social and economic system that satisfies most of the people's needs

most of the time.

Rumor

When false information acquires wide acceptance and is passed along from

person to person with no secure evidence offered, we caU the phenomenon a

rumor. In times of social crisis rumors can become dangerous to a community

by spreading alarm or raising hopes needlessly. They may even be used

dehberately by subversive groups to arouse hostility and dissension. Most

of our rumors are idle gossip and serve httle purpose but to pass the time of

day or to avoid the embarrassment of dead silence. Most rumors reflect the

motives of the people who spread them. Scandal appeals to sexual motives,

malicious gossip and slander satisfy a disUke of some person or group, pipe

dreams thrive where there is hope and desire.

Successive Reproductions. In Chap. 10 we mentioned the inaccuracies

involved in simple testimony. Now suppose that this testimony is passed

along through four or five people in succession. At each repetition there are

new chances for error. Each participant imposes his own distortions on the
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account. After the story has passed through several hands, it may be com-

pletely unrecognizable as an account of the original event.

In order to study the successive distortions introduced along the nunoi

chain, Allport and Postman (1947) developed the followmg experimental

procedure: Out of a college class or forum audience a group of six or seven

people is selected. They are asked to leave the room. They are told only

that when they return to the room they must Usten carefully to what they

hear and be able to repeat it as exactly as possible. A pictiure of some detailed

situation is then shown, and some member of the audience is requested to

describe it (while looking at it) to the first subject. He is asked to include

about 20 details in his description. The members of the selected group are

called back one at a time and placed where they cannot see the picture. The

first subject hears the description. The second subject is called m, and the

first subject repeats what he has heard. Then the third subject is called in,

and the second repeats the account to him. So the account proceeds through

several steps. The successive descriptions are recorded by the experimenter

for more careful dissection later.

As an example of the kind of records obtained, examine the following sequence

of reports. The picture used is shown in Fig. 61.

Description from the Screen. This is a picture of an elevated train stopping at

Dyckman Street. Evidently an Avenue Express. It shows the interior of the train

with five people seated and two standing. There are the usual advertising signs

above the windows. One is about smoking a certain cigarette, one is a soap ad,

another about some camp, another is a political ad for a certain McGinnis for Alder-

man. Seated is a man with a hat on and a newspaper. He is a funny, rounded man

engrossed in his newspaper. Next to him is a woman with a shopping bag on her

right arm, eyeglasses, and a funny hat. Then there is some empty space, and in

front of it a Negro in a zoot suit, pork-pie hat and loud tie, talking with a defense

worker wearing old clothes: overalls, high boots, sleeveless sweater, and cap. He

seems to be a shipyard worker, has a razor in his left hand, and is evidently arguing

with the Negro. Next person sitting is a woman with a small baby in her arms,

watching the two men in their argument. She is commonly dressed and has long hair.

Sitting next to her is a man in a cloak, a Jewish rabbi, reading a book, with a funny

hat. He is wearing a long coat, not modem. Sitting next to him is a fat man, fast

asleep, with his hands clasped.

First Reproduction. A picture of a subway train, stopping at Dyckman Street.

It shows the interior of the subway car, about five people sitting, two standing. There

are the usual ads, one for cigarettes; one for a political candidate, McGinnis. The

people sitting are a fat man interested in his newspaper, next to him a woman, then an

empty seat, then a Negro in a zoot suit having an argument with a defense worker

carrying a razor. It seems to be a serious argument. Then a woman holding a baby,

then a man who appears to be a Jewish rabbi; a fat man fast asleep. The two men

are standing; a fat woman is watching the two men standing.

Second Reproduction. Scene is in a subway train at Dyckman Street. This is

the interior of the car with five people sitting and two standing. There are the usual
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ads, one for cigarettes, one political for a candidate named McGinnis. People sitting

are a fat man very interested in his newspaper, a woman, then an empty space, then

a Negro and a defense worker. The Negro is wearing a zoot suit, and one of them

is carrying a razor. They are having a serious argimaent standing. Then there is a

woman and child and another man.

Fig. 61. Picture used to study the distortions introduced into rumors.

Postman, 1947.)

{From Allport and

Third Reproduction. This is a scene inside a car at Dyckman Street. There are

seven people in the car, five sitting and two standing. Among the signs is a political

one for a man named McGinnis. People standing are a fat man and a woman with a

baby. Sitting down are two men, then a space, then a woman and two defense

workers having an argument. One is a colored man with a zoot suit who has a razor

in his hand. The argument must be pretty heated.

Fourth Reproduction. Scene is in a subway car. Five people are seated and two

standing. Signs and ads are along the top of the car. One is for McGinnis for

Congress. There are a man sitting and a woman, and two defense workers. One

of them is a Negro in a zoot suit who is waving a razor. A woman is standing with a

baby in her arms. There is a fat man standing.

Fifth Reproduction. The scene is in a subway car, with five people sitting and

two standing. In the car there are advertisements; one of the ads is for McGinnis

for Congress. In the front of the car there are a man, a woman, and two defense

workers, one a Negro with a razor, which he is waving in anger. One person ii

standing, woman holding baby. The man standing is a fat man.
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Sixth Reproduction. This is a picture of a typical subway scene. In the picture

three people are standing. The subway has the usual characteristics. There are

ads, one of McGinnis for Congress. Sitting down are a man and a woman. Two
other men, one a Negro, are discussing the coming election. The Negro is waving a

razor. In another part a woman is standing, holding a baby. You also see that in

the subway.

The razor shifts, you will note, from the white hand to the Negro. The

woman with the baby is soon standing. The nimiber of people standing

varies. And McGiimis grows in stature from a candidate for alderman to a

candidate for Congress, while the other signs drop out.

Allport and Postman distinguish three types of distortion that occur. Level-

ing occurs when successive versions omit details, grow shorter and easier to

grasp and remember. With sharpening, some detail that happens to be pre-

served gains in emphasis and importance. Assimilation occurs when the special

interests, motives, expectations of the subject influence his interpretation of

what he hears.

In most cases we receive information from several sources—newspapers,

radios, conversations, magazines. We check one of these sources against the

other and so perform, in a limited way, a kind of statistical comparison of the

several versions. Because the network of communication channels in a social

group permits each member to be connected with the source of information

via several paths, the social situation provides its own kind of redundancy.

By checking one path against another it is often possible to detect the errors

and distortions. To illustrate how this might work, we can try to reconstruct

the original from several distorted fragments. Allport and Postman give

several protocols obtained from the same original picture. From their records

we extract the following group of accounts. All of them are the third repro-

duction (fourth conomunicatee) in a series.

There are four colored men working, one holding a hand grenade. There is a church

steeple with a cross on it. The time is ten minutes past two. There are also signs

along the side of the road.

This is a battle scene. The scene is one of general ruin, evidently a village shot up

pretty badly. In the left foreground is a lieutenant in charge. There is a soldier

lying down and shooting over the stone wall of the ruins of a restaurant. There is a

church steeple on which a clock says ten minutes to two. There is also an ambulance

with a couple of feUows running away from it. In the distance is the enemy. Some-

where in the foreground there are a lot of feUows, one of them a lieutenant because

you can see the bar on his shoulders. A Negro in the picture is apparently tr>-ing to

urge the men on to fight.

The scene is in France. There are two soldiers in a trench and a wounded soldier.

There is an ambulance in the picture, and a house in the background, also a church
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with a steeple; the time is ... I don't remember. There is a signpost 'Cherbourg

21 miles, Paris 50 miles.' There is a Negro soldier in the picture.

The picture is a battle scene. There is a church in the background with a clock

which shows ten minutes to two. There is an airplane and a bomb bursting. A
road sign says 150 miles to Paris and 21 miles to Cherbourg.

Now catalogue the various items we have been told are in the picture.

After a little work we construct a table that looks about like this:

Mentioned 4 times: Church, clock (or time)

Mentioned 3 times: Negro, several men, road signs, steeple

Mentioned 2 times: Soldiers, ambulance, ruins of battle, 'Cherbourg,

21 miles'

Mentioned 1 time: Hand grenade, restaurant, house, lieutenant, enemies,

trench, airplane, bomb, stone wall, 'Paris 50 miles,'

'Paris 150 miles'

It is reasonable to assume that any item mentioned in two or more of the

accounts can be accepted. If the item occurs in only one of the four accounts,

we cannot be sure that it was not a mistake. With this crude criterion, there-

fore, we would expect to find in the picture: a church with a steeple and a

clock that says ten minutes before two; at least one Negro and several other

men, some or all of them soldiers; an ambulance; battle ruins; road sign that

says the distance is 21 miles to Cherbourg and that also gives the distance to

Paris.

When we check this account against the original picture, we find it correct

in all respects but one—the distance to Cherbourg is 50 kilometers.

Notice, however, that we were able to get back to the original picture with

some accuracy because we had four independent channels of information. If

the channels are not independent but converge at some point and all pass

through a single individual, we are not able to eliminate any distortions that

this one individual may introduce. Accurate information cannot be restored

once it is lost. If several independent channels are not open, we have no way
of checking errors.

Attempts to Trace Rumors. One of the interesting questions to ask about

rumor is how it travels. Who passes it on, who hears it? In a small group

in the laboratory such questions are easily answered, but in real life situations

it is much more diflScult to follow the spread of a rumor through a group. One

method is to interview all the members of the group at some time after a par-

ticular rumor has been circulating. The interviewer inquires whether or not

the person has heard specific things, from whom did he hear them, to whom
has he told them, and when and in what settings did these communications

take place. The method seems reasonable in theory, but in practice there are

difficulties. Most people caimot remember who told them the nunor or to
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whom they passed it on. In one study of this sort (Festinger, Cartwright,

et al., 1948) the interviews were conducted about 6 months after the rumor.

The rumor was dramatic, and there was no difficulty in determining whether

or not a member had heard it. Those who had heard it recalled it vividly.

But there was much vagueness about whether or not they had told the rumor

to anyone else.

In order to shorten the time between the rumor and the interviews, a further

study planted two rumors in the group (Festinger, Schachter, and Back, 1950).

All members were interviewed from 24 to 48 hr after the items had been planted.

Even after such a short interval there was considerable vagueness about where

they had heard the rumors or to whom they had told them. People do not

seem to pay a great deal of attention to the sources of their information but

remember only the content of the messages.

Another method enUsts the cooperation of members of the group. This

method was used to study rumors in an organization that had 5 levels in its

hierarchy and employed about 55 members (Festinger, Back, Schachter, KeUey,

and Thibaut, 1950). Seven participant observers were carefully selected from

the organization. Before a rumor was planted these 7 members were told its

content and the time it would start. If the rumor reached them or if they

overheard it, they were instructed to ask questions about it. The partici-

pant observers were able to avoid detection, and during a 4-month period

9 different rumors were circulated. At the end of the study aU 55 members

were interviewed in an attempt to ascertain all of the persons who had heard

each rumor. From these interviews it was estimated that almost 80 per cent

of the rumor transmissions had been reported by the 7 spies.

Two of the 9 rumors concerned a small morale committee that existed in

the organization. These rumors spread quickly within this subgroup but

did not spread outside of it. The other seven rumors produced 17 transmis-

sions, which the participant members recorded. Eleven of these were directed

upward in the hierarchy, 4 were directed to someone on the same level, and

only 2 were directed downward. This result illustrates the general rule that

members who want to move upward in a hierarchy tend to communicate in

that direction.

Discussion Qxjestions

1. Under what conditions will the central member of the information net be the

leader of the group?

2. Can a leader maintain his central position in the net of command if he is not in

a central position in the information network?

3. Secondary information represents the group's awareness of itself. Compare

this with the notion that an individual's awareness depends upon his ability to react

to his own reactions.

4. What similarities are there between propaganda and suggestion?
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5. What contributions does the development of scientific polling techniques offer

for the study of mass media of communication?

6. Why are educational programs on the radio generally so unpopular?

7. What rumors have you heard lately? Can you analyze them to discover what

needs they satisfy and what sources of distortion they reflect? Who told them to

you? Have you passed them on?
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